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INTRODUCTION

You have some experience of working in the laboratories (abbr. singular- lab,
plural -labs) of your School/College. They are meant to train students in
practical work. Some of you nlay have visited private and public testing labs
also. Can you recall how they were designed? Was one type of lab different
from the other? Did you find them convenient and safe to work in or did you
feel that there was scope for improvement?
"

In this first unit we will discuss the broad principles underlying the
organisation and design of a good lab. This will be followed by units 2 and 3
which deal with design coiisideratiolls with regard to preparation room and
store.
In practice the task of lab design is given to the engineer or architect who may
consult the faculty members on certain issues and finalise it. Nevertheless, we
feel' it is important that all persoilnel involved in organisation and maintenance
of a lab should know the principles underlying good lab design. Quite likely,
there may be occasions to apply this knowledge when labs are renovated,
ruorganised or services are improved or repaired.
The lab technicians assist in inost of the lab activities and are responsible for
lab maintenance. I'herefore, they should also learn what all is required for a
good lab dcsign.
Tn this unit we will cover the following general topics:

.
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1. The general features of a typical School/College lab.
2. Design considerations that apply to the lab and to the areas that directly
support its operation.
3. Requirements of people in the lab together with how they should organise
the lab and themselves.
4. Requirements of specialized rooms and services.

Objectives

After studying this unit you should be able to:
list the desirable features of a good lab,
use the principles underlying design of labs while planning new ones or
renovating them,
estimate minimum working space needed on the basis of the number of
persons who will use the lab ,
list the advantages and disadvantages of fixed and variable systems of lab
layouts,
suggest the various types of material available for benching and furniture
and discuss their merits,
state the need for efficient and safe services (mechanical, electrical, water
and gas) in the lab and preparation room,
describe the requirements of adequate lighting, ventilation, and heating of
various lab areas,
state the need for adequate circulating space, particularly in respect of
safety,
describe the various types of floors and flooring available and discuss their
relative merits for types of working area,
state the reason for the use of fume cupboards and other forms of
mechanical ventilation,
describe the need for and control of smoke doors, escape routes and general
circulation,
describe the need for security of both premises and the immediate work
area.

1.2

THE ESSENTIAL REQUIREMENTS OF A TYPICAL
LABORATORY

In this unit we will try to identify the essential requirements of a typical
laboratory.
Here it would be interesting to consider the kind of lab a famous scientist
century. In the summer of 1852 Bunsen first
"Herr Bunsen" used in the
"The lab was situated in the buildings of an ancient monastery, and there we all worked.
It was roomy enough. The old refectory was the main lab, and the chapel was divided in
two. One half became the lecture room and the other a storehouse and museum. Soon the
number of students increased and we needed further extensions. So the cloisters were
enclosed by windows and working benches placed below them. Beneath the store floors
at our feet slept the dead monks, and on their tomb stones we threw out waste
precipitates! There was no gas supply in Heidelberg in those days; nor any town's water
supply. We worked with Bezelins' spirit lamps, made our combustion with charcoal,
boiled down our wash-waters from silicate analysis in large glass globes over charcoal
fires, and we went to fetch out water from the pump in the courtyard."

went to Heidelberg (Germany) to work in Gmelin's old 1ab.This is how he
described the lab.
What we have reproduced above is actually based on an account published in a
science magazine the Journul qf'lhe Chemical Society in 1900.
SAQ 1
a) From this account try to list below the essential requirements of a lab.

.............................................................................................

Check your answer with ours at the end of the unit before continuing.
b) Now try to recall the features of the labs you have worked in at school or
college or in any other lab you may have visited sometime, and list them
below.

Now we will discuss how best the above features can be accommodated in the
lab design so that the persons using it can work with ease and comfort.
Let us start with the requirement for space.
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According to the
Oxford dictionary a
laboratory is a roorn or
building fitted out foi
scientific experiments,
research, teaching or
the manufacture of
drugs and chemicals.

1.3

LABORATORY SPACE

A lab could just be a single room or a large building with provision for
separate rooms for specific work. The size depends upon the purpose for which
it is required. Single owner personal pathology or microbiology labs used for
some routine tests are generally very small. The physics, chemistry, botany and
zoology labs of school/college are larger in size. Public and private research
institutions have several big labs. Labs are variously designed. For instance,
the biology lab of a college is different from chemistry, physics or computer
labs.
Before we discuss labs any further it is necessary that we become familiar with
the usage of the term laboratory. The term laboratory is used for naming large
research institutions such as the National Physical Laboratory (NPL). Delhi,
the National Chemicai Laboratory (NCL), Poona and the Regional Research
Laboratory at Ilyderabad. There are also pharmaceutical laboratories for
manufacturing drugs. The term is also used for a single rooin if it is equipped
for performing experiments. In colleges, jrou will find botany, zoology,
physiology and inicrobiology laboratories. In common parlance these together
with other units and ancillaries are also referred to as laboratories. Therefore
we find that the term laboratory is not used very specifically. While we are
discussing the various units (rooms) of a lab, we shall use the term Main I,ab
instead of lab for the roomlunit where experimeiltal work is performed.

Fig. 1.1: The National Physical Laboratory, New Delhi.

Often the main lab in a teaching institution is rectangular like the one
illustrated in Fig. 1.2. The typical size is somewhere between 40 and 80 square
metres.
It is of utmost importance that any lab have adequate space within which lab
workers can work. Ample space is required for the safe conduct of lab work

and for efficiency and maintenance. Therefore, it is necessary to decide how
much space is ideal per lab worker?
Various suggestions have been made by different organizations as to the space
that should be provided for each lab worker. The Laboratory Investigation Unit
(LIU) of the Department of Education and Science (UK) introduced the
concept of the Laboratory Unit (Lab Unit). This is u self-contained ureu within
a lub that stlpport.~the work qf two or three workers. The LIU suggests that in
practice, it is unlikely that fewer people will be working together. Thus if all
the requirements for this group of workers are provided in terms of space,
services, storage, etc. any larger lab can be a multiple of the Lab Unit. This
introduces the idea of modular lab design.

Space for circulation

0

Fig. 1.2: One arrangrnent for the 'Lab Unit'.

The LIU suggests that some 12 m of bench space is needed for two to three
workers. This includes spacc for sinks (and the dead space alongside each
sink), and fume cupboards. This 12 m run would be best accommodated by
two 6 m runs separated by about 2 m. Allowing 0.5m for the depth of
benching, the dimensions of the Lab Unit will be 6m x 3m.
We feel that this recommended space se.ems quite generous for Indian labs of
schools and colleges. Our student enrolment is quite high and it is difficult to
assign this much space to each student. However, the idea of LU is helpful for
calculating the number of students that can be accommodated in a given lab.
We can propose that a minimum of two metres bench space should be allotted
per person. Whatever the condition be, sufficient space must be allowed for
work and circulation.
SAQ 2
a)

What are the fundamental points that should be raised before deciding on
the number of studeilts/persons who will use a lab?

ii)
iii)

b)

When considering the size of a lab, how much space should be planned
for each worker?
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1.4

DESIGNS OF LABORATORIES

The overall philosophy of the design could be fixed or flexible.

1.4.1 Fixed Design Laboratories
Traditionally the labs are of fixed design i.e. all benches, cupboards and
services are rigidly fixed.
Let us first try to list the typical features of a traditionally designed lab below:
Services means gas,
water and electricity.

a. Benches are firmly attached to the floor and, pel-haps also to the walls.
b. Services are usually screwed and clamped to bench legs and the underside
of lab benches.
c. The general design approach is one of permanency and substantial
construction.
The strength of the design lies in its physical strength. In certain circun~stances
this may be an important factor where, for example, many people cany out
varied tasks in the lab, e.g. in a school. However, in a fixed design lab a change
in lab layout would cause major disruption.

Fig. 1.3: A view of a fixed design laboratory.

1 . 4 . 2 F$exible Design Laboratories

i.

Flexible lab design addpts the strategy of keeping furniture, benches and
services free-standing so that they can be easily moved. Many labs show a

continual pattern of change in usage, and 'flexible' design helps to overcome
the potential inherent disruption. Flexible design is quite suitable for private
multipurpose labs.
In case one wants to build a lab there is no hard and fast rule. The choice of
design depends on a real life need. To opt for a high degree of flexibility in
every case or to be completely biased to the traditional approach would suggest
that no account is taken of the real needs. The most important point as far as
the approach to the design is concerned is to be able to answer the following
question positively:

Fig. 1.4: A view of flexible design laboyatory.

Can the features incorporated in the design be justified? In other words, will
the design meet requireme~ltsfor the present as well as in the future?
Partition Walls

II

I
,I

At times it niay be necessary to divide the lab space in order to confine an area
for specific work. Such matters as partition walls should be included in the
plans. Either load-bearing walls or ten~porarypartitions can create the division.
Load bearing walls, for example offer little flexibility but can be used for
permanent fixing. Although partition walls offer considerable flexibility in
contrast to structural walls, this flexibility can easily be lost by fixing benches,
shelves and services to a partition wall. If at some future stage a conversion is'
undertaken, major work may be required to remove the fixtures, which have
been attached to the partition. Clearly, while you design the lab you should
take this into account and avoid making permanent attachments to partition
walls.
SAQ 3
a)

Try to rec~llectthe design of the lab you have worked in school or
college. Describe its features, what kind of services were available to you
and how they were fixed?
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b)

When designing a lab, what services should be planned for the lab and an
associated preparation room?

c)

'Partition walls should be used wherever possible to attach services and
benches firmly.'
Do you have any comment to make about this statement?

Check your answers with those given at the end of the unit before
continuing.

1.5

MAIN LABORATORY IN RELATION TO OTHER
ROOMS

Suppose you wish to choosd the locatioil for the main lab (where students
perform practicals) then you should think about whether the chosen room will
be ideal and what its relationship to nearby rooms will be.
You should consider the use of adjacent rooms. If the proposed activities in the
main lab will result in a lot of noise or vibration, it should not be located next
to a rest room or library!
Of more importance is the relationship between a inail1 lab and related
accommodation. For example, a school has two biology labs. These should be
located as near as possible to each other, perhaps separated only by a
preparation room - see Fig. 2.1 (Unit 2).
Widely dispersed labs should be avoided as this leads to considerable
difficulties for the technical staff. All the labs should be near each other and,
ideally in a separate wing, which can be isolated in the case of fire.
SAQ 4
Why is it important that related labs and preparatory rooms should be located
close to each other?

.............................................................................................
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1.6

BENCHING, SURFACES, FURNITURE, AND
STORAGE

Often labs are rectangular like the one illustrated in Fig. 1.5. Since in most
cases benching is firmly fixed and drainage is only available along walls, this
is what we shall assume for this lab also.
Fig. 1.5 a shows the basic lab - empty. Fig. 1.5 b, c and d show various possibe
arrangement for benching, each with advantages and disadvantages.

In the arrangement in Fig. 1.5 b, a mixture of perimeter and island benches is
used. in this lab what could be the arrangement for drainage? The drainage
might be restricted to the perimeter. This design may allow a large number of
people to use the lab. Besides it provides a considerable quantity of underbench storage. But in a school lab, the supervision of the pupils, particularly
those with their backs to the teacher, may be a problem.

(a) An empty lab

(b) Perimeter and Island benching

(c) Peninsular bench'mg

(d) perimeter and Peninsular benchii

Fig. 1.5: Some laboratory byouts.

Fig. 1.5 c shows a design with peninsular benching only. These benches would
be rather long and sufficient distance wodd have to be allowed between each
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so that people at the ends nearest the wall could have safe access to their work
area.
In Fig. 1.5 d, you can see a mixture of perimeter and peninsular benches. This
is a typical modular approach with each U-section forming a module.
Many other designs could be devised, but before you decide, you must find out
what your requirements are.
The dimension of the work surfaks- the height and width of benches is
generally standard for a discipline though most people are of differing height
and build.
Once the position of benches is decided one must consider suitable work tops,
cupboards and other storage units, shelving and so on.
Bench tops should be sealed to the walls, impervious to water and resistant to
disinfectants, acids, alkalis, organic solvents and moderate heat.
Two main factors in the choice of work tops to be considered are:

1. The cost of the material, and
2. The nature of the lab work.
In a school lab, for example, wood or laminated surfaces are likely to be used.
In a biology lab the important factor is to be able to sterilize the surface easily
in which case a formica surface is probably the best. For wood surfaces, teak is
the best type of wood, but it is expensive. The suitability of other types of
wood can also be explored.
Keeping in view the type of work to be performed a variety of materials are
used for bench surfaces. These are timbers (solid wood), PVC, quarry tiles,
Kota stone, granite, glazed tiles, Formica and metal.
The selection of lab furniture is very important. You should make sure that it is
sturdy. The furniture can be purchased from some standard firms, which
provide a catalogue also. In case you have some specific requirement you can
get it made from a local dealer.

.

Storing facilities are also taken into account while planning a lab. Generally,
the storage units are 'hung' underneath a bench and shelving units and
cupboards hung from a rail around the room. Commonly the units are of wood
or steel. They are demountable and can be easily removed.
Store space must be adequate to hold supplies for immediate use and thus
prevent clutter on bench tops and in aisles. Additional long-term storage space
conveiliently located outside the working area should also be provided. As far
as storage in the lab is concerned only equipment and consumables required
for day-to-day use should be stored. Obviously an exception would be
specialised large equipment, which may have to be housed in the lab even
though it is used only occasionally.
Many labs have totally inadequate storage space. Here under-bench storage
assumes a far greater importance. Indeed, it can become the major method of

storage. Under-bench storage is inconvenient, with low shelves making access
difficult (Figs. 1.6 and 1.7).

Fig. 1.6: Under bench storage.

Where can I put
my knees???!!

Fig. !.7: Knees up while working.

The insides of under-bench units are dark. They often get dirty and collect
items that should have been thrown away years ago. Staff is often reluctant to
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throw away equipment and use the statement 'we used that back in, let me see
1975, we could still have a use for itY.You need to adopt an aggressive policy
towards storage, stipulating that anything which is not needed in the very near
future should be stored elsewhere, and that which has outlived its usefulness
should be thrown away. Now-a-days equipment becomes out dated in a few
years so it is best to throw away the old stuff unless one plans to display it in
some exhibition.
If you want to use under-bench stwage then some of these units will need to
take trays, which slot into units or are fitted with movable shelves.
A more convenient way is to place a movable (wheeled) unit under the bench.
Since a single unit would be quite large and difficult to move out, a few small
units (each of approximately 1L/z feet length) can be placed instead. Since each
small unit has wheels they move like trolleys and when fitted under the bench
give the appearance of a single unit.

Many shelving units are required in a lab to store chemicals. Besides closed
shelves, several open shelves may also be necessary. For example in a
chemistry and biology lab open shelves are useful for keeping bottles required
for daily practicals. Open shelves could be placed between two benches so
those students working on either bench can use them.
Finally we shall consider the design problems of storage in the lab. This is
covered in more detail in Unit 4.
Now try the following SAQs.
SAQ 5

a)

What kind of arrangement can be planned for benching in the lab?

b)

List the materials used for bench surfaces.

c)

.......................................................................................

.......................................................................................

'

In the following statements fill in the blank spaces with appropriate
words.
i) .............................. units are convenient for under-bench
storage.

Bench tops sl~ouldbe ..........................to water,
.......................... to disinfectants, acid alkali, organic solvents
and moderate heat.
iii) The itellis that have outlived their usefulness should be
ii)

1.7

SERVICES

All labs require water, gas and electricity to be freely available as well as a
drainage system. Some labs (such as chemistry) inay also require specialized
services such as steam, vacuum or compressed gases and fume extractors. The
provision of these services has been the subject of much heart searching for
they are the principal factors that limit the flexibility and adaptability of a lab.
Suppose, for example, a lab is fitted with demountable partitions. If service
pipes are then fixed to the partitioils they iinmediately become fixed and
immovable. This sanle will apply to benches.
Services, traditionally, are almost always provided by way of the floor and run
along benches to outlets fixed to the benches, forming an integral part of the
furniture. What other alternatives exist? The outside walls are undoubtedly
fixed so they may be used to carry services. Some labs are equipped with
movable service stations that are supplied via the floor but allow a
coilsiderable degree of flexibility in that the supply of services is no longer an
integral part of the furniture.

St

i
t

Drainage points have to be set into the floor. The right choice of material for
the pipe line is necessary. For example, in a polytechnic chemistry lab the
drainage system consists of a iletwork of borosilicate tubing set into the floor,
with drainage points at intervals of 2.4 111 set over the entire area of the floor.
The borosilicate tube is used as it is particularly resistant to corrosion and is
readily cleaned with a solution of hot washinghda.

Fig. 1.8: Services in a lab.
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Whichever system is chosen, the number of service outlets fitted should be as
numerous as funds allow. Experience shows that the demand on services always
increases and if they are not needed today, then they will be tomorrow.
Nowadays, arguments could be put forward for limiting the number of services
available in a particular lab. For example, is gas really needed in a physics lab?
Small electric immersion heaters can fulfil most of the requirements for heating
and steam production. If a need cannot be identified why have that particular
service? Once again the importance of identifying requirements is demonstrated.
Safety should also be borne in mind when providing services. Services
controlled from the back of the bench can be a positive hazard in the event of
an accident (see Fig. 1.9 a) when it may be necessary to turn off the
appropriate services.
An alternative would be to put the controls on the front edge of the bench (Fig.
1.9 b). However, this leads to the danger of lab coats (pockets, fastenings and
buttons) catching on the knobs and switches.
With overhead services, the switches and outlets are away from the
experimental area. The lab worker can, in the event of an accident step back
and reach up to turn the services off.
One word of warning: when choosing overhead services, do check that they are
of good sound construction and will stand up to heavy continuous usage.
Whatever we decide safety is of paramount importance.

a
I
2

2

8

Gas knobs

L

h

b

Fig. 1.9:-.a) Poor positioningof service outlets, b) services controlled from the front bench.
-

SAQ 6
a)

Having spent time considering'the various types of services, you should
now complete the following table to compare advantages and
disadvantages of fixed and flexible services. Plenty of 'clues' are given in
the text, but do consult your counsellor if you have problems.
Advantages

Disadvantages

Traditional fixed services

Modern flexible services

Discuss your completed list with your counsellor.
b)

Indicate which of the following statements are true or false? Write T for
true and F for false in the given boxes.
i)

Gas, water and electricity are a must for any lab.

ii) For safety reasons services control in a lab should not be
fitted at tlie back bf benches.
iii) Service outlets should be limited in numbers.
c)

In the following statements fill in the blank spaces with appropriate
words.
i) ................................ tube is appropriate for the drainage
pipeline of a chemistry lab.
ii) ................................considerations are paramount when
deciding on services.

1.8 VENTILATION, LIGHTING, HEATING AND
COOLING
Ventilation, lighting, and heating are often treated as related and will be
considered as such here. Proper ventilation in a lab is necessary for health
and safety and for efficient working. Lighting which is too bright or too dull
may lead to tired eyes, headaches, and again an increaskd incidence of
accidents. Also, working conditions that are too hot or too cold, toq dry or
too damp are unpleasant to work in and may result in accidents. Thus
control of all these factors is important for a safe and comfortable working
environment.
Let us consider these factors in detail.
1.8.1 Ventilation

The reasons for requiring ventilation are
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(a) Removal of excess heat due to ovens, hot plates, Bunsen burners, body
heat, etc.
(b) Coi~trolof humidity from respiration, steam baths, etc. High humidity with
high heat can be very uncomfortable.
(c) Reduction of fumes, odours. Usually taken care of by mechanical extractor
systems.
Veiltilation can either be provided by natural or mechanical means.

Fig. 1.10: Arrangement for ventilation, lighting and cooling in a laboratory.

Windows provide an uncontrollable flow of air, and although louvered
wiildows are better, they tend to be draughty. Excessive draughts must be
avoided on safkty grouilds, as Bunser burners may be extinguished or
delicately poised apparatus disturbed.
Mechanical or forced ventilation can be provided by extractor fans, which at
the time of ins~allationcall be set high up thereby reducing any draughts.
Extractor fans provide a more constant flow of air and avoid the problems of
open windows.

For general low level extraction, fans can be installed in windows or walls. If
window fans are fitted it is a good idea for them to be reversible, so they can
also be used to draw in fresh air.
Air conditioning units are considered in the followiilg section on heating, and
the use of fwne cupboards, an example of forced ventilation, will also be
discussed in section 1.10.
1.8.2 Lighting

Adequate lighting is necessary for any kind of work. Natural lighting is most
acceptable to the lab worker. Fig. 1.11 shows two totally different approaches
to natural lighting in the lab. In Fig. 1.11 a one of the long walls is virtually all

glass and as there are also windows in the end wall very little artificial lighting
will be required. This is know11 as a 'shallow' lab. The 'deep' lab with
windows in only one shoi-t wall will present a darker environment that will
need permanen1 supplemenlury urlificial lighting ( P S A L ) in all conditions: see
Fig. 1.1 1 b. However, a considerable amount of lab work takes place in labs,
which by necessity will require PSAL.
Various types of lighting are available and the amount of light required will
depend on the design of the lab. Illumination should be adequate for all kinds
of activity. Undesirable reflections and glare sl~ouldbe avoided.
Artificial lighting is provided either by incandescent bulbs (heated tungsten
filament) or by fluorescent tubes. While light bulbs may give rise to light of a
Inore acceptable 'colour' they do have the disadvantage of producing
excessive shadows - see Fig. 1.12 a. Although 'daylight' fluorescent tubes
are available, the lighting provided by this means is often rather harsh and
artificial. On the other hand it does give a good distribution of light - see Fig.
1.12 b. Machinery in workshops may require individual lighting. Also
individual lighting may be necessary for intense work, e.g., soldering
intricate circuits: see Fig. 1.12 c. Positioning of all lighting is important to
give an effective distribution of light.

I

Windows

(a) A 'Shallow' laboratory

(b) A 'Deep' laboratory

Fig. 1.1 1: Two different approaches to lighting in the lab.

I
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[a] Standard electric bulbs
give rise to harsh shadows

[b] Fluorescent tubes provide
more even lighting

[c] Eye straining work requires high
levels of illumination

Fig. 1.12: Some Aspects of Lighting.

Positioning of all lighting is important to give an effective distribution of light.

1.8.3 Heating and Cooling
In most parts of India winters are mild, but in the zoiles that are very cold,
heating arrallgenlents for the lab may be necessary. One major problem in
laboratories is that of trying to achieve even heating without using up too much
valuable wall space, or giving localised hot spots.
One of the solutions involves the installation of heating pipes. But there are
chances that the chemicals, which are not toxic at normal temperatures when
spilt unlloticed onto heating pipes, may create a hazardous atmosphere. A
better solution is running the pipes in boxed-in sections under the window
wall. with adjustable grilles below the window. Nothing can thcn be placed
directly on the heating pipes nor can chemicals be easily spilt on to heatedsurfaces.

1

The following are con~monhea6~1gsystems:
(a) Radiators: Traditional radiators are too susceptible to corrosion froin spills
etc. to be of any great use in most labs, although they could be used in
physics and biology labs. They are also dust traps and give only localised
heating.
(b) Local heating: Local heating by electric fires is very expensive and highly
dangerous. Even more hazardoi~sare the fan-assisted heaters which can
draw flamsnable vapours over a heated element.
(c) Air conditioning: Air conditioiling units control both temperature and
humidjty by supplying air that has been heatedlcooled, driedldampened in
a series of accurate processes. This forin of control provides the most
acceptable way of controllillg the lab environment. However, for a school
it is prohibitively expensive and its use is usually restricted to the
industrial or rcsearch lab.
Now try the following SAQs.

SAQ 7
a)

In the following statements fill in the blank spaces with appropriate words.
i) Ventilation removes excess o f . . .................. .., controls the level of
.................. and reduces ................... and odours.
ii) Very bright or dull light causes ....................... and tired eyes and
may lead to increased incidence o f . . .....................

b)

What do the letters PSAL stand for?

c)

When do you think it js ~lecessaryto consider the use of an airconditioning unit?

i

?

..........................................................................................
d) Which types of rooms are likely to require PSAL?

.........................................................................................

..........................................................................................
e)

What type of work demands high levels of illumination?

- .........................................................................................
..........................................................................................

f)

List the two common heating systems.

..........................................................................................
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FLOORING

1.9

'

The floor should be smooth but slip-resistant. The choice of covering for the
lab floor is governed by a number of considerations, which include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cost;
Safety;
Chemical resistance;
Wear; and
Environmental factors, e.g. comfort, ease of cleaning, noise reduction and
warmth.

Most lab floors have a concrete base. Floors should include watertight
upstands around all services that enter through floors, and along the walls,
particularly floors above ground level.
Table 1.1 lists some of the materials used for flooring and includes the
advantages/disadvantagesof each.
Table 1.1: Types of F h r Coverings Suitable for Laboratories.
Floor

(1) More acid resistant than
mosaic or granolithic

( I ) Hard
(2) Cold
(3) Noisy

( I) Must be sealed

Mosaic

(1) Resists solvents
(2) Stands up to heavy
traffic
(3) Available in attractive
designs

(1) Hard
(2) Cold
(3) Does not resist acids

With white or
regular cement

Linoleum

( 1 ) Warm

(1) Slippery
(2) Marks easily
(3) Not very resistant to
solvents

(I) Must be sealed
(2) Must be stuck
down

As Mosaic
( I ) Very water resistant
(2) Acid resistant

As Mosaic
(1) Slippery

( I) Acid-proof

/I)
(2)
(3)
(4)

( 1) Their resistance is

( I ) It is best to use

Concrete

(2) Quiet
(3) Easily maintained
Glazed tiles

PVC tiles

I

Remarks

Disadvantages

Advantages

I

Quiet
Variety
Easily maintained
More resistant to
indentations

against dust
(2) Poor in finish

cement must
be used for
joints
sheets with
welded joints
and edge the
area with
swept-up
covers to
contain spillage

variable and must be
checked before use
(2) Soft and marks
easily
(3) Indentations gather
pockets of dirt, etc.

I

I

Note: The table is provided for refetence only. You are not expected to
rnemorise it.

Table 1.2: Recommended flooring for various labs.
Type of
accommodation

Comments

Chemistry lab

Large scale rooms should be tiled on both floors and walls

Physics lab

PVC or thermoplastic tiles are suitable

Biology lab

PVC sheet or thermoplastic tiles are suitable

Workshops and stores

Concrete with surface hardening.

SAQ 8
Match the floor coverings listed in column 1 with the disadvantages given in
column 2.
Column I

1.
2.
3.
4.

Glazed tiles
Linoleum
Mosaic
Concrete

Column 2

a)
b)
c)
d)

poor in finish
does not resist acids
slippery
marks easily

1.10 FUME CUPBOARDS
Ally work involving noxious fumes should be carried out in a fume cupboard.
The design of f~lnlecupboards is very important so as to ensure an adequate
flow of air with the door either open or closed. A minimum rate of flow of 0.4
m/s should be produced across the work surface, 0.5 m/s being required when
using highly toxic materials. Fig. 1.13 shows a simple fume cupboards. With
the sash open draught at the work silrface is considerably reduced, whilst with
the sash closed, air near the top is virtually static.

(a) Sash open

(b) Sash dosed

Fig. 1.13: Simple fume cupbosrd. A heavy duty fume cupboard (to get a photograph).

Addition of a baffle to a simple fumc cupboard improves air flow and efficient
purging is achieved with the sash open or closed.
Flexibility within the lab can easily be lost by installing a fume cupboard that
is totally immobile. In schools. with the growing use of multi-disciplinary
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laboratories, flexibility may be of considerable importance. Therefore to
continually tie space down for one specific fuilction that will 01113be used
occasioilally is undesirable.
Factors to consider are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Ease of movement
Connectibility to services
Visibility, e.g. for demonstrations
Connectibility to ducting

What is the main function of a fume cupboard?

.............................................................................................

1.1 1 ACCESS TO AND FROM THE LABORATORY
Ally lab design must take into account that the lab worker must be able to gain
access to and from the experimental area. Sufficient distance must be allowed
between bknches for the safe movement of people, so that colleagues are not
disturbed.
As even in the best run establishment accidents can happen, all laboratories
and preparatory rooms should be provided with at least two escape routes as
widely separated as possible. Note that door positions in ideal lab
arrangements by checking back with Figs. 1. I I . If an accident occurred near
one of these doors escape wouId still be possible using the other door.
Likewise, the design of the whole building should allow for various escape
routes. For example, more than one set of stairs should be provided and these
should preferably be constructed throughout with non-combustible materials.
Access routes either inside or outside the lab must not be blocked or hindered
in any way. This means that cupboards, spare desks etc. should never be kept
in corridors.

1.12 SECURITY AND SAFETY
When designing a lab the problems associated with security and vandalism
must be taken into account. Doors should be fitted with security locks, and the
rooin kept locked when not in use. Ground floor rooms may need locks on the
windows. Fire doors must be provided and these should be fitted with crush
bars or similar mechanisms. Further comments on security and vandalism are
discussed in Unit 15.
Safety system should cover fire, electrical emergencies. These are discussed in
detail in block 4.

Now try the following SAQ.

SAQ 10
a)

Why should the design of a lab show at least two doors?
.......................................................................................

1.13 SUMMARY
In this unit ydu have learnt:
The various aspects concerned with the design and usage of a good lab.
While designing a lab it is very important to consider the type of
accommodation available, nature of work, and present and future
requirements of the users.
Some of the major aspects to be considered are space requirement per
person, benchi~lg,furniture, storage, electricity, water and gas, ventilation,
lighting, heating, flooring, provisioil for circulation, cupboards, access to
and from the lab, security and safety.
The Department of Education and Science (UK) introduced the concept of
Lab IJnit. It is the area defined that can support two to three workers. This
recommended area of 6 m x 3m is generous considering Indian conditions.
A11 area of square metre is proposed for LIT for Indian labs.
A lab can be of fixed or flexible design. Both designs carry certain merits
and the one adopted should be according to the requirement.
While drawing a map ior a lab, it is necessary to make sure that the
respective location of the main lab and accessory rooms is such that the
access to and fro111thein is convenient in terms of ease of working and
efficiency for the users.
There are different ways of laying out benches but the design is selected
according to the cost and requirements.
The selection of benching surface, furniture, shelving, storing units
flooring and fume cupboard is made according to the suitability and
available filzailcial rcsources.
Provision for services- gas, water and electricity is made according to the need.
The safety and security arrangenlents must be made.

1.14 TERMINAL QUESTIONS
1.

What features should be coilsidered while planning a new lab?
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2.

For a particular space that is to become a lab, is it likely that there will be
oilly one design that can be considered suitable?
Yes

No

.......................................................................................
Reason

.......................................................................................
3.

What points should be considered while planning storage?

.......................................................................................

4.

Give two advantages that mechanical ventilation, for example using
extractor fans has over ventilation via windows.

5.

List the factors that help to determine the choice of flooring in a lab.

.......................................................................................

1 5 ANSWERS
Self-assessment Questions

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

a) You
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
V)

should have identified the following:
Main Lab. benches and other furiliture
Lectrlre room
Store house
Museum
Provision to incilude more persons (ability to meet changing
denlands)
vi) Provision for disposal
vii) Supply oi' water. gas and electricity
viii) Office type accomniociation for the people who work in the lab.
ix) Specific specialised accon~niodation,e.g. instrument, balance
rooins, etc.
Storage space both \vithin and outside of the lab.
x)
xi) Relationship to other rooms and lab.
b) Some of the maill features of School lab are:
i) Main lab
ii) Ofiice type acconlnlodation
iii) Store
iv) Instrument room
v)
Museum
Here we have listed features of a school lab only. You may expand
the list accordi~lgto your experience of different laboratories.
a) i)
Space
ii) Purpose
iii) Cost
dilnensions of the lab unit, i.e. the self-contained area within a lab that
The
b)
will support the work of two or three workers, is 6 m x 3 In. For school and
college labr 2 nictres bench space per person should be planned.
a) Most liltely a fixed design lab. In services you can recall gas, water
and electricity.
b) Basical!~,those for which a need is identified. Services may be fixed
or flexible, depending on the type of lab.
statenlent in incorrect. One sl~onldavoid this if possible as this
The
c)
will rnake any future alterations much more difficult to accomplish.
This arrangement is conve~lientfor the teachers and technical staff who
managc both labs at times when the number of students is large.
a) i)
Mixture of perimeter and island
ii) Peninsular
iii) Mixture of perimeter and peninsular
b) i)
Timber
ii) PVC
iii) Quarry tiles
iv) Kota stone
v)
Granite
vi) Glazed tiles
vii) Formica
viii) Metal
c) i)
Movable
ii) impervious, resistant, acid, moderate
iii) discarded/thrown away
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See the text and consult your counsellor.
F, the need has to be identified.
ii) T, can be hazardous in the event of accidents
iii) F, need always increases with passing year
j) borosilicate
c)
ii) safety
7. ' a) i) heat, humidity, fumes
ii) headache, accidents
b) Permanent Supplementary Artificial Lighing .
c) When it is necessary to accurately control temperature and humidity
while at the same time introducing fresh air (ventilation).
d) Deep rooms that only have windows along one shoi-t wall.
e) Work demanding concentrated vision, for example, soldering
intricate circuits.
f) i) Radiators
ii) Air conditioning
8. 1) c, 2) d, 3) b, 4) a.
9. A fume cupboard is used for safe removal of iloxious fumes.
10. It is essential that more than one escape route is provided. If an accident
blocks one exist, hopefully the other one will still be available.
6.

a)
b)

Terminal Questions
1.

2.

c)

d)

e)

You should have identified the following:
Main Lab/working are with working benches.
i)
ii) Lecture room
i i i) Store house
iv) Museum
V) Provision to include more persons (ability to meet changing
demands)
vi) Provision for disposal
vii) Supply of water, gas and electricity
viii) Office type accommodation for the people who work in the lab.
ix) Specific specialised accommodation, e.g. instrument, balance rooms,
etc.
X) Storage space both within and outside of the lab.
xi) Relationship to other rooms and lab.
No. There are likely to be many designs that could be devised. Sotne may
appear better than the rest. The real skill lies in producing a design,
which meets the requirements that you have identified.
i) The articles that need to be stored.
ii) Long-term and short term storage.
iii) Convenience
Your answer is correct if you have two of the following points:
i) Draughts can be reduced by correct positioning of the fans
ii) The rate of airflow can be controlled
iii) If the fans are reversible they can also be used to draw in fresh air
These are
i) cost
ii) safety
iii) chemical resistance
iv) wear and tear
v) climate of the area

UNIT 2 ORGANISATION AND DESIGN OF
LABORATORIES: PREPARATION
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2.12 Answers

2.1

INTRODUCTION

In the previous unit (Unit 1 ) you have studied about the broad principles
underlying good laboratory design which could be of fixed or flexible type.
You were also falniliarised with the varioi~scomponents of a standard
laboratory and their ideallstandard placement within the lab. The kinds of
facilities like water, gas, electricity etc. needed for a lab were also explained to
you. In addition to this you learnt that the main laboratories usually have
adjacent rooms or rooms close by called preparation rooms which function to
provide service to these main laboratories and so these are built according to
the type of laboratory and their requirements.
In the present unit we will discuss in greater detail the following aspects of
preparation rooms.
The need for a preparation room with a laboratory.
The role and function of preparation room.
Locatioi~of preparation room with respect to the main labs.
The basic design of a preparation room as well as variations in its design
in accordance to the main lab, with which it is associated.
v) The various types of items like equipment, apparatus etc. and their
location in a standard preparation room.
vi) Design of a microbial preparation room for bacteria and fungi and the methods
used for sterilising materials and apparatus, associated with the culture.
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Objectives
After studying this unit you should be able to:
explain the need fbr a preparation room,

state the need for controlled access to preparation rooms,
explain the basic principles for the design of an efficient layout of the
preparation room,
l ~ sthe
t essential components of a standard preparation roo111 and describe
how they should be located,
statc Lhe problems of storage of equipments. cliernicals, apparatus and
paper in the preparation room and describe how they could be overcome by
eflicienr storage mcthods,
describe microbial preparation rooms for bacteria and fungi.
give methods of control in the use of small scale bacterial nlould culturc,
define an autoclave and hot air oven and give their basic function,
list the basic precautions to be talcen while operating an autoclave, and
state the need for efficient and safe services (electrical, water and gas) in
the preparation room.

2.2

IMPORTANCE OF A PREPARATION ROOM

Most of you have sonle experience ol'working at a private lab or at an
education lab at Scl~oolICollegeor University leve!. If so then you may be
able to recall that the main laboratories usually have an adjacent room or a
room close by called the preparation room that serves both as an extension of
the main lab and as well as provides service to it.
All educational establishments because of the nature of work in the education
sector require preparation rooms to be used in association with the main
laboratory (Fig. 2.1). However, in the industrial research sector some
preparation work is also conducted in the laboratory.

Fig. 2.1: Typical Relationship between the Preparation Room and Laboratories.

Laboratories and preparation rooms which provide service to teachinglresearch
and industrial labs have a very important role of storing a range of equipment
and apparatus which are not in continuous use. They are also used for storage
of extra quantities of chemicals and reagents. In addition to this administration
work associated with labs are usually done here. These rooms should also be
ideally used for most of the preparation work of the experiments and
demonstrations that would be done in the main lab (Fig. 2.2). In many
instances usually at school level a single room functions as a store and
preparation room.
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Fig. 2.2: A Zoology preparation room.

SAQ 1

What is the function of a preparation room?

.............................................................................................

2.3

REQUIREMENTS TO BE PROVIDED IN THE
PREPARATION ROOM

The role of the preparation room as we have explained is extremely important
and so it should be an essential feature of building plans of entire buildings that
have labs of any kind.
As you will study later in the unit, the design of the preparation room as well
as what it contains depends inainly on the type of main lab or labs it services.
However, all preparation rooms need to contain certain basic items and
facilities in order to function properly. Most preparation rooms should have:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

A wet bench with running water, and draining board.
A water distillation or deionizing plant.
Balance (preferably an accurate one and a rough one).
A large dry bench for dry work like constructing apparatus and for repair
work.
Vice (Refer Fig. 2.3) and small hand tools.

A badly organized
preparation room is rather
like a badly organized
kitchen. Time is often lost
looking for items which
should be easily at hand. In
a kitchen this results in
frustration. In a lab it leads
to a loss in efficiency and
effectiveness and this in
turn results in waste of
money. A badly organized
kitchen may also produce
poor quality food. A badly
organized preparation room
may produce inaccurate
solutions which may give
inaccurate or poor results
causing loss of money.
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Adequate shelving and cupboards for storage of apparatus, equipment
and chemicals as well as adequate storage space for a considerable
quantity of paper.
vii) A area for office work where the teacher or lab attendant could do paper
work.
viii) Adequate electrical outlet sockets.
ix) Gas supply.
x) An efficient waste disposal system.

vi)

Some of these items are self explanatory while others need some elaborations.
Wet Bench: The wet bench could be a large preparation table with services for
water, gas, electricity and waste disposal. A table of this type could be placed
against the wall of the room.

In labs where accuracy
in weight is of prime
importance and where
zero-vibration is
essential, properly
designed balance rooin
may be built.

The water distillation plant and balances: The water distillation plant as
well as balance should be located on stable surfaces, where disturbance and to
and fro traffic is minimum . Furthermore the table on which the distillation
plant is placed should have electricity and water facility located close by or on
it.
The most commonly used balance is the modern electric top pan balance since
it is sufficiently accurate and can be used for many purposes. Modern
electronic balances are so designed as to virtually eliminate the need for
vibration-free benching. However, you should be aware that many laboratories
still have balances with knife-edge systems for which reduction of vibration is
essential. The manner in which anti-vibration (zero-vibration) base is
constructed for these types of balances is however not going to be dealt with in
this unit as these types of balances are used in very specialised research labs.
Storage: Storage of equipment is always a very difficult problem for there
always seems more equipment in use than there are cupboards to keep it in.
Often under bench cupboards are used as storage space. This is bad practice as
access to them is not easy and they are often used to store items that are rarely
used and perhaps should have been thrown away long ago.

A laboratory should only contain the minimum amount of equipment required
for its needs and no more. For example, a chemistry laboratory should contain
only a selection of glassware in common use (flasks, beakers, burettes, etc.)
plus balances, pH meter and other large items in common use. All other items
must be kept in the preparation room.
In the preparation room it is recommended that metal adjustable shelving be
used for glassware and other equipment and wooden shelves for chemicals
(wood resists chemical attack very well). Figure 2.3 shows some ideas for
adjustable shelves based on a framework of angle-irons drilled with holes at
intervals of every inch and fitted with adjustable shelves, bins and cupboards.
However, for storage of special materials used by teacher in preparatory and
research activities, wall cabinets mounted above the work table prove useful.
In addition to this storage, it is necessary to store a considerable quantity of
paperwork (lab scripts, manufacturer's catalogues, work rotas (duties
assigned), maintenance records, staff leave forms, stock control forms - the list

can seein endless). Some means of storing all this information is required.
Usually, a metal filing cabinet (Fig. 2.3) can be used for this purpose. The
material within the cabinet must be stored in a clear and logical manner so that
anyone coming into the preparatory room for the first time can understand the
system. Further information about filing systems is given in Unit 7 of this
course.

(a) Metal shelving with
angle iron frame

(b) Wooden shelving
and cupboorda

(c) Vertical filing cabinet with open

cabinet drawer showing folden

Fig. 2.3: Shelving and cupboard arrangements as well as a filing cabinet likely to be
found in a preparation room. Preparation rooms are required to have a variety
of different storage systems and some plan of work activities for effective
operations.

Dry Bench: The dry work bench besides storage of hand tools may also serve
to have the vice (Fig. 2.4).

Fig. 2.4: A vice is a tool. It grips objects on which work is being done. Its grip is made
tighter or looser by turning a lever at the same point. The lever is attached to a
shaft which has a thread like bolt. For example the carpenter puts the pieces of
wood in a vice so that it would not move around while he is planing it.

SAQ 2

a. List the basic components of the standard preparation room.

..........................................................................................
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b. What is the basic difference between a wet bench and a dry bench?

..........................................................................................

2.4

ACCESS TO THE PREPARATION ROOM

Access to and from the preparation room needs to be and usually is restricted
since it is likely to contain expensive and dangerous materials and equipment
within them. Doors that lead from labs or corridors are usually fitted with
closures in order to comply with fire regulation. This is because doors are
often installed to prevent the spread of smoke during fire. However. door
closures pose a problem to technicians who are often moving equipment on
trolleys or trays. The most common solution for this is to keep the door open
with a door stopper. Such a solution however is in contravention of the fire
regulation as we have explained and so if it is essential that the door remains
open, other links should be available which can operate under emergency
conditions.
In order to further restrict access a locking system with authorized key holders
is also used.

SAQ 3
Why is it necessary to restrk access to preparation rooms?

a

2.5

WORK FLOW

The most important principle when considering any design for a preparation
room is to consider aspect of the work "flow" through the area. To understand
this the operation or function of the preparation room should be examined and
the components of such an operation should be identified. This is done by
procuring advance information about the planned experiments and
den~onstrations.These should be displayed in a place which is readily
accessible for checking when starting the work. Clean glassware and
chemicals will be required. When solutions have been prepared, stock bottles
will be needed together with trolleys or trays of equipment. The returning
trolleys will have dirty glassware and leftover chemicals which require
attention. An area will be required for glassware cleaning and finally this
cleaned glassware will again be required to restart the laboratory exercise.

PREPARATION ROOM DESIGN

2.6

A preparation roo111 that serves the main laboratory is designed in accordance
to the lab it is associated with. Its size, location, type of design, the kinds of
equipment and apparatus it contains, thus depend largely on the purpose and
function of the main lab. So, there would be a considerable difference between
the preparation room of a single-owner pathology lab and an educational lab.
Furthermore, the level of the educational lab whether School or College or
University or purely research would also affect considerably both the design of
the main lab and its preparation room. Fig. 2.5 shows a general plan of a
preparation room area.
Chemical storage of
prepared solutions

.' -.

-

Fume
cupboard

Drying oven

-

.e#'

Central clean glassware
storage with surface area
for preparation

b

I
I

Under bench
equipment
storage

-

-

Sinks Lnd
wash-up area

+-

Dirty glassware
awaiting treatment

f

.

practical request
assembly area

Fig. 2.5: A general plan of a preparation room area.

It is very important however before embarking on any design for a preparation
room to consider carefully the use to which the room or groups of rooms are to
be put to and how best this purpose can be achieved. The main points to
consider are:
The type of activity to be carried out.
i)

The number of people involved.
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ii)
iii)
iv)
V)
vi)
vii)

Storage required.
Service requirements.
Access.
Relationship to other rooms.
Special equipment required.
Cost.

If the purpose of the preparation room is to service laboratories used for
general science then the main activity will be preparation for experiments, like
preparation of solutions or media, assembling apparatus, washing up.
Subsidiary activities are the repair and construction of equipment and
apparatus. Requirements will include:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Sufficient storage for materials for day to day use.
Services e.g. 2 gas outlets, 8 electric points, water supply for washing up.
Access for heavy pieces of equipment, methods to transfer goods
between floors, and access for trolleys.
Escape in case of fire.

Special equipment required would probably include a water distillation plant,
top pail balance, vice, fume cupboard and very seldoni in India a battery
charger at level of School or B.Sc. lab.
Having determined the requirements of the preparation room, we are in a better
position to able to plan the room itself. All that remains is to sensibly fit them
in the space available. 'You must bear in mind that services may already be in
place in which case they may represent a serious limiting factor.
We shall now apply this to a room, 8x6 meters, situated between the two
general science labs it is to serve. A bench containing a large sink isalready in
place along with 'window wall'.
Our analysis shows that we need:
1 wet bench;
1 dry bench (at least);
1 work-bench (for repair work fitted with a vice);
I fume cupboard; and
Storage space.

The wet bench is already in place so we have no choice as to where to situate
it. It is now necessary to do a juggling act with the space that is left to provide
adequate bench and storage space. Both are important, fur both can lead to a
potentially dangerous situation arising if they are inadequate or badly
positioned. It is preferable as a first approximation to position a bench of
reasonable proportions and then plan the storage space. Finally the remaining
space should be used in the best way possible.
A reasonable 'dry bench' would be about 6 m in length (the width of a bench is
pre-determined at about 600 mm). One way of placing it would be in one
length along a wall, or in the form of islands, 1200 mm wide. Do remember
that dry benches need not be confined to the walls alone.

There is 110 reason why the floor space should not be used provided it does not
interfere with general movement around the room.

SAQ 4
List the main points that should be considered before designing a preparation
room.

2.7

STORAGE IN THE PREPARATION ROOM

Many preparation r o o m are used as store-rooms. Ideally a separate store
(Refer Unit 3 -- Organisation and Design of Laboratories: Store) should be
provided for items that arc only needed occasionally and for the storage of bulk
consumables. Since the preparation room has a diverse range of iteins which
need to be stored, various storage systems have to be used. Storage systenl
which have drawers of varying depth and strength are most useful (see Fig.
2.3). This allows segregation of 'like' materials together in sets or ranges
which in turn allows quicker selection and distribution (Fig. 2.6 shows a
Botany lab's preparation room with provision for storage as well).

-

Fig. 2.6: A preparation room showing storage.
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When selecting storage systems, great care should be exercised that safety
factors are not overlooked. The major risk apai-t from the dangers involved
with chemicals comes from heavy objects. Drawer and shelf constructions
which do not adequately support heavy objects are of little use. Serious
damage can and has occurred when a tray on a high shelf has broken from its
supports and crashed down onto the trays below in a 'domino effect'.
The items in the storage system should be arranged with some thought. The
heaviest items should be stored at a height allowing easy removal and
replacement. Do not be tempted to put the heaviest items on the floor or the
lowest shelves since this can lead to a risk of back injury (See Fig. 2.7).
Small items such as lamps, corks, teats, bottle tops. etc. can be kept in trays
with dividers. Most cominercial systeins do provide this feature. If the storage
system is heavily used, open bins suitable in engiileering workshops and stores
may be useful but do remember that these collect dust and dirt and therefore
are not suitable for long term storage.

Fig. 2.7: Heavy objects should be placed at a convenient height to avoid back strains.

Storage of Chemical Containers

The safe storage of chemicals is a major problem and has been dealt with in
subsection 13.3 of Unit 13 of this course. However, here we shall examine the
difficulties of storage of chemical containers. Preparation of chemical and
biological solutions is one of the prime functions of the preparation room staff,
so ;t is essential that the storage of these chemicals is designed to allow
maximum availability to the technical staff and minimuin availability to
potei~tialthieves.
1.

--

Liquids

These chemicals are supplied in glass bottles and when considering their
storage you should bear this point in mind. Most glass Winchester bottles, i.e.
those which hold two or two-and-a-half litres, should be stored at a fairly low
level but off the floor. Shelving with a lip is very useful to prevent bottles
overlapping the edge of a shelf and running the risk of being knocked off.
FEmmable solverits may be kept in cabinets which are designed to minimize
the risk of fire spread, or preferably in a solvent store.

2.

Containers of solid chemicals

The largest of the laboratory chemical containers holds 3 kg. These sliould
also be kept at a low level to avoid people stretching to reach the chemicals or
from having to use steps to attain the right height to reach tlie required shelf.

3.
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Small bottles of chemicals and stains

Bottles holding quantities of less than 25 g present their own problen~sas fdr as
storage is concerned. If tlicy are kept with the routine sizes they will become
hidden behind larger bottles and subsequently become 'lost'. Drawer units
with dividers are one way to overcome this problem. Chemicals in each
division can be stored alphabetically to facilitate the search.

4.

Refrigerated samples

Samples requiring refrigeration either at 4OC or in a deep freeze condition can
also be sub-divided. Polythene sandwich boxes are most useful here. They
allow removal of a group of samples without letting the rest of tlie samples
warm up.
5.

Dispensed solutions

The most difficult storage problems however is that of solutions which have
been made up ready for usc and are waiting in the preparation rooms or which
are to be kept for future occasions. There is no simple answer. However, the
use of standard size containers will help as these are easier to store than bottles
of differing shapes and sizes. A shelving system which is flexible will also
help here.

SAQ 5
A certain amount of storage will probably have to be provided in a preparation
room. Is a conilict likely to occur between its use as a preparation room and as
a store?

2.8

LIGHTING AND SERVICES

Lighting
Good lighting in the preparation area similar to the main laboratory is essential
for safe and effective operations. Strip lights are most commonly found in
these areas and their placing is important if shadows are not to be thrown on
the work space.
Various recommendations are given in technical journals as to the amount of
light which should be available. Whilst engineers may measure the amount of
light available with meters, tlie person working in the area will soon know if
the light is too din1 or too bright by the frequency at which they experience

Many other factors affect
the choice of lighting
systems such as colour of
walls, height of ceilings,
amount of light available,
nature of work operations.
Work involving the use of
revolving machinery
should always be carried
out under tungsten bulbs
and not tluorescent tubes
for safety reasons since
certain stroboscopic
effects may be set up.
Some spectroscopic
systems are also sensitive
to fluorescent lighting.
45
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distress whilst worliing. If you find that you and your colleagues are getting
headaches or eye strain, coinplain immediately to your superiors to-rectify
matters or if you have the authority, get the lighting changed on your own
initiative,

-

Services
T h e range of services provided in the preparatioi~room should be as good as
those available in the lab. Refer to Unit 1 where services have been explained
at length. With overhead services, these can be extended from the lab into the
preparation rooin through the walls.

2.9

MICROBIOLOGICAL PREPARATION ROOMS

1

t
I

The inicrobiological preparation room is very different from the usual
preparation rooms since an important and most fundamental part of
~nicrobiologicalpreparation is sterilisation (of microbiological material,
glassware and other apparatus), towards which such a room is clearly geared.
Preparation rooms in large microbiology units may have a variety of
sterilisation methods available. All materials have to be sterilised before and in
some cases after use (Refer also to Unit 4 of this course).

2.9.1 Access to Preparation rooms for bacteria and fungi
Microbiological preparation rooms have their own security problems. Thc
culture of micro-organisms concentrates the cells to huge numbers conlpared
with the numbers found under normal working circumstances. It is therefore,
n~ostilnportant that cultures are kept in restricted areas. Most educational and
industrial laboratories are unlikely to have highly dangerous organisms
altliougl~some of the less 'dangerous' bacteria will give rise to ~ulpleasant
symptoals if contamination is gross.
Restriction of access is the best method to prevent spread of potentially
infective material. It is essential that all staff who have access to contaminated
areas are vigilant and are aware of their responsibilities. When cultures are
provided for examination they may be fixed prior to use.

2.9.2 Sterilizing equipment
The standard sterilising apparatus that are used in the illicrobiological
preparation rooins are autoclaves and hot air oven.
Autoclaves
The autoclave is a large version of the domestic pressure cooker. It has
controllable pressure and temperature facilities and may be used to sterilise
media, equipment and other items. It is also uscd to sterilise waste material
before disposal. Normal operation coilditions for autoclaves are 12 1"C at 15
p.s.i. for 20 minutes. (Refer also to Units 2 & 4 of Course LT-2).
'The autoclave when in use generates a large amount of heat and steam and
often unpleasant sn~ells.Therefore when planning preparation areas involving
autoclaves, ventilation systems which can cope with these problems must be
installed. This can be effected by means of a simple extractor fan or by a

highly sophisticated air treatment system. The arrangement of sterilisation
facilities should be organised in such a way that the condition in the
technician's worl<area is not detrimental to their health!
Hot air oven

Hot air ovens in addition to autoclaves, are also used for sterilisation. These are
used for dry sterilization and work at teinperatures of 160°C giving rise to the
problem of additional heat i l l the room. Dry sterilisation methods are suitable
for pipettes and othcr glassware not containing liquids.
SAQ 6
What is the main function of an autoclave?
.............................................................................................

2.9.3 Preparation area
Preparation areas will require bench space for the assembly and treatment of
the equipme~ltand an area for the storage of sterilised materials. Storage of
sterilised material is not normally a problem provided that seals marked
'sterile' are used and that the materials are used strictly in order of production.
Pipette canisters which are box-shaped in cross section are most suitable for
storage purposes as they can be stacked in drawers with little loss of available
space. The round canisters are inost likely to roll about and they produce waste
space when stored together. Rooms which contain autoclaves should be fitted
with a floor drain and some form of non-slip finish to the surface (see Fig. 2.8).
Using an autoclave invariably 1eads.to spillage of water on the floor and the
drain offers the best method of keeping the risk of an accident to a minimum.

1

I

Fig. 2.8: Autoclave Room.
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SAQ 7

Special precautions have to be taken in rooms used for the preparation of
bacterial and fungal cultures. Can you state what precautions need to be
taken?

2.10 SUMMARY
-

-

In this unit you have learnt that:
Preparation rooms should be an essential feature of the main lab of
educational1 (School/College/University/Research)industrial or private
institutions.
The preparation rooms are usually close or adjacent to the main labs to
which they provide service.
The main role of the preparation room is to store (But not in such bulk as in
a store) a range of equipment which arc not in continuous use such as
chemicals, reagents and quite often administrative paper work associated
with the lab and preparation room.
In most preparation rooms, specially those associated with educational
labs, some preparation work like preparing solutions, cleaning glassware
etc. is done prior to the experiment or demonstration to be conducted in the
main lab.
A standard preparation room should have (i) a wet bench (ii) a dry bench
(iii) water distillation plant (iv) balances (v) adequate storage systems for
c.
chemicals, stains and paper work, (vi) vice and small tools, (vii) adequate
gas supply and electrical outlets, (viii) area for preparation work and (ix)
office area for paper work.
Access to the preparation room needs to be limited due to the dangerous
and/or expensive chemicals and equipment housed there.
Preparation rooms are planned and built in accordance to the iaboratories
they serve and so provision for lighting, storage as well as for services like
gas, electricity and water is made according to the need of rhe labs.
Microbiological preparation rooms contain special sterilising apparatus like
autoclaves and/or hot air ovens since ail important functlon of such rooms
is sterilisation, This is because microbiological studies require all materials
to be sterilised before and in some case after use.
The use of autoclaves and hot air ovens crezte envjronmecial problems in
the preparation room and these rooms sLould be planned in a such way chat
these problems are overcome.

1

TERMINAL QUESTIONS

1 . Describe the basic reqirirelnents of a ?reparation room.
..........................................................................................

2. I?escrihe how vr~riousIiiuds of chemicals could be stored in the preparation
room for easy availability.
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3. How does the operation of autoclaves adversely affect the preparation
room? How call this be rectified?

2.12 ANSWERS
Self Assessment Questions

-

1. The function of a preparation room is to provide service to the main labs.
This illvolves storage ol'a range of equipment and apparatus wliich are not
and
in conti~moususe as well as storage of extra quantities of chei~~icals
reagents. In addition lo this administration work associated with labs are
done here. Also 111i1chof the prior preparation of experiments and
demonstration is conducted here.
2, a) The basic components of a standard preparation room arc:
1. A wet bench
2. A water distillation plant
3. A dry bcnch
4. Rala~lcc(an acci~rateone and a rough one)
5. Vice and slnal l hand tools
6. Adequate shelving and cupboards
7. An arca for oi'iice worlc
8. Adequate electrical outlet sockets and gas supply
9. An efficient waste disposal system
b) The basic diffcrcnce between a wet and a dry bench is that the wet
bcnch has water connection with sink, draining board etc. while the dry
bench does not.
3. It is necessary to restrict access to the preparation room because it is likely
contain expensive and dtungerous equipment.
4. A preparation room is dcsigned in accordance wit11 the lab it is associated
with. Its design, size, location, the kinds of equipment and apparatus it
will I~ouseall dcpcnd on the purpose and function of its associated lab.
Thus before designing a preparation room these points should be
considered:
i) Type of activity to be carried out.
ii) The llu~llberof peop!e involved.
iii) Storagerequired.
iv) Service (gas. electricity, water etc) requirements.
v) Access
vi) Relationship to other roonls
vii) Special equipment required
viii) Cost required
5 Yes, however in 11iostcases little can be done. exccpt for finding
alternative accommodation.
6. Autoclaves arc used fur stcrilisation of a wide range of culture media and
equipment.
7. i)
Cultures sllould be kept in special areas,
ii) access to these areas should be restricted,
iii) all ~naterialsshould be sterilised before and generally after usc.
'Terminal Questions

1. Refer to Section 2.3.

2. Refer to Subsection 2.7.1.
3. The autoclave when used, generates a large amount of heat, steam and
often unpleasant smells. These problems can be minimized at the planning
stage of the microbiological preparation room, by installing adequate
ventilation systenls wl~ichcan cope with these problems. At a smaller
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scale a simple extractor fan will he adequate. However in bigger
preparation rooms thc installation of highly sop1.1isticatedair treatment
system is better.

I
I

UNIT 3 ORGANISATION AND DESIGN OF
LABORATORIES: STOFtE
Structure

Introduction
Objectives

Flow of Materials
Arrangement of Stores
Environmental Considerations
Phystcal Considerations

Flexibility
Science Stores in Schools and Colleges
Safety Provisions
Labels - A Cautionary Note
Metal Chest Solvent Stores
Summary
Terminal Questions
Answers

3.1

INTRODUCTION

Storage is usually a necessity in most scientific establishments, with the
provision. of sufficient and appropriate storage space being the exception rather
than the rule. In this unit, we will discuss the basic principles of the design of
stores as well as typical ways of providing storage. You should bear in mind
that the material in this unit inevitably has implications for other units dealing
with the general sub.ject of laboratory organisation. An important paragraph is
included on the special problems encountered when storing particular items
such as solvents, museum specimens and plants.
Stores cannot be coilsidered in isolation, since the design of the laboratory and
the store are related. A certain amount of storage will be provided in the
laboratory -- this aspect is considered in unit I of this course. In some cases, it
is more important that you arc aware of sources of information rather than
precise details and. therefore, two appendices have been included on storage
and disposal. If in doubt always seek advice.
Objectives

After studying this unit you should be able to:
e

e
e
B

e

state the basic principles of the arrangement of stores,
appreciate the interrelationship between the laboratory and the stores,
state tht: requircnlents for areas in which goods are received or dispatched,
recognize the need to control the environment of any store,
appraise the ~~ecessity
of identifying an establishment's requiremeilts for
storage of goods and materials.
appreciate that there may be several designs that would meet the
requirements identified above,
recognize the iiifficulties encountered in prducing an effective store in 2:
schooi o r in other ir~stitutions(as relevant).
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3.2

THE FLOW OF MATERIALS

The volume of material that passes through a store and the nature of the
material that has to be stored varies enormously from one lab to another.
However, the same basic principles apply both to the requirements of the
storage place and to the flow of materials.
Before considering the design of stores, it is important that you appreciate the
pattern in which materials flow through or between stores. In an ideal situation,
three separate stores need to be provided, as shown diagrammatically in Fig. 3.1.

4
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Fig. 3.1: The primary flow of materials.

Even though three physically separate stores may not be provided in small
institutions, the concept expressed in Fig. 3.1 can usually be easily recognized
where just a single store exists. This concept is the way in which materials are
moved before being distributed to the lab worker.
Let us now consider these three stores individually,
1. Main store: This is the area in which goods are received and checked.
They are then either unpacked for immediate use, in which case they will
be moved directly to the laboratory or to the work store; or they are
repacked and moved to the bulk store.
2. Bulk store: As its name implies, this is the store. or the area within a
single store, in which materials are held for some time. Typically,
unopened cases of glassware or chemicals are stored here for future use.
3. Work store: From this store materials will be drawn for day-to-day use,
e.g., working solutions for chemistry work.

3.3

ARRANGEMENT OF STORES

In this section, you should gain an understanding of the basic principles
involved in the design of stores. So the emphasis is on principles rather than on
constructional diagrams of stores. Once you appreciate the basic principles you
should be able to apply these principles to new or old stores under your
supervision.

3.3.1 Environmental Considerations
Before we engross ourselves in a discussion on the design of-stores, there are
two points to bear in mind:

I
I

I
I

I

!

1. Many itenls will deteriorate if stored under the wi-ong conditions, such as
extremes of temperature and dampness.
2. Hazards to health and safety must be considered. Dangerous materials are
best stored away fro111 the main building in a special store.
With a store which is located within the structure of a main building, physical
dimensions of a store, while important, are probably secondary to what might
be called 'environmental factors'. By this we mean factors such as:

b.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Ventilation
Temperature
Lighting
Humidity

and so on.
For example, ventilation is required to maintain the clean air inside the store
and to prevent dampness from affecting the material stored in old stores. It
may be adequate to control temperature, i.e., for sufficient warmth in winter,
and keeping the store cool in summer. However, if natural ventilation is
inadequate, some form of air conditioning will be required. Another
environmental factor that is often ill-considered is lighting. It ought to be
obvious that a store should be well lit; and there are safety implications for
stores that are poorly illuminated. Having said that, how often do you come
across stores that are an afterthought, a hole-in-the-wall affair, where the lab
technician has to grope around in a damp, dark space?
Having considered enviroilmental requirements, we'll now think about
physical considerations.

3.3.2 Physical Considerations
By physical considerations, we simply mean:

1. Shelving on which to place the stored materials,
2. Access or circulation space where one can safely reach the materials they
require, and
3. 'The location of the store in relation to the outside world; if heavy goods are
to be stored, direct access will be required,
4. Entry of the store - independent entry or from the laboratory itself.

1

I.

Shelving

'There are many forms of shelving and you need to decide which is most
suitable. Wooden, metal, plastic-coated metal all have their uses. Strength is
one important Fdctor and in a chemical store, the material of the shelves should
be inert. 'rl~esetwo factors would probably lead you to choose wooden shelves.

Activity 1
1.

2.

Make a list of the types of shelving in your store and laboratory.
Look at suppliers' catalogues and publicity material to see what is
available and then list here what you would like to see used where you
work.
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From Activity 1 , you should appreciate another aspect of the deslgn ofthe
store: namely that a store must be designed and fitted out to meet the
requirements of a particular establisbment. Inevitably, this will relate closely to
the design of the labnratorv itself (IJnit 1 of rhis course).
At this stage it is the conccpts behind the design of a store or a laboratory that
matter rather than a specific design. In all cases, conlpromise will be required
as well as exercising the art ofjustifying an approach or design based upon the
identified needs of your establishment.

There will be several ways in which you can arrange the laj-oat of a store, but
what matters is that ?OUcan justify the arrangements you have designed based
on a statenle~itof your requirements. In nearly all establishment the space
provided for a store will be inadequate, and therefore your design must allour
for access while at the same time providing the means for storage. !n Fig, 3.2
you can see the plan of a fairlq traditional layout with a rcgular array of
shelving units.

Fig. 3.2: A simple array ofshelving units.

*

Goods out ccunier

for light goods

Sheking
unit

Sheking
unit

Shelving
unit

Unloading and
handling bay

Goods out
for heavy goods
(Trolleys to labs)

t
Goods inward
(Easy access)

Fig. 3.3: A possible design for a store.

With this approach, considerable space is used for access. In a large store, the
space could be better utilized by mounting these units on wheels running in a
trackway.
Most of the time the units could then be rolled together. They are then moved
apart to gain access when required. Remember that the space required for
access is not just for staff to walk between units but may be needed for
trolleys.

In practice. the stores of most establishments will require a range of different
types of units - shelving units, cupboards, racks, tray units, etc. It is up to each
establishnient to set its requirements. Fig. 3.3 shows an arrangement which
embodies most of the ideas that we have developed so far.

3.4

FLEXIBILITY

Before proceeding further, you should appreciate two factors which were not
specifically identified and which certainly cannot be ignored.
1. For a given space to be used as a store, more than one design could meet
the recluirements of the user. Each design will have its own merits or faults
and each wilI have to be justified on its merits.
2. As factors change with different patterns of usage, the demand on the store
will change. It is important that changes can be accommodated with the
minimum of inconvenience. There is only one way in which this can be
achieved, and that is to incorporate as much flexibility as possible.
Flexibility call be enhanced in nlany ways at little or no extra cost. Some
examples are as follows:
1. Where possible. use free-standing storage units.
2. Use units which allow for easy repositioning of shelves, or use units where
shelves can be replaced by trays or bins.
3. Avoid fixing units to walls and floors.

Now try the following SAQs.

SAQ 1
Write down three questions that need to be asked when designing.
..............................................................................................
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SAQ 2
Do you think that a single arrangement or design can be expected to meet all
storage requirements? Justify your answer.
Yes

I

Reasons:

...........................................................................................

SAQ 3
'It is necessary to control the environment within a store'.
Briefly comment on this statement and explain which particular factors are
likely to require control.

SAQ 4
Imagine that you are arranging a store and wish to achieve a reasonable level
of flexibility. List three features which you would incorporate to achieve the
required flexibility.

3.5

SCIENCE STORES IN SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES

A store should be used solely for storing goods. However, in practice there are

many science departments where this is not the case and the stores and
preparation room are housed in a single room. Where space is allocated to both
functions, within a single room, space for each function is often inadequate and

a difficult working situation arises. The lab teclmician is expected to provide a
'first class' service to academic staff who are ignorant of the conditions under
which the servicc is provided.

3.5.1 Ventil r? t'Ion
Adequate ventilation is inlperative to avoid the risk of dangerous fumes
accumulating. Veiltilatioil can be achieved in the following ways:

1. Setting the roof slightly above the walls and filling the gap with bars or
chain linl< 'fencing'.
2. Incorporating vc~ltilatorsin the roof.
3. Placing ventilators high up in two or more walls.
4. I11 addition to features (1) (3), setting air bricks low in the walls.
3.5.2 Windows
Because of the danger of the sun shining through windows onto glassware
containing flammable liquids, windows are never incorporated in any solvent
store.

3.5.3 Containment
The design of an external store must provide for the containment of any spilt
liquids caused, for example, by a container rupturing. Probably the simplest
method is for the level of the floor to be set below ground level (see Fig. 3.4).
A concrete door still is necessary to ensure containment. A rule of thumb when
designing for containment is that containment should be twice the volume of
liquid stored.

Fig. 3.4: Designing for containment and ventilation.
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3.5.4 Lighting
As windows are not provided, artificial lighting is essential. Both switches and
light fittings must be spark proof and approved for this purpose.

3.6

SAFETY PROVISIONS

Besides the design of the store several other factors must be considered if you
are involved in commissioning a new store or using an existing store. Briefly
these factors are as follows:

1 . Fire-fighting equipment: this should be housed outside the store.
2. Smoking: NO SMOKING signs must be prominently displayed.
3. Furnishings: the materials used in the store for shelves, etc. must be noncombustible.
4. Access: only authorized staff should be allowed to have access to the store.
5. Tmn.sfir~*ing
liquids: liquids must not be poured from one container to
another in the store. This activity should be performed elsewhere.
6. Alcohol: a locked cupboard must be provided for duty-free alcohol. This
cupboard can only be used for this purpose. (A lockable cage would suffice
and also provide ventilation.)
7. regulation.^ cmd legislation: it is more or less certain that one or more sets
or regulations made under an Act of Parliament will apply to your external
store. Advice must be sought from a competent authority safety officer at
the design stage of a store:
Regarding any regulations that may apply to the materials that may be
stored;
If you take over responsibility for such a store; or if the function of the
store changes.
Activity 2
List any regulations relating to safety that apply to your establishment. These
could be general or specific.

3.7

LABELS: A CAUTIONARY NOTE

Bottles of chemicals stored in an external store (where they might remain for
some time) will eventually lose their labels. In practice, this can happen in
quite a short time. This can be prevented by painting over the label and for
about one centimeter around it with molten paraffin wax. This is a quick
and simple process and can save much time. Remember, do not carry this out
illside the store itself. Do it elsewhere so that there is no danger of explosion in
the store.

Some authorities and institutions provide a metal chest to store solvents,
with the intention of allowing dangerous solvents to be stored within a
main building. Our recommendation is that you do not store solvents in
this way.

WARNIIVG: METAL CHEST SOLVENT STORES ARE POTENTIALLY
DAIVGEROUS DUE TO LACK OF VENTILATION WITHIN THE CHEST
WHICH CAN CAUSE THE CONCENTRATION OF EXPLOSIVE
MIXTURES OF FUMES.

APPENDIX A
RECOMMENDED STORAGE PROCEDURES
Recommended Storage
Procedure
Cold store

Perishable

I

Comments

To reduce rate of decay.

Gas cylinders

Vertically-chained up
Horizontally - specially
designed racks

Must not be stored overnight in
laboratory. Kept outside main
building. Could be in solvent/
chemical store, as this is well
ventilated. Check current
legislative requirements.

Chemical

Inorganic - alphabetical order
Organic - molecular for~iiula.
Store in well ventilated area.

Make sure that chemicals that
react together are not stored
alongside each other. Treat all
chemicals as potentially
hazardous. Check current
legislative requirements.

Poisons

Secured place - cupboard

Antidotes must be available.
Check current legislative
requirements.

Animal foodstuffs

Dry, cool place.

Make sure stock does not
deteriorate.

Glassware

Re-pack into boxes as
supplied

Avoid breakages.

Delicate equipment

Re-pack into boxes as supplies

Avoid breakages.

Metal stock/ wood

On suitable racking

Museum materials

In perspex or embalmed

Herbarium

Dry cool conditions

Reduces deterioration of samples.

Radioactive sources

Stored under 'lock and key'
preferable in safe.

Log book of all movements must
be kept. Check current legislative
requirements.

APPENDIX B

r

RECOMMENDED DISPOSAL PROCEDURES
Chemical

Recommended Disposal Procedure
Each chemical needs to be considered
separately.

(a) Flammable liquids
(i) Water miscible: dilute with copious
quantities of water or allow to
evaporate.
(ii) Water immiscible: mix with

I Comments
I

Seek advice as necessary
from a Safety Officer.
Consult specific publications
on safety, and current
legislative requirements.
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surfactants. Dispose with plentyof water or mix'with sand-or
allow to evaporate.
(b) Acids: run to waste with copious
quantities of water.
(c) Compounds that react with water:
unless you are skilled at disposing of
this class of material, you should not
attempt it.
No instruction given here on purpose.
Seek advice.
Biological

1

Animal house

3.9

AS ABOVE

Macerate small quantities of animal
remains. Use plenty of water when
disposing.

( All waste to be sterilized.

I

SUMMARY
Materials flow through or between stores. Three separate stores i.e., main
store, bulk store and work store are required to store the material in ideal
situation.
While arranging a store, eilvironmental and physical considerations should
be undertaken.
Store can be designed accordiilg to the needs of the user. So, flexibility
should be brought in the system.
In a school, for a science store, there should be adequate ventilation,
windows, ~ontainmentand lighting.
There should be safety provisions in a store i.e., fire fighting equipment,
bottles should be properly labelled, solvents should be stored in metal
chests.

3.10 TERMINAL QUESTIONS
1 . Which important environmental factors should be taken into consideration
while arranging for a store?

2. How can the labels on bottles of chemicals be kept for a longer time?

..........................................................................................
i
..........................................................................................
..........................................................................................

..........................................................................................
..........................................................................................
..........................................................................................
..........................................................................................

3.11 ANSWERS
Self-Assessment Questions

i) What are the specific requirements of the organisation?
ii) What environmental problems are there?
iii)Are there any safety implications?
2. No. No one design can be expected to meet all requirements within one
establishment. The problems then multiply when considering the
requirements of various institutions.
3. Control of the enviroilment is most important. Lack of control can have
serious safety implications which could in the worst case lead to an
explosion. Also many stored materials may deteriorate unless stored under
appropriate conditions. Particular factors requiring control are
temperature, humidity, ventilation and lighting.
4. a) Where possible, use free-standing storage units.
b) Use units which allow for easy repositidning of shelves, or use units
where shelves can be replaced by trays or bins.
c) Avoid fixing units to floors and walls.
1.
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Terminal Questions

1. a) Ventilation

2.

b) Lighting
c) Containment
d) Windows.
Labels on bottles of chemicals can be kept for a longer time by painting
over the label and for about one centimeter around it with molten parafffin
wax.

UNIT 4 DAY-TO-DAY MANAGEMENT OF
THE LABORATORIES
Structure

Introduction
Objectives

Organization of Practical Work
Day-to-day Organisation
Day-to-day Cleaning up
Sterilisation
Disposal of Wastes

Routine Inspection and Maintenance of Laboratory
Maintenance of Equipment, Apparatus and Furniture
Prevention of Dust
Reduction of Vibration
Prevention of Corrosion and Rust
Correct Usage of Instruction Manual
Servicing of Equipment
Servicing of Furniture

Cleaning of Laboratories and Preparation Rooms
Colour Coding of Services
Emergencies with Services
Emergency Procedure
Flooding
Gas Leaks

Security and Vandalism
Security of Premises and Immediate Working Area
Protection from Vandalism

Summary
Terminal Questions
Answers

4.1

.

I

INTRODUCTION

In the previous units 1 and 2, you have learnt about the basic principles of
laboratory and preparation room designs. You have also learnt about their
functions. The laboratory is meant for conducting experiments and
demonstrations whil-e the preparation room, as the name suggests, is used for
pre-experimental and pre-demonstration preparation. In this unit we will study
how day to day management of the preparation room and laboratory can be
carried out in an efficient manner.
Effective organization of the laboratory and preparation room is essential for
efficient service to be provided. The factors involved are: planning for
experiments and lecture cum demonstrations sessions; ordering of supplies
and maintenance of stock control (Refer unit 5 - Stock Control and Supplies)
maintenance of equipment; cleaning, etc. None of these need to be particularly
difficult if tackled properly.
Human management is also an aspect of running laboratories which is beyond
the scope of this unit.
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Objectives

After going through this unit you should be able to:
explain the essential aspects concerning organization of practical work and
demonstrations,
describe how to clean laboratories and preparation rooms,
describe the colour codes for various$laboratory services,
describe the correct procedure to be carried out in the event of emergency
situations with respect to laboratory services,
describe the need for security of both premises and the immediate work
area (i.e. the laboratory and preparation rooms),
explain the problem of vandalism and state the measures that can be taken
to prevent its occurrence and its effects,
explain the dangers of theft of harmful substances such as potential
explosives from the laboratory,
slate the need for adequate maintenance of laboratories, their various
services and the equipment housed there,
explain the procedure for proper maintenance of laboratories and their
preparation rooms,
describe the method for organizing the laboratory work,
explain the merits of various laboratory designs, and
describe the necessity and problems of providing for cleaning laboratories
and preparation rooms, etc.

4.2

ORGANIZATION OF PRACTICAL WORK/
DEMOSTRATIONS

In order to run a lab efficiently, good planning is essential. The following is
concerned only with teaching labs. The requirements in industry and research
laboratories tend to be different.
In a teaching lab most lab work involves preparation of solutions or arranging
for equipment or specimens for practical classes and lecture cum
demonstration sessions. Neither of these tasks can be done in a hurry. It is not
advisable to start a practical or demonstration session without
proper planning
essential solutions or equipment or samples, and
correct choice of materials or concentration of solutions etc.
For lab work to be carried out efficiently and satisfactorily it is essential that
there is good cooperation between the laboratory staff and academic staff. This
is because prior information about the demonstration/experiments to be
conducted is necessary for the planning and preparation of the experiment. For
the proper conduct of the experiment the academic staff would usually ensure
that:
a reasonable amount of time to be allowed for pre-laboratory preparation,
(2) full details of what is required are given to lab staff,
(3) details of any special requirements are also given, preferably in
consultation with concerned lab technician, especially if special pieces of
equipment are needed.
(1 )

4.2.1

Day-to-Day O r g a n i z a t i o n

For good organisation the day-to-day requirements for practical classes are
usually entered into a diarylregisterlnote book kept solely for that purpose, and
the academic staff wodd give advance (at least two days) notice to the lab
technician for the preparation of the practical. You should theirefore expect the
academic or the teaching staff to enter into the diary the follokving details at
least two days before it is required.
.

P

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Number of students, time of class and room number
List of equipment required
List of solutions required
List of chemicals required, and
Note by acadeillic staff for any special requirements or hazards.

The routine becomes quite simple; each day check the diary for the
requirements, not only for that day but also for the next two days. Also find out
if there is anything to be prepared at the last moment or anything that may take
a long time to prepare. Ensure that preparation for all the practicals for that
particular day and the next day is completed.
Decide what solutions have to be prepared during the course of the day, and be
sure that you know the correct concentration and volume to make up. It is a
good idea to keep a stock of 5-10 litres of certain solutions (e.g. 2 M sodium
hydroxide, hydrochloric acid, sulphuric acid, nitric acid and ammonia solution)
that are in coimnon use as lab reagents.
Check that the volume of solution required is adequate. For example, for a
titration allow no more than 100 cc of solution for each student, while for
simple 'test-tube' tests allow 10-20 cc per student. This prevents waste and
does not allow students to get into wasteful habits.
Once the solutions are prepared, they should be put into bottles of the correct
size, and labelled with the date, name and concentration of the solution. For
this purpose it is a good idea to keep a stock of clean bottles of all sizes,
especially Winchesters.

f
I

I
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I
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The same sort of routine can be applied to the provision of procuring of
animalslplants materials as well as preparing culture medium in order to make
sure that there is sufficient quantity of the correct for preparing materia1 for
class use.
Also assemble whatever other equipment is required. If all the apparatus for
the practical is placed on a trolley, it can then be moved to the lab from the
preparation room with minimum difficulty. Lecture demonstrations should be
set up prior to the experiment so that everything is at hand when it is required.
It is very important that demonstrations proceed smoothly; therefore they should
be tried out first to check that everything works. Physics practicals may present a
different problem in that the same equipment may be required a number of
times. In order to avoid unnecessary work, it is suggested that materials for a
particular experiment be assembled and kept in a plastic tray. These trays may fit
conveniently into cupboards specially designed to hold them.
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4.2.2

Day-to-Day Cleaning Up

When a practical is finished remove all equipment and chemicals and ensure
that the lab is clean and tidy. DO NOT keep small volumes of solutions in the
hope that they might come in handy; discard them safely. Ensure that all
equipment and apparatus is clean before putting it away: this particularly
applies to pipettes and burettes, which must be thoroughly cleaned after use.
Pipettes are best cleaned by placing them in a 2 litre measuring cylinder filled
with a detergent, or chromic acid.
WARNING: CHROMIC ACID IS CORROSlVE

SAQ 1
Why should the technician have advance information about the practicals to be
conducted?

4.2.3 Sterilisation
It is necessary for instruments, culture media, and glassware to be sterilized for
experimeiits involving micro-organisms, live embryos, tissue culture: etc.
Sterilisation as we have explained in Unit 2 of this course is most efficiently
and conveniently carried out in an autoclave or, failing that, in a pressure
cooker. For most purposes it is sufficient to sterilize at 6.7 kg. (15 lbs) pressure
for 20 minutes.
Instruments, pipettes, syringes, etc., should be wrapped in paper or metal foil
before being autoclaved and left wrapped afterwards until required. Test tubes
should be plugged with cotton wool beforehand and the caps of screw-topped
bottles should be loose. After unsealing, instruments can be quickly resterilised by heating in the flame of a bunsen burner or spirit lamp, or by
dipping in 50-70 per cent ethanol (ethyl alcohol).
Bench tops should be washed with an antiseptic, e.g. three per cent solution of
lysol, before experiments are started.
For sterilisation of skin, swab the skin with cotton wool soaked in e.g. 70 per
cent ethanol. Alternatively use a pre-packaged medical swab obtainable from
suppliers.

4.2.4 Disposal of Wastes
The disposal of wastes presents a real problem in a large laboratory with many
students. Wastes should be disposed off promptly and not allowed to
accumulate. Many institutions have specific regulations regarding disposal of
wastes, and these should be followed. If however, no such regulations exist,
the following suggestions may be helpful:

Acids and bases may ~ ~ s u a lbe
l y discarded in the sink with a quantity of water.
If a concentrated solution is involved, pour this into a large volurne of water
and then discard the diluted solution with a good flow of water.
Alcohols of 70 per cent or more, which art: not containinated with xylol,
toluol, etc. should be saved in a separate container lor use il: alcohol lamps.
Alcohols below 70 per cent, and those which are contaminated with other
reagents may be discarded in the sitik along with a good flow of water.
Cultures inus1 bc sterilized before disposal.
Biological Nlaterial

Aniinal tissue or ally other biological material must also be safely disposed.
Animal relllnills should always be placed in a separate container. The only
completely safe way to dispose of biological material is to incinerate it, but if
this is not possible, care MUST be taken to sterilize the material adequately
before disposing of it. Siinply placing the material in a plastic bag and putting
it in the dustbin is NOT good enough. Go through Units 14 and 15 to learn
about disposal of biological and chemical wastes.
The two day routine suggested here is not the only appropriate system. Each
establish~neiltshould and usually does devise a system to suit its particular
needs. A period of one week may be convenient as it is relatively easy for
academic staff to know what they mill be doing in a week time and help you to
prepare in advance. especially if you have to order for live biological materials
from the dealer.
In all efficiently run labs, the academic staff does plan the practical work and
gives instructions to laboratory staff wcll in advance. This enables the lab staff
to function efticieiltly.

4.3

ROUTINE INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE OF
LABORATORY

A regular s c h e d ~ ~of
l e maintenance will help ensure that the lab runs
efficiently. 111 order to ensuse that regular checks are illade it is a good idea to
conlpile a series of check-lists detailing the things that must be checked on a
daily. weekly or monthly basis. In this way one can be sure that checks are
made and nothing is left to meinory. Sonle things have to be done more
frequently than others as is indicated below. (This is not an exhaustive list,
merely a catalogue of the more important points).

1. Daily: Ensure that labs are clean and tidy.
2. Daily: Ensure that the sinks are cleaned properly, that the drains are not
blocked and that the grill over the waste water pipe is clean and in place.
3. Mo~ztlily:Every month clean the chemical stains in the sink. Check to see
that there are no leaks in the sinks or drains.
WARNING: ELECTRICAL FAULTS CAN BE FATAL AND
MUST BE RECTIFIED IMMEDlATEL,Y. THE DATA PUBLISHED BY DELHL
FIRE SERVICE IN ITS ANNUAL REPORTS INDICATE THAT ELECTRICAL
SHORT-CIRCUITS ACCOUNTED FOR 70% AND 69% O F FIRE ACCIDENTS IN
DELHl IN 1995-96 AND 1996-97, RESPECTIVELY.
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4. Wkekly: Clean the fume cupboards since they rapidly become a repository
of dirty apparatus and bottles of harmful chemicals. Every week make sure
that all unwanted equipment and apparatus is removed from the fume
cupboard. Clean the bench and ensure that the sink is free of obstructions.
5 . ~Vlontlzly:Every month cleaning of fume cupboard windows on the inside
is essential. Check also that the exhaust fan works properly and removes air
rather than just stirring it up. Check also that the front door of the fume
cupboard opens and closes easily. If necessary, the cords (strings or thin
ropes) used for moving the front door inay be replaced.
6. Monthly: Every month check lab services like the supply of water, gas and
electricity to labs since these are essential. Ensure that all gas taps are easy
to operate, i.e. can be turned on and off without undue effort, and that the
outlets are not blocked. Inspect electrical fittings to make sure they are not
corroded or burnt in any way. If they show signs of being burnt or
corroded, have them replaced. A burnt socket indicates that the point has
been overloaded, so check that the equipment connected to that socket is
correctly fused and in good working order. Keep a constant check on all
electrical apparatus to ensure that it is attached to the correct fuse and, it is
in good condition and connecting wires are not damaged.
7. Annual: White-washing of walls, painting, varilishing of furniture and
recoating table tops need to be taken care of once in a year or two. This
will maintain and enhance the look of the laboratory (also refer subsection
4.4.7).
8. Maintenance of register: If you find defects in wiring, faulty equipment
etc. it is essential that they are reported so that they can be rectified;
therefore a suitable system of reporting faults is usually devised. It is
suggested that a maintenance register is used for this purpose and that it is
signed by the lab incharge whenever a complaint is entered In this way,
no-one call deny responsibility when something goes wrong.
SAQ 2

The efficiency of a lab can be adversely affected by poor maintenance of
services and equipment. Make a list of the checks that should be taken.

1

MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT, APPARATUS
AND FURNITURE

4.4

The amount of servicing and repair of equipment which can be undertaken by a
laboratory technician in a school/college is limited. IJowever, to ensure
satisfactory performance of various equipment, attention should be given to the
type of environment and the manner of use that the equipment is subjected to.
Protection from the avoidance of dust, vibrations, corrosion and excessive heat
will enhance the maintenance of the equipment. Use of instruction manuals in
operation of equipment reduces tear and wear as well as damage to equipment.

4.4.1 Prevention of Dust
Routine cleaning and dusting of equipment renioves a lot of the visible dust.
The effectiveness of the process depends on the amount of dust and the rate of
accumulation of dust. Certain environments are likely to encourage rapid
accumulatio~~
of dust on equipment. Long, dry periods cause the winds to carry
a lot of dust from the neighbouring countryside. This calls for the following
measures:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Dust barriers on windows in the form of fine wire mesh or (installation of
air conditioner if affordable)
Keeping the doors closed most of time.
Covering equipment with dust covers when not in use.

In case where laboratory surroundings and path to the compound are not
covered (paved, grass) a lot of mud is brought into the labs during the rainy
periods which after a while dries up forming dust. The measures to reduce such
dust should include:
(i>
(ii)
(iii)

Provision of dust or door mats at the entrances
Mopping the floors instead of dry broom sweeping several tirnes in a day
Covering equipment with dust covers while not in use

4.4.2 Reduction of Vibration
Constant vibration no matter how minor causes undesirable loosening and
movement of various component of equipment which results in loss of
alignment, precision and accuracy. The common sources of vibrations are:
(i)

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Moving equipment when needed from place to place without care or
without the use of trolleys
Hammering on walls, benches and floors
Banging doors, windows
Heavy traffic close to the lab
Loud noises

SAQ 3
Why should constailt vibration be prevented in a laboratory?

.............................................................................................
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4.4.3

Prevention of Corrosion and Rust

Majority of the lab equipment is constructed of metals and plastics that would
be affected and corroded by f~imesand spillages of mineral acids and certain
organic solvents.
The laboratory should have an efficient ventilation system and those
experiments lilcely to produce furnes should be carried out in the fume
cupboards. Eqilipn~entshould be wiped after use in order to remove any
droplets of'licluids and chemical dust. Furthermore, covering equipment or
storing them into cupboards reduces chances of corrosion due to spillages.
3.4.4 Protection of Equipment from Excessive I-%eating
Equipment which are not meant for heating would be adversely affected by
high temperature. Certain plastic or rubber conlponents would harden and
crack due to heat. It is therefore advisable to ensure that electrically operated
equipnients are switched off after use. Also heating operations or equipments
should not be kept too close to othcr equipment and direct sunlight should be
prevented into the lab.
4.4.5

Correct usage of Instructional Manuals

Laboratory equipment should always be operated in the manner recoinmended
by the nianufacturers. The tecl~niciansllould ensure that a copy of instruction
manual is available to the users wlio may be students, research scholars or
academic staff. Sometimes a list of operational steps could be copied from the
nianual and can be hung or stuck on the ecluiplilent to assist the users. The
originals of instruction manuals should be filed under the custody of the lab incharge. They may contain useful information for guarantee, servicing and
repair.
4.4.6

Servicing of Equipment

Some servicing of iaboratory equipment is simple enougli to be undertaken by
.
the lab technician. This includes:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Internal cleaning by use of certain solvents, blow brushes, vacuum,
cornprcssed air
Lubrication
Replacement of bulbs, belts, cuts, bolts and screws
Tightening of nuts, bolts and screwis

4.4.7 Servicing of Furniture
Bench tops and tables in the laboratory require constant care. The type of care
depends on the materials used for construction. Where wood tops are used,
care must be taken to avoid long contact with water and chemicals. Hence
immediate nlopping of spillages prevents damage. Occasional application of
wax polish makes the surfaces more resistant.

If the surface is highly stained and dented, renovation by a carpenter is
recommended. Renovation of wooden bench tops if highly dented is done by
sanding or first planing down the surface and then by application of several
coats of a good clear varnish (polyurethane forms a more durable and
impervious coating but is quite expensive) and routinely polishing with wax.
Also renovation of fonnica laminated bench can also be carried out by a
carpenter. This would require replacement of the formica by use of appropriate
glue. Before the new formica sheet is laid the surface must be thoroughly
cleaned and dried.
Other furniture in the laboratory i.e. cupboards, drawers, shelves, and
blackboards are usually painted. A schedule of painting (yearly or biannually)
should be established which may include the painting of walls and ceiling.

SAQ 4
List the types of simple servicing of equipment that the lab staff can undertake.

4.5

CLEANING OF LABORATORIES AND
PREPARATION ROOMS

Cleaning staff, who are usually not scientifically qualified, often perform their
tasks early in the morning or late in the afternoon. As a result much of the time
they work unsupervised. Clearly, in laboratories and preparation rooms they
can be in danger if chemicals, glassware, and equipment are not placed
properly. Equipment and containers that are not to be disturbed by cleaning
must be clearly identified with 'DO NOT TOUCH-' or similar notices.
One furfhcr point is worth mentioning here, and it relates to laboratory design.
Cleanin$j of floors (in particular) and benches is often much easier with the
newer styles of laboratory design (which as you will recall from Unit 1 is free
standing). Brooms and mops can more easily be used to get at the dirt that
collects at the backs of units or along walls. With the more traditional designs,
access for cleaning can be particularly difficult.
SAQ 5
Briefly explain as to how free-standing lab furniture makes life easier for
cleaning staff.
I
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COLOUR CODING OF SERVICES

4.6

In some sophisticated labs and their preparation room in India and in all
laboratories and preparation rooms of developed countries, the service pipes of
water, electricity and gas have colour codings which is essential especially in
case of emergency. The preparation room of your lab may or may not have
such a system. However if the service pipes in the preparation room are not
coded you should try as far as possible to get them coded. In any case you
should be aware of the procedure of coding, which is as follows.
All service pipes should have the appropriate colour band of approx. 150 mm
marked 01.1 theill at:

(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

the point where they enter a room,
any point where they change direction, e.g. at island benches or t u n s at
wall benches,
any stopcock or tap, and
any visible lengths of conduit or pipe.

SAQ 6
Why should service pipes in the lab and preparation room be colour coded?

4.7

EMERGENCIES WITH SERVICES

In order to deal with any emergency involving services, it is essential that you
know where all the stopcocks and mains switches are located. Labs should
have emergency electrical cut-outs located near demonstration benches and
near the doors in all labs, preparation room and workshops. However, the
important point is that the main switches or stopcocks should all be clearly
labelled and the labels mounted between waist and eye level, e.g.

It is no use if a stopcock is marked with a tag tied to it in some obscure place,
such as behind or under a bench cupboard.

4.7.1 Emergency Procedure
111 an emergency that requires all the lab services to be cut off, turn them off in
the following order:

(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Local electrical cut-outs.
Gas supplies.
Water.
Remote electrical cut-outs, e.g. the main lighting switch which inay be
outside or in the basement of a large block.
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4.7.2 Flooding
Water flooding is the most common emergency in science labs. It can be more
dangerous in multi-storey buildings as rooms below may also be affected. Use
the Iollowiilg procedure:
(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)

(6)

If the flood is severe, follow the procedure outlined in subsection 4.7.1.
If the flood is minor, eg. a leaky tap, turn off the water at the source of
the failure.
Check the roonls (if any) imlnediately beneath the scene of the accident
(flooding) as well.
If water is coming through the ceiling, cover all electrical equipment with
polythen or plastic sheets. By supporting them and tying them up, you
could create a slope so that it is possible for the water to run off it into a
sink or a bucket. Keep an eye on the light fittings as they may get filled
up with water!
Clear up the flood water as best as you can. In case of a sophiasticated
lab you inay find that one of the machines used by the caretakers or
cleaners will be useful for this.
Get an electrician to check all electrical apparatus, so that he can ensure
that the insulation has not broken down and that pockets of water causing
a short circuit are not present.

SAQ 7

Imagine that it is the start of your working day. You enter the lab and find that
it is flooded with water. What action would you take?

4.7.3

Gas Leaks

For gas leakage first if possible, open all doors and windows. Also all the
electricity supply to power and lighting circuits for the whole block must be
turned off immediately, because gas can travel along ducts'and collect in

The emergency
procedure suggested
in this Subsection
4.7.1 is valid for
flooding situations
also.
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pockets. Even if the emergency occurs at night, never turn on the lights as the
spark from the light switch may be sufficient to ignite flammable gases. The
gas supply must be turned off as soon as a leak is observed. If the source of the
leak is not obvious, or if it can't easily be repaired, the local gas supplier must
be contacted immediately. Remember to get all services checked and
reconnected by a professional person before using tlie gas facilities.

Security and vandalism is a problem not only for the buildings as a whole, but
for the labs in particular. The security staff like watchman are usually
responsible for the overall security, but the technician who has a more
specialized knowledge should be responsible for the lab area.
This particular point should be borne in mind as the caretaker will be the
person normally called to attend to any emergencies. His lack of knowledge
may lay him open to more danger than already exists, e.g. vandalism iilvolving
the smashing of containers of toxic and highly flammable material. He could
quite well switch on the lights in a lab with a high concentration of flammable
vapours without realizing the danger. Fluorescent light switches usually spark
causing ignition with a flash fire or an explosion. The security staff for
emergency purposes should have the telephone number of a member of the
science staff he can call for advice or help; or a list of telephone numbers of
the science staff should be available with hinl at an accessible place.
4.8.1

Security of Premises and the Immediate Working Area

A good system of locks for both internal and external doors is essential for
secure premises, as locked doors are the first line of defence in security. A
locked door is an effective way of delaying intruders. You should never forget
to shut and lock the lab door when it is unoccupied. The type of lock is very
important. It should be such that duplicate key of it cannot be made easily and
it should not be easy to break into either the labs and preparation room due to
it.
It is most important that a record be kept of all keys issued, including the date
they are issued and returned. A much more detailed record should be kept of
keys to places such as poisons' cupboards, radioactive stores, and stores. There
should be only one key in use, held by a responsible person who keeps the
record of the key's usage. This record should give the issue date, the person's
name, reason for use (if no other record is kept), date returned, and user's
signature.
In establishments where people work out of normal hours, the provision of a
signing-in book is important. In the event of an emergency this provides a
rapid means of checking if anyone is present in the building.
WARNING: ONE OF THE RULES OF ALL ESTABLISHMENTS SHOULD
BE 'THAT NO ONE SHOULD WORK ALONE WITHOUT INFORMING
SOMEONE ELSE.
Security in your immediate working area should involve the equipments as
well as the building. Many items are attractive to thieves, and these must be on
the inventory records. To deter the theft of the more obviously saleable items

such as computers these should be marked not only with security paint but
should be engraved with the name of the establishment and its inventory
number in a visible position. The item is less likely to be stolen if it is easily
identified and therefore difficult to sell.
Furthermore, we can add that if your lab, preparation room or store is on the
ground floor, then perhaps it would be better if you cover those windows
through which most people can look in. This simple action can help remove
the temptation of pilferage.
Items such as computers, video recorders, slide and cine projectors should be
ideally fixed in position (on a trolley if they have to be used in differing
locations) to prevent theft. You could survey the market in order to find
security systems for these valuable items and if available, get them installed.

SAQ 8
What basic measures should be taken to ensure a reasonable level of security in
labs and the surrounding areas, as well as for the equipment contained therein?

4.8.2 Protection from Vandalism
Vandalism and theft have other implications beside the destruction of the
building and the theft of saleable items such as TVs, tapes, etc. The entry into
the lab may be to obtain simple chemicals to make explosives e.g. ammonia
nitrate, mercury, nitric acid, etc. or solvents for sniffing for drug abuse.
There are other aspects of vandalism and theft besides the destruction of
property and theft of resaleable items.
In one university lab, illicit drugs were being produced in the open lab for
months before anyone realized what was occurring. This may have been the
first time that something of this nature has occurred but unfortunately it
probably won't be the last. However, it does raise another issue, and that is the
misuse of equipment and materials by employees. This really is just another
form of vandalism. The problem may be overcome by the adoption of a11
effective stock coiltrol system which can help identify excessive use of a
particular material. The problem also calls for more effective supervision of
staff.
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Other items which could be of serious consequences if stolen items are
hypodern~icsyringes and needles. Not only is there the problem of syringes
being used for the misuse of drugs but also there have been cases of children
finding them and using them to play doctor. Remember it onlyneeds a tiny
bubble of air to kill a person. To prevent the theft of syringes they should be
issued only under the strictest controls and signed for by a responsible person.
On return they should be kept in the preparation room rather than in a drawer
in the lab.
SAQ 9

Hypodermic syringes and needles present specific problems these days. What
are these problenls and how can they be prevented?

4.9

SUMMARY

In this unit you have learnt that
ln order to run a lab efficiently, good planning is required which involves
cooperation of teaching staff and technicians.
Organization of practical worWdeinonstration requires advance information
to be given by the teaching or academic staff (2 days or a week) to the
laboratory technician about the particular practical or demonstration to be
conducted and full details about requirements and equipment.
Day to day organization requires that the technicians should be informed
by the teaching staff in advance about: (1) number of students (2) list of
equipment (3) List of solutions to be prepared (4) list of chemicals needed
(5) note of any special requirements or hazards. All this will ensure that
proper preparation can be made before the start of
experiment/demonstration.
Daily cleaning of the lab should be done routinely and after
practical/demonstration. The used and unused materials (chemicals, stain,
ailiinal or plant tissues) should be disposed off safely.
The maintenance of the preparation room as well as lab should be done both 011 a daily, weekly monthly as well as annual or biannual basis to
ensure cleanliness of the lab as well to provide uninterrupted supply of
services like water, gas and electricity.
The avoidance of dust, vibrations, corrosion, rust and excessive heat in the
lab and preparation room will ensure the maintena~lceof equipments,
apparatus and furniture for a longer period of time. Servicing of
equipments and furniture will ensure their satisfactory and long term use.
The colour coding of service pipes, electricity, water and gas as far as
possible should be done as this will prove useful during service
emergencies like flooding or gas leaks.
In case of emergency that requires all lab services to be cut off, the services
should be turned off in the following sequence. (1) Local electrical cut

outs. (2) Gas supplies (3) Water supply (4) The main light switch which
may be housed elsewhere.
It is important that the labs and preparation rooms are secured and guarded
both fiom thieves as well as vandals because these rooms have both
expensive as well as dangerous materials.

4.10 TERMINAL QUESTIONS
1 . Describe the method of disposal of wastes such as chemical solution and
biological material that accumulate in the laboratory.
'

2. Describe the method of cleaning the fume cupboard.

..........................................................................................

3. List the main sources of dust in a lab and suggest measures you would take
to minimise entry of dust in the lab.

4. List step-wise, the procedure you would follow in case of leakage.

....................................................................................

5. Describe the security measures you would take .to prevent theft and
vandalism.
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4.11 ANSWERS
Self Assessment Questions
It is important for the technicians to have advance information so that
they can have everything prepared and ready before the practicals or
lecture cum demonstrations are held.
Compare your list with that in Section 4.3. The list in section 4.3
provides only the most important points. It would be impossible to give
an exhaustive list as each lab and preparation room will have its own
specific requirement.
Constant vibration should be prevented in the laboratory area because
they adversely affect the equipment kept there. The vibrations cause
undesirable loosening and movement of the various components of the
equipment. This results in loss of adjustment, precision and accuracy of
the equipment.
The lab technician can undertake the following servicing of equipment.
He can:
Clean the internal components of the equipment by using certain
i)
solvents, blow brushes, vacuum and compressed air.
Lubricate
components of the equipment
ii)
iii) Replace bulbs, belts, nuts, bolts and screws of equipments, if
necessary.
iv) Tighten nuts, bolts and screws when needed.
Access to floors and walls is easier.
Colour coded services are instantly recognizable. This is particularly
important in the event of an emergency.
You should follow the procedure given in section 4.7.2.
Your answer should include the following points.
(1) Good quality locks should be used.
(2) Doors should be locked when the lablpreparation room is not in use.
(3) Access should be restricted to authorized personnel. Other people
should only be allowed to enter under supervision.
(4) Items which can be easily stolen or misused should, if possible, be
kept out of sight.
(5) Inventory numberlname of institution engraved on equipment in a
position which is clear for all to see in order to deter the thief.
The main problem these days is the use of hypodermic syringes for drug
abuse. Hypodermics should only be issued under the strictest controls
and signed for. They should be kept in the preparation room rather than
in an open drawer in the lab.
Terminal Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Consult subsection 4.2.3 for the answer.
Consult subsection 4.3 for the answer
Consult subsection 4.4.1 for the answer
Base your =swer on subsection 4.7.3.
Base your answer on section 4.8.
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5.1

INTRODUCTION

In this unit, you will study about management of stock which includes
organisation of stock within the stores, inventories etc. You will study how orders
are placed for purchasing equipme~~t/instrument,
glassware, chemicals etc. You
will learn how the equipment to be purchased is selected. You will learn that the
purchase of alcohol, poisons etc. is regulated by legislation. As a matter of fact
purchasing is an important job of lab assistants or technicians because it is related
to use of financial resources and effectiveness of lab functioning. It is important
for a lab technician/assistant to know whether the company with which helshe is
dealing is a reliable only. Reliable companies can only supply goods of good
quality at a reasonable price and without undue delay.

Objectives
After you have read this unit you should be able to:
state the necessity of organising stores in an orderly and systematic manner,
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describe the methods by which list of requirement of a lab can be prepared,
outline the two methods of stock control i.e. two bin system and constant
cycle system,
explain the functions of stock control system,
understand the use of terms such as re-order quantity and re-order levels,
state the method of inviting quatations,
explain the factors deciding the purchase,
discuss the method of placement of order for purchase,
define the terms-order books, inventory and service register,
explain the procedure for taking delivery and processing bill,
state the significance of Sale of Goods Act (1930),
discuss the principles involved in accounting for major and minor expenditur
appreciate the necessity for record keeping in stores,
recognise a stock control card of bin card, and
use a stock control card, and
explain or differentiate between stock control and inventory.

5.2

ARRANGING STOCK

You would like to know the problems of organising the store and the factors
affecting the running of it. A store is a place where materials and equipfnent
are kept often for an unspecified period. Now the question arises, after having
kept an item in a store, how can it be found?

-

Plan

Fig. 5.1: Sub-division and referencing of shelving units.

Generally, when a person is asked to place an item in store, helshe will place
the item in the shelf where there is any gap. But in doing so the chances of
getting it later on are not too good. Therefore, the item should be placed in a
known position so that it can be located easily.
5.2.1

Locating and Referencing

Most of the stores are provided with racks of shelving units. (i) Usually a
number is allocated to each rack. (ii) A letter is assigned to each shelf and (iii)
the shelves are in turn sub-divided using numbers as shown in figure 5.1. In
practice the chosen arrangement should be such that that the stores can be
managed easily.
5.2.2

Shelf Arrangement of Stock by Nomenclature

After having developed a method of classifying storage space, there arises the
problem of arranging items on a shelf in a store. In practice, there are more
than one ways to do it.
In Figure 5.2 an example of a shelf from a physics store is shown to
demonstrate the use of alphabetical system. This system seems to be easy to
understand as it shows that various items starting with the letter 'My are
arranged in a shelf of a store. There is a possibility that this shelf is full and
then problem arises as to where you will store a new item such as digital
Meters? In that case the shelf needs to be rearranged and, if still space is
insufficient, adjacent shelves would be occupied for arranging the new items.
In a nut shell this is how items are arranged on a shelf in a store.

Fig. 5.2: Stock arranged alphabetically.

SAQ 1

Mr. Lallan has taken delivery of equipment for a physics lab. After moving
around the store, he has managed to squeeze the items into various spaces on a
shclf. Comment on whether Mr. Lallan has been logical in his approach. If not,
how he could have tackled the arrangement?
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.............................................................................................
.............................................................................................

5.3

STOCK CONTROL

In the previous section, you have studied how items should be arranged within
a store. In this section, you will study about the supply of goods. Besides, you
will deal with ordering quantities of materials. Here we will only discuss
consumable items rather than the purchase of specific pieces of equipment.
Factors that influence the purchase of equipment will also be discussed in
section 5.5. There are two main systems used for stock control mentioned as
under.
(1)
(2)

The two-bin system and
The constant cycle system.

Of above two which system is to be used depends an the circumstances and
arrangements in a particular store. Both the systems or a hybrid of the two may
be found useful in the store. The system chosen should be convenient to
operate and be capable of being easily understood. A sophisticated system may
be useless if staff does not use it. A stock control system should make it clear
.
as to
(1)
(2)

5.3.1

How much to order
When to order
The Two Bin System

In figure 5.3 two bin system is shown diagramatically. Starting with both
containers A and B full, you can draw items from container A until it is empty.
Then an order can be placed with the supplier or company to fill both
containers. Container B should have sufficient item so that its stocks are
exhausted as and when the order is delivered to the supplier or company,
returning stocks to their original level in both containers.
The technical term used for the time taken to receive the order is the lead time.
While the quantity ordered is called re-order quantity (ROQ) and the quantity
of stock in container B is called the re-order level (ROL).
In practice it is not necessary to have two containers. A simple container with a
inark on the side will be as ideal for liquids whereas the ROL marked on the
container will be ideal for solid items such as nuts and bolts. At the same time
ROL information should appear on a stock card or bin card and this should
serve the purpose of reordering.

The relative size of A and B will depend on the lead time as shown in figure
5.3. If the lead time is short, the capacity of B will be small and vice versa. A
small additional stock what you call buffer stock should be maintained to
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safeguard against fluctuation in both supply and demand. In this system stock
itself is used to trigger the placing of an order. In the other system of stock
control - the constant cycle system-time rather than stock is used to control
the system.

(1)
Both full

Purchase

(2)
Stock clrawr~first from A
Orclel- placed as soon as A is empty

(3)
Continue drawing stock from B
Orcler should arrive to replenish
both A and B as soon as B is empty
Fig. 5.3: Two Bin Stock Control System.

5.3.2

The Constant Cycle System

There is a second system called the constant cycle system. This system is
generally practiced in Indian laboratories. This system requires regular
inspection of the store, checking of stocks and appropriate placing of orders.
The frequency of checking depends on both convenience and rate of usage.
According to the role of use and lead times, once again ROLs and ROQs have
to be set up for each stock item. The system has the advantage of self
rectification and consequently stocks are frequently checked. It could be either
every Monday morning or the first Monday of the month, the third Friday of
the month or it could be on any appropriate day.
Where a lot of different stock items are carried out by a technician,
c~mpute~ised
stock control systems can help himher keep track of stock
movements and purchasing. In places where specialist stock control software is
not appropriate such as in small labs etc. it is possible to use a simple
spreadsheet to 'flagup' the requirement for reordering in the desired amounts.
Computer stock records can easily be accessed whenever you would like to
check them. However, like any other system they rely on accurate, up-to-date
input of information.
The re-order quantity should be within the economical amount. This should not
be too small causing orders to be placed frequently. At the same time the stock
shouid not be excessive with ordering at long intervals. This involves money
and technician should
-. .use hislher common sense or judgement or experience.
For example, in some cases such as conical flasks, it could be more appropriate
-"

.
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to make purchases for a year's supply. Whereas in other cases such as
chemicals, regular order would be more appropriate.
SAQ 2

The two-bin system and the constant cycle system are the two stock control
systems. Which system uses the stock itself to indicate as to when an order
should be placed?

SAQ 3

Tick mark the correct answers. Which of the following functions does a stock
control system provide?
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)

5.4

A way of organizing the store
Order quantity information
A means of ensuring that masses of each stock item is held
When an order should be placed
How goods should be ordered
Training for staff to operate the system

RECORD KEEPING

Whatever system is used in any lab, you will find that maintenance or records
of the stock held and quantities ordered are necessary. We will discuss here the
manual system. However, the computerised systems are based on similar
principles.
In the Indian system record keeping is done through registers for

'

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

Consumable items
Non-consumable items (burners, burette stand)
Equipment
Hazardous materials
Radiocative materials etc.

You may refer to unit 7 of this course for detailed information on record
keeping.
5.4.1

Bin Cards

In common practice, bin cards are used for recording information for
consun~ablestocks held and on order. Specially printed cards can be used for
this purpose. Index cards are also quite satisfactory or else the desired
information can be stored in computer. An example of a bin card is illustrated
in figure 5.4.

Beaker 500 ml
Ordered
1 Order No.
Stock
Take

ltem
Date
13.5.96
27.5.96
0 1.6.96
02.6.96
04.6.96
06.6.96

ROL
14
Keceived I Issued

14
10
30

I

ROQ 30
In hand
40
26
16

SOS 109

I0
30

06
36

Fig. 5.4: Bin card for stock control.

Bin cards can be used in the followi~lgway:
i)
ii)
iii)

iv)
v)
vi)

You must enter the initial stock in hand either when stock-taking or when
continuing into a fresh card. You should remember to enter any
outstanding orders. All entries must be dated.
You must Enter any quantity ordered, the order number and the date of the order.
An order for fresh supply should always be placed when the ROL is
reached (two-bin system) or when performing the regular stock control
check (constant cycle system).
Quantities should be ordered as per KOQ.
You must enter all quantities removed (at the time they are removed)
together with the date.
At the time of arrival all the new supplies must be entered.

By following the above steps it will be easy for you to know:
a) What stock is in hand.
b) What has been ordered and
c) the rate at which items are being used.
The Points mentioned above are important as what is it? Finds out re-order
quantity (ROQ) and sets the re-order level (ROL). Say for example, if an item
is being used 10 per month and the delivery time is three months. Then the
ROL must permit for enough stock to be held until new supplies are made,
besides a little extra is required in case of delay. So you could fix the ROL of
four months supply instead of three. In a similar condition with a long, delivery
time, an order can be placed for a year's supply at a time. It can be borne in
mind that placing an order costs money and so small orders can be avoided.
After all it is a question of balance.
5.4.2

Order books

To trace the progress of purchase orders, an order book is quite useful. In an order
book order for items of equipment as well as consumables are recorded. Entries
are kept of the amount of money committed with orders. This can be done by any
one who co~ltrolsbudget for lab. In Fig. 5.5 an extract from a typical order book is
illustrated for you to know how an order book is maintained

27.5.96

Order
No.
SOS09

27.5.96

SOSlO

Date

Supplier
Borosil
L,td.
BDH

ltem(s)
200 Watch glasses
30 x 250 m Beakers
5 Kg Nacl
50 g AgNO,

Estimate
Price
Rs. 5001Rs. 4001-

3 x 500 ml HCI

Fig. 5.5: Showing an extract from an order book.

Delivery
Remarks
Note No. 1
54
Order complex
9.6.96
Nacl returned as
72
damaged
Rest Ok
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The principle of recording the progress of orders need to be done through a
book. You may have special forms for purchasing or requisitioning items and
copies of these forms can act as an 'Order Book'. However, this information
also can be maintained on the computer.
It has to be kept in mind that official purchase order forms must be coinpleted
and authorised by a designated person. All staff should be aware of procedures
adopted for purchasing.
5.4.3

Inventory

After having gone through the record keeping you should know the
requirement for keeping an inventory. An inventory is a record of all items,
both materials and equipment, stocked at a particular time, in a lab and a store.
In other words an inventory is a list of all non-consumable items. In common
practice, official inventory books are issued by the institutional authorities and,
other employees are supposed to follow these practices. In the absence of an
official inventory book, a loose-leaf ledger with numbered pages will be
adequate for the purpose. An inventory book is shown in figure 5.6.
Name of lab
Division
Sectio~
Serial No.

Detaib of
Item

Balance
on

Addition

Discard

Balance on
31.3.2000

Initial of
checking
officer

Fig. 5.6: The Extract of an Inventory Book.

The inventory book needs to be kept upto date all the time. Updating will take
place when stock taking occurs. A complete stock taking must take place at -.
least once a year when a complete accounting of all items of equipment (major
or minor) is made. Account of all items used or disposed of has to be made.
Inventories of non-consumable items are of considerable importance. In all
institutions, it is a set practice to stamp all such items with an inventory
number to help the identification of equipment in the light of inventory. While
auditing, the stock auditors demand to see an inventory so that appropriate
checks can be made against each item (equipment).
5.4.4

Service Register

A service register is not part of a stock control system, but we would like to
mention here that much of the equipment logged in the register is kept in the
store. Some equipment will require regular servicing under contract whereas
other equipment will need occasional service and repairs. A record of the work
carried out must be maintained and, for such purpose a service register is
required.

The service register contains the names of equipment, inventory numbers,
serial numbers. details of servicing of repairs and the name of the person or
contract who carries out-repairs. In figure 5.7, an example of service register is
illustrated.
Nameof
instrument:
Date

.
Servicelrepair details

Serial No.
Inve~ltorvNo.
By which agcncy

Fig. 5.7: Extract of a Service Register.

Now you can try some SAQs and check your answer at the end of the unit.

SAQ 4
What information is entered on a bin card?

............................................................................................

SAQ 5
Where are entries of equipment held in a lab?

............................................................................................

5.5

ORDERING PROCEDURE

We shall discuss here various procedures adopted for ordering or placing an
order towards acquiring non-consumable and consun~ableitems for the lab.
5.5.1

Preparation of List of Requirements

For making purchases for your laboratory you are supposed to know the
requirements and the prices of various items you want to buy. First of all you
have to prepare a list of consumable (chemicals, soaps, detergents etc) and
non-consumable (instruments/equipment items). For knowing your
requirements you have to see the stock register regularly so that you are aware
of your current stock position. Some time some new items are required by the
persoils working in the lab. For this you have to ask these persons periodically
to update the list of requirements.
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5.5.2 Inviting Quotations
After you have prepared the list of items required for your laboratory you work
enquire the prices of these items for placing an order towards purchase with the
suppliers/firms/manufacturingagencies. You would write the various firms
(not less that three) to quote the prices of the items which you want to buy
from them. For doing this institutions have their own printed forms (proforma
for inviting quotations). Below is given an example of a quotation form (Fig.
5.8).
INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN 1lNlVERSlTY
Maidan Garhi, New Delhi - 110 068
No:
Date:

Sub:

IGNOU-INVITATION FOR QUOTATION FOR SUPPLY O F

Dear Sirs,
Please quote your lowest rates for supply of following items:
SI. No.
Description of Items

Remarks

I.

You are requested to attach samples of the items wherever required. Please furnish the following
inforlnation also:
a) Validity of the quotation.
b) Your Sales Tax Registration No.
c) Are you a manufacturer or a supplier.
d ) Delivery period.

2.

The quotation

in double sealed cover with

superscription "Quotation

for supply of

.........................................................
against
Tender
Enquiry
No.
.................................................. should reach the ................................ and shall be
received upto 3.00 p.m. on ....................................... The same will be opened at 4.00 p.m.
on the same day in the presence of the tenderers whornsoever arc present. Late tenders will not be
considered.

3.

Specifications: stores offered should strictly conform to your specifications. Deviat~ons. if any,
should be clearly indicated by te3derers in their quotation. The tenderer should also indicate the
MakeIType. number of the stores offered and provide catalogues, tech~licalliterature and samples.
wherever rleccssary alongwith the quotations. Test certificates wherever necessary should be
lbrwarded alongwith supplies. Wherever options are called for in respect of specifications. the
tenderer should induct all such options. Wherever specifically mentioned by us the tenderer could
suggest changes to specifications with appropriate response for the same.

4.

Corrections, if any, must be attested. All m o u n t s shall be indicated both in words as well as in
figure. Where there is a difference between amount quoted in words and ligures, the amount quoted
in words shall prevail,

5.

If the supplies are not made within the stipulated period and the time is not cxtended. the supplier
will be liable to pay compensation equal to one percent or such small amount of the total amount of
contract as the Registrar may decide for every day that the quantity remains incomplete, provided
that the entire amount of compensation shall not exceed 10% of the total amount of the contract. In
addition, the Reg~strarreserves the right to cancel the order at the supplier's risk and cost.

6.

The purchaser shall be under no obligation to accept the lowest or any tender and reserves the right
of acceptance of the whole or any part of the tender or portion of the quantity offered and the
tenderers shall supply the sarne at the rates quoted.

Yours faithfully
Deputy Registrar/Asstt. Registrar (CPU)
Fig. 5.8: A n extract of the quotation format.

You would fill up the forms with the list of your requirements and post them to
the firms. A definite time is given by which you want them to submit the price
list of items you require because these quotations are to be placed on a fixed
date before a committee called Purchase Committee. These quotations are
only opened before the committee members. After opening the envelope these
quotations are signed by the members of the committee. Once these quotations
are signed, a comparative chart of various quotations of the prices is prepared
by which you can make out which firm/supplier/agency has quoted the lowest
price for a particular item. After the chart is ready, you would place it once
again before the purchase committee for getting approval for making the
purchase against the lowest price quoted items.

5.5.3 Factors Deciding Purchases
Before deciding what specific type of equipment needs to be purchased,
various factors are taken into consideration. Common sense should be applied
which equipment is most important for a particular occasion.
Factors that influence purchasing of equipment are:

,

,,

.

i
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
viii)
ix)

Cost
Duplication - availability of a similar kind of equipment in the lab.
Specifications
Quality
Servicing
Availability of spares
References - experiences of others
Competition between suppliers
Training and other staff implications

For purchasing of consumable items, the factors are:

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

Cost
Minimum order size - standard package5
Delivery time
Quality
Delivery Service/collection of containers, etc.

5.5.4 Propriety Items
,

Propriety items means goods/equipments/instruments/chemicals/ glassware
which are particularly manufactured by a particular firms which have the sole
propriety of the items to sell them either through their approved agencies or by
themselves. For making purchases of the propriety items you need not invite
quotations and what you have to do you have to ask the firm which
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manufacture the propriety items to furnish the price of the same. This step is
taken only when you want to buy a standard quality items of a firm. For
example, if you want to buy an Olympus microscope for your laboratory, you
have to buy it only from Ms. Darbara Singh & Co. because this is the only firm
which manufactures it.
5.5.5

Role of Purchase Committee

A committee is formed to facilitate, regulate and monitor the purchases of an
organisation/institution/department/lab.The purchase committee members are
nominated by the head of an organisation/institute/lab for the fixed tenure of 23 years and after the expiry of the term either the same members may
renominated or they may be replaced by the new members. There are no fixed
numbers for the purchase committee. As per practice, the senior most member
becomes the convenor of the meeting or as decided by the Head of an
organisation.
Different functions are assigned to the committee:
1.
2.
3.
4.

To formalise the purchases
To monitor the discrepancy if any in inviting quotations
To sign the quotations on a specified date
To gragt approval for the purchase.

Besides the above said functions the purchase committee from time to time
formulates procedures for the purchases to be made by the organisation. If
some irregularities are committed the committee itself sorts out the problem or
refers the matter to the notice of competent authority for its resolution.

5.5.6 Purchase of Alcohol
Rectified spirit is
90% alcohol.

Alcohol/rectified spirit is a controlled item as such it is not sold in the open
market. The sale of alcohol/rectified spirit is controlled by the permit issued by
excise department of districttcity. If you want to buy alcohol for your lab you
will have to make a written request through your head of the department to the
excise department. This request will contain the quantity of alcohol needed
indicating its purpose. On getting the permit from the excise department, you
would go to the Distillery with the container to collect the alcohol. In the
permit itself the name and the place of the distillery is mentioned from where
you would be lifting the consignment.

5.5.7

Placing an order

Procedure adopted for placing an order varies from one organisation to
another. In most of the organisations the order for the supply of equipment is
placed on an official order form. In many organisations the copies of orders are
required for supplying information regarding purchase to different sections as
follows.
i)
ii)
iii)

Original copy - to the supplier
First copy - to the accounts section
Second copy - to the lab file.

The order to be placed must contain full details of items being purchased as
shown in figure 5.9. Besides, it must contain certain information that are

legally required. For example, a limited company must give its company
details. Autonomous bodies like educational institutions will have official
order forms showing different details. Whatever the case may be, only an
authorised person can sign an order form and this sort of form can serve as the
basis for a contract.
You are supposed to know how to prepare ail order form for making purchases
form supplier. While doing so you should keep follawing two points in your
mind.
You should never use 'home-made' order forms as you would make your
employer legally liable.
You should ensure that whoever signs order forms is an authorised
signatory. It should also be ensured that the form is checked
occasionally.

a)
b)

A model format of order form is given below:
INDIRA CANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY
MAIDAN GARHI, NEW DELHI - 110068
P.O. No.
Dated
DVN Code
To,

.....................................
.....................................
.....................................
....................................

Sub:

Supply of goods

Dear Sir.
With reference to you quotation No. .................. dated .................. please supply the
following articles on or before .............

S.No.
I

Description/Specification
2

Qty.
3

Kate

Cost

4

5

The above purchase is sub.jccted to the following terms and conditions:
TERMS A-ND CONDI'l'IONS
1.
2.

3.

The nialerial may be supplied to the .............................. ...., New Delhi by ........................
All correspondence regarding the order should be addressed to the consignee.
100% payment will be made when the materiallgoods have been received by the University and
have been inspected hy its inspection unit and accepted by it.
OR
90% paylnent will be made through Punjab National Bank, New Delhi, if the documents are
received through a bank.
Balance payment of 10% will be made on receipt of materinllgoods and their inspection by the
University inspection Unit. This payment is subject to the acceptance of goods by the inspection
IJnit.
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4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

9.

10.
I I.
12.
13.
14.
15.

The goods which are not according to specification and are thus not accepted shall be lifted by the
Supplier at his own cost.
If the supplics are not made within the stipulated period and the time is not extended the supplier
will be liable to pay compensation equal to one percent or such small amount of the total amount of
contract as the Registrar may decide for every day that the quantity remains incomplete, provided
that the entire amount of compensation shall not exceed 10% of' the total amount of contract. In
addition, the Registrar reserves the right to cancel the order at the supplier's risk and cost.
In case the supplier backs out of his contract, his earnest money if any, shall be forfeited and such
other action will be taken as deemed proper.
The supply shall be increasedldecreased within .................. day of placement of this supply
order.
The bill in triplicate may be sent to the Registrar, lndira Gandhi National Open University, New
Delhi, for payment.
An extra amount as Sales TaxIExcise Duty will be paid as applicable under Government Rules if so
quoted by the supplierlcontractor in the tenderlquotation sub.ject to the certificate in the bill of costs
as follow.
Certified that the Sales TaxlExcise duty charges
in this bill is leviable under Government Rules.
Other material should be packed in a strong case so as to avoid any damage, theft or pilferage in
transit, in which case the responsibility shall be that of the supplier.
Other terms and conditions are as per terms and conditions specified in the notice inviting tenders.
All disparitiesldisputes arising out of the order are subject to the jurisdiction of courts at Delhi.
Every packing case should contain a packing note mentioning details of the material packed with
complete reference to our order. Our address must be superscribed on the side of the packages.
The claim for freight charges if admissible in terms of your quotation should be made in your bill.
Prices are tixed and are not sub.ject to any variation.
Yours faithfully.

C.C.:

Finance & Accounts Div.
lndentor
PS to VC
Deputy RegistrarlAsstt. Registrar (CPU)
MF
OF

Fig. 5.9: An extract official order for purchase.

5.5.8

Importing

Importing goods from overseas might be a complicated and time consuming
process and it will be better to utilise the services of an agency which deals
with importing goods. For importing items from overseas there are two
approaches which you can undertake.
1)

2)

Firstly wherever possible purchase can be made through an agent. The
agent will furnish all the required documents for you. Most of the agents
provide break-down or maintenance service to their customers. Before
placing order you must satisfy yourself that there are adequate
arrangements for after sales service. Particularly you will have to be
extra careful in case where agent does not provide servicing
arrangement.
Secondly when you don't find an agent, you will have to make all
necessary arrangements. The arrangement includes making application to
the appropriate government department by completing necessary
formalities. You have to check whether import duty call be waived for
research and educational establishment. In some cases import duty will
be paid but it can be claimed later.

5.5.9 Value Added Tax (VAT)
Educational and research establishments and some companies are zero rated
for value added tax (VAT). Therefore, these establishments can reclaim any

VAT if they have been charged either for goods or service. It is essential to
find out whether VAT has been charged. On checking if it is found that VAT
has been charged, then the finance and accounts office of your establishment
should be informed as it will be their duty to reclaim VAT. For your
information VAT is paid to custom and excise departments and reclaimed from
them on quaterly basis.
5.5.10 Discounts and Bargaining
While making purchases, the job of a lab assistant or technician is to obtain the
best value for the money. Bargaining with the suppliers is one such way
through which it is possible to buy goods at a lower price. On limited
occasions, bargaining and playing one supplier against another is an exercise
that can be practiced. Certainly one can not bargain everytime when a purchase
is made. Usually one can bargain when a supplier is new or if another supplier
is found who charges less.
Quite often suppliers offer 15% an educational discount typically 5 -1 5% to
educational and research institutions. Sometimes, suppliers offer large
discounts eg. on supplying consumables or service contracts. If you work in an
educational laboratory you can enquire whether an educational discount is
available. By doing so there is everything to be gained.
5.5.11 Goods on Approval
There is a keen competition amongst some suppliers and in some sectors of the
market e.g., the market of microcomputer. A request to a supplier to retain
equipment on approval to judge its performance can often be arranged. Many
suppliers will be willing to do so. In some cases it is good to avail of this
facility.
SAQ 6
Discuss briefly as to why it is necessary to use both official order forms and an
order book.

SAQ 7
List the factors you would consider before placing an order for equipment
costing rupees 1 lakh.

'5.6

RECEIPT OF GOODS

In 5.5, we have discussed the purchase of goods and the various problems
related to it. Now we will discuss the procedure to be adopted when goods
arrive from a supplier.
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5.6.1

Taking Delivery

After the supplies have'been made, you have to carry out the following jobs:
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)
(7)
5.6.2

Check the condition of all items to see that none of them are damaged.
Check the items received against the delivery note. If any difference is
found, note it.
Check the list of goods on the delivery note against your order to ensure
that the goods received have actually been ordered.
Enter details of receipts in the order book or purchase records.
Inform the supplier against any discrepancies or damages. Keep in mind
that there is often a time limit for notifying deficieiicies to the supplier.
This time limit is in fact printed on the delivery note.
Therefore, Endorse the delivery note with the condition and accuracy of
the goods received and then, send it to the Accounts department to make
for payment, and
Repack the goods and place them in store in bulk, if not required for
immediate use.
Sale of Goods Act 1930 .

The present Indian Act is entitled as the Sale of Goods Act, 1930. This Act contain
all rules and regulations relating to various types of contracts of sale of goods.
A brief guide to the Act is given below:

i)

Specific goods in a deliverable state

Where there is an unconditional contract for the sale of specific goods and the
goods are in deliverable state, the property in the goods passes to the buyers when
the contract is made. You have to remember that it is immaterial whether the time
of payment of the price or the time of delivery of goods or both, is postponed.
Another point to be noted in this section is that the goods must be in a
deliverable state. Now the question arises as to when goods can be said to be in
a deliverable state. According to section 2(3) of the Act, goods are said to be in
a deliverable state when they are in such state that the buyer would, under the
contract, be bound to take delivery of them. In other words the goods are in
such a condition that the buyer can take away the goods then and there.
ii)

Specific goods not in a deliverable state

Another situation may arise when good are not in a deliverable state at the time
of making the contract. In that case the seller has to do something to the goods
to put them in a deliverable state. For example, cutting the goods, or packing or
sealing or leading or filling them in a container etc.
iii)

If the goods are bought by description

The goods supplied must correspond to the description of the buyer. If goods
are bought on the strength of a specification, they must correspond to the
specification of the buyer. If you find that supplied goods do not correspond to
your specification consult the suppliers and then act on their advice.
iv)

If the goods are sold by sample

Supplied goods must correspond to the sample shown by the supplier.

v)
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If on delivery there is not sufficient time for examination

A reasonable time must be given by the seller to the buyer for examination of
the goods as there is not much time for examination available to the buyer at
the time of delivery.
vi)

If goods not ordered are received

If goods that have not been ordered are received, you can either reject them or
accept them. If such goods are accepted, they must be paid for. While rejection
means informing the supplier that'the goods were not ordered or wanted. There
is no need to actually return them and it is upto the seller to collect them. In a
nut shell if you order something, you have the right to expect the goods which
are delivered to you to meet the specification of the ordered items.

5.6.3 Processing of Bills
After taking the delivery of the items supplied by the firms, entries of supplied
items are made in the stocldinventory register. Once the proper entries have
been made the bills are processed for payment. In processing the bill you will
tick mark only those items which have been supplied as per your specifications
as you would like to make payment to the firm only for the ordered items.
Delete the prices of those items not desired or supplied as per your
specifications. Write on the bill that the bill is passed for payment for this
much amount of inoney and write on the bill the page number of
stocWinventory book on which'the supplied items have been entered. Then this
bill will be countersigiled by the controlling authority. He may be Head of
lab/departinent/school. After the bill is duly signed by the controlling
authority, it is sent to the Finance Division for payment.

5.7

ACCOUNTING : RECORDS OF EXPENDITURE
-

As a lab technician you may not be involved in the exercise of obtaining funds
by which your department or lab runs. You will definitely be involved in
looking after the funds being spent. This process can loosely be described as
accounting; though a proper accountant would apply more rigorous methods in
controlling the flow of funds and also in ensuring value for money.

5.7.1

Controlling Budget

Money is usually obtained and allocated under various heads. These heads
include such items as minor equipment, furniture, consumables, and a separate
account has to be maintained for each head. In most organisations qajor items
of equipment are obtained by a different process whereby funds are requested
for the purchase of a specific piece of equipment.
Of the various heads under which money is accountable there are two more
important heads - consumable and minor equipment. For example, in some
scl~ools,there is little freedom to make orders for items from anywhere from a
except local authority such as Central Store or Super Market. In such cases
accounting becomes easier as prices will be known and can be entered on an
appropriate form or book. However, situation remains the same whether the
items are purchased either through central stores or on open market. In the
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open market it is common practice to obtain an 'estimate7 or and apbroximate
idea of the price of an item.
Now we will discuss a practical approach to the problem of controlling expenditur
In Fig. 5.10 you can see an extract of some accounts towards expenditure
incurred towards minor technical equipment. You will notice from top of the
accounts that they refer to one particular financial year 1995196. The account
applies to minor technical equipment for which the money allocated is Rs.
4000001-.
In first two columns the date of the order and the order number are taken
straight from the order form. Whereas in the 3rdcolumn just the name of the
item that has been ordered, is recorded. No further details of the items are
required as these information are already available on the copy of order form.
These details may also find entries in the order book.
Next there are four columns of figures. You can consider the first lists of prices
of the items obtained, say over the phone. The price may not include account
of any recent price rise or postage and package. In the second column a
running total of expenditure is calculated as per the estimate at the time of the
latest order. So these first two columns refer to what you visualise about the
situation based on intelligent guess work, telephone calls and so on.
National College, Delhi
Financial Year

1995196
Date
10.4.95
13.4.95
17.4.95
19.4.95
4.2.95

Order
No.
10 1
102
103
104
105

Science Department

Expenditure Head - Minor technical
equipment
Est.
Iterns
Est.
Price
Expenditure
Spectrophotometer
20,000
20,000
6,000
Colorimeter
6,000
pH meter
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
Glassware
200
200
Skulllbones

Amount Allocated:
Rs. 4,00000.00
Actual
Invoice
Price
Expenditure
20,000
20,000
6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
200
200

Fig. 5.10: Accounting for a IabIDeptt funds.

The last two columns are based on the actual costs that are shown on the
ii~voicesreceived from suppliers. These two columns are similar to the
previous columns but they can only be completed when you know the exact
invoiced costs of items. You will not be able to keep these columns up-to-date
as you will keep yourself waiting until invoices arrive. So the best what you
can do you mention actual expenditure with pencil and await further
information.
Invoices are presented before the end of March; otherwise payment may not be
made to suppliers. Once all the invoices have arrived, the accounts can be
totalled, handed over to the Head of the department and, forwarded to the
concerned accounts section for making payment to the parties. You will have
to explain any underspent or overspent amount.
5.7.2 Petty Cashfimprest Money
In the preceding sections we have discussed problems related to accounting for
major expenditure within a department. Petty cash as the name itself suggests

is concerned with minor expenditure. However, keeping of records is quite
important as all money must be accounted for.
Generally with petty cash, small local purchases are made in order to keep the
lab running smoothly. Receipts of the purchases made must be obtained in all
cases as these are proof of purchase. Formal orders are not required. A receipt
should also be given when money is obtained from accounts section to be used
as petty cash. This receipt indicates that money has been issued to the keeper
of the petty cash.
The most frequently used system of accounting is the 'inzprest method',
whereby a fixed float is available from which purchases are made from time to
time. The maximum value of the float is called the imprest.
In Fig. 5.1 1 an imprest system for petty cash is shown and in this case imprest
is Rs. 200.00. By the end of the month a total of 125.00 has been spent leaving
a balance of Rs. 75.00, which is judged to be adequate for the time being. But
by the end of second week of the next month a further Rs. 50.00 has been spent
leaving a balance of only Rs. 25.00. At this stage Rs. 175.00 is obtained to
make the balance to the imprest amounting Rs. 200.00 and so on.
It should be borne in mind that petty cash should not be overused. They should
only be used for minor purchases made and all other expenditure should,be
through the main accounts.
End of month
1.4.96
5.4.96
10.4.96
16.4.96
End of month
3.5.96
8.5.96
10.5.96
21.5.96
29.5.96
End of month

.

Description

Balance

Expenditure
IMPREST
Rs. 200.00

Postage Stamp
Paper (for typing)
Carbon paper
Screw Driver
Postage Stamp
lmprest
Soldering Iron
Wails

50.00
25.00
50.00
Sub T ~ t aof
l April
25.00
25.00
50.00
15.00
10.00
Sub Total of
May=&. 25.00

Rs. 200.00

Rs. 125.00
Rs. 125.00

Rs.200.00
Rs. 175.00

Fig. 5.1 1 :S o w s an example of a petty cash sccotlnt.

SAQ 8
How far is bargaining with a supplier justifiable? Support your answer with
reasons.
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SAQ 9
Why is petty cash dealt with in a simplified accounting form as compared to
the one used for other expenditure?

You can check your answer with the one given at the end of the unit.

5.8

SUMMARY

Let us summarise what you have learnt so far.
You have studied the organisation of stock within the store, maintenance of
inventories etc.
The problems of organising the store and the factors affecting the running
of it.
The procedure related to supply of goods, ordering quantities of materials;
two major systems used for stock control : (1) the two bin system and (2)
the constant cycle system.
The maintenance of records of stock held and quantities ordered; two main
systems i.e. manual systems and computerised systems.
The factors influencing purchase of equipment.
The procedures adopted for placing an order to the supplier.
The procedures to be adopted when goods arrive from a supplier.
The process involved in looking after the funds being spent.

5.9

TERMINAL QUESTIONS

1.

What are conditions under which import duty is likely to be waived on
imported items?

2.

What is it not always possible to state precisely how much money has
been spent under a particular budget head? How should you attempt to
make allowance for this?

.......................................................................................

5.10 ANSWER
Self Assessment Questions
Mr. Lallan's approach does not seem to be systematic. A much more
organised and systematic approach is required to locate where specific
items have been stored.
The two-bin system uses the stock to indicate as to when an order should
be placed.
A stock control system tells you (2) how much to order and (4) when to
place an order.
Bin cards are used for recording information on stocks held and on oider.
Inventory is used for recording the list of equipment purchased.
Order forms are used for placing an order. An order book is used to
maintain a record of what orders have been placed and their progress
and, to provide an idea of how much money is to be spent towards orders
placed. Official order forms are necessary because they help to reduce
fraud by ensuring that only authorised people can place order for
purchases.
The following factors are to be considered : cost, duplication,
specification, reliability, servicing, availability of spares, references,
con~pletionbetween suppliers, training and other staff implications.
Yes, on occasion, It is not a process what you can always undertake.
Having done it once with a supplier, this is likely to set the price for the
time being. (Sometimes some sort of relationship with supplier is also
required to bargain)
Petty cash is only for minor amount of purchases. So a simplified system
can be used.

Terminal Questions
1.

2.

Import duty may be waived on items imported for use in education and
research provided similar equipment is not manufactured in India.
The price may not be exact for a number of reasons such as VAT has not
been included, allowances have not been made for discounts. No
allowa~lcefor VAT should be made, because VAT can be reclaimed.
You can, however, make adjustments for discounts.
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6.1

INTRODUCTION

Communication is essentially to-and-fio transfer of information between
individuals, departments as well as between organisations. Therefore, it is an
important aspect of the functions of any organisation. At the heart of any wellrun department will be a good system of communication. In order to be
effective, communication must take place at the proper time, must be accurate
and must occur speedily.
In this unit we will discuss three means of communication - oral, written and
by using computer. Of these, oral and written are the old and common means
of communication, whereas computer is not that common but it is becoming
increasingly important.
Objectives
After reading this unit you should be able to:
list means of communication stating when each would be appropriate,
recognize and produce suitable written communications in given circumstances,
list some of the uses of the computer for filing and keeping records
together with any drawback,
identify different channels of communication at the workplace and
recognize their use, and
recognize your place in the work-team and be aware of the areas of
responsibility.
-

6.2

~

-

WHAT IS COMMUNICATION?

Communication is a process of exchange of messages, facts, ideas, opinions,
feelings between two or more persons. In any organization various people are
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linked together for common purposes. Mutual understanding and effective
relationship among such people can be established by meaningful transfer of
information from one person to another. Any department can be successfully
run if it has a good system of communication. Communication system involves
sending of information, receiving the information as well as response or
reaction to the information. Transmissioil of information from communicator
to receiver is carried out by certain means. In the following sections we will
consider some of the means of communication available to you and when and
how you should use them. It is necessary than you should select the most
appropriate means of communication for the benefit of the people with whom
you communicate. It is also required that you should use correct level of
language and terminology. This will avoid misunderstandings, mistakes and
breaches of protocol. Let us now try the followiilg SAQ.
SAQ 1

!

Two things you should consider while communicating with others are:

(

.............................................................................................

6.3

ORAL COMMUNICATION

Oral communication between the people occurs with the use of spoken words.
You should keep in mind the following points while communicating orally
with your colleagues or other people.
1. Listening is as important as talking.
2. Accuracy and precision in what you say avoids confusion.
3. Be careful how you use jargons. However, science is reckoned to be an
exact subject so use the correct names for apparatus, quantities etc. when
discussing science.

Oral communication can occur face to face or with the help of the telephone.
Face to face communication is most natural and easiest means of oral
communication that occurs daily between coworkers during work. Telephone
is most commonly and widely used mechanical device for oral communication.
Oral communication obviously has advantages and a disadvantage compared to
written communication. While oral communication is quick, easjr and
personalised, it suffers from one major disadvantage. When finished, there is
no record of what has actually been said. It can be important to have a written
record of a conversation. For example, it you receive some goods which are
broken or incomplete, you will need to notify the supplier and, in some
instances, the transporterlcarrier. The easiest way to do this is to use the phone
and there is no reason why you should not do so, provided you follo~vup your
phone call with a confirmatory letter (of which you should keep a copy). If you
receive an oral request for some apparatus, ask for the request in writing (or
write it down yourself, immediately). Then there is less chance that yq,u will
forget. No doubt you can think of many other instances from your working life
where the written word is essential. Let us try the following SAQ before we
proceed further.
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SAQ 2

1. Can you think of two advantages that written communication can have over
oral communication?
(9

(ii)

2. Can you write down one advantage that oral communication can have over
written communication'?

6.4

WRITTEN COMMUNICATION

The communication process that involves written media, i.e. paper is called
written communication. It involves distribution and delivery of papers. Two
basic aspect of written communication are information received and
information sent.
6.4.1

Information Received

You must always read the information you receive. After reading through the
information you can decide what needs to be read in depth, what can be
scanned and what can be safely thrown away. With experience you will learn
how to do this. All the incomiilg information that are important need to be
filed. In the next unit you will study about filing system. Probably the most
important written communication which you will receive concerns requests for
apparatus and materials.
6.4.2 Information Sent

This id the aspect of written communication where your skill of using
appropriate language, precision, accuracy and thoughtful words is exercised. In
the following sections we will discuss some types of written communication,
but before that try the following SAQ.
SAQ 3

Which of the following (from a to d) would you use in a written
communication to:
1. an equipment supplier, and
2. a friend?
a) Please would you dispatch to me at the above address and at your earliest
convenience a box of ten double-sided double-density three-and-a-half inch
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microfloppy data disks, as described in your equipment list of 12 February
1999.

b) Re: yours of lzthFeb, send another box.
c) I refer to your list dated 12.02.99. Please supply I. box of 10 DS DD 3W
disks.
d) Regarding your list (12 Feb), can you please send me a box of ten 3%
floppies?

...........................................................................................
...........................................................................................
...........................................................................................
...........................................................................................
6.5

MEMORANDA

Memoranda (though some prefer "memorandums" and others refer to
"memos") are commonly used for written communications within a workplace,
within departments, etc. They are much like letters in general layout and
content but differ in certain specific details. They all have similar headings
which are illustrated in Fig. 6.1.
MEMORANDUM
To

Date:

From:
Subject:

Fig. 6.1: Memo Headings.

Memos dispense with the need for giving instructions, salutations, greetings
and a complimentary close. A signature is not necessary in a memo, although it
may be initialled. While it is not true that memos are always brief, they are
essentially an aid to quick and direct internal communications. They should
therefore, be written in clear, concise English, and in continuous prose rather
than in note form. It is a good idea to number or letter each topic for clarity.
Try also to plan the contents of your memo so that they follow some sort of
logical sequence, instead of presenting statements as they occur to you. You
should not forget the usual words of courtesy and politeness, too. These belong
as much in a memo as in conversation or letters.

6.6

LETTERS

There are conventions established by bodies covering the way that letters are
set out and every letter has certain components in common. It might be
interesting for you to see how far you are aware of these.
Let us now look at the example of a letter by a equipment firm to the chief
technician in an organization.
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Science Equipment Ltd.
1, Banglow Nagar,
Jawahar Road
Delhi
Chemical Industries Ltd
Okhla Industrial Estate
New Delhi.
For the attention of the Chief Technician
Your ref.

Our ref. DRS

Date. 41h April 2000

Dear Sir,
Re. Your order no. E023904
We must apologize for the delay of the above order which is due to nil stock of this item. As
this situation was unforeseen at the time of your order, we now find we are unable to invoice
you for March. We would be grateful if you could notify us as to whether you wish to cancel
this order and re-order for April invoicing, or if you would like the order to stand.
We hope to have sufficient stock to cover your order within the next 21 days.
Yours faithfully,
D.R. Singh
Sales Office

SAQ 4
Read the above letter carefully list the mistakes and rewrite the letter in the
correct form.
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6.6.1 Official and Personal Communications
We are going to draw your attention to a point of procedure concerning letterwriting. Your workplace will have a supply of headed writing paper and it may
well have a policy concerning who can use it and who can sign letters written
on it. Two points arise from this:
1. The quality of the letter reflects the standards of the sender and his or her
place of employment. Therefore, letters on headed paper should be typed
and laid out correctly. Correct spelling, grammar and punctuation are
equally important.
2. A typewritten letter on headed paper represents an official communication
from an establishment, and whoever signs the letter must have authority to
represent the establishment.
It is unlikely that you will send out official letters in your own right. It is more
likely that you could be required to draft letters which are then typed and
signed by one of your superiors. Bear this in mind when reading this section,
and remember the distinction between official and personal communications.
For personal communications you can make your own draft and can send
handwritten as well undersigned by you.
Incidentally, beware of signing letters with p.p. (per procurationem) in
someone's absence, even if it is a letter that you have drafted. The use 0fp.p.
implies a legal responsibility for the contents of the letter.
SAQ 5

In each of the following circumstances, who would you contact? There may be
more than one persodgroup, in which case put your answers in order, starting
with your first choice.
1. A piece of apparatus is delivered broken, although the packaging had not
been undone when delivered to you

2. A sink in the lab is blocked

3. You require financial assistance for travelling to a study centre for a
distance leqning course

~

6.7

-

~

~

-

REPORTS

There are two kinds of report that you may be called on to write in connection
with your work. The first may concern an investigation or enquiry that you
have been making, e.g., an experiment, and the second may arise because you
have some information that you wish, or have been instructed, to pass on, e.g.
after an accident or other mishap.
Scientific reporting is covered in unit 8. Accurate reporting of experiments
allows them to be repeated as a verification. Other kinds of reports may be
either informal or formal and often concern a particular set of circumstances
that may need action or decisions from someone in authority, e.g. a head of
department .
In this text it is impossible to work through all the cases in which you
communicate with people at work but this section will have introduced the
basic ground so that the underlying principles and procedures are apparent to
you.
6.7.1

Informal Reports

Many of the comments that we have made about other forms of written
communications apply to informal reports. They should contain only facts,
presented in a succinct and logical way. Important features to include are the
date, the title and the name (and status) of the person making the report. They
should begin with a simple statement of the relevant facts and/or
circumstances. It can be helpful to number or letter each item.
If there are circumstances in which your opinion has been requested, your
opinions would then form the second half of this report. If data and/or
diagrams would help the reader, they should be included. The same criteria
apply to these diagrams as apply in reports of experiments.

6.7.2

Formal Reports

Formal reports are often produced as the result of an investigation or request
for information required by management. A formal report can be similar in
layout and content to the informal report but may contain five sections instead
of two. Each section might require a heading. Examples of these headings
could include:
1. Terms qf reference. These outline: who gave the instructions for the
investigation or whatever, the nature of the investigation, the extent of the
enquiries and the nature of the information required. This helps you to
clarify in your own mind exactly what you are meant to be considering.
2. Proceedings, Procedure or Action Taken. This should consist of a list of
actions, with dates and times, when they took place. Actions could include
examination of sites, equipment and processes.and visits to other places,
etc. No information is given at this stage.
3. Findings. In this section, all the facts are listed - as in the first section of
the informal report. If more than one item or situation is being investigated,
this section can be divided up by appropriate sub-headings with numbered
or lettered details.
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4. Conclusion. This section is for the writer to express hisker conclusions
and/or opinions and must refer to the findings. They should express the
result of logical reasoning and deduction from the facts.
5. Recommendations. You might not be asked to make suggestions as to what
action should be taken but, if you are, there are some do's and don'ts to be
considered:
a) DO be practical. Consider the effect your recommendations could have
on your colleagues if they were adopted. Be precise.
b) DON'T suggest that further investigations should be made (unless there
are good reasons why your investigations were not adequate or
sufficient).
c) DON'T let your wishes dictate your recommendations when all the
facts point to a course of action that you would find unwelcome. Be
anxious about making important recommendations.
Major decision are not likely to be made on the basis of your report alone!
Writing a report after collecting facts and drawing conclusions ought to be at
least a two-day process. Once your report is written, keep it for twenty-four
hours and then read it again. It is surprising how many alterations and/or
corrections you will wish to make after you have "slept on it".
Finally, as with the informal report, the final draft of your formal report should
be signed and your status added, with the date that you produced the report.
Let us now try the following SAQ.
SAQ 6

1. If you witnessed an accident, what facts/circumstances concerning the
accident would be appropriate for you to include in the introductory
paragraph of a written accident report? (Use only as many numbers as you
require).

2. Which of the following could you include in an informal report?
i) The date on which the report was written.
ii) The name of the author.
iii) The title of the report.

-

iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
viii)

The terms of reference of the report.
A statement of facts/circumstances.
Data and/or diagrams.
Conclusions.
Recommendations.

Till now we have briefly reviewed different types of written communication.
Now we will study another mode of communication which can be used to
produce all the forms that we have mentioned above and much, much more.

6.8

THE COMPUTER

You must be aware that the computer is now a powerful tool in
communications. Indeed, this unit was written and produced with the
assistance of modern communications technology. The units were typed and
stored on disk. You can also use a microcomputer as a word processor if you
have the right programme available. As a word processor you can use a
computer to generate all the written communications we've discussed in this
unit.
Microcomputers are an indispensable tool in the modern working environment
and you may also have access to a mini or mainframe computer. There are
many software packages available for use in stock control and in keeping
records of the kind we have discussed. There are packages which link stock
control with accounts, and these are particularly useful if you bear financial
responsibilities. Of the three basic types of propriety computer programmes
available (namely word processing, database and ~p~eadsheet),
the database is
the most useful for stock control.

i

I

You will also find spreadsheet programmes useful, particularly if you are
involved on the accounting side. Needless to say, a printer to produce "hard
copy" is essential for this kind of work so that you have a permanent record of
your reports.
Some basic hints in using computers this way are:

1. Always try and enter data in the form that you want to see it printed out.
For example if you type in "kbr", don't expect the computer to print out
"beaker".
2. Be consistent in the way that you enter data. Using the example in (1) enter
either "bkr" or enter "beaker" for all beakers. If you enter a beaker as
"bkr", and then ask the computer to list all "beaker's", don't be surprised if
it misses out the "bkr".
3. Item (2) is allied to the GIGO principle. This is a universal and selfexplanatory principle which simply states "Garbage In - Garbage Out"!
4. Try and retain printouts (hard copy) of all your work as they invariably
provide a useful reference.
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5. Ensure that you have back-up copies of all of your data and programme
disks (or tapes), and that your working data disks are copied onto your
back-up disks regularly.
SAQ 7

Give three uses of the computer/microcomputer in a science department.

.........................................................................................

CHANNELS OF COMMUNICATION

6.9
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Fig. 6.2: (a) A general example, (b) Example in an education lab.
Note:

unrestricted path of communication.

........................restricted path of communication.

Having discussed how to communicate with people, let us now consider the
people with whom we need to communicate and the ways of communication
that are most appropriate. After all, you might be an extremely effective
communicator, but if you don't use the correct channels of communication
your efforts will be wasted. Worse still you could easily provoke an adverse
reaction from some "links" in the chain! Fig. 6.2 illustrates two typical chains
of communication.
You will appreciate that there are variations possible, e.g. a lab might have
trainee technicians working under supervision. In this case, there would be
slightly different channels of communication.
First, consider Fig. 6.2. l'he main channel of communication for a lab
technician is to the lab manager or, in a school for example, the head of the
science department. It is likely that the responsibility for the employment of
lab technician is part of this person's (Head's) duties. This means that, in
theory anyway, he or she is the person who directs the technician's activities.
Here, the line of communication is an unrestricted two-way channel and the
formality inherent in it depends on the relationships at work. Both parts of Fig.
6.2 could be represented in general as shown in Fig. 6.3.

Management

Supervisors and Teachers

r
Technicians

Fig. 6.3: General lines of communications.

This figure shows fairly limited view of organizational structure and
communications, and there are of course many other possibilities. Now try the
following SAQ to test what you have learned in this section.
SAQ 8

Consider Fig. 6.2 and Fig. 6.3,together. We said that Fig. 6.3 is a general
summary of the two situations illustrated in Fig. 6.2. In fact there are also two
important links in the chains of communication that are missing. One link is
that of the personnel/advisory office. What is the other?

6.10 SUMMARY
Let us now summarise what we have studied in this unit.
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Communication is a two-way process whereby transmission of messages or
exchange of ideas, facts or opinions occur between the persons as well as
between the systems.
Oral, written and use of computers are the three ways by which
coinmunication can be carried out effectively. It is important to choose the
most suitable means of communication at an appropriate occasion.
Written communications can be personal or official. Official
communication can be in the form of letters, memoranda etc. Reports are
made to write about any event.
In the present day computer is a powerful tool in the communications.
Infact it is increasingly becoming an essential tool for communications and
other purposes such as for filing and keeping records.
Along with what to communicate and how to communicate it is also
important to know whom to communicate. In any organisational set-up
there is a channel through which the communication should travel.

6.1 1 TERMINAL QUESTIO%
1. On which of the following occasions do you think the telephone would be
the most suitable sole means of communication?
i) Checking train times at the nearby railway station
ii) Ordering food for livestock
iii) Asking for details of a training course
iv) Booking a place on a training course
2. List three examples from your working life when written communications
are essential.

3. Recall the three situations outlined in SAQ 5. For each, how would you
contact the persodorganization concerned? Include all the means that you
would use, in chronological order, and mention any other persodpeople
who might be involved with the communication process.

4. Which of the following words could be used to describe a well-presented
memo? (Select as many as you wish)
i) Polite
ii) Concise
iii) Signed
iv) Brief
v) In note fonn

vi) Detailed

..........................................................................................

5. Below is a letter that a technician drafted to a supplier to complain about an
item of defective equipment. What, if anything, is wrong with this letter?
Correct the letter by rewriting it in the space given below (using your
imagination to insert any missing information).
Dear Sirs
We have received a delivery from you containing I0 porcelain crucibles, 3 of which wer
broken. I demand that you replace,the broken ones immediately.

(

Yours sincerely

-

6.12 ANSWERS
Self Assessment Questions
1.(i) Appropriate means of communications
(ii) Language
2. (i) (1) You can always retain a copy.

-
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You have the time to identify the precise words needed for any
- situation.
In other words you have time to write exactly what you mean.
You might be able to obtain an immediate reply or response. For
example, if you request "urgent action" in a letter, you would expect
some sort of action within a working day of receipt of your letter - this
could mean a delay of days. However, if you requested "urgent action"
in an oral communication, you could reasonably expect within minutes.
It is verbose, and while it is correct, it is badly written and difficult to
understand easily.
It is too abbreviated to be either courteous or concise.
This would be appropriate for (1) - a supplier. There is sufficient
information for the supplier to identify the product; the use of the word
"please" incorporates some courtesy; and the abbreviations are
acceptable.
This would be appropriate for (2) as it is polite and contains sufficient
information.
Addresses - Sender's address block should be located top right not left,
unless the letter is on printed note paper. It is better if the addressee's
address is set below the last line of the sender's address, but set left as
shown.
Date and references - These are better grouped below the sender's
address.
Style - While this letter conveys its meaning, it could be structured
better and expressed in a more business - like fashion. For example, the
first sentence would be better put as "I apologize for the delay in
fulfilling the above mentioned order. This is because this item is out of
stock". Note the use of "I" and not "we" - if you sign a letter
personally then you should be direct in what you say. The other
sentences could be tidied up in a similar way.
This letter is an example of the use of clinches i.e. shortened form of
the expression, e.g. "nil stock, "unable to invoice you".
There is no indication of the title of the writer - Mr. Miss, Mrs., or Ms.
Also the signature block would normally be ranged left.
(2)

Science Equipment Ltd.
1 , Banglow Nagar,
Jawahar Road
Delhi
4"' April 2000
Our ref: DRS
Your ref:
The Chief Technician
Chemical Industries Ltd
OkhIa Industrial Estate
New Delhi
Dear Sir,
Re. Your Order no. E023904

1 apologize for the delay in fulfilling the above mentioned order. This is because this item is out of stock, but
new stocks are expected within twenty-one days. Do you wish to cancel this order and re-order for April
invoicing, or do you require the order to stand?
Yours faithfully,
D.R. Singh (Mr.)
Sales Off~ce.

The supplier and, possibly, the carrier.
Caretakers, or perhaps the lab manager or Head of the Science
Department. This depends on your channel of communication for
reporting faults of the buildings, fittings and services at your
workplace. Usually there will be a set procedure which may eventually
lead to the works manager or works department.
If you are employed by an education authority you would need
clearance from your head of science, (science adviser, inspector and
personnel officer). If you are employed by, say, a company, you would
contact your lab manager and personnel and training officers.
1. Date.
2. Approximate time
3. Place
4. Narne(s) of persodpeople directly involved.
5. Whether there were other people in the area (as possible
witnesses).
6. Brief description (one sentence) of nature of incident. The next part
of the report would contain a detailed description of the incident as
you saw it and what action was taken by you and other people.
(i), (ii), (iii), (v), (vi) and (vii)
For simulations of experiments and educational use.
For keeping records of stock, etc.
For keeping and printing copies of worksheets, etc.
The trade unions are the missing link. Just as you will be in direct
communication with the personnel office, in relation to your pay and
conditions of employment, so you may be in direct contact with a trade
union in the form of a safety representative, local representative, or
even local secretary. Both trade unions and personnel offices are
available for the discussion of employment-related matters and advise
managers through appropriate committees and groups, independent of
the usual channels of communication.

Terminal Questions
1. (i) (iii).
2. Your list could include
(1) Your employer's statement of safety policy.
(2) Your pay slip.
(3) Orders for goods.
(4) Requests for building repairs and maintenance, etc.
(5) Requests for leave.
(6) Accidenvincident reports.
3. (1) To the supplier: telephone followed by letter. To the carrier: letter (sent
immediately as there is a time limit for complaints). (These letters
would be signed by the head of department or other person with
sufficient authority).
(2) To the caretaker: oral. To the head of science or lab manager: oral, and
then a memo.
(3) To the head of science or your personnelltraining officer: oral and,
perhaps a letter. To the Area Education Office (if applicable): a letter.
(If your head of school is supportive, helshe might write on your
behalf).
4. (i), (ii)
(v) is wrong.
'
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(iii), (iv) and (vi) could apply, depending on the nature and amount of
information that is being given.
5. The letter lacks:
( I ) date of delivery
(2) delivery note number
(3) order number
(4) catalogue number

In addition, the second sentence is much too abrupt and "Yours
sincerely" is incorrect. It would be better written as follows.
Dear Sir
On 10 January 2000, we received some goods from you (with delivery note no. 21234) in response to
our order no. A5678. Unfortunately three porcelain crucibles (cat. No. L1 I 12) were broken.
Please would you replace these at your earliest convenience?
Yours faithfully
V. Ramesh
Lab Manager

UNIT 7 FILES AND RECORDS
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7.1

INTRODUCTION

In modern days an office acts as information centre. It is a place where
information is collected, processed, stored and made available for the conduct
of various activities of an organisation. In these modem times there is lot of
written communication which generates large amount of papers. Thus the
filing, its system and methods become highly important. Filing constitutes the
core of record keeping. It serves as important aid to office persons because we
cannot rely on memory alone. In order to run the laboratory work we all need
to refer some person or to a variety of publications and papers. The problem is
where to go and find the proper papers. The correct and efficient filing is
answer to the above raised questions. In this unit you will study about various
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filing systems, their function, types of records, filing procedure, way of
cataloguing and record maintenance.
These records become handy in case of emergency. If you are keeping the
records of instruments, chemicals, glassware, instructions given from time to
time, etc. you will be able to do work and monitor it in a better way. These
records can be kept in files, record books and computer files. In this unit you
are going to study various filing system, types of records and how the records
are kept.

Objectives
After studying this unit you will be able to:
understand the importance of filing and filing systems,
describe suitable system for filing science stock and paperwork using
some examples,
describe ways of cataloguing,
state what records should be kept and what information should be recorded
(including abnormal incidents), and
maintain a record of breakages and report them periodocally to the persons
concerned.

7.2

SOURCE OF INFORMATION

In the last few years there has been a vast growth in the development of
information system and the generation of information. Alongwith this
development comes the real problem of finding out relevant information
quickly and easily. This problem can be solved by proper filing system and
record keeping.
In general there are three principal sources of scientific information:
1. Original papers published in learned journals (primary sources).
2. Compilation of data on specific subjects (secondary sources)
3. Text books (tertiary sources)

7.2.1 Classifying Secondary and Tertiary Information Sources
Secondary and tertiary sources are usually in the form of books or recorded
material which are commonly stored in libraries. In an attempt to overcome the
problem of locating information, libraries have adopted a standard method of
arranging publications so that information can be readily found. An example of
a standard system is the Dewey Decimal Classification System. This consists
of assigning an arbitrary number to broad areas of human knowledge. These
large areas are then subdivided again and again so that the more subdivisions
there are, the more precise is the definition of the subject.
In the Dewey Decimal System, the number 5 is ascribed to scientific subjects.
The system is then progressively sub-divided as shown in Fig. 7.1.
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549
541.7

Fig. 7.1 : Dewey Decimal System for Seience.

Books in libraries, therefore, are arranged in a numerical order. However, the
great disadvantage is that the Dewey Classification number is assigned by a
librarian who may be guided by the title rather than the content and thus assign
an inappropriate number. If this happens it can be very difficult to find a
particular book.
The Dewey Decimal System could be applied to some types of equipment
classification. For example, a large collection of microscopes could be
effectively indexed using the Dewey Decimal System.

7.2.2

Sources of Information in the Lab or Prep. Room

Every lab ought to contain two or three reference books of information for
everyday use, such as:
Essentials of plant techniques, scientific publishing Jodhpur, India
There are other sources of information which are valuable and might not be
found in the library such as trade catalogues, e.g., the Catalogue from various
manufacturer and exporters, technical specifications, articles from periodicals
of interest to technicians such as Laboratory News or Laboratory Digest, and
so on. Again some method of cataloguing and accessing these must be devised.
The following is a typical list of sources of information:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Reference books
Catalogues
Card indexes
Computer databases
Personal experience

As you can see, information sources are widespread and various, and to locate
precisely the material you require can be a formidable task without expert
advice. To simplify matters, most sources of information have a
referenceiindex system, which enable large quantities of information to be
examined quite quickly. The aim of constructing such an indexing system is to
enable relevant information to be stored and accessed quickly.
Essentially, the manager of each lab must decide on the sources of information
that are required and then stock and store
if these are appropriate. (Some
reference books are expensive and it may
economic sense to use local
library for these).
25
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File: Information located
forever. Not more than
200 pages should be
accommodated in one
file. Always use tag for
tiling papers. Always
number your file papers.

Any laboratory accumulates a vast amoui~tof material that has to be arranged
in such a way that any particular item can be found readily and easily. The
need for an efficient system of information retrieval is often overlooked and
neglected. Many people cannot see the need for an easily usable system. Let us
consider some of the information that accumulates in a lab in order to assess
the complexity of the problem.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Correspondence and related materials
Literature references
Indexes for slide and film libraries, samples, general stock, etc.
Manufacturers' catalogues and specifications

None of this information can be ignored if it is required in a lab's work. At
some stage someone will need to gain access to the material quickly and easily.
The test is 'is it relevant to the lab's work?' If it is, it is worth keeping. If not it
can be thrown away. Filing is often a job to be delegated to the most junior
member of staff because it is considered to be too boring a work.
7.3.1 Aims of Filing System

A filing system aims to keep information in its proper place so that it can be'
easily retrieved when needed. k i n g this in mind, it might be useful to
outline what makes for a good filing system:
a) It should be clear and easily understood.
b) It should be accessible.
c) It should be adaptable and easily updated.
All of these are made easier by some kind of indexing of each group of items
by some kind of "key" e-g. alphabetical or numerical ordering, or colour
coding.

7.3.2 Classification of Files
You can classify the files in different ways. Some important ways are given
below:
i)
ii)

iii)

iv)

Alphabetical claksification: This is the simplest method of classification
in which files are arrAged strictly in alphabetical orders.
Numerical classificatipn: Under this method you can give supplier or
subject a number and all the papers are placed in one folder bearing
distinctive number as allotted. The folders are arranged in cabinet in the
numerical sequence and guide cards are used to divide them into suitable
groups of 10 or 20. The numerical filing may be combined with
alphabetical system e.g. A-1, A-2, A-3 and so on and files are kept in this
order. It is called 'Alpha-numerical filing' which is more flexible than the
alphabetical or numerical filing.
Chronological classification: In this method the papers are filed date
wise in a sequence as and when correspondence has taken place. It is
suitable for filing correspondence.
Subject wise classification: Under this method, records are classified
according to subject matters of papers. For example there may be one
folder for the main subject Botany (general), Chemistry, Physics,

Electronics, Zoology, and separate sub folders having lower plant, higher
plants, physical chemistry, organic chemistry, inorganic chemistry etc.

7.3.3

Filing methods

The conventional methods of filing (like metal holders, bound or guard books,
box filing) are not of much use. Now a days there are (1) Horizontal filing (2)
Vertical filing.
Horizontal filing: In this method papers are placed in folders and folders are
kept in horizontal position. Folders or files are kept one upon the other and the
papers are inserted in the order of date on which received or despatched.
Naturally, the latest papers are found at the top. An index prepared allotting
number to the files.

Fig. 7.2: (a) Flat tile, (b) Arch lever file.

Vertical filing: Under this method all the papers, folders and files are kept in a
vertical or standing upright positions. We will show you some equipment
required in vertical filing by figure only.

Fig. 7.3: (a)

Vertical filing cabinets. (b) Cabinet with drawer and folders.
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7.3.4 Filing System for Equipment

You may have thought that our description of the storage of apparatus and
equipment as a filing system was inappropriate. Yet this is not entirely farfetched. For example, retrieval of specific items is aided by the clear
numbering and labelling of cupboards, drawers, shelves, eic. Plastic embossing
tape can be used but if vandalism is a problem, white, plastic drafting or
artists' tape (which can be written on with spirit-based felt-tip pen) is very
useful. Using a stencil to paint the name of the contents of the cupboard, etc.
on the door can create problems if you decide to move things round!
If you find that glassware and other small pieces of apparatus tend to "wander"
from lab to lab, you can "colour-code" each lab's contents using a spot of paint
of the appropriate colour on each item in a lab (selecting a site where the paint
will not be burnt off during heating).
It may also be helphl to put a list of the common pieces of apparatus and their
locations (using the number of the cupboard, etc.) in a prominent place in each
lab, e.g. on the notice-board. This prevents a lot of searching through
cupboards, etc.
7.3.5 Filing System for Chemicals

You need to be aware of which chemicals are in use, where they are being used
and where they are kept. However, you might hesitate to make it too easy for
other people to find them.
If you have reagents and other solutions in the lab, these can be said to be
"filed" if they are arranged in a specific order. (It is easier to see if any bottles
are missing if you have a set sequence in which they are arranged). There are
several ways in which solutions can be arranged, e.g. alphabetical order, sets
for particular experiments (such as staining slides or food tests), in order of
oxidizing power (for bench acids), in order of strength (for bench alkalis), etc.
If you use plastic embossing tape for "permanent" labels, you have the
opportunity to incorporate a system of colcur-coding.
SAQ 1

The Dewey Decimal System is a means of classification. Can you briefly
describe how it is operated?

SAQ 2

Besides the system described in SAQ 1, what other classification system can
be used?

i

i

i

1

i

1
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SAQ 3

What sources of information do you think should be held in the lablprep.
room?

SAQ 4

Can you think of three ways by which locating a particular chemical could be
made easier?
1.
2.
3.

7.4

FILING PRINTED AND WRITTEN MATERIAL

It is important not to let printed and written material accumulate, otherwise
filing becomes a monumental task. There are a variety of headings under
which paperwork can be filed and a variety of places in which it can be filed.
Boxes, folders, varieties of files, filing cabinets, card index boxes and
computers can all be used to store the information recorded.
7.4.1 Worksheet/Instructions for Experiments

A filing cabinet is a good place for these. Failing that, a cardboard storage case
or suitable box can be used. They can be arranged in a variety of ways
depending on the circumstances, e.g. according to the groupls of people that
would use them or according to topic. In all cases, an indexing system can be
used, together with a "key".
Incidentally, if you are keeping ink or spirit stencils that have been used to
prepare these worksheets, the stencils should have the same indexing systems.
7.4.2

Technical Communications

These are notes, diagrams, etc. that are produced to provide theoretical
scientific information. A filing cabinet is the best place to keep them, but of
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course, the originator concerned may wish to keep them. Once again, if an
indexing system is used for these hand-outs, the same system should be
applied to any stencils prepared.

7.4.3 Instructions for use of Apparatus
One or more boxLfiles or lever-arch files are suitable for these [see Fig. 7.2
(b)]. If you have more than one set of instructions for a particular piece of
apparatus you must decide whether to file them all in the same file, create a
back-up file with the spares or throw them away.
Alphabetical order is as good a way to file them as any other. You could file
them according to manufacturerlsupplier wise and then in alphabetical order. It
is a good idea to keep guarantees and service or maintenance agreements with
the instructions, although you could create special files for these. There is also
a case to be made out for keeping guarantees with the instructions. The
alternative is to create a special file for guarantees. The same can be said for
servicelmaintenance agreements. Either file them with the instructions for use
of the apparatus to which they refer or create a file specially for
servicelmaintenance agreements.

7.4.4 Correspondence
The widespread use of the telephone seems to have reduced the volume of
correspondence that is generated in developed countries. But countries like our
India, there will still be correspondence. If the volume of this is small, a leverarch file is suitable: file incoming letters in the front, and copies of outgoing
letters in the back. Incoming letters can be numbered whilst outgoing letters
can be filed by alphabetical order of the addressee and put in date order. It
might be useful to keep a brief summary of each letter at the front of the file;
an example is shown in Fig. 7.4.
No.
1

Date
11.1 1.99

Sender
Hari Om

Subject
Quotation for electroriic balance

2

14.11.99

Jain & Company

Will send replacement prism

3

21.11.99

Arvind-Arjun

4 mm spade adapters discontinued

I

Fig. 7.4: Index for File of Incoming Correspondence.

These letters are also kept in date wise order and with the most recant one
having the highest number.

7.4.5 Orders
If you are involved in ordering materials or equipment for your lab, you will
require a file to house copies of orders that have been sent and pos~iily
delivery notes on which you have written the date of the goods arrived. You
may also keep accounts.
Even if, you don't keep copies of the actual orders, you might choose to keep
copies of the requests for apparatus, materials, etc. that you have made.

I

7.4.6

Requests for Equipment

Your main function is to provide equipment for experiment and investigations.
The first stage in this process is for someone to ask you for certain items. It is
not enough to have an oral request; to avoid confusion, a written requisition is
vital, and it should be made available to you some time in advance. It is also
possible that the same requests will be made year after year or by different
people. It can save your effort, therefore, if you keep the written requests
together with the list of equipment and materials that you supplied. You should
also have a file containing requests that you have not yet fulfilled.

SAQ 5
Imagine that you are working in a school laboratory, and a biology teacher
hands you a scrap of paper with the following written on it.
"A dissection tray and animal for demonstration". You assume that this is a
request for practical work but what further information would you need before
you could provide the necessary apparatus and materials? (List the items of
information below).

7.5

SPECIAL FILES

As a lab technician some very important files are kept in labs under your direct
supervision. We are going to describe such files in this section.
7.5.1

Safety File

Now we will describe what a safety file should contain.
Every now and again hazard warnings are issued. They originate from
manufacturers/ suppliers, from your employer, from professional bodies such
as the loss prevention Association of India Ltd. Education, from the scientific
press and from union safety offices in case of factories, these should be filed in
the Safety File. You might choose to include copies of memos reporting
hazards and your subsequent actions, as well as any communications from
safety representatives and management concerning safety. You can also keep
the statement of health and safety policy of your employer if available in a
safety file.
Any regulations concerning the use of a Lab's Safety instructions for the
treatment of spillage, basic first aid and other information that is "safety"
related should also be included in the safety file. If you have a Safety Check
List, this, together with the records of such checks made from time to time,
should also be kept in the Safety File.
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With all this infom~ation,this file constitutes a useful package for new
members of staff to read. In some establishments, new staff are required to sign
a document confirming that they have read the Safety File.
7.5.2

Technician's File

Technician file is for you to keep any information that might be of use to you
or your successor in the future. The form that it takes is a matter of personal
preference. You could use any of the systems w e have mentioned.
The file may include the following information:
1. Naines and addre.~ses:suppliers, sources of information, useful contacts,
etc.
2. Recipes: for all the solutions, stains etc. that you have to prepare.
3. Sources of specijic items and materials, e.g. fertile hens' eggs, hearts,
insects, mouse, various chemicals, various instruments, glassware etc.
Technician's file must include asset's register, which include all the received
chemicals, equipment, glassware etc. from time to time. In case of audit, you
will be able to locate any particular item and place it for audit. This register or
stock book should be passed to your successor in future.
No doubt you can think of many more things as file entries - especially if you
are new to the job! In this case, there must be several things that you wish you
could ask someone about. The technician's file would solve this problem.
SAQ 6

You have decided that, as there are now 25 slide sets and filmstrips (some with
a taped commentary) in the biology section, the time has come to catalogue
them.
1. What sort of indexing system would you use?
2. What information would you record for the catalogue?
(Write you answers below)

SAQ 7

From the list given below which items do you think should be placed in the
Safety File?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

The employer's Statement of Heakh and Safety Policy.
Lab Safety Regulations.
Instructions for use of apparatus.
Procedure when the fire alarm sounds.
Employer's advice about hazards.
List of chemicals in stock.
Names and addresses of suppliers.
Accident report forms.

1), 2), 3), 4), 5), 6), 7), 8) -delete as appropriate.

Files and Reeords

SAQ 8
Give two reasons why it can be helpful to keep the previous year's requests for
equipment, materials, etc. from your colleagues.
(Write your answers below)

7.6

RECORDS

Records means "any written matter or document prepared for possible future
uses". It may be in the form of a letter, notice, circular, invoice, voucher,
picture, chart, report, registers, books of accounts etc.
A record provides a summary of information. For example, if you want to
know how many beakers you have in stock, you have atleast two ways of
obtaining this information. You can count the beakers in each lab and store or
you can consult the stock record. (the accuracy that is required and when you
last took stock will be relevant here).
If your lab had the misfortune to catch fire or suffer a major disaster, how
could an accurate claim be presented to the insurance company? How can the
number of accidentslnear misses and incidences of bad practice, etc. be
assessed and monitored? How can Excise department monitor the use of
alcohol? How can you make sure that you know where specific pieces of
equipment, etc. are? The answer to all these questions is not by relying on your
memory, but is that you need to keep records. These can be kept on record
cards, in record books, or on computer files.
1

I

I
I

7.7

STOCKRECORDS

As far as record-keeping is concerned, recording stock levels is likely to be
most time-consuming. There are three kinds of record that are required. First is
acquisition register where all purchases are entered. The second is stock
register which reflect purchase, issue and active stock and the third one is
laboratory indent register. The stock registers are maintained in stores. The
sample of stock registers maintained in India is given below. One of the most
important things to remember when you make a stock register is to count
the pages and sign it. Here we have an example of stock level records of
biology lab. If you are following numerical classification then you may have
register no. 1 for chemicals, Register No. 2 for glassware, Register No. 3 for
apparatus, Register No. 4 for biological material, Register No. 5 alcohol etc.
Now each year you can have a fresh register but again in the next year you will
have Register No. 1 for chemicals and so on.
In India audio-video aids and books are maintained as a part of departmental
library. Whichever system you use, you should keep a list detailing stock kept
in each lab, preparation room etc; from this you can draw up a "master" stock

Principles of record
keeping
i)
Safety
ii)
Period
iii)
Economy
iv)
Flexibility
v)
Classification
vi)
Justification
vii) Verification
viii) Accessibility
ix)
Simplicity
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list of overall stock levels. Stock arriving or departing should be noted on both
lists.
A separate register may be maintained for stock of rectified spirit, alcohol, lab
animal, radio active material, poisons etc.

The time of year when you take stock will vary with your workplace.
However, it is likely that the official inventory will need to be made up at the
end of each financial year, e.g. 3 1"' March.
The departmental stock records are probably best made up during a holiday or
slack period. It is easier if two persons can take stock - one to count and one to
record. Either file cards or a stock-book can be used to record stock levels in
each lablprep room/ storage area. File cards have the advantage that they are
easier to keep in alphabetical order.
STOCK BOOK
ARTICLE

Fig. 7.5: Illustrate stock-book entries.

7.8

1,OCATION

This is essential piece of information for anyone trying to find a particular
piece of apparatus, etc. We mentioned that cupboards, drawers, etc. should be
numbered and labelled with their contents. The location specified for each
piece of apparatus should be unique.
A plan of the lab showing the siting of numbered cupboards together with a list
of the contents of eich numbered site pinned on the notice-board or stuck on a
wall in the preparation room will provide a useful reference.

Files bnd Records

Location of people is also important. To this end, you need to know who is
using and in which lab during the day and where each member of the
department would normally expect to be worki~lg.You should know and, if
necessary, have evidence to show where the people are working at any time in
science department. To facilitate this, you need to know who has borrowed
what and where he is using it.

1

7.9

RECORDING LOANS

All loans of stock, both apparatus and books, should be recorded in writing, no
matter what time-scale is involved. In the case of apparatus and equipment,
you need to know the name of the person concerned, what he/she is borrowing
(and possibly why), where helshe is going to use it and when you can expect it
to be returned. Items that feature in the official inventory should not be
removed from the premises unless written permission has been given. In this
situation, you could record this written permission with the loan details.
"Borrowing" stock is not the same as using stock that you provide for
experimental work.
In an educational establishment, it is necessary to record loans of textbooks to
students. This is made easier if sets of books are numbered so that individual
books can be identified. If an exercise book is ruled appropriately, it makes a
useful loan record.

7.10 RECORDING STOCK USED AND MISUSED
On an hourly basis you should know what is being used, by whom and where it
is being used. You will know this from the requests that have been made by
other staff. There are three specific instances where you need to record the use
of some materials in a little more detail:
1. Use of listed poisons;
2. Use of radioactive sources; and
3. Use of alcohol.
7.10.1 Record of Use of Listed Poisons

,

'

This should apply, to the substances that are locked in the poison cupboard,
taking care that the same top and liner are in place. Your record should state
the date, the substance withdrawn, the person responsible, for what it is
required, the mass of substance used and your initials to denote that it was
returned to the poisons cupboard. The mass of substance used is most easily
determined by weighing the bottle when it is issued and again when it is
returned. A book is most useful for recording these "before use" and "after
use" masses and a specimen entry is shown in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: Specimen entry in a Poisons Book.

Date

Group

Substance

Mass on
Issue

Mass on
Return

Used

5.1 1.99

Naine of
User/
Supervisor
Mr. Jain

A1

Barium carbonate

541.8 g

536.1 g

5.7 g

8.1 1.99

Mr. Ram

(c22)

Barium nitrate

235.5 g

215.5 g

20.0 g
35
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7.10.2 Record of use of Alcohol (Industrial methylated spirit absolute and
ethanol)
As far as record-keeping is concerned, there are two aspects involved. First, you
should keep a copy of the letter which is sent to the supplier of methylated spirits
when you wish to buy alcohol. Secondly, it is considered to be good practice to
keep a record of all the alcohol that is issued and new stocks that are received. A
book is useful for this and specimen entries are shown in Table 7.2 which
indicates stock positions of methylated spirit. It is worth mentioning that alcohol
is an Excise item and the Excise regulations of your State Government are to be
followed while dealing with alcohol purchase and stock maintenance. You may
go through Section 17.7 of Unit 17.
Table 7.2: Specimen eatries in stock book for methylated spirit.
Date

4.11.99

Volwne Area of Work
I . d
100rnl R & D

Cumulative
Addition
100 ml

5.1 1.99

250 rnl

Microbiology

350 ml

2.15 litre

8.11.99

50 ml

Workshop

400 ml

2.10litre

Stock Remaining

2.4litre

8.11.99
1 1.1 1.99

New Stock

2.5 litre
100 rnl

Quality Assurance 500 ml

4.5 litre

7.10.3 Record of Breakages
Misuse of stock is generally concerned with breakages and these usually
involve glassware although all types of stock can be included. A book is useful
for recording breakages and each lab should have its own "Breakage Book".
The entry should include the date, name of person responsible, article broken
and member of staff in charge. Whether or not you include a column for the
cost of the article (for you to fill in afterwards) is a matter of policy.
There are one or two more details about equipment that we need to mention
but which have not fitted in with our classification so far.

7.1 1 INFORMATION ABOUT EQUIPMENT
Equipment, in this context, is being taken to mean items that need a power
supply of some kind and which are likely to be enclosed by a metal or hard
plastic case.
7.11.1 Serial Numbers
Most of the expensive pieces of equipment have s serial number engraved on
the name plate that tells you the operating voltage and current usedlpower
consumption. It is important that the serial number should be recorded so that
the equipment can be identified when stock is checked, insured specifically
and identified by the supplier/manufacturer in the event of a fault or complaint.
If you keep a card index file of stock, the cards make an ideal place to record
the relevant serial numbers. If you record stock location and serial number on a
record card, you will have cards similar to the one illustrated in Fig. 7.6 or in
India you can keep a separate record for this purpose.

Details of item

Piles and Records

No. in stock

Dute

lnvenfory

ReJ
e.g.
Make, Reg./Cat. No.

I

Serial No.
Location details

I

Front

Reverse
Fig. 7.6: Specimen Record Card.

7.1 1.2 Maintenance Record
Your workplace may have a service contract covering such things as balances.
This means that they should be checked (and repaired, if necessary) by a
visiting engineer. If you don't have a service contract or if it is not possible to
have one, you may choose to maintain some pieces of apparatus and equipment
yourself, e.g. microscopes. It may also be necessary to send a piece of
equipment back to the supplier for repair. In all these cases, you should keep a
record.
7.1 1.3 Electrical Checks
Each piece of equipment that uses mains electricity should have its plug, cable,
and fuse checked at least once a year, and you must keep a record of the checks
that you make. Once again, a card index system can be useful. Each piece
should have its own card. If you have several similar items with no serial
numbers you must allocate each with a means of identification so that you can
distinguish between them. A simple record card is shown in Fig. 7.7.
-- -- -

-

- -

ITEM:
MAKE:
SEFUAL NO:

Balance

No:

Torbal

MODEL:
POWER RATING:

502 18:

2
PL400
400 W

Fig. 7.7: Record Card Showing Details of Electrical Check.

7.1 2 MISCELLANEOUS
We are now left with three types of record that we cannot classify by any
stretch of the imagination. The only way is to present them "as they come"!
7.12.1 Accident/Incident Record

All accidents, however minor, should be reported through appropriate
channels. Most workplaces have an accident reporting procedure based on
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written reports which comply with statutory requirements and
recommendations. However, it might also be appropriate to keep a record in
your department. Certainly, a record of "incidents" should be kept. In both
cases a book can be used. These provide a more permanent record than a looseleaf file from which pages can easily be removed and mislaid. In subsection
16.2 of Unit 16, we have discussed more on this aspect.

7.12.2 Orders and Accounts
This is a topic that we mentioned in section 7.4.5. As far as a record is
concerned, this will only apply if you handle orders. If you file orders, it can
save time to have a list at the beginning of the file, showing date, order
number, supplier and expected cost. In order to keep track of the expenditure,
you will need to record the prices paid for goods, etc. If you handle petty cash,
you will also, naturally, need to keep a record of income and expenditure.

7.12.3 Key to Unknown
In Chemistry, it is often the practice in educational establishments to give
students unknown substances (unknown by them, that is!) to analyse. If you
keep such a set of substances for use each year, it is important that you keep a
record of the identity of each substance! It is also important that you keep this
record in a safe place and that you remember where you put it.
Well, we have covered a nurnber of records in this section and we
acknowledge that it is quite possible that you might keep a record that we have
not considered. Before we leave records, however, there are just a few general
points to be made. Where to keep your records deserves some thought.
For records to be of any use in an emergency, they need to survive. Therefore,
you should try to keep them in a relatively safe place.
For information useful for the day-to-day work in the labs, don't neglect the
notice-board as a useful place to keep records. Records such as timetables, lists
of batches of students, student number, etc. can well be displayed on a noticeboard in the preparation room.
Finally, you should give some thought to the security of your records. If you
handle any confidential information, this must be kept under lock and key,
within the preparation room. This makes a lockable filing cabinet almost
essential (although lockable desk drawers can be used).
SAQ 9
Would it be a good idea to keep your chemical stock records in the chemical
store? (Explain your answer in one or two sentences)

Files and Records

SAQ 10
Give three examples when up-to-date records could be useful. (Write your
answer below)

SAQ 11
List all the information that might need to be recorded about (Write your
answer below).
1) Top-pan balances,
2) A video tape, and
3) Chemicals.

SAQ 12Name three materials whose withdrawal from stock should be recorded. (Write
your answer below)
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SAQ 13
Suggest how a record of breakages could be set out. (Write your answer
below)

SAQ 14
Give two reasons why it can be useful to keep a record of "incidents" and/or
"near-misses". (Write your answer below)

7.13 SUMMARY
A iiling syste~nis necessary for smooth running of any office, school and
laboratory. All the information about experiment, chemical, stock books
and correspondence should be clear, accessible, adaptable and easily
understood in a good filing system. There are various systems of filing for
science stock, paperwork and for practical. The catalogue filing can be
done in different ways. The record of information about abnormal incidents
is also to be kept for being reported to proper authority. Another important
aspect is the recording of listed poisons and alcohol used. Record keeping
is an important aspect of laboratory safety.

7.14 TERMINAL QUESTIONS
1.

In the space below, write a list of items found in your lab that require
filing. (Use only as many lines as you find necessary).
1)
21

3)

Files and Records

Write a list of records that need to be kept in your lab. Describe each
group of records from the point of view of the information that the record
gives rather than listing specific details. An example of this would be
"stock levels". (Use only as many lines as you find necessary).
1)
2)
3)
4)
5
6)
7)
8)
Imagine that you have just taken a job as a sole technician in a science lab.
You find that there is no technician's file. Write a list of headings that you
would use in preparing such a file and give a few details about the contents
under each heading.

Describe, in your own words (not exceeding 200)' why you think that
filing and record-keeping systems are necessary.

Write down in the space provided brief definitions for the following terms.
Channels of Communication

Inventory

Laboratory
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Requisitions

..........................................................................................
...........................................................................................

..........................................................................................
Stock Level

............................... . . . . . . . . . .
..............................

.......................................

I

.............................................................

..............................b...........................................................

7.15 ANSWERS
Self Assessment Questions
The Dewey Decimal Sys(em involves assigning arbitrary numbers to
broad areas of knbwledg . These large areas are then subdivided again and
again so that the more su divisions there are, the more precise is the
definition of the subject. bee para 1.1.2.
Alphabetic. This system is used where only a simple system is required,
e.g. filing of catalogues.
Every lab ought to contain two or three reference books of information for
everyday use. Trade catalogues and articles of interest to technicians from
periodicals should also be held in the lab.
You may have given any of the following three ways, all of which help in
locating chemicals:
1) Labels on shelves;
2) A chart; and
3) A plan on the door of the store room.
1) Date
2) Time and duration of class
3) Roomllab
4) Class setldemonstration
5) Which method of preparation
(5) Which animals
7) Any other chemical, e.g. chloroform
1) You have a choice. If they fall into definite categories, e.g. botany,
l~istology,etc., you could give each category a prefix letter and then use
numbers (this means that some would have the same numbers but
different letters) or you could just use consecutive numbers. You
should not use letters only since would run out of letters quite soon in
Suture!
2) Title and whether or not there was a taped commentary. If you include
the number of slides in the set or frames in the filmstrip, this could give
some indication of the time they would take to be shown.
All could go in the Safety File except (3) and (7).
1) So that you can get back to see what you provided when a similar
request came in the previous year.
2) So that you can demonstrate the amount of work that you did in a given
period of time!
No, for three reasons.

b

i1

I

I
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10.

11.

12.

13.

1) In order to refer to them, you would have to go to the store.
2) The atmosphere inside the store will not facilitate preservations of
records.
3) In the event of a fire or explosion in the store, the records would be
lost.
Choose from the following:
1) afterafire,
2) after a theft,
3) when reordering, or
4) when tracing down a specific item.
1) Make and model
Date of purchase
Serial iluinber
Servicelrepair history
2) Title
Running time
Type of cassette, e.g. VHS. Betamax
3) Name
Grade
Catalogue number
Date of receiptltransfer (from store to use)
Hazardls
Stock level
1) Radioactive sources
2) Industrial Methylated spiritsIEthano1
3) Poisons
One possible way .would be as shown in below - using an exercise book
for each lab:

14. 1) To identify a commonly-occurring type of incident, e.g. a chemical
reaction which often behaves unpredictably.
2) To identify a faulty technique, experiment or procedure.

Terminal Questions
1. The headings that we came up with are:
1) Equipment (including apparatus and glassware).
2) Chemicals (including radioactive sources).
3) Books.
4) Audio-visual aids.
5) Printed and written material,
6) Safety notes.
7) Technician's file
2. Your list could include:
Stock levels of apparatus and chemicals
Locations of apparatus and chemicals
Book loans - text and reference

Files and Records
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Equipment on loan
Service/maintenance information
Accidents/incidents
Electrical checks
Apparatus and materials requested by colleagues
Experiments performed
Alcohol used
Radioactive sources - stock and use
Use of poisons
Orders placed and expenditure
3. If you don't find the technician file then you should go through the
previous correspondence file and would be able to make a list of following
1. Supplier - names and their addresses.
2. Usehl contacts - name and their addresses
3. Any useful information
4. All the recipes of stains and solution that you have to make.
5. Sources of specific items
6. Sources of materials
7. Record of files - you will like to see what is on file records.
4. See summary 7.13.

..........................................................................................

5.

Channels of Communication
Formal lines or chains of communication throughout the organization.
Inventory
Stock levels.
Requisitions
Written documentation of stock items in your charge, which is provided
by the user, giving details of what is being used, by whom and where.
Stock Levels
A continuously updated record of all items for which you are responsible
in your working environment.

UNIT 8 SCIENTIFIC REPORTING
Structure
Introduction
Objectives

Writing Up An Experiment
Keeping a Notebook
Error
Recording of Figures

Results
Recording Results
Repeated Results
Range of Results
Presentation of Results
Use of Graphs

Written Style
Summary
Terminal Questions
Answers

8.1

INTRODUCTION

Experimental investigation is one of the corner stones of scientific study which is why many educational establishments hyve science labs. However, an
experiment alone is quite useless without accompanying written reports for
explanation, verification and hypothesis. For instance, what use would it be
conducting an experiment in which you measured the time taken for a 100 g
apple to fall 3.2 m from the top of a tree to the ground once? Even if you did
write up this experiment in detail, it is unlikely that your conclusions would
cause any excitement. But if your experiment was repeated many times for
different masses of apples and different heights of trees; and your report
included details of method, errors and observations; and the data was
appropriately presented; your experiment would begin to have some scientific
value. This unit will show that there are many concepts to be understood, apart
from communication, when reporting experimental results. Accuracy, honesty
and clarity of presentation are all important in determining the validity of a
scientific experiment. We will be considering the implications of all these
aspects in this unit.

Objectives
After studying this unit you should be able to:
state the importance of accurate, and consistent reporting of experimental
results;
record all your experimental observations and figures precisely in a
permanent note book;
comment on the importance of reporting the experimental results obtained,
without any preconceived bias;
explain the need for repeated results;
describe the importance of the range of results and standard deviation;
choose the appropriate forms for presentation of experimental results; and
use an appropriate writing style for effective scientific reporting.
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WRITING UP AN EXPERIMENT

8.2

Any scientific investigation remains incomplete and often inconclusive without
experimental component. Experiments make scientific knowledge testable and
repeatable by other scientists. It is therefore essential that all experiments be
described fully, clearly and correctly, and their details be available in some
form of record for use whenever required.

8.2.1 Keeping a Notebook
Firstly, we need to consider the accuracy of recording results. It is here that
keeping an accurate practical notebook is of vital importance. It will prevent
loss of valuable information if all your observations are recorded immediately
into a practical notebook, and are not left until later or jotted down on bits and
pieces of paper. You may also need to use your notebook at a later date say
when you want to refer to an actual experiment, or for revision purposes. Here
are some guidelines for keeping of such a notebook:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)

A bound notebook is preferable to a loose leaved one.
We suggest labelling the front of the notebook very carefully so that if
lost it returns to you!
You may also find it useful to leave the first few pages blank so that you
can prepare a list of contents on these pages at a later date.
In this connection, we suggest that you number all your pages.
Use ink rather than pencil, as pencil written material smudges fast and
often becomes illegible after a few days.
It is a good idea to use a fresh page to begin each experiment, giving it a
title and recording the date.
The experiment should be written up under standard headings such as
Date, Title, Introduction, Apparatus and Materials, Methods, Results,
Calculations, Conclusions, and References.

All the observations should be recorded directly into the notebook. You should
also record all partial and intermediate results so that any calculations can be
double-checked.
The notes that you record should allow for the experiment to be repeated
exactly by any other scientist - repeatability is an important test of scientific
validity.
Final presentation of results is discussed in Section 8.3.
Now you may try the following SAQ.

SAQ 1
Why do you think it is important to record experimental results immediately
into your notebook? (Write your answer below).

The importance of honesty when recording your observations need not be
stressed too highly. It is important to be honest even when the results do not
seem to produce a clear pattern, or when an observation appears to contradict
what you already know. We will touch on this point again in Section 8.3. Apart
from inadvertent human error, there are many other sources of error which can
creep in as you record your observations. Let's look at some of these.

8.2.2 Error
Some sources of error are connected with the use of instruments, and can be
summarized as:
lnstrumentul error, arising from the accuracy of the measuring
instrument itself.
(ii) Observutional or reading error, arising from the precision with which
that instrument may be read.
(iii) Setting or adjhstment error, arising from the accuracy to which it is
possible to set the instrument. It is also partly dependent on the skill and
experience of the operator.

(i)

When writing up an experiment one usually estimates the maximum expected
error. Sometimes worst-case errors are known from specifications on a piece of
measuring equipment: sometimes the errors have to estimated as they cannot
be known absolutely, e.g., misreading a dial where the pointer lies between
two marks on a scale. In this last case, percentage error cannot be known
absolutely.
.
Percentage error can be obtained as:
Estimuted error
Actual measurement

x

100

8.2.3 Recording of Figures
Accuracy can also be affected by the way you record figures. This should be
done as precisely as possible. Figures recorded should show all the certain
digits, and add also the,jinal esfimated or uncertain digit. For example,
suppose a voltmeter has a guaranteed specification of 1%. A measurement is
taken and the voltmeter reading is 125.11 V. From the known accuracy (+ I %)
it is therefore obvious that the actual voltage lies between 125.11 + 1% =
126.3611 and 125.11 - 1% = 123.87128 volts. It can be seen that the only
certain digits are the 100 and the 20. We know it is one hundred and twenty
something! The 5 is the final estimated or uncertain digit, and all the others are
meaningless, given the accuracy of the instrumentation.

+

As a rule of thumb guide the following might be useful:
If your estimated error is between 50% and 5%, record 2 significant digits.
If your estimated error is between 4.09% and 0.5%, record 3 significant
digits.
If your estimated error is between 0.49% and 0.05%, record 4 significant
digits.

Scientific
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Another point that you should keep in mind is, for scientific reporting large
numbers should be shown by index notation.
e.g., 4,230,000 as 4.23 x lo6.
Now try the following SAQ.

SAQ 2
Imagine that you are conducting an experiment in which ionizing radiation is
being measured from various sources with a Geiger counter. Would you:
i) Record only the meter reading?
ii) Record the meter reading and the background count?
iii) Record only the net reading?
From (i) (ii) (iii) - delete as appropriate, and explain in the space provided
below.

8.3

RESULTS

Results - the total outcome of a scientific investigation, either validate a
hypothesis as a testable knowledge, or reject it altogether, or bring out any
deficiencies/shortcomingsin a hypothesis. It is therefore a crucial component
in the generation of knowledge.

8.3.1 Recording Results
We have already mentioned the impoi-tance of honesty in scientific reporting. It
is a temptation to leave out or disregard unexpected results because they do not
fit in with ideas which you already hold. Unexpected results may be the
outcome of faults in instruments, procedure, etc. but it isn't safe to assume this.
It could be that by ignoring such results an important new discovery is
overlooked. Another point worth noting, of course, is that once someone is
known to have falsified results, his or her professional standing is
compromised.
Now try the following SAQ before you proceed further.

Scientific
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SAQ 3
Figure 8.1 is an illustration of the apparatus used in an experiment to establish
the relationship between the frequency of a tuning fork and the length (L) of a
resonance tube. The apparatus includes a water-filled resonance tube, a
measuring scale, and three tuning forks of 256 Hz, 419 Hz and 5 12 Hz
frequencies. When conducting this experiment in the usual way, you set a
tuning fork vibrating and adjust the water level in the resonance tube until the
tube makes a "booming" sound, indicating that the tube had attained a resonant
length. The resonant lengths of the three tuning forks were recorded as follows:
!C

I

1

Tuning Fork Frequency (Hz)

I

Resonant Length (L) cm

I

Tuning - fork

*'-I

Scale

---- ---------6Reservoir
I----_-_____

%~:::rr:l

---- - ---

Flexible tube

Fig.8.1: An experiment to establish the relationship between frequency of a tuning fork
and the length of a resonance tube.

Now you as the experimenter know that:

b
Resonant length of tube (L) =

a
-

4
(where h is the wavelength of the tuning fork's sound waves.) You also know
that it is possible to achieve resonance when:

The inconsistency of your three readings shows you that your first resonant
length was achieved at:

'' ,and not at a4 as you had intended.
4

-
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The folldwing three courses of action are open to you: which one will you take
and why?
i)

Work out what h is from your measurements of 3h
4

ii) Delete the result for 5 12 Hz from your records.
iii) Note the suspected cause of the faulty result and obtain another result for
512 Hz.
From (i) (ii) (iii) select as appropriate. Check your answer with those given at
the end of the unit.
8.3.2 Repeated Results

If investigations yield identical results in identical conditions, then the results
may be accepted as valid. To put it in other words, the validity of results
involves obtaining repeated readings of an experimental procedure. The
number of readings taken also affects the accuracy of the results, as you will
see a little later. Remember that the requirement for repeated results demands
that your measuring technique is repeatable too, i.e., your technique would
produce identical results when identical quantities are measured.
Mean Value

If you consider the arithmetic mean, i?
, of results for n measurements, of x, i.e.,
xz...........x,, then:

XI,

You can soon see that the greater number of readings (for large value of n), the
more accurate will be the result for x. So it is important that repeated results
are obtained, although the number of repetitions must be appropriate. It would
be appropriate in the case of the pipette calibration experiment to repeat the
readings, say, ten times when the final result has only to be within k0.03 cm3
of 25.00 cm3.
Standard Deviation

Standard deviation (SD) is the average amount by which results deviate from
the mean value. SD simply gives an indication of how much the data is spread.
is found as follows:
Arithmetically, SD a,,-,

SD =

(x, -xy +(x2 -xy +(xi

-xy + ......... +(x,, -xy

(n - 1)
Where 7 = mean value
and n = total number of results of x.
Most scientific calculators now-a-days have an SD function built in. s, is the
symbol used for the SD of large number of results; i.e., hundreds or more. s,-1
is used for a few results - and this is the one you should use.
Now try the following SAQs.
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SAQ 4
An experiment to determine Young's Modulus (coefficient of elasticity) for a
steel spring involved hanging the spring from a fixed hook, adding weights in
50 g amounts to a carrier on the spring, and measuring the length of the spring
for each weight to a maximum of 300 g. One technician took his zero reading,
added 50 g weights to the spring and recorded the length of the spring at 50 g
intervals. When he reached 300 g, he removed the weights and began to
analyse his results. A second technician recorded the length of the spring as he
increased the weight by 50 g increments to 300 g. Then he unloaded the
weights 50 g at a time and again recorded the length of the spring at each
interval.
Whose method was scientific and most rigorous? Why? (Write your answer
below).

SAQ 5
In an experiment to determine the value of an unknown resistor, the following
results were obtained:
Resistance (ohms): 10.05, 10.24, 10.18, 10.11, 10.19, 10.07, 10.20, 10.19.
What was the mean value for the resistance and what was the standard
)? (Write your answers below).
deviation (o,,-,
Mean value =

.............................................................................

Standard deviation = ....................................................................

.............................................................................................
.............................................................................................
...............................................................................................
.............................................................................................
.............................................................................................
Check your answers from Section 8.7 before continuing.
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8.3.3 Range of Results
In an experiment to determine the freezing point of octadecanoic (stearic)
acid by cooling, some of the acid was melted in a small test-tube and a
100°C thermometer was placed in the test-tube. The thermometer was
packed in the test-tube with cotton wool and the test-tube was mounted in
a flask, thus preventing cooling. The experimental set up is illustrated in
Fig. 8.2.

Fig.8.2: An experimental set up for determining the freezing point of octadeconic acid.

The temperature was noted every 30 seconds and a graph plotted of
temperature against time. The graph is illustrated in Fig. 8.3.

T

Time

Fig.8.3: A temperatureltime graph with a 30 seconds gap between readings.

Looking at the graph, you can see that if the temperature was recorded every
30 seconds only up to time T, it would be impossible to establish where the
freezing point of octadecanoic acid was. Similarly, if the temperature was
only recorded after time T, you could not be certain exactly where the
freezing point was. Thus time must be recorded for a wide range of values in
order to be able to determine the freezing point accurately. However,
appropriate time intervals must also be used. Consider what would happen if
you recorded-the temperature every 5 minutes instead of every 30 seconds.
You would probably end up with a graph like the one shown in Fig. 8.4. Not
only would you have trouble judging where the freezing point was from this
graph, you would entirely miss the unexpected shape of the curve in Fig. 8.3
just before time T.
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b

Time

Fig. 8.4: A temperatureltime graph using a 5-minute gap between srlccessive readings.

Conversely, it would be impracticable to record the temperature every 10
seconds, and it would certainly be pointless beyond time T. However, it might
be beneficial to obtain more results before time T by more frequent measurement
in order to obtain a more accurate plot of the cooling and supercooling curve.
You will see that a similar argument applies to the range of the temperature
results. There would be little point heating the acid to, say 250°C, because this
will not help you in your study of the freezing point of octadecanoic acid
(70°C); and in any case the 100°C thermometer would not be of much use at
this high temperature. Similarly there is also no point in making elaborate
arrangements to cool the acid to -30°C.
It is important, then, that you ensure that the range of results recorded in an
experiment ensures that results' are:
1 . Accurate: within the practical limits of experimentation and instrumentation.
2. Usefil: covering the areas fundamental to the final analysis of the experiment.
3. Complete: not so inadequate in one part of an experiment as to prevent you
making more than a partial analysis of results.

consideration of' these points is essential at the planning stage of an
experiment. The range of results dictates, to a large extent, the apparatus you
would use in an experiment. In our example, for instance, you would not use a
thermocouple for measuring the temperature, and you would ensure that
whatever timepiece was used indicated seconds and minutes.
8.3.4 Presentation of Results
Presentation of results of an experiment is an essential feature both for analysis
and any conclusions drawn from that experiment. Results are mostly recorded
in tabular form whenever some measuremeiits are made and presentation of
results into, say, reciprocals or logs is invariably presented in tabular form. A
useful analysis of results can rarely be made from an unprocessed table of raw
results. You have to consider what the aim of an experiment is. For instance,
are you trying to establish a certain kind of relationship between two variables,
or you want to show the relative magnitude of certain quantities?
You will generally find that most of your results will need to be summarized
first of all in a table. although a diagram or graph may be more appropriate for
your final presentation.
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Use of Tables

In compiling tables of results, clarity is the key topresentation; all the
necessary information must be displayed on the table itself. Tables therefore
need a title and the columns need headings which make it quite clear what
data is being presented and what units of measurement are being used. An
example of a table has already been shown in SAQ 3.
Units of Measurement
As a general rule, it is best to use SI units forfinal presentation of results (e.g.
pressurelpa, densitylkg) although the initial recording in your practical
notebook should give results in the units originally used for measuring.
Conversions, etc. can thus be double checked later.

8.3.5 Use of Graphs
You may find it more appropriate to use graphs to present your results. You
may refer to Box 8.1, that tells about the procedure for plotting a graph. Graphs
are particularly useful in showing the relationship between quantities rather
than the actual quantities themselves. As an example, refer back to Fig. 8.3
which shows the relationship between temperature and time in the experiment
to determine the freezing point of octadecanoic acid. This is a linear or straight
line graph.
Box 8.1: Procedure for Plotting a Simple Graph.
In case you have any difficulty with elementary graphs and graph plotting, we have

included some information to help you, although this material does not require learning
for this unit.
When plotting graphs, use a sharp, fine pencil -grade HB or H. Do not use ink or felttipped pens on your graph, and ensure that you place your graph paper on a hard flat
surface.
Imagine that you have a table of figures connecting two variables and you want to express
them as a graph. Follow this procedure as an easy guide.
1.

2.

3,

4.

5.

,
1 6.
7.

Count the squares on the graph paper along the two adjacent sides. Note the two
ranges of values of the variables to be plotted. The range is obtained from the
maximum minus the minimum values.
Fit two ranges to the numbers of squares by choosing a scale for each variable. Le.,
work out how much of each variable there will be to each square. This should be as
simple a value as possible, e.g., 0.1, 100 or some round number. Your scale should be
such that you use up more than half the graph side.
Draw two lines (the axes) at right angles on the graph paper lines, near the sides. If
possible, your lines should be ten small squares in from both sides and, for
preassurance, i~lcludethe values zero for each axis. The "co-ordinates" of this point
are 0,O - the.first value is the horizontal value, preferably the measurement you alter.
Every point in the rectangle of the graph represents a possible pair of values (or set of
co-ordinates). You have to mark the points representing each pair of values horizontally from 0,O for the measurement that was altered and then vertically up to
the measurement that resulted. Use either dots, or crosses, or circles to mark the point.
Draw the best single line you can through the points. If you think or know it should
be a straight line but can't see where to draw it, try this:
a) Using a transparent straight edge, draw,faintly the most and least steep lines
which seem satisfactory.
b) Then bisect the angle between the lines.
c) Draw this line in as your final line or curve.
The slope of the line can then be measured.
Label the axes of the graph and write your name and the date on the graph paper.
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Other Types of Graph
The inforlnatioil given in Box 8.1 above relates to lineur graphs: however,
there are other types of diagrams or graphs which may be useful in presenting
results:

1. Bar Chart or Block Diagram

A bar chart generally shows the relationship between various quantities, and
is particularly useful when comparing data. Several different kinds of data
can be show11 on a bar chart by using shading or colours. (See Fig. 8.5)

Balance of payments of a firm over a ten-month period

Fig. 8.5: A bar chart.

2. A Histogram
A histogram looks rather like a bar chart, but shows the frequency
distribution of a single variable rather than comparing different kinds of
information (see Fig. 8.6).

Fig. 8.6: A Histogram.
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3. A Pie Chart
A pie chart shows how a total is broken down into sub-units; for example,
percentages may be shown as "slices of cake". Each "slice" represents a
proportion of the total (I 00%). As a guide to compiling such a chart, each
1% is represented by 3.6" of the circle (see Fig. 8.7).

-

Transportation 41.0

Fig. 8.7: A pie chart showing Nitrogen oxide emissions by various sources.

4. A Pictogram
A pictogram, as its name suggests, uses drawings related to the subject
matter of the information being presented; a common unit is used and this
is either repeated or sub-divided as necessary to show the quantities being
compared (See Fig. 8.8).
Relative auxin activity

Coleoptile

Seed

4

Root

v

Fig. 8.8: A pictogram showing auxin distribution in an oat (Avena salitv~)seedling,
showing higher concentrations of hormone in the actively growing coleoptile and
root apices (After Thimann, K.V. 1934).
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SAQ 6
Complete the following sentences using the appropriate words from the list
provided below.
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

A ................................... is used when results are recorded in an
experiment.
A ................................... is used when examining the relationship
between quantities.
To show that two variables are directly proportional to one another (linear
relationship), experimental results are used to draw a ........................
A ............................is used to illustrate increases or decreases in the
magnitude of results.
A ............................is used to show how a total is broken down into
sub-units.

histogram; graph, piechart; bar chart; table; straight line graph.
Check your answers with those written in Section 8.7 before continuing.

WRITTEN STYLE

8.4

We have already said that the purpose of writing up an experiment or other
piece of practical work is to enable somebody else to repeat your work, and
hopefully, obtain the same results that you did. For this, the written style has
an important role to play. The written account should communicate the
experimental details flawlessly to the reader. The following guidelines on
written style should help you to communicate clearly, your practical work to
others:

I

!

ii)

iii)
1

iv)
v)
C

vi)

You can assume, unless you have any reason or instructions to do
otherwise, that the person reading your report is familiar with basic
techniques used in practical work.
You should describe, in detail, any unusual or more advanced procedures.
You can assume that your reader has the same scientific knowledge as
yourself, but do not make any assumptions when describing your actions after all, the reader did not actually witness the experiment.
The report should always be written impersonally, in the past tense, e.g.,
"a beaker was filled with water" - not "I filled a beaker with water".
Always write out the names of any chemicals that you used in full.
Do not use formulae in the prose part of your report. You can, however,
use formulae in the results and calculations sections.
Use the headings listed in point vii of subsection 8.2.1.

SAQ 7
I

There are nine headings that can be used when writing a report of an
experimexlt. What are they? (Write your answers below).
ii) ..........................................................................................
iii) ..........................................................................................
iv) ..........................................................................................
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vi) ..........................................................................................
vii) ..........................................................................................
ix) ...........................................................................................
SAQ 8
Which of the following would you use to draw a diagram or a graph?
i) Afeltpen
ii) AnHB pencil
iii) A fountain pen and black ink
From (i) (ii) (iii) - choose the appropriate one.

SUMMARY

8.5

In this unit the essentials of scientific reporting with particular reference to
writing up experimental work have been dealt with. In this context the
following aspects have been elaborated in the unit:
.

importance of keeping a note book;
necessity of accurate documentation of observations;
meaning and significance of scientific validity of results;
basic statistical techniques;
different ways of presenting results; and
the appropriate writing style.

We hope that after studying this unit you will now be of the opinion that a
clear, accurate and honest scientific reporting is vital to the study of science
and scientific experiment. For this it is essential that first the experiment be
planned well before selecting or assembling the apparatus. It is also important
that prior thought be given to the kind of results desired and their intended use.

TERMINAL QUESTIONS

8.6

1. A manufacturer of a new continuous flow liquid analyzer published a
glossy advertising leaflet about the instrument's performance. One of the
statements in the leaflet said:
<c

.................and the measurement system has excellent repeatability".

Given that you understand repeatability in scientific terms means "capacity
for measurements to be repeated in the same way", state briefly why the
manufacturer thinks that excellent repeatability would be a good selling
point for an analytical instrument? Your answer should be based on the
material contained in this unit and your knowledge of scientific
methodology.

..........................................................................................
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2. Write down in the space provided, brief definitions for the following terms.
(i)

Estimated Error

..........................................................................................

(ii) Mean Value

..........................................................................................

(iii) Repeatability

..........................................................................................

(iv) Significant Figures

..........................................................................................

(v) Standard Deviation

..........................................................................................
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(vi) Validity

.........................................................................................

Perform an experiment and write a brief report of this experiment. In your
write-up, you should:
(i) Explain the aim of the experiment;
(ii) Describe your method;
(iii) Record all experimental observations;
(iv) Choose the most appropriate form to present experimental results. For
instance, tabular, graphical, pictorial or in some other form;
(v) Discuss your results with your peers or the counsellor and write your
conclusions.

4. Comment on the utility of making a notebook for jotting down the details
of an experiment.

5. What aspects should be ensured while recording a range of results of an
experiment?

8.7

ANSWERS

Self Assessment Questions

1. Your answer should make it clear that you are aware that important
information may get lost unless your observations are carefully recorded at
the time the experiment is conducted.

2. i, iii; Hint: You must consider all significant raw data, such as background
count. distances, type of instrument used, units, etc. There are no short cuts
to this.

3. To say it in a lighter way - 'Results cook' would choose (i) as the answer.
If you opted for (ii) you have ignored the paramount importance of
recording ALL the results of the experiment. Remember, one mustn't just
record the results one expects.
4. The second technician's. Hisher final results will be the mean of the two
readings and will be more accurate than the first technician's result. In this
particular experiment, it would be important to check that the initial and
final zero readings were the same.

6. (i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

table
graph
straight-line graph
b x chart
pie chart

(i) Date
(ii) Title
(iii) Introduction
(iv) Apparatus and materials required
(v) Method
(vi) Results
(vii) Calculations
(viii) Conclusions
(ix) References

8. (ii) An IIB pencil
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Terminal Questions
1. You may refer to Section 8.3, and particularly subsection 8.3.2.

2. (i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

The maximum degree of error expected in an experiment estimated as
a %.
The mean (a kind of average) taken from repeated readings.
Refers to the degree to which an experiment can be repeated exactly
to give the same results by different researchers, i.e., it is a test of
scientific validity.
Only significant or meaningful figures are meant to be recorded. This
depends on the accuracy of the instruments used for measuring. One
should record all the certain digits plus the final uncertain digit.
Also abbreviated as SD. It is the average amount by which results
differ from the mean value.
If an experiment is to be scientifically valid, all relevant details must
be documented so that other researchers may be able to repeat the
experiment exactly.

3. Write an experiment of your choice. In case you need some clarification
you should discuss with your counsellor.
4. See Subsection 8.2.1.

5. Refer Lo Subsection 8.3.3.
Hint: Ensure the following three aspects: (i) accuracy, (ii) usefulness, and
(iii) the complete range.

UNIT 9 THE USE OF COMPUTERS IN
LABORATORY ORGANISATION
AND MANAGEMENT
Structure
Introduction
Objectives

Components of a Computer
Central Processing Unit
Memory
lnput and Output Devices
Computerised Systems

Overall Functions
Data lnput
Data Processing
Data Output

Application Packages
Database Software
Spreadsheet Software
Communication Programmes
Word Processing Software

Data Output
Summary
Terminal Questions
Answers

INTRODUCTION

9.1
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- -

-

-

-

-

In the earlier units of this block you learnt the importance of proper filing and
record keeping.You are also aware that in laboratory organisation and
management, work related to filing, records and stocks is generally maintained
manuallyltyped on paper. In this unit, you will become familiar with the use
of computers as a tool for laboratory organisation and management.
Most of you must have seen a personal computer, PC as it is popularly called.
Some of you may already be familiar with its use. Often schools and colleges
that have science education have computers for the student's use and in the
office for administrative use. You would realise that computers are becoming a
necessity in all spheres of life and there will hardly be any laboratory, office or
institution of the future that will not use the computer at some level for
manipulating and organising information. Therefore, it would be in your
interest to learn its use in laboratory organisation and management
In this unit you will become familiar with the basic components of a personal
computer, the terminology used in computerised systems and the various
possibilities of their uses in laboratory organisation and management. For
instance, computing systems can handle large amounts of information with far
greater facility than humans can. Time consuming activities like filing, record
keeping, stock controls and their link with accounts can be adapted and
managed better with computerised systems.
Objectives
When you have completed all the work in this unit you should be able to:
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List the basic components of a personal computer system,
describe the use of computers in laboratory organisation and management,
state the advantages of using a computer system in laboratory organisation
and management.

9.2

COMPONENTS OF A COMPUTER

We use a computing system basically to feed in some data that is processed by
the computer and some information is generated as a result.. For this we need
input devices, to feed in some data into a central processing unit (CPU) and
the results of the processing are displayed through output devices.. Let us first
describe the parts of a personal computer very briefly for those of you who
have not had a chance to work with a computer before. The input devices, the
CPU, and the output devices that you see in figure 9.1 form the hardware.
These are the physical parts that you can see and feel. The instructions given to
the computer to perform a task are known as a programme. A set of
programmes is known as the software of the computing system. Software is
usually prepared in advance and stored on magnetic disc and compact disc.
These are then loaded into the computer when somebody is ready to use it.
Computers can be large enough to fill up a whole room. These are known as the
mainframe computers, forming powerful systems used by large businesses and
government departments etc. You will mostly have to deal with smaller
computers the micro computers or personal computers (PCs) that can fit on a
table or desk and accomplish all the tasks that a mainframe does.
Let us first talk about the hardware of computing systems.
9.2.1

The Central Processing Unit

Central Processing Unit (CPU) is the brain of the computer. The intricate
electronic circuitry of the CPU performs the computer's tasks of handling data.
It is composed o f

The Arithmetic Logic Unit or ALU, which computes mathematical
functions, like addition, subtraction, multiplication and division
ii) The control unit which carries out the computations and coordinates the
movement of data and executes the instruction given to the computer.
i)

The CPU receives programs and data through input devices, processes it and
gives out the result through output devices.
9.2.2 Memory

Computers store information internally as well as externally.
Linked to CPU is an internal memory unit where all the instructions and data
are stored. It contains the computer operating instructions or programme. The
memory of the computer is of two kinds; RAM and ROM. Random Access
Memory (RAM) is the computer's short term working space. During it's
working life ,a computer's RAM may be overbaitten with new information
millions bf times. RAM is more like a blank cassette which can be recorded,
wiped clean and recorded again. The computer can get to or access any part of
the RAM memory 'at random'.

ROM is the Read Only Memory that is, one can read from it but cannot written
on it. It is used to store software which will always be needed. ROM software
is a permanent part of the machine, unlike the RAM which is forgotten each
time the machine is switched off.
The external memory of the computer are the 'floppy'discs and the compact
discs (CDs). They need special disc drives to read and write the information
on them. CDs can hold an enormous amount of information. Infact, entire
encyclopaedias can be stored on one CD.
9.2.3 Input and Output Devices
The most common input devices that you will see in your PC are the keyboard
and the mouse.
The keyboard of the computer looks like the keyboard of a typewriter with a
fc\v additional keys. One of the most common uses of the computer is as a
word processor - basically a sophisticated typewriter that is capable of storing
and manipulating text. With a few key strokes the writer can add or delete
words and move entire similar sequences or paragraphs from one place to
another in the text. Entire books can be written, edited, and printed with the
use of computer discs without the manuscript even being committed to paper.
The mouse is a pointing device which is used while working with a display
based computer system. It points or selects some area of display on the screen
of the monitor and can be moved to another area of the screen. There are
several other input devices like scanners, optical pens, joy-sticks that you may
see associated with computing systems depending on the kind of requirements.
The output devices of the computer present the results of its work to users. The
most common output device is the monitor which looks like a TV screen and
the printer.
The input and output devices are so closely related that they are referred to as
inputloutput or 110. The most common I10 devices are floppy discs ,
compact discs, modem (Modulator-DEModulator) that connect to telephone
lines. There are several other devices that can be connected to the computer.
These are called peripherals. I10 peripherals are XY plotters to print graphs,
devices that recognise and produce sounds, optical scanners to see text.

r
Input
devices

devices

D/"
Optical Pen

Fig. 9.1 : Components of a Computing System.
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9.2.4 Computerised Systems

You would have realized by now that computing systems are most useful for
manipulating information. Any organisation and management of information
basically involves 3 steps:
1. Information input

2. Information processing
3. Information output.
Information is usually in the form of data. Can you think of items which could
form the data in a laboratory setup?
Data could be any of the following: information about stocks, equipment,
finances, personnel, technical data, student records etc. You could add more to
this list according to your own situation. This data is normally stored,
processed or analyzed and then we get final results based on it. Sorting
information fed into the computer is one of the most important operations it
performs. The computer is able to arrange similar data items in a particular
order, be it, numerical, alphabetical or some other sequence. On command the
computer can compare any two data items and determine which is the next one
in that sequence.
A collection of similar data is known as a file and each item is a record. In a
file on students for example, each record contains data about one student such
as the registration number, name, date of birth etc. of a student and sorting can
be done according to the type of required information.
Once data has been sorted it is stored internally on the hard disc of the
computer or on a floppy or a CD and can be printed out on paper. This
information in a computer can be logically organised into files with separate
records within files and individual items within records. When files are
arranged in a database, each record contains identification labels known as
keys. A key could be a code number, a name or ptrhaps data. When looking
for particular data, the computer calls up each item from memory and checks
to see if it contains the suitable key. Therefore, when a key is entered into a
record, the computer scans its memory and displays that record.
SAQ 1

ill in the blanks with suitable words:
i)

ii)
iii)
iv)
V)

In a computer mathematical computations are performed in the
......................... unit of CPU.
A floppy disc is a ......................... device while the monitor is an
......................... device.
The hard disc of the computer contains its .................................
The programs loaded on the computer form the ............................
A key is used to identify a ................. in the file of the database.

Let us now consider how computers can be used as an effective tool for
laboratory organisation and management.

9.3

There are three points that must be borne firmly in mind when considering the
use of computers in laboratory management.
1. Overall Function
This includes the three steps we highlighted earlier, namely:
a) Data input
b) Data processing
c) Data output

.

..
1

OVERALL FUNCTIONS

2.

The GIGO Principle

This is a simple principle with a clear message and universal application Garbage In - Garbage out!
Always try and enter any data in the form you want to see it printed out.
For example, if you type in 'bkr' don't expect the computer to print out
'beaker'! Secondly be consistent in the way you enter your data. Using the
same example, enter either 'bkr' or enter 'beaker'. Don't enter both
because if you ask the computer to list all beakers, don't be surprised if it
misses out the 'bkr'.

3. Paper System
When setting up a computer system you need to ask yourself 'Does the
system you plan to operate work manually, i.e., on paper?' It is a popular
misconception that to computerize a system that does not work will
remedy the system's faults. Nothing could be further from the truth. If a
system does not work, no amount of computing equipment will make it
work. On the contrary, the system is likely to fall apart! It is always better
to set up a system manually before attempting computerization.
Let us discuss overall functions in detail.
9.3.1

Data Input

There are several aspects of data input that need careful consideration. We
shall assume that in a laboratory environment you are mainly concerned with
entering data via a keyboard. There are other methods which, although not
frequently used, you may encounter:
(1) Optical character recognition - scanners that read text from paper directly
into a computer;
(2) Scanners, e.g. for reading bar code information;
(3) Paper tape systems - old equipment;
(4) Analogue-to-digital converters - reading experiment. data from
photoelectric cells in, for example, spectrometers.
At first sight, entering data into a computer might not seem problematical.
Indeed, the mechanics of data entry are well tried and straightforward.
However, from a management point of view there are several considerations.
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First of all, there is the problem of access. This is often an acute problem in
educational establishments where there might be an abundant supply of
computers for teaching but a desperate shortage for management and
administration. Sharing a computer terminal does not really work satisfactorily,
and if a computer is to be a really useful management tool, it must be on hand
at all times.
Another point to consider is that of training. Whoever enters data into your
system, must know what they are up to. Otherwise it will not be long before
the GIGO principle is brought into play. Adequate training is the cornerstone
of good computer systems.
Coupled to both access and training is the problem of the time taken to 'key in'
data. Consider the case of card index system being transferred to a computer
system. At some stage, every character in the card index needs to be keyed into
the computer. The computer system will not be any use until the transfer is
complete and it may take months of time for keying- in the data. Even then
.there will be a need to update the data regularly which will require more time
at the keyboard. Never understimate 'keying-in' time.
Working conditions are especially important in computer work, particularly if
it is for protracted periods. You cannot, for example, put a computer on
someone's desk one day and expect everything to run smoothly. Operating
computers can be particularly tiring and stressful and hence it is worthwhile
investing in proper furniture, ensuring that lighting conditions are suitable, and
that noise and heat levels are kept under review.

9.3.2 Data Processing
Processing data is the most complex function of a computer system. It is where
the computer itself (as opposed to a peripheral, e.g. a visual display unit or a
printer) is brought into play together with suitable programs. We will discuss
programs, or software, later; so here let us consider what kind of management
decisions need to be taken in relation to the hardware - the computer itself. In
practice, when you choose a computer system, you decide:

(I)
(2)
(3)

What your aims are;
What programs (software) will meet those aims; and
What machines (hardware) will support the programs.

~1 it.El
Aims ? -b

Software ?

-

Fig. 9.2: Choosing a Computer System.

Sometimes your aims affect the choice of hardware directly. For example, you
require more than one person to gain access to the systein at a time, you will
need a multi-user system.

,
1

,

In defining your aims, you will define what data processing needs to take place
and this will lead to a number of options - choices of programs. Once you have
chosen a program for your task you will usually have a range of options, and a
set of parameters for choosing hardware you may ask:
Will you require a stand-alone workstation, a network, or a full multi-user
system?
What size RAM (the computer's own working memory) is required to
support the program?
What size hard disk (data store) is required?
What data storage method will you use for backing up information?
What is the cost of the computer and its subsequent maintenance?

I
i
I)

9.3.3 Data Output

Processed data is no use to you if you cannot use it. Once data has been
processed, you will either:
(1)

(2)

Send it as a data file to another system, e.g. write a file to disk, transmit a
file over a phone link via a modem, etc. For example as e-mail..
Send it to a peripheral where it is decoded into information that can be
readily understood. The most common peripherals are visual display
units (VDUs) or printers.

SAQ 2
Can you remember from the previous paragraph what were the THREE steps
to be decided when choosing a computer system? Write them down in order
here.
1)
2)
3
Check your answer with ours at the end of the unit before continuing.

9.4

APPLICATION PACKAGES

In relation to item (2) in SAQ 2, there are two options. You can either write
your own program or buy an applications package, i.e. a proprietary program,
'off-the-shelf. The former option is time-consuming and is a science in its
own right and you have to be a computer programmer to do so.
There are applications package to suit almost any requirement, including:
Database Management Software(data storagelretrieval)
Spreadsheet Software (arithmetical calculations)
Word processing Software
Computer Aided Design (CAD)
Accounts
Stock control
We will look at some common types of applications software'in more detail.
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9.4.1 Database Management Software

For storage of large amounts of varied data, and rapid retrieval and
interpretations of data, the database is the ideal tool. It is most useful for stock
control.
Generally it tells a computer to behave just like a card index system. In
computing terms the entire card index is called a file, each card is called a
record, and each line of information on the card is called a file. Good database
software will allow you to store information in exactly the same way as your
index card.
A relational database is a type of computer program that allows you to store
different information on a similar format for many different items. It also
enables you to retrieve that information rapidly in a variety of ways. It can be
used for applications like maintaining personnel records or student records,
preparation of mailing lists and many other operations of a similar nature.
Figure 9.3 is an example of how a stock control data file might look for a
database program. The concept is similar to a conventional card index system.
The master file (your stock control file) contains many 'records'. Each 'record'
relates in this case to a different stock item uniquely identified by its stock
number. For each record there are several 'fields' or sections of information. In
this case, the field descriptions are shown - stock number, description, etc.
The advantage that the computer has over a card index system is space. It can
store thousands of records on many master files. That is the equivalent of many
large card index systems. Also in a matter of a few seconds, the program could,
in the case of the example in Fig. 9.3, list, say, all records for which a re-order
was due.
It would do this by comparing the data in the 'requirement' field with the data
in the 'current holding' field and list all stock items where the 'current holding'
is less than 'requirement'. This program would print the address labels of the
supplier for you.

Records

Description: ...............................
...............
Current holding: ........................................
.
...........................
ROQ: ..............,..........
ROL: ........................................................
Supplier contact: ........................
...
..........
Supp!ier address 1: ....................
............
Supplier address 2: ....................................
Supplier address 3: ............................. ....
Supplier address 4: .........................-,.........
Supplier telephone: ....................................
Suppler fax: .............................................

Fig. 9.3: ~ i c h r i aRepresentation
l
of a Data File.

When purchasing a database program, you must have a clear idea of what you
need it for. Ask yourself the following questions.
(1)

Will itperform all (he operations necessary for my system?
Many programs will manage 90% of what you want, but only a few will
manage 100%. Your con~putersystem will be a waste of time and money
if it is a 'ninety percenter', because you will have to operate a paper
system in parallel. For example, can the program:

(d)
(e)
(f)
(2)

Carry out batch processing, e.g. updating an entire file?
Manipulate alpha, numeric and data information?
Select records on matching or mismatching the contents of more
than one field?
Sort the data file into ascending or descending order on the
contents of one or more fields?
Produce useful reports to both a visual display unit and a printer?
Link to another program, e.g. store a file of address data which can
be used with a word-processing program for a mail merger?

Isitlargecnough?
In this context beware of a common mistake, i.e. do not buy an
educational program and expect it to carry out a business function. Check
the possible:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Number of files
Number of records per file
Number of fields per record
Number of characters per field.

These features are interdependent to a certain extent but it is important to
ascertain upper limits.

(3)

1s its cost justified?
'You do not get what you do not pay for' in the computing world.
However, it always pays to shop around. Some suppliers will adhere to a
heavily marked-up tariff while others will offer massive discounts,
particularly in the education sector. Make sure that if yeti accept a large
discount, you do not lose out on training.

Activity 1
List in the space below any activities at your workplace that you think
could be usefully managed with a relational database?

We've listed some at the end of the unit for comparison.
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9.4.2

Spreadsheet Software

Consider the grid in Fig. 9.4. It is split into rows and columns and is a pictorial
representation of a typical spreadsheet program.
Cell

Fig. 9.4: Spreadsheet Cells.

You can enter data in any 'cell', e.g. Al, 253, etc. and, for example, perform
arithmetic operations on that data and then 'post' the result to another cell.
Take the following example. If you wanted to maintain a record of lab
expenditure, you could set up a spreadsheet in the following way:
Column A
Date

Column B
Order No.

Column E
VAT/Sales Tax
(Value added tax)

Column F
Total Cost

Column C
Item

Column D
Net Cost

If all items in column D had VAT or sales tax chargeable at 17.5%, then

Column G
TOTAL of
net expenditure

Column H
Total sales tax
paid

In a separate cell you could show the balance outstanding on your annual
budget.
You should be able to see the possibilities of such a program. Figure 9.5 shows
an example of a printout from a spreadsheet.

A
CASH FLOW ANALYSIS

B

C

D

E

F

G

TOTALS

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEPT

3527
1250

567

506

1289
1250

571

650

INCOME
Lab budget
Grants
Capital grants
Miscellaneous
TOTAL

EXPENDITURE
Insurance & maintenance
Books, etc.
Phone
Postage
Stationery
Replacements
Chemicals, etc.
Print & copying
Miscellaneous.
Contingency (10%)
TOTAL COSTS
CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
INCOME-COSTS-CAP.EXP.
CASH FLOW

Fig. 9.5: Example Printout from Spreadsheet.

You still need to ask yourself the same general questions as we listed for
database as follows:

(I)

Performance
For example, can the program:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Carry out all arithmetic functions?
Accept full character data and editing?
Allow title lock and windowing?
Allow easy cursor movement?
Allow copying of blocks of cells?
(f) Allow alternative screen displays of formulae/data?

(2)

Size
The size of the spreadsheet.may be limited by the program itself or the
size of the computer's RAM (Random access memory). A usehl
working size is 50 columns x 250 rows.

(3)

Cost
The same criteria apply as for databases.
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Activity 2

List in the space below any activities at your workplace that you think
could be usefully managed with a spreadsheet.

Compare your answer with some activities listed at the end of the
unit.
9.4.3 Communications Programs
By communications programs, we mean those programs which allow a
computer to communicate via a transmission cable to another electronic
device. Here we do not include multi-user system or small networks. We are
mainly interested in communications for rapid data input and retrieval, and so
we consider the telephone network as the transmission medium. Computer
communications are most easily'explained in Fig.9.6.

Telephone line
-

-

-

o

+

-

0

-

0

-

Fig. 9.6: Computer Communications

This sllows one personal computer 'talking' to another. PC A reads a data file,
say, from its floppy disk and sends it to a modem (Modulator DEModulator). Here, PC A's electronic signal (the data file) is converted into
a signal that can be transmitted over a telephone line. B can only read PC A's
signal by receiving the signal via its own modem which translates the signal
back into a computer signal. In fact, this example is typical for most computer
communications over telephone lines:

(I)
(2)

Between mainframe computers, or
Between PCs and mainframes.

This situation is illustrated in Fig. 9.7 and is the basis on which PC users can
communicate with the outside world.

Mainframe

lines

Fig. 9.7: PCMainframe Communicates

There are two main uses of PC to mainframe communications which may
assist you in the management of your work. The first is accessing national
databases and the second is electronic mail.

r

There are many databases for which you can become a subscriber and which
your computer can access more or less at the touch of a button to obtain
specialist information. The internet or the world wide web is the most
familiar and popular example. These databases hold vast amounts of
information, for example, on companies. By obtaining details in this way, you
do not need to hold large stocks of reference books, or spend time journeying
to your local library and thumbing through weighty volumes. You obtain only
the information you want, when you want it. In the education world, there are
databases whose users not only draw data out, but put their own data in thus
providing a dynamic data exchange, for example, web sites of companies
which have information about their products and how to obtain them.
Electronic mail is another PC to PC and PC to mainframe data exchange. If
you subscribe to an electronic mail service, it will enable your PC to gain
access to a 'mailbox' on a mainframe somewhere. You can either post data to
the mailbox for someone else's PC to read later; or your PC can interrogate the
mail box to see if anyone has left any data for you.

I

I

I

This system is now widely used for stock ordering, and many of your suppliers
will have an electronic mailbox. The most competitive companies equip their
salesmen with computers. Once a sale is made, the salesman sends exact
ordering details to his distribution manager's mailbox. The distributor
interrogates his mailbox every few hours, and should be able to despatch and
invoice the sale within hours.
If you have to consider the installation of communications packages, the same
questions have to be asked.

(a)
(b)
(c)

I

r
I

(d)

Does the software and the modem support the necessary
transmission rates?
Is the software secure? Telephone lines are often 'noisy' and unless
there are sufficient 'data checks and error messages, you may end
up with garbage instead of useful data.
Is the software 'user friendly'? Some packages do not allow much
operator control.
Is the modem reliable? They can be susceptible to 'noise' and
cause trouble. Generally, the more you pay for a modem, the more
control you have over its operation and the more reliable it is.
Internal modems are usually reliable.

This is not really a feature of communications packages. Just make sure
that you are not locked in to slow transmission rates which can produce
high telephone charges.

(3)

Cost
You need to work this out carefully as costs mount up and may be
difficult to justify. The elements are:
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Software for your PC.
A modem for your PC.
Subscription charges for databaselmail service.
Access charges to a database or mail box.
Telephone call charges.

Activity 3

Are there any national databases that you think could be of assistance to
you in your work? If so write down their names here.
Do any of your suppliers have an electronic mail facility? Write down
their names here.
Can you see a use for data communications in the management of your
work?
Yes

No

Be prepared to discuss your answers with your tutor or mentor.

9.4.4 Word Processing Software
The main use for word processing is found in secretarial offices and small
publishing companies. However, if you are involved in generating your own
correspondence, or you are lucky enough to have your own secretarial support,
you might find word processing programs useful. They are useful if you need
to generate a large number of standard items of correspondence with small
adaptations. Since we are mainly concerned here with information and
inanagement we will not dwell on word processing programs further except for
one point and that is the use of word processing files to hold data in records.
You may recall that in the paragraph on databases, we spoke of the need to link
'details out of a database to a word processing program to enable mail merger
to be carried out by a computer 'merging' two text files. One will be a letter, or
address label layout; and the other will contain the variable details, e.g. the
salutation, name and address and so on. If you are involved in carrying out
mail mergers or circulars, it might well be worth your while maintaining a
'details' file of all the names and addresses of your correspondents. This file
can be edited like any other text file.
Nowadays you can find integrated software which combine several of the
capabilities of packages listed in earlier subsections. Microwsoft Windows is
the most popular such software.

9.5

DATA OUTPUT
-

-

Whatever, data or information that you feed into a computer will be the data
output from a computer system and will be a data file sent from the computer

I

;

I

1
I
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to a peripheral unit. It may take the form of:
(1)

(2)
(3)

A file written on to a floppy disk,
A file sent to a VDU and displayed on a screen, or
A file sent to a printer and printed onto paper (hard copy).

A file may even be sent first to a VDU and then to a printer.
The consequences from an organisational point of view can be summarised as
follows:
(1)

Diskoutput

You will already have decided whether to use a hard disk or floppies for
storing data. An important point of disk management is to ensure a
secure method of keeping copies of your (valuable) data. The method
shown in Fig. 9.8 is suggested
DAILY

~~IoKm
>Fi
WEEKLY

Store away from
working premises

Fig.9.8: Backing Up Data

This can be expensive in terms of time and disks. Those who economize
usually learn the hard way!
(2)

VDU (Visual Displuy Unit)output
Make sure that VDUs are of an appropriate type. They can cause severe
eyestrain and tension if you do not check:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(3)

Colour
Resolution and screen size
Flicker rate
Viewing angle adjustment.

Printer outpul

Consider what is required here. Do you just require management
information on the one hand or camera copy for reprographic purposes?
Inkjet

Very quiet. Cheaper than laser printer. Quality can be
very good, and colour printing is a real option with
inkjets. They are slower than laser printers, but their
technology is changing rapidly.
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Laser

Have graphics capability. Printouts give camera copy.
Can be expensive to maintain. Best choice for quality
work. Speed varies from 4 pages per niinute to 20 pages
per minute. Some print double sided.
Resolution of printers is measured in d.p.i. (dots per
inch) with 600 d.p.i. being relatively high resolution. A
good laser printer may be capable of 600 + d.p.i.

Activity 4

If you have a computer printer at your workplace:
(1)

What general type is it:
Laser?
Inkjet?

(2)

Is it adequate for your purposes?
Yes

No

(3)

What improvements would you like?

(4)

Are there any additional uses for which its copy could be used, e.g.
copy for notices, letters, etc.

9.6

SUMMARY

You have learnt in this unit that:
Computers can be used for better and more efficient management and
organisation of laboratories. A computer like the human brain receives
information, stores and processes it and then displays the results. It receives
information through input devices and stores it in its memory, processes
that information in the central processing unit and displays it on an out put
device like a monitor or through a printer. The physical parts of the
computer form its hardware and the instructions given to the computer to
process the information form the software.
Software can be of two kinds, system software that controls the actual
working of the computer and applications software that are the programs
written to achieve the desired results for the user. The most important
categories of applications software useful for laboratory organisation and
management are: database, spreadsheet$communications programs and
word processing.
Any organisation and management of information basically involves three
steps. Data input, Data processing and Data output.
Before using conlputerised systems it is important to understand and decide
what the aims are what sofiware/programs will meet those aims and what
hardware will support the programs. It is also important to work out the
costs of using a computerised system.

9.7

TERMINAL QUESTIONS

1)

What sources of information are there that you can think of that you
could access with a computer to help yo9 in your work in a lab?

2)

List the following sources of information in order of speed, of retrieval.
Start with the slowest.
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

3)

What kind of computer program would you choose to keep track of
laboratory budgets over the year? (Tick the correct answer.)
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

4)

Subscription database
Catalogue
Card index
Own database

Word processor
Spreadsheet
Database
Stock control software

What advantages do computers offer when used for information retrieval
or for stock control?

A Cautionary Word

A final cautionary word on computing systems. It is imperative that any
computer-based information system is backed up by a sound paper-based
system. For example, can you imagine a petty cash ledger on a spreadsheet
where invoices and orders were not numbered and filed properly? The
spreadsheet would soon become meaningless and an auditor wouid have a fit!
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Self-assessment Questions

1. i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
2. i)
ii)
iii)

ALU
110, output
Permanent memory
System software
Record
Decide on the aims of the system.
Decide what programs will achieve the aims.
Decide what hardware will support the progress. Computer salesman
would like you to believe that these items are in reverse order! You
will probably not have to look far to find a system running at fifty per
cent efficiency as a result of this simple discipline being ignored!

Activity 1

Typical examples are:

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Stock control
Inventory
Library records
Personnel records. You may need to register under the Data Protection
Act if you hold personnel details on a computer system.

Activity 2

(1)
(2)
(3)

Inventory. Although you cannot find particular details quickly in the
same way as with a database, you can more readily ascertain asset
values, written down values, etc.
Ledgers. More or less any accounting ledgers are suitable for putting on
spreadsheets, although there are dedicated accounts packages designed
for the purpose.
Budgeting and forecasting. A spreadsheet could help in monitoring a
budget. However, in setting up a forecast of, say, cash requirement for a
year, a spreadsheet is invaluable and will save much time with a
calculator. It also enables you to see the effects of 'What i f questions.

Terminal Questions
1. Subscription databases, your own database, bought-in disk-based data (e.g.

dictionaries), electronic mail, other computers (via a communication
network).
2. (ii) You might have to go to the library for this.
(iii) Although this depends on its efficiency, it could be as quick as (4).
(i) Access times vary.
(iv) If you've set it up well, this should be quickest.
3. (ii) would be best, although you can also get more specialist software.
4. Computing systems can handle large amounts of information with far
greater facility than people. They are speedier and more reliable.
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10.1 INTRODUCTION
Like any other office we need equipment to provide for information
distribution in the laboratory office also. For information distribution we
require multiple copies of various letters and document which can be handed
over,personally or mailed to the concerned persons. A variety of office
machines and equipment's are now available for preparing documents and
making multiple copies.
In this unit we will cover the following:
i) various kinds of typewriters and their uses,
ii) various reprographic processes for information distribution.

Objectives
After studying this unit you should be able to:
list various types of reprographic methods,
describe uses of various kinds of typewriters,
explain duplicating and copying processes and describe materials and
machines required for the purpose,
compare the advantages and disadvantages of spirit, stencil and litho
duplication, and
describe the uses of microfiche and facsimile.

10.2 INFORMATION DISTRIBUTION
The organization and management of any institution, be it an isolated lab or a
large site with many labs, requires that information is managed. Methods of
managing information - selecting it and distributing it to the right people - are
the subject of separate study, usually under the heading of 'Information
Technology'. Here we will restrict ourselves to information distribution.

In unit 9 we discussed some of the most efficient ways of managing
information with the use of computers. However, if a computer in a lab
receives information, it is only available to those with immediate access to it.
The information is not widely available. In order to disseminate information
widely, machines and equipment are used in all types of offices. The common
examples of such machines are typewriters, duplicators, photocopying and
xerox machines. These labour saving devices are an integral part of any office.
Therefore, it is important that you get familiar with them.
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Office mechanisation should be considered a must for all laboratory
organisation and management. You may not have come across this term
before. Office mechanisation is the process of introducing the use of machines
and equipment in place of manual operation of office work with a view to
increase efficiency and output, and reduce office cost. It is preferred mainly to
improve quality and efficiency of work and ensure accuracy. Introduction of
the latest devices in lab offices from time to time facilitates handling of
information and its distribution effectively.
Reprography
In order to diiseminate information widely some method of reprography is
invariably used. Reprography is the science and practice of copying documents
by photography or xerography. You may have used a xerox machine for
making copies of your degree, grade card, application forms etc.
The scope of reprography is wide, covering areas such as duplicating,
document reproduction and copying, including photographic copying.
The wide range of methods can be divided into two basic techniques.
(1)
(2)

,

Duplicating, and
Copying.

Though the terms appear to imply the same process, technically they are
different. One of the fundamental differences is that in duplicating a special
master has to be preparedfrom which copies are made. The duplicating
process will often eventually expend the master. With copying however, copies
are made directly from the original which remains intact for further use. The
choice of method will depend on the facilities that are available in an office,
the number and quality of the copies required, and cost.
Here we will consider some of the more usual processes from the point of view
of convenience, copy quality and cost. The knowledge of those processes is
essential because you will certainly require to use them sometime in the lab
office.
Before we discuss duplicating processes and requirement of material and
machine, we must consider various kinds of typewriters commonly available in
labs and their uses. Besides routine work typewriters are also used for cutting
stencils about which you will learn in section 10.4.

SAQ 1
a)

Indicate which of the following staiimen~iare true or false? Write T for
true and F for false in the given boxes.

i)

Reprography includes duplicating and copying processes.

ii) Duplication and copying are the same process.
iii) In duplicating the multiple copies are obtained directly
from the original.
iv) Reprography methods are used in order to disseminate
information widely.
b)

In the following statements fill in the blank spaces with the appropriate words.

.......................... are used for managing information in the most
efficient way but they are costly.
ii) The common machines used in the offices for making multiple
copies of a document are ...........................and
i)

.....................................

10.3 TYPEWRITERS
Typewriter is the most common machine used in almost all offices.
Typewritten letters are attractive in appearance as compared to handwritten
ones. The same matter can be typed in lesser space on writing paper along with
carbon copies. Thus, use of a typewriter helps to bring about speed and
efficiency in written communication and lab management. Many other
advantages such as quick tabulation, storage of data, typing of formulae, etc.,
may also be obtained by the use of special purpose typewriters.
There are a variety of typewriters available in the market. Each of them has
some specific features and uses. The details of some commonly used
typewriters are given below:
Standard typewriter

You must have seen this manually operated machine. Standard typewriters of
various makes such as Remington, Facit, Godrej, etc., are available in the
market. A standard typewriter can type ten characters to the inch horizontally
and six lines to the inch vertically with single spacing. Moreover, a number of
carbon copies can also be obtained depending upon the quality of typing and
carbon papers used.
Electric typewriter

Electric typewriters are similar to standard typewriters but with an electronic
motor taking the place of human energy. It is much faster than the standard
model. They can produce up to 20 copies of a document if paper of appropriate
thickness is used. The slightest touch of fingers sets the keys in motion and the
impressions produced are uniform and perfect. Electric typewriters are
commonly preferred because of the speed of typing, fineness and uniform
quality of the print. Besides they are good for cutting stencils, typing.invoices
and preparing material for printing.
Automatic typewriter

It is a power-driven machine, which automatically types a standard pro forma
from a previously punched or stenciled master (Ref. to section 10.4). When the
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master is placed on the machine and the machine is switched on, the matter is
automatically typed on the paper at a speed of about 150 words per minute.
Non-standard information like names, addresses, etc., may be inserted at
appropriate places by manual typing. Thus, it is suitable when letters or
circulars bearing routine messages have to be reproduced in large numbers.
Electronic typewriter

An electronic typewriter has a 'memory' or 'electronic brain' which enables it
to recall the whole document at a time and type it automatically at the press of
a button. A small display panel reads out the memory and permits editing and
modification of drafts on the typewriter itself prior to final print-out. An
electronic typewriter is shown in Figure 10.1.

Fig. 10.1: Electronic Typewriter.

Typewriters with special attachments

Certain special attachments can be used to the typewriter for typing work of a
special nature. These are:
The continuous stationery device - It is used for typing continuous strips of
office forms.
The front feed device - It enables insertion and typing of cheques and
receipts.
Card-holding attachment - It enables small stiff cards or labels to be fed and
curved round the roller.
Use of Typewriters for Multiple Copies

Offices frequently require copies of various letters and documents. The
simplest method is to make the copies at the same time along with the original
letter or document. Carbons, carbon-coated sheets or carbonless copy papers
are often used to get a small number of legible copies. A standard typewriter
can produce upto six carbon copies, whereas an electric typewriter can produce
upto 20 copies as compared to four legible copies by handwriting. But where
the number of copies required is more than 20, a duplicator may be used for
the purpose.

In the following section we will discuss the duplicating process. But before
moving further try the following SAQ.
SAQ 2
a)

List the various kinds of typewriters.

b)

In the followil~gstatements fill in the blank spaces with appropriate
words.

.......................................................................................

An.. ..................typewriter automatically types a standard pro
.. forma from a previously stenciled master.
11)
An.. ........................typewriter has a memory and can
automatically type a whole document on command.
iii) Approximately twenty copies can be produced by
an.. .........................typewriter.
iv) With ...........................device the standard typewriter can type
cheques, receipt etc.
i)

Check your answers with ours before continuing.

10.4 DUPLICATING PROCESSES
- -

--

-

-

-

As we mentioned earlier duplicating is a process whereby a master copy is
prepared from which a large number of other copies are obtained with the help
of a duplicating machine. It is a substitute for printing. It is used when the
number of copies required is more than the capacity of a typewriter and yet not
large enough to justify printing.
There are three main duplicating processes. These are listed in increasing order
of cost and copy quality.
1. Spirit duplicating
2. Stencil duplicating
3. Offset litho duplicating
These three processes require duplicator and special material f ~making
r
copies. Thus there are spirit duplicators, stencil duplicators and offset litho
duplicators. Besides you inay come across others such as electronic stencil
duplicators and type set duplicators.
The duplicating machines available in the market can produce 200 to 5Q0
legible copies of letters, circulars, notices, reports, fonns, price lists, etc.
Let us now consider equipment, materials, master preparation and making of
copies in each of the processes listed above.
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10.4.1 Spirit Duplicating
Equipment Required
Spirit Duplicator (also known as hectograph)
Thermal copier (optional)

Materials
Masters
Hectographic carbon
COPYpaper
Duplicating spirit

Method
Muster Preparation
By hand, typing or thermal.
Line drawings possible.
The master from which the copies will be taken is first prepared from a special
non-absorbent glazed sheet of papet and special carbon paper which acts as the
reproducing medium. This carbon paper is known as hectographic carbon and
contains aniline based dye. These carbons are available in different colours,
typically purple, red, green, black, blue, brown and yellow.
To construct a master the glazed surface of the master paper is placed in direct
contact with the coated surface of the hectocarbon. The required information is
then drawn, typed or written onto the surface of the master paper, causing a
mirror image to be developed on the glazed side.
If a thermal copier is available it can also be used to prepare a hectographic
master. This is a quicker and cleaner method.

Duplication
Once the master is ready it is attached to the drum of the duplicator with the
carbon image outward. The copy paper is then fed into the machine. The
function of the machine is to impregnate the copy paper with spirit in its
passage through the machine so that it is moistened immediately before it
comes into contact with the master on the drum. Since the contact of paper
with master is brought about by a pressure wheel, the reaction of the spirit with
the carbon causes an image to be transferred to duplicating paper.

Use
Mainly in educational establishments, that is class handouts.
Individual duplicating copies are relatively cheap to produce, the duplicator
itself is simple and easily maintained.

Copy Quality
Poor - satisfactory

Colour
Multiple colours available simultaneously
Economic Run
10 - 100

Both carbon and master paper are cheaply available.
Master copy can be prepared easily.
The process is simple.
Good quality paper is used for copies.
Many colours can be duplicated simultaneously.
Disadvuntuges
The copies are inferior in quality because the dye tends to spread and ink
on the copies tends to fade with time.
The clarity of the image becomes progressively weaker as the copies are
rolled out.
It is difficult to alter the master copy if there are mistakes in the master.
10.4.2 Stencil Duplicating
Equipment Required
Stencil Duplicator
Thermal copier (optional)
or
Electronic stencil cutter
Materials
Stencil
COPYpaper
Ink
Cleaning Fluid
Method

Master Prepuration
By hand, typing, thermal or electronic cutter.
Line drawings possible.
The master in this case is a sheet of fibrous, porous material which has a
plastic coating. Such stencils are often referred to as 'skins'. An image is cut
into the coating either by:
A typewriter,
By hand using special styli,
By thermal copier
Electronically by use of electronic scanner.
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Duplication
After preparation, the master is attached to the drum of the duplicator. Once in
position, the paper backing sheet is removed from the stencil and the stencil
'inked'. As the machine is operated; the semi-absorbent copy paper is fed in
and bought into contact with the rotating copy via a pressure roller.
The stencil duplicator is commonly used in offices where a large number of
notices, circulars, price lists etc., are to be reproduced quite often. Such
duplicators can be manually-operated or power-driven. They are available in
the market under different brand names.

Use

I

In offices and educational institutions for bulletins, circulars, notices, etc.
Again, it is relatively inexpensive to produce individual copies, and the
equipment is basic and easily maintained.

Copy Quality
Satisfactory

Colour
Multiple colours possible so long as machine rollers, etc. changed.

Economic Run

Advantages
This duplicating process is cheaper as compared to printing or other
processes.
Graphs, diagrams, etc., can be prepared easily on the stencil by using a
stylus pen.
Stencil can be altered easily by using correcting fluid.
A good number of copies can be obtained within a short period of time.
Photographic reproduction is possible with electronic stencils.
Stencils can be stored and used again for more copies when required.

Disadvantages
The main disadvantage of stencil duplicating is that separate runs are
required for two or more colours. However, complicated duplicators have
been developed for impression in multiple colours simultaneously.
Stencil duplicating proves quite costly if only a few copies (say up to 25)
are required.

10.4.3 Offset Litho Duplicating
Equipment Required
Duplicator

Plate-making equipment (not always, essential), e.g. printing box and
processing unit

Plates
Paper
Ink
Plate making materials
Method

This process is far more complex than the previous two methods of
duplicating. In fact, it is more like printing than a duplicating process, and
gives a much better overall quality to the finished copy, including illustrations.
Master Preparation

By hand, typing, electrostatic copying, or photographic copying.
Line drawings and contrasting photographs possible.
Duplication

In lithographic process the plates can be either paper, plastic, or metal. Paper
plates for short runs are cheaper and easier to prepare than metal plates (for
longer runs). Cost increases with quality. Paper plates are usually used once,
whereas metal plates have an almost indefinite life. Paper plates can be
prepared directly by the use of special grease-based pencils, ink or ribbons.
Alternatively, the image of an original can be produced by means of an
electrostatic copier, or by photo-transfer.
The plate is attached to the drum of the duplicator and a supply of grease-based
ink and a watery fluid are applied to it simultaneously. The inked image is not
transferred directly to the copy paper, but is brought into contact with another
drum which transfers the mirror image created on this drum to the copy paper.
Use

Offices, educational institutions and &hose-built reprograpahic facilities e.g.
bulletins, promotional literature etc.
This is a more expensive option in terms of equipment and maintenance but
may be economic where longer runs (see 'economic runs') are required.
Copy Quality

Good - excellent
Colour
Multiple colours possible so long as machine rolle~s,ink fountain, etc:
changed. Accurate registration possible
Economic Run
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Advantages

The process is well-suited to the production of office forms, particularly
those with complex rulings.
A very large number of copies can be obtained.
It is a cheap form of printing. Compared with normal printing, cost of
printing is lower by 30% to 40% in offset litho printing.
The quality of production is much better as compared to stencil duplicators.
Master can be stored for an indefinite period. Copies can be obtained with
the help of master whenever required.
Disadvantages

Separate runs are required for printing in different colours.
It can be run only by trained operators.
It is costlier than other duplicating machines.
It requires sufficient office space for storing chemicals, plates, and paper etc.
SAQ 3

In the following statements fill in the blank spaces with appropriate words.
i) The carbon used for spirit duplication is called ..........................
ii) In Lithography .................., ...............and .................... plates
are also used.
iii) The quality of print of lithography is superior than ......................and
.......................duplication.
iv) The process of ............................is more like printing.

There are basically two methods of copying:
Photocopying

This is a modified development of photography. It is quite expensive and slow
and is not often used for routine reprographic work these days.
Electrostatic copying

This method is often incorrectly called photocopying.
The electrostatic copying machine or xerography helps in getting exact copies
of the original at a very fast speed. This eliminates the need for preparing a
master copy.
Equipment Required
Copier

Usually copiers are available on lease. Outright purchase is possible, but may
not be cost effective. For the lease the following should be inquired and
checked.
i) The period of lease
ii) Conditions to which the lease can be terminated and a new copier used

iii) The method of charging for copies
iv) Charges for ancillary items, e.g. document handler, paper feed trays,
sorter, standing cabinet, etc.
v) Maintenance.

Information
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Materials
Toner: may be supplied under a lease agreement
Paper: plain copying paper costs Rs. 100 for 500 A4 sheets

Economic Run
This depends on leasing arrangements. Generally there is a flat rate cost for
every copy made up of:
Machine cost + Paper cost + Toner + Maintenance

Master Preparation
There is no master to be prepared. The original may be in virtually any form,
but certain colours, e.g. light blue, light yellow, etc. will not reproduce.

Copy Quality
Good - excellent

Colour
Usually one colour, multicoloured copiers are also available but they are very
expensive.

Use
Almost any reprographic use.
Xerox machines are relatively expensive to run
and to maintain (maintenance contracts allow
serving from time to time). Because they are
easy to use, normally everyone is allowed to
use them. As a result they can suffer inexpert
handling. You may find that some sort of
control is required.

Fig. 10.2: Xerox machine.
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10.6 AUXILIARY METHODS
There are other reprographic methods which although commonly used earlier,
are now mainly used for specific purposes. We think you should be aware of
these methods also.

Thermography
Used mainly for preparation of reprographic masters, e.g. hecto, stencil, etc.

A cheap method ideal for large originals, e.g. circuit diagrams, engineering
drawings, construction plans, etc. (Blue prints)
Microfiche
This is a standardized form of microfilm storage of information. Such a system
allows the storage of approximately seventy-two pages of A4 per slide. The
slide is viewed by placing it into a viewer, which projects enlarged sections of
the slide onto a screen.
Microfiche systems allow high density storage of any material which can be
photographed.

10.7 FACSIMILE
-

-

-

-

This is often known as 'fax' and it represents the interface between
reprographic and computer technology. By using fax, the contents of a sheet of
pzlper (text or illustration) can be transmitted over a telephone line. A typical
example of the use of this method would be to send a schedule to the various
speakers for a coilference and to receive a reply and finalise accordingly.
Locally, urgent documents can be faxed from one end of the country to the
other in less time that it takes to walk to the nearest post box! Fax terminals are
expensive, but if you do not have immediate access to one, there is bound to be
a local fax agency.

SAQ 4
Complete the following table:
Reprographic Methods
i)
ii)
jii)
iv)

Used for

Thermography
Dyeline
Microfiche
Fax

10.8 SUMMARY
In this unit you have learnt that:
Methods of reprography are usid for the distribution of information.

Typewriters are the most commonly used copying machines. They produce
written matter on paper in type siinilar to the printer's type, along with 3 to
4 carbon copies. Standard typewriter, electric typewriter, electronic
typewriter and typewriters with special attachments are commonly used.
Duplicating is a process whereby a large number of copies can be obtained
from a master copy with the help of a duplicating machine. A duplicating
machine is used when the number of copies required is more than the
capacity of a typewriter and yet not large enough to justify printing.
Various makes of duplicating machines are available which can produce
200 to 500 legible copies from the same master copy. Some of the
important kinds of duplicating machines used are: spirit duplicator, stencil
duplicator, offset litho machine.
Thermography is also used for preparing reprographic masters.
The choice of method of duplication is made according to the required
quality, number of copies and the cost involved.
In present times copying machines are widely popular because they are
easy to use, several copies can be obtained within minutes and the original
remains intact for further use.
Microfiche can be used for storing large information.
Facsimile or fax is revolutionary for information distribution. The content
or illustration on a paper can be transmitted over a telephone line.

10.9 TERMINAL QUESTIONS
--

1.

List the advantages of an electric typewriter.

..........................................................................................

2.

Is there a difference between duplicating and copying? If yes, what is it?

..........................................................................................

3.

In duplicating and copying quality is of considerable importance. Of these
systems described in the text, how does the quality vary?
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10.10 ANSWERS
Self-assessment Questions
1. a) i) T, ii) F, iii) F, iv) T
b) i) Computers
ii) duplicators, photocopier or Xerox machine
2. a) See section 10.3.
b) i) automatic
ii) electronic
iii) electric
iv) front feed
3.
i) hectographic carbon
ii) metal, plastic, paper
iii) spirit, stencil
iv) lithography
4.
i) Preparation of masters for hecto and stencil.
ii) Blue prints for engineering drawing
iii) Storage of large information.
iv) Quick transmission of information on paper via telephone lines.
Terminal Questions
1.

2.

3.

i) Much faster than standard typewriters.
ii) Require much less energy in processing the keys
iii) Provide uniform ahd perfect impressions
iv) High speed
v) Uniform quality and print
In duplicating a special master has to be prepared from which copies
are made. While in copying copiesare made directly from the original.
The offset litho duplicating process g'ives the best quality copies, as
good if not better than those produced by photocopying. Although both
stencil and spirit duplication give satisfactory copies on the whole,
stencil duplication is preferable.
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INTRODUCTION

Electricity is one of the finest gifts of science to the mankind since just a flick
of switch can flood the room with light or put on a fan, an airconditioner or a
heater. Many electrical appliances are available to make life comfortable. In a
laboratory most of the instruments and all specalised equipment and computers
would be usable only with electrical power. However, electricity also presents
a number of hazards. Its misuse can cause serious injury, give shock that may
be fatal or start devastating fires. Most electrical accidents are caused by worn
out equipment or improper use - both of which are avoidable. For instance,
e
3502 and 3861
according to National Crime Records Bureau, there h a ~ been
accidental deaths in o w country due to electric shock during 1994 and 1995,
respectively. Similarly the use of LPG in laboratory is convenient for a number
of purposes; but if used carelessly, it inay lead to fire and other hazards.
Besides LPG. other c o i i l ~ s s e dgases also need careful handling and may pose
a potential danger in-theevent of misuse. In this unit we will discuss the
possible hazards due to improper use of electricity, LPG and other compressed
gases. We are going to give you some illstructions to be followed for safety.
The first section describes electrical hazards while the second section describes
Lhe gas hazards. In fact, the next unit deals with the fire hazards for which the
inisuse of electricity and LPG are also responsible to a large extent.
Objectives

After studying this unit, you should be able to:
describe the consequences of passing electric current through human body,
state and recognise the colour code of cable and flex,
calculate the current drawn by an electric appliance,
select the appropriate fuse and flex,
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state all that is required for proper flex routing and making proper
connections etc.,
explain the importance and procedure of earthing,
explain different types of dangers from electricity and related equipment ,
describe high and low pressure gas hazards, and
list the precautions to be taken to prevent gas hazards and steps tp be taken
in case of a gas leakage in the laboratory.

11.2

I

1
I

Skin's resistance to
electric current might vary
from 500 ohms (damp
skin) to 3000 ohms (dry
stin).

CAUTION: Never touch a
person suffering froin
electric shock until you are
certain that the current has
been turned off.
Cut-out is a porcelain device
which is put in the mains
supply and houses a fuse
wire. In case of excess load
the fuse blows off and cuts
out the mains supply.

ELECTRICITY HAZARDS IN THE LABORATORY

You've probably read about, or heard of, people falling onto high voltage rails
or cables and surviving thousands of volts. As a contrast, you might have also
had a small electric shock from the mains yourself. It does not mean that it is
safe because it only needs a few milliamperes across the heart to stop it. There
are serious physiological consequences of passing an electric current through
the body. You will learn about how to calculate the current in subsection
1 I .2.?. A current of 1 mA is recognised as the threshold of perception i.e., a
I mA current through the skin causes a tingling sensation. A current of 6 mA 10 mA is the let-go-current. A current beyond 10 mA is not safe, a higher
current may produce muscular contraction which does not allow even to throw
away the current carrying object. A current of 20-25 mA will cause sure death
as it causes irregular contraction of the heart whereby it stops pumping.
From now on, you know just what to expect if you ignore electrical safety.
You will read about the first aid treatment of electric shock in Unit 16 of this
course. However, if you are first on the scene of an accident where someone is
in the process of being electrocuted, YOU MUST NOT TOUCH THAT
PERSON. The first action to be taken is to isolate the victim from the electric
power source. In other words, switch off the power either at the nearest
appropriate mains socket or at the nearest cut-out or master switch.
Many a times the reason behind the electrical mishap is due to negligence of
the very fundamentals of electricity. Some of the possible causes that may
lead to a shock or cause an electrical mishap are given below.
improper wiring
improper choice of fuse
choosing wire of improper rating
deterioration in the insulation system
accidental touches
break in earthing system
improper operatioduse of unconventional tools
Let us learn the safe ways of handling electrical equipment so as to minimise
electrical accidents in the laboratory. We begin with wiring a plug.

11.2.1

Wiring a Plug

Let us consider the problem of connecting a 16 A plug, commonly known as
15 A or power plug to an electrical appliance. Do you use any old bit of wire,
or any fuse that is too hard, to make the connections? Which wires are
connected to which terminals?

The answers to these and other questions related to the specification or
function of electrical equipment are quite simply indicated by colour codes,
and there are international conventions which govern the use of colours of, for
instance, electrical components, flex sheathing, fuses, etc. The systems used
are practical and are now universally recognised. As most of you may be aware
also, the following colour code for cable and flex is used in our country.

earth

green
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We use the word 'cable' to
refer to mains wiring fixed,
say, to a building. It is usually
made of one-strand wlres and
is not very flexible. 'Flex' is
the word we use to refer to the
flexible mains wiring used for
portable appliances and
extension leads. It is usually
made up of two or three
multi-strand wire ropes.

Fig.11 . l : Plug showing wire connections.

These colour codes should be followed while wiring a plug. Fig. 1 1.1 gives a
view of an ordinary 13 A plug with its top removed showing three terminals
i.e., earth(E). neutral(N) and live(L) and their connections. You can see how
the three wires are connected to three terminals according to the colour code. It
should be ensured that the connections are tight to avoid sparking. There is an
activity in Block 5 (Exercise 8, Activity 2) of this course which explains how
do we make cable/flex connections to a plug. Let us move on to selecting a
proper fuse for a given appliance in order to learn the safe handling of
electricity.

11.2.2

For proper wiring

- color code should be
followed.

- connections must be tight.

Selection of Proper Fuse

Fuse is a safety device or a wire of metal in a cut-out which may be fused by
an excessive current. The current drawn by an appliance is restricted by the
resistance in the circuit. In case of short circuit the resistance decreases and
the current increases. This current produces heat in the circuit and can burn the
equipment or the connecting wire. Therefore a fuse is provided in the circuit
which blows off when the value of the current increases beyond its normal
current rating and the faulty circuit is disconnected.
The selection of a proper fuse for a given instrument or appliance depends on
the amount of current being drawn by the same. As we have discussed earlier,
size of electric current is very important in relation to the effect of an electric
shock on our bodies. We also need to know the size of current for each
electrical appliance in the laboratory, for just as our bodies are limited to the
current they can withstand, so the electrical appliances, wiring, plugs and other
apparatus are limited to the current they can handle. If the flex, plug or fuse of
an appliance is inappropriate to the amount of current drawn by that appliance,
untold damage or injury could result. Therefore, to take a decision on the fuse
to be used, one must know how to calculate the current drawn by an
instrument.
Let us learn how to find out the current drawn by any particular appliance.
First of all you should find out the power rating of the appliance. This is given
in watts on the specification plate on most appliances. Then you would apply
the formula,
r - rx7117

The fusing elements are leadtin and tinned copper.

A short circuit is caused due
to a contact of live and neutral
wires without any load.
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Where I is the current in amperes (A) which you are trying to find out, W is the
power rating of the appliance in watts (W), and V is the measure of
electromotive force (EMF) in volts (V), commonly known as voltage. We can
illustrate this by doing the following calculation.
What current does the 100 watts light bulb draw from 240 V mains?
Applying the formula given for current calculation,

Fuse rating =
calculated current +
15-20%

i.e a 100 watts bulb will draw 0.42 A of current from 240 V mains. A fuse of
2 A may be chosen for this. What if the voltage drops down; a common
phenomenon in our country. It may drop to say 200 V which means it will now
draw 1001200 0.5 A. Therefore fuse rating is normally kept somewhat higher
than that conlputed by the formula.

-

Normally, 6 A and 16 A
fuses are used for domestic
purposes.

Complex equipment often contains a number of fuses of different ratings in
different parts of the circuit to protect various components from damage by
ensuring that a current exceeding a certain value cannot pass through them.
However, for domestic purposes or even in the laboratorylinstitution we do not
put fuses for each fan, tubelight or other appliances. Instead, the whole
building's wiring in divided into a number of circuits say for each room, a
block or a laboratory etc. and are individually protected by suitable fuses. The
selection of fuse in such a case is done by computing the total load on the
circuit. For example, a room having 2 fans of 80 W each, 6 tubelights of 40 W
each will have a total load of 400 W. The h s e rating for this room will be
calcualted taking the total load in consideration. Why don't you try and solve
some problems based on current calculation/selection of fuse to clearly
understand these concepts.
SAQ 1
Calculate the current drawn by a 2 kW geyser running on a 240 V mains. Can
we run this geyser on a supply line protected by a 6 A fuse?

SAQ 2
A lecture theatre has 6 fans of 80 W each, 8 tubelights of 40 W each and 2
bulbs of 100 W each. Calculate the total load on the circuit and find the fuse
needed if the working voltage is 220 V.

Thus you have learnt how to wire a plug, calculate the amount of current
drawn by an appliance and thence choose an appropriate fuse. What about the
kind of flexlcable to be used? Let us see below.
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11.2.3 Selection of Right-Flex
It is also important that the flex we choose is appropriate to the appliance used.
Like fuses, the cables and flexes are also rated according to their current
carrying capacity. The selection of a right flex, therefore, necessitates the
knowledge of the I= FV/V formula.
Each flex and cable is rated according to the maximum current it will safely
carry. The conducting ability or the current carrying capacity of the metallic
conductor depends on its cross sectional area (measured in mm2) and therefore
the diameter (in mm). However, the cables and flexes are rated in terms of
maximum allowable current (in amperes) through them. This rating is given in
the supplier's catalogue or is stamped on the spool or cable container.
Common, general purpose flex or cable is usually covered with p.v.c. for
insulation and is available in a variety of ratings, e.g. 5A, 1OA, 15A etc. It is
dangerous to use a cable where there is a chance that it might carry current in
excess of its rated value. Fieat would be generated in the cable and, at a certain
level, the current could cause the wire to bum and melt the insulation. This is
a common cause of fires. This does not mean that we use flexeskables of very
high rating. One must use the cable appropriate for a given application.
The correct flex for a piece of electrical equipment is the one which allows the
safe passage of the current drawn by the appliance. It would be uneconomic,
for example, to use an expensive heavy duty heating circuit cable rated at 30A
to connect a 60W reading lamp to the mains. At the opposite extreme, it would
be unsafe to use a 3A lighting circuit flex as the laboratory power supply cable.
You have read about the dangers of using the wrong cable. So this is another
contributory factor to electrical safety in the lab. Here are two questions to
check your knowledge on this aspect. You have to tick ( J )mark the correct
answer.

SAQ 3
The flex/cable is rated in
i)
mm
.................
ii) mm2 or
.................
iii) amps
.................
SAQ 4

A flex rating should be .................than the rating of its attendant fuse.
(Greater or smaller)
You would have experienced that a number of accidents occur due to electrical
wires hanging about between the doors or near the working benches etc. Some
times a socket is overloaded or the plug/socket happens to be in deteriorated
condition. In the next subsection we learn to make electricity safer by

following a safe conduct.

11.2.4 Safe Conduct

.

,

,,- T ~ J / T rolrll\2tiOn~
/
and ensure

The domestic cable is
usually classified in terms of
its cross sectional area.
p.v.c. : poly-vinyl chloride a polymer
In addition to the
information you have read
on cables and flexes, you
should remember that if a
cable is coiled, its maximum
allowable current will be
reduced due to its decreased
ability to dissipate heat, and
also due to the build up of
heat caused by induction.
The rating of flex must be
greater than the fuse
protecting it.
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In other words, you should cut
a piece of cable to the right
length and route it clear of
edges and corners - to
avoid cutting
open floor spaces - to
avoid mechanical damage
moving parts
heat sources
sources of moisture or
corrosive substances
Flexes must
be joined by proper
connectors where
appropriate,
be strapped together
where appropriate,
not be strained or
continually moved.

what if a trailing flex became caught up in an apparatus trolley and was cut?
Or someone splashed water onto a plug, or concentrated sulphuric acid onto a
flex? For example, in a laboratory where the metal mains sockets are fitted flat
on a lab bench only two inches from sinks and beneath reagent bottles, the
sockets are likely to be continually splashed, resulting in sparking, fusing and
other possible dangers.
It becomes compulsory to follow a safe conduct if you want to avoid mishap
from electricity. This includes a proper flex routing, proper use of adaptors ,
plugs and sockets. You will read about these in the following paragraphs.

Flex Routing
You can see that your labour will have been in vain unless you take steps to
ensure that flexes are routed safely and well clear of possible sources of
danger.
When connecting electrical equipment to the mains, always use a length of
cable just long enough to enable the connection to be made without straining it.
Avoid trailing flex over the edges of benches or across the floor where it is
susceptible to mechanical damage and where anyone stepping or catching the
flex could bring electrical equipment crashing to the floor. Wherever possible
cables should be firmly attached to the wall or bench and two or more leads
should be strapped together into neat bundles and secured. Remember that
unsecured lengths of cables can place an enormous strain on the terminals and
could easily pull out the earth or live connections from a plug or socket.
Adaptors

When you plug two or more appliances into a plug that makes it possible to use
more than one piece of electrical equipment from a single socket. The total
current drawn is the sum of the current drawn by each individual appliance. If
this current is drawn from a single supply via a multiple adaptor or distribution
board, you must always check that the total current drawn does not exceed the
maximum safe value for the circuit. A typical example of this is during winter
when room heaters and convectors are used to heat up offices and labs.
Sometimes, careless people will plug the heaters into a distribution board
without considering:
the increased flex length.
the rating of the distribution board's flex and fuse.
the total amount of current drawn with other appliances.
Blown fuses, burnt flexes and fires are the result!
The use of a large number of plugs and adaptors in a single socket (Fig. 11.2)
should be avoided as it can:
break the socket;
pull the wiring and socket away from the wall;
create intermittent contact which causes superheating and can lead to fires.
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Fig.ll.2: An overloaded socket.

Plug and Socket Condition

In the same way that your knowledge of flexes and f ~ ~ sise swasted if you don't
care to ensure that flexes and cables are routed safely and sensibly, so your
ability at and knowledge of wiring plugs will be a waste of time if you do not
ensure that plug tops, sockets and leads are in good repair at all times. Damage
or wear to any of these could expose a user to extreme danger through short
circuits, bare terminals, etc. Therefore a regular (annual) and thorough check
of plugs. sockets and leads should be a standard practice in your lab. This can
be done in the following manner.
Plugs - Check for:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Hair-line or other fractures in body
Chipped plug top
Worn or insecure top securing screw
Loose cable clamp
Loose connecting screws
Loose fuse holders

Sockets - Check for:
1) Fractures of chips
2) Faulty socket shield operation
3) Worn or insecure face-securing screws
4) Correct wiring

Flaes/Cables - Check for:
1) Hairline cuts in insulation -.-particularly where outer sheathing has been
removed
2) Brittle sheathing due to heat or corrosives
3) Frayed sheathing in fabric sheaths where the fabric becomes thin or worn
so that loose threads develop
4) Mechanical distortion to flex -twisted, worn
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The Government of India has formulated specific legislation for safety
requirements while using electricity. These are given in Sec. 17.5 of Unit 17.
Having learnt about the safe conduct, you can try to answer the SAQs 5 and 6.
In the next subsection you will learn about another important aspect of using
electrical appliances i.e. earthing. Here you will know how a piece of
equipment can be earthed and what are the reasons for earthing a metal clad
appliance.
SAQ 5

Three appliances draw current as follows: 8A, 5A and 2A. If they were all
plugged into the same adaptor, what would the maximum current in the
adaptor be? (Tick the appropriate answer.)
i) 8 A
ii) 5 A
iii) 15 A
SAQ 6

"The idea of going round checking every plug, socket and lead in the
laboratory is not practical. It is too expensive in terms of time and material.
replace as required".
Write down the points you would make in reply to this observation.

11.2.5

Earthing

Any electrical appliance with a metal casing or with metal parts, likely to be
touched by an operator is potentially dangerous. The danger is that an internal
or external fault could cause the metal casing to become live and thus
electrocute the operator.
Some of the electrical equipment used in your home, laboratory or workshop
does not require earthing as it is fully insulated, i.e. all the parts which carry
electric current are endosed in a casing of plastic or other insulating material.
When such appliances are used, normally it is impossible for your hand or
other parts of your body to come into contact with the current. The appliance is
thus completely safe, unless the insulator is cracked or damaged. However,
larger pieces of electrical equipment are frequently encased in a metal
container as part of their structure or in order to mechanically protect fragile
components. All metal clad appliances mbst be earthed so that if any fault
develops, the chasis or metal casing does not become live.
All electrical equipment that is not fully insulated should be properly earthed
for safety. The correct connection of the green earth lead from the appliance to
the centre terminal of the three-pin plug is generally all that is required. The
end of the green cable should be attached to a terminal on the insiae o f the

metal casing, preferably in the switch handle. When the plug is then placed
into the earthed socket of the power supply there will be a direct path of earth.
A screw as well as solder should always be used when earthing metal-clad
equipment, because simple soldered joints are not sufficient for a reliable earth
connection.
Occasionally you may have to make an earth connection other than by using
the earth lead of a flex, e.g. laboratory batteries. In this or any other case you
must remember never to earth onto water pipes - there may be plastic pipes
which isolate the pipe system froin earth.
Testing for Continuity
You may have observed sometimes that when all the connections in the
appliance as well as the plug are made properly the appliance may still not
work. This may be due to an open circuit fault. As you know that electricity
flows only in a closed circuit, whenever there is a break in a circuit. say the
metallic conductor in the cable may be broken or the contact is loose or lost,
the current will not flow. Further, it may so happen that you have properly
earthed the appliance yet it gives a shock. One must ensure that there is
continuity in the connection made whether for earthing or otherwise. This can
be accomplished with the help of a multimeter or you may construct a simple
continuity testing device of your own. Such an instrument works on the basis
of passing a small current through the earth circuit to light a torch bulb. We
have given an activity in Block 5 (Exercise 8, Activity 3) of this course where
you will learn how to make a continuity testing device. You will also learn to
use the device to check continuity of wiring and effectiveness of earthing in an
appliance.
Earth Leakage
Earth leakage takes place when, through some fault in an appliance or its
connections. electric current escapes to earth i.e. the body of the appliance
becomes 'live' and may give severe shocks. A minor earth fault is called as a
earth leakage and under these conditions the appliance continues to work and
gives mild shocks. However, if there is a major earth fault the loss of current to
the earth causes the fuse to blow out if the body of appliance is earthed.
Increasingly, earth leakage circuit breakers (ELCBs), are being used to
detect this loss of current as they can be sensitive to a loss of as little as 5 mA.
They can be bought to fit a 16 A socket or as individual components for each
equipment or appliance. ELCBs can be too sensitive: for example, if neon
indicator lamps are wired from live to earth, the tripping of EL,CB would take
place very often. This kind of problem can be solved by rewiring the indicator
lamps between live and neutral, though "nuisance tripping" can also be
caused by slight moisture e.g. with refrigerators. A typical ELCB circuit is
shown in Fig.ll.3.
Earth
Iron ring

Live
Neutral
Sensing coil

Relay

Fig.ll.3: ELCB circuit diagram.

1 Short circuit
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In the event of a short circuit or leakage occurring, the circuit breaker will cut
off the mains power supply and will continue to break the circuit until the fault
is rectified.
It can be seen, then, that ELCBs are more sensitive than fuses and are more
convenient to use. They are useful for protecting circuits supplying power
tools, etc. where the risk of shock is high. However, ELCBs only protect the
live conductor; for example, if the live conductor is short-circuited to earth.
ELCB would not prevent a fatal shock if both neutral and live conductors were
touched by someone standing on an insulated surface.
Now check your understanding of the principles of earthing electrical
equipment by answering the following questions. You need only tick the
answers you think are correct and compare them with ours.
SAQ 7
The purpose of earthing electrical equipment is to
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

secure the cable to the equipment's chassis or case.
complete the circuit.
eliminate interference from or to adjacent equipment.
keep the apparatus safe so that any electrical fault does not occur.

SAQ 8
Which of these ways would you earth an electric motor in a metal casing?
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

connect the casing to a radiator using unshielded copper wire.
screw the earth lead of the mains cable to the casing.
tie the earth lead of the mains cable to the casing.
screw and solder the earth lead of the mains cable to the casing.
solder the mains cable earth lead to the casing.

11.2.6

Other Dangers Associated with Electrical Equipment

So far, we've only discussed matters relating to mains power supply and mains
appliances. There are many other potential hazards from electricity supplies
and equipment. For instance, do you have any of the following in your lab?
Lead Acid Accumulators
The battery used in
automobiles is also a
lead acid accumulator.

These are the most com'mon storage batteries which can deliver a heavy
current when short-circuited. Ther'e are also many other hazards with these
accumulators arising from
i)
ii)
iii)

toxicity/corrosiveness of materials used
heavy mass
fumes

Capacitors
These are electrical condensers having a system of electrical conductors and
insulators. The simplest form consists of two parallel metal plates separated by
a layer of air 01; some other insulatory material, such as mica. The capacitors

can store, and even regain, sufficient energy to pose a threat to life. ,Thus you
must always short circuit capacitors when -theyare not in use.
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High Frequency Induction Heaters or Magnetic Fields

If this type of equipment is in use, large currents may be induced in any nearby
metallic object or circuit, which will in turn lead to burns, damage of
equipment, etc. You should consider the following as examples of only some
of the articles which could cause an accident in your lab.
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

~ e t arings,
l
bracelets, watch straps, necklaces, etc
Metal plateslpins in bones
Heart pacemakers
Hearing aids

Static Electricity

This is produced when two substances are rubbed together; the substances may
be solids, liquids, or gases. Typical sources of static electricity are:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

drive belts
liquidlsolid dispensers
Van de Graaff generators for deliberately producing static electricity
plastic shoes, clothes and floors

The danger is not so much in the electric potential produced as in the sparks
produced. Static electricity can be prevented by
preventing the friction
using earthed metal containers
wiping surfaces with dilute detergent solution
keeping the atmosphere damp
Sparking

In ordinary domestic situations, small electrical sparks are usually not
hazardous. In certain conditions which are frequently encountered in science
labs, even the smallest sparks can produce catastrophic results due to the
presence of dust or flammable fumes and vapours. At the very least, sparks
will interfere with electronic equipment such as pH meters. Typical sources of
sparking in the lab are:

i)

dirty switches
ii) bimetallic thermostats
iii) static sources (see above)
iv) live sockets

You can find examples of equipment designed specially to overcome the
problems of sparking in refrigerators or petroleum stores. Domestic
refrigerators are not spark-proof and must not be used in the lab.

Van de Graaff generator is an
electrostatic generator used
for accelerating charged
particles of atomic
magnitudes, e.g. protons, to
high energies. It is named
after R.J. Van de Graaff.
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SAQ 9

Against each of the following pieces of electrical apparatus, write down one
associated hazard.
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Apparatus
Lead acid accumulator
Capacitor
Induction heater (HF)
Van de Graaff generator

11.3

Hazard

......................................................
......................................................
........................................................
.........................................................

GAS HAZARDS IN THE LABORATORY

As mentioned in the introduction of this unit, the gas hazards in a laboratory
arise from LPG and other compressed gases. Though the use of gas for heating
purposes in the laboratory is decreasing in tne West, in our country it is still
quite prevalent. In the follo.wing subsection we are going to discuss 'how to
make LPG safer' and in the next subsection we shall deal with the hazards and
precautions associated with other compressed gases.

11.3.1 How to Make LPG Safer in the Laboratory
The following must be observed in the laboratory:
1. The LPG cylinders should be kept outside the laboratory in a ventilated
room.
2. A typical store room for cylinders may be constructed for eight to sixteen
cylinders depending on the requirement of the lab. Do not connect all the
cylinders to the feeder pipes simultaneously; two to four cylinders are
sufficient.
3. Regulate the pressure of the gas to the optimum level.
4. In the laboratory ensure that all the burners connected to gas supply are in
working condition and the tubing used for connection is IS1 approved.
Never use ordinary rubber tubing. Inspect the rubber tubing for its
condition and replace if needed once in a year at least.
5. Ensure that highly volatile liquids are never heated directly on the flame.
6. Give clear instructions to the students to close the burner knobs after the
use. Also ensure that the cylinder knobs are closed aaer the laboratory
work is over.
7. Use spark freeswitches.

11.3.2 High Pressure Gas Hazards
When we consider the dangers of compressed gas in the lab, there are three
main sources of danger as follows:
Sudden release of high pressure gas
2) Gas cylinders as unstable heavy objects
3) Inherent dangers of the contents of gas cylinders
1)

How the leakage of a
chlorine gas cylinder caused
a situation of panic in an
educational institution is
discussed in Sec. 17.2 of
Unit 17.

It is advisable to know as to what general precautions should be taken when
handling gases, or even to know the dangers of particular gases. None of this
knowledge is of much use to you if you don't actually know what gas is inside
the cylinder. The main indication is given on the shoulder of a cylinder where
the name and chemical formula of the gas should appear. A secondary

indication of the gas or its nature is given by colour coding (Fig. 11.4) as
follows:
i) Ground colours - covering the entire cylinder body
ii) Colour bands - on the shoulder of the cylinder.
Ground

Band
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A red band indicates a
flammable gas.
A yellow band indicates a
toxic gas.
A red band above a yellow
band indicates a flammable
toxic gas.
A black band indicates a
nontla~nlnablenontoxic gas.

Fig.1 1.4: Gas cylinder with colour coding.

The ground colours tell you what the gas is, and the bands tell you something
about the nature of the gas. Table 11.1 summarises the important markings
which should be learnt by heart.
Table I 1.1 : Gas cylinder colour codes.

I Gas
Air (not for breathing)
Ammonia ."
Argon
Carbon dioxide
Carbon monoxide
Chlorine
Ethyne (acetylene)
Hydrogen
Helium
Nitrogen
Oxygen (industrial)
Oxygen (medical)
Sulphur dioxide
Any toxic gas mixture
Any flammable gas mixture

I

I Colour of I

Colour of bands

1

red and golden yellow

1 Cylinder I (if any)

I

I Grey

lack

Blue
Black
Red
Yellow
Maroon
Red
Brown
Grey
Black
Black
Green
Purple
Purple

Golden yellow

Black
White
Yellow
Yellow
Red

In addition to the colour codes, flammable gases are usually indicated by
cylinders being fitted with a left-hand thread. Of course this indication is only
of use when fitting a valve and regulator to a cylinder. However, you need to
know which way to tum when removing the valve unit.
The contents of compressed gas cylinders can range from highly flammable
substances, such as hydrogen, propane and ethyne (acetylene), to toxic gases,
such as chlorine, sulphur dioxide, carbon monoxide etc., and to comparatively
inert substances like argon, carbon dioxide, and nitrogen. The standard
symbols used for the flammable and toxic gases are shown in Fig. 13.6 of Unit13. These gases can cause the following types of hazards in the event of a
leakage.
Oxygen displacement: leading to asphyxiation of staff or laboratory
animals.
Fire and explosion: oxygen or hydrogen enriched atmospheres can
explode into fireballs moving with great force. Ignition can be by the
slightest spark, e.g. from a light switch (spark free switches are available
where this is a particular hazard).
Toxicity: gases may be toxic or even cause bums and irritation by skin
contact.

Asphyxiation: Oxygen
deficiency caused by
gases, heavier than air
such as carbon dioxide,
methane etc. Due to this,
lungs do not get sufficient
supply of oxygen.
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Keep the cylinder key on
or attached to the
cylinder far emergency
switch off.

These hazards can be minimised by following certain precautions, given
below.
1) Ventilation; it is a good practice to ventilate a laboratory as soon as it is
opened to disperse any accumulations of vapour, dust and gas. In any
emergency, increased ventilation is essential; but beware of exposing
others to risk in this way.
2) Respirators should be available where there is a real risk of gas hazards.
3) Where there is a risk of explosion due to gas, elimination of ignition
sources is essential. This can be done by practising the following
measures :
(a) use of spark-free electrical switches
(b) banning of all electric motors
(c) elimination of all sources of sparking from impactlfriction
(d) a thorough warning sign system
(e) no experimentslwork with flame
Large
cylinders may weigh as much as 85 kg and should always be
4)
clamped vertically, Fig. 11.5, to prevent them toppling over or laid
horizontally on the floor and fixed to prevent rolling. Damage could cause
the base of valve stem, Fig. 11.6, to shear off and sudden release of
pressure can propel a heavy gas cylinder across the room or through brick
walls like a shell because compressed gas cylinders have gases stored
under very high pressures.
5) The gas cylinders may be stored in open but should be protected from
water, to avoid rusting and from extreme temperatures. These should not
be heated beyond -50°C.
6 ) Care must be taken while moving cylinders, avoid dragging, rolling or
sliding them. The use of a cylinder trolley is recommended.
The
valve protection cap should not be removed if the gas is not to be
7)
used. Stiff cylinder valves must be opened carefully with hand pressure
and not forced with hammers or wrenches with excessive leverage.
8) When the gas has to be passed through a liquid always use a check valve
or a trap to prevent back suction of the liquid into the cylinder.
9) Always employ cylinders of suitable size so that the gas exhausts within a
reasonable period of time.
10) Oil or grease must never be used on lines, releasing valves or other
equipment for oxygen cylinders as this can cause explosions.
Delivery
pressure gauge

-

Outlet connectionfor needle valve or h
Cylinder valve

-

Cylinder contents
pressure gauge

-

Fig.ll.6: Valve and valve stem.

Despite the precautions taken there may be leakages and associated risks. Let
us learn how to detect and manage a gas leakage. But before that try to answer
the following SAQs.
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SAQ 10

What is the main danger when a gas cylinder falls?

SAQ 11

What force should you use to turn the valve of a gas cylinder? (Tick mark the
correct answer).
i) light finger pressure
ii) firm hand pressure
iii) strike with a hammer
11.3.3 Detection and Handling of Gas Leakage

If you are using a toxic gas or have a store for it you must have some devices
to indicate the leakage, if any. Though numerous monitoring instruments are
available for this purpose, gas leaks may be indicated by formation of bubbles
on pouring a dilute solution of soap on the suspected point of leakage.
However for few gases the following simple chemical procedures are also
quite useful.
The source of leakage in a chlorine cylinder can be located by the use of
ammonia. You may take a glass rodlstick and wrap a strip of filter paperlcloth
on one end of it and soak into liquid ammonia or ammonium hydroxide. Take
this chlorine detection device to a possible leakage point. Formation of dense
white clouds (due to reaction of ammonia and chlorine) indicate the leakage
source. Similarly hydrogen sulphide gas (H2S) can be detected simply by
hanging strips of lead acetate paper near the place of work. Blackening of
paper indicates leakage. You may be aware that in the chemistry laboratory
H2S gas is used for the precipitation of cations of analytical groups I1 and IV in
quantitative analysis.
Most of the times the leakage can be managed by simply tightening the valve
or by fixing the delivery tube properly. You should attempt it only if there is
no risk of exposure. If the leakage from the valve persists or leaks appear at
any other position of the cylinder put on a gas mask and immediately remove
the cylinder to open place and evacuate people from the vicinity. The leaks of
chlorine, ammonia or hydrogen sulphide can be managed by passing the
leaking gas into water fed scrubbing tower or by simply arranging to pass the
gas through a column of water. Leaking oxygen poses a fire hazard if the
concentration becomes 3-4% more than the normal, while hydrogen being
flammable poses an explosion risk. Removing the cylinder to well ventilated
area and ensuring the absence of ignition sources is sufficient. Leaking
nitrogen and carbon dioxide cylinders should be r e m d to open spaces to

Hydrogen sulphide gas in
our country is still prepared
in the Kipps's apparatus and
is available in a cylinder in
most of the developed
countries. Its preparation is
given as a demonstration
experiment in LT-3 course.
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avoid exposure, else these do not pose much of threat. However, all leakages
eventually should be managed by the experts.
Exposure to the leaking gas may be inevitable despite the precautions taken.
Therefore, a knowledge about the specific health hazards from the gases and
their management, in case of an exposure, is essential. The health hazard data
of some commonly used gases is summarised in table 11.2.
Table 11.2: Health hazard data of commonly used compressed gases.

( S.No. ( Name of the

( Routes of entry ( Effects of exposure/symptoms

gas
Hydrogen

1 Emergency treatment
Inhalation- if victim is
unconsious, mqve to fresh air
and apply resuscitation method
(Unit 16).
Eyes and skin- soak the skin in
lukewarm water.
Inhalation- remove the victim to
fresh air area.
Artificial respiration if required.
Eyes- treat by liquid.
Skin- soak in lukewarm water.
Immediate medical aid.

unconsciousness or even death.
Contact with eyes or skin causes
stiffness.
pp

2.

Nitrogen

Inhalation, eyes
and skin

Ammonia

Inhalation, skin
or eyes

Chlorine

Inhalation,
ingestion.
skin and eyes

Can cause asphyxiation
Dizziness, unconsiousness, even
death can result.
Liquid nitrogen causes frost bite,
burns in skin and eyes.

-

5.

1 Carbon dioxide I Inhalation, skin 1
and eyes

Inhalation, skin
and eyes

Oxygen

I

7.

]Hydrogen
sulphide

1 Inhalation, eyes 1

Inhalation- remove victim to
fresh air area and give artificial
respiration or oxygen.
Skin and eyes- wash effected
area with plenty of water for 15
min., seek medical aid.

700 ppm causes eye irritation
leading to permanent injury.
5000 ppm may cause death.
Caustic burns on skin.
(ppm : parts per million; namely I mg
in 1 litre of air)
-

Eye irritation, restlessness,
sneezing, copious excitement.
Respiratory distress and violent
coughing due to high concentration.
Suffocation may lead to death.

(
Causes increased respiration rate,
headache, subtle physiological
changes for - 5% concentration and
prolonged exposures.
Higher concentration can cause
unconsciousness and death.
Solid causes cold contact burns.
Liquid or cold gas-injury to eye and
lnhalation of 100% causes nausea,
dizziness, irritation of lungs,
pulmonary edema, pneumonia and
collapse.
Liquid causes frostbite of eyes and
skin.
Causes irritation of respiratory tract
and eyes,
Headache, d~zzinessand weakness
At high concentration may cause
unconsciousness followed by
respiratory paralysis.

I

I

lnhalation- remove victim to
fresh air area, support
respiration, give oxygen.
Eyes- flush with large amount of
water for at least 15 minutes.
Seek medical aid.
Inhalation- move victim to fresh
air area.
Skin- treat bums.
Eyes- irrigate with plenty of
water for 15 minutes.
Seek medical aid.

Inhalation- recovery is rapid
afier reduction of O2 pressure,
immediate sedation, convulsive
therapy and rest.
Eyes- soak in lukewarm water,
treat frostbite bums.
Remove the victim to fresh air
area,
Artificial respiration, if required.

I

Several times, we need to evacuate glass apparatus in the lab., This creates a
low pressure inside the apparatus. These apparatus under low pressure are also
potentially hazardous. Let us see in the next subsection how do we minimise
this risk.
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11.3.4 Low Pressure Gas Hazards
I

'

,

Safety screens and wire-mesh guards should be placed round evacuated
glassware (Fig. 11.7) and safety goggles or a face shield must be worn against
the possibility of implosion. This particularly applies when large desiccators
or Buchner funnels are being evacuated. 'Take care when connecting thinwalled glassware to a vacuum line or filter pump. The rule is, don-t do so
unless it is designed to withstand low pressures. Glassware should be
examined for flaws before it is evacuated. If a crack occurred in a vessel which
was partially evacuated, the effect of this enormous force compressing the
weakened flask would cause it to implode (i.e. to explode inwards) propelling
fragments of broken glass in all directions.

Fig.ll.7: (a) Buchner funnel

11.4

(b) Vacuum desiccator (c) 'Protective wire-mesh guard

SUMMARY

Let us summarise what all we have studied, and learned about electricity and
gas hazards in this unit.
Electricity beyond doubt is very useful and essential for us; but if dealt with
carelessly, it can prove to be very fatal. It is compulsory for a laboratory
assistant to be sure of the colour code of electric wires. The person should be
able to calculate the current for different electrical appliances. To prevent any
hazard from electricity, one should follow a safe conduct i.e., proper use of
adaptors, plugs and also the cable and flex routing. One should keep checking
every plug, socket and lead in the laboratory from wire to wire. Earthing is also
very important while dealing with electricity. It is essential to learn how a
piece of equipment can be earthed and also to test the connections. ELCBs are
in large use for this purpose. The lab assistant should be aware of other types
of dangers occurring because of electricity.
We learnt how LPG can be used safely. Pressurised gas cylinders are widely
used in all labs and many cylinders contain toxic or flammable gases. Proper
precautions should be followed while handling and using these cylinders. The
laboratory personnel should be aware of the colour code of the cylinders used
which is specific for a particular gas. A knowledge of gas leak detection and
handling and the emergency treatment in the evept of an exposure is essential

Implosion: Bursting inward
due to low pressure. During
implosion, the pressure
exerted on the walls by the
atmosphere is far more than
inside the vessel.
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for every laboratory staff. Some simple procedures are made use of to detect
the gas leakage like, use of ammonia for chlorine, lead acetate for hydrogen
sulphide etc. The possible health hazards of different gases and the emergency
treatment in case of an eventuality have been given in a tabular form. The use
of goggles should be made as a precautionary measure in case of a possible
implosion in evacuated glass apparatus.

TERMINAL QUESTIONS

11.5
1.

Make the right connections in the following diagram by pairing off colours
and electrical function. Write your answers in the blank connectors.

1

Red
Black

I@
-

) @

Neutral

1

Earth

)

Live

1

@

Green

2.

Given.below are few appliances that you could use in the laboratory.
What rating flexes and fuses are appropriate for them. (Assume a mains
voltage of 240 V.)
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

200 W slide projector
500 W incubator
1200 W hot plate
2 kW oven furnace

3. A salesman in electrical retail shop was overhear$ telling a customer "the
fuse rating of an appliance connected to a distribution board doesn't really
matter, because the appliance will be protected by the fuse in the
distribution board". Write down some of the points you would make in
reply to a remark like that.
4. If you walked into the lab one morning and there was a faint smell of gas,
would you
i) ignore it,
ii) open all the windows, or
iii)call the fire brigade?
5.

You discover that a gas tap on one of the lab benches has been left half
open over the weekend, and although gas has been escaping steadily, there
is only a faint smell. You know that the gas used in the lab is more dense
than air. Why does the gas concentration not appear to be high and what
precautions might you take?

11.6
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Self-assessment Questions

1. Using the formula I=W/V,

1 kW = I000 W

Since the geyser draws more than 8 A of current, it should not be run on a
supply line protected by 6 A fuse.

2. 6 fans of 80 W each = 80 x 6 W = 480 W
8 tubelights of 40 W each = 40 x 8 W = 320 W
2 bulbsof 100 W e a c h = 100 x 2 W =200 W
TOTAL = 1000 W
So the total load = 1000 W or 1 kW
Total current drawn = 10001220 W = 4.5 A
Therefore, a 6 A fuse should be alright for the lecture theatre.
3. Although it is true that the cross-sectional area and therefore the diameter
of a conductor do have a bearing on its conducting ability, cable and flex
are actually rated according to their maximum allowable current, and
current is measured in amps. However, domestic cable is usually
classified as 1.512.5 mm2 (for lighting) or 4.16 rnm2 (for power).
4.

Greater - if it was less, the fuse might never blow, but the flex would burn
out which would be extremely dangerous.

5. 15A. Remember that the current drawn through an adaptor is the sum of
the currents drawn by each individual appliance.

6. With this philosophy, the first indication that a repair or replacement is
required might be the occurrence of a serious accident or fire. The only
safe way is to have regular checks at intervals of not more than a year,
combined with a practice of immediate replacement or repair where a fault
is observed in the meantime.

7. iv)
8. iv)
9. Any of the following hazards apply:

i) Toxiclcorrosive materials.
ii) Stored electrical energy.
iii)Induced currents in any nearby metallic object.
iv)Being left in a charged condition so that the technician dismantling it
receives a shock.
10. If the top valve is knocked off, the cylinder behaves like a rocket due to
the rush of a gas.
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1 1. Firm hand pressure. Never strike with a hammer.

Terminal Questions
1.

Your connectors should look like this:
Red

I

Live

Black

1

Neutral

Green

1

Earth

200
2.

i) Flex 6 A

Fuse 2 A

I =240

=

0.8 A

=

2A

500
ii) Flex 6 A

Fuse 3 or 5 A I

=-

240

3.

Here are some of the points you should make:
i) The current drawn through a distribution board is the sum of the
currents drawn by each individual appliance.
ii) It follows, therefore, that the current flowing through the distribution
board fuse will be greater than that in any individual plug in the
board. Therefore the. fuse in the distribution board will have a higher
rating than the fuses in any of the plugs.
iii) If a low power appliance, such as a reading lamp, was connected to
the distribution board, it is likely that the rating of the flex for that
appliance would be less than the rating of the distribution board's
fuse. So if such an appliance was connected to an inappropriate k s e ,
there would be extreme danger. Remember that flex rating should
always be greater than fuse rating.

4.

ii) Good ventilation is all that is required.

5.

Some fuel gases are heavier than air, and in an undisturbed atmosphere,
they will settle out on the ground. Although only a low concentration can
be detected by shifting the air about 2 m from the floor, there may be a
much higher and dangerous concentration nearer to the floor. The action
would be to open all windows and to create as much turbulence at floor
level as possible - without generating heat or sparks (so don't switch on
the lights), so that the gas mixture can be diluted to be harmless.
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INTRODUCTION

In the first unit of this block you read about hazards due to electricity and gases
in the science laboratories. 'The second unit deals with yet another type of
common hazard which is because of fire. The consequences of fire are well
known; still many do not take enough precautions and preventive measures.
According to National Crime Record Bureau, the number of deaths in our
country due to fire accidei~tsduring 1994 and 1995 are 23050 and 21226,
respectively. The person-in-charge of any laboratory should have a knowledge
to handle a fire hazard. In case the fire spreads beyond control, the laboratory
staff should know how to call the fire brigade, raise the alarm and ask for other
help. In this unit, you will learn about the major causes of fire, its
classification, precautions and prevention. You will also learn about the fire
extinguishers. The next unit deals with hazards in handling chemical and
radioactive materials.
Objectives
After studying this unit you should be able to:
explain the significance of the fire triangle,
list common causes of fire,
describe the purpose and use of fire alarms, escapes and barriers,
classify different types of fires,
list the main types of fire extinguishers,
describe the use of different types of fire extinguishers, and
describe how to use a fire blanket and the purpose of the buckets.

12.2

FIRE HAZARDS IN THE LABORATORY

The average science laboratory is a particularly hazardous area when it comes
to fire. Flammable liquids, compressed and liquefied gases, hazardous and
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reactive materials, are all either in use or in store in the laboratory. In addition,
there are many sources of ignition available. Before you learn about the major
causes of fire, let us see in the following subsection the factors that are required
for fire to burn.
12.2.1 The Fire Triangle
Generally, a fire needs three things to burn:
Fuel - something to bum, e.g.oi1.
Oxygen - to maintain combustion.
Ignition - something to start the fire, e.g. excessive heat, electrical spark, etc.
This principle can be depicted in the form of a triangle as shown in Fig. 12.1.

Fig.lZ.1: The fire triangle.

By removing any one of the three sides of the triangle, fire is prevented. For
example, many fires obtain oxygen from the air where it is about 20% by
volume. Fire extinguishers, e.g. sand or foam (subsection 12.4.2), prevent
oxygen being available to the fuel or ignition source. Although air is the most
common source of oxygen, other sources are,
chlorates
permanganates
nitrates
peroxides
dichromates
other oxidising agents
The essence of fire prevention is to prevent the formation of fire triangle.
With air containing oxygen all around us, this consists primarily of keeping
fuel and ignition sources apart.
12.2.2 Causes of Fire
The potential fire risk arises from the presence of combustible solids, liquids or
gases in conjunction with ignition sources. One or more class is generally
found in most laboratories.
The
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)

10 commonest causes of accidental fire are:
Smoking materials (matches, cigarettes, etc.)
Misusedlfaulty electrical installations
Mechanically produced heat or sparks
Naked lights
Oxyacetylene equipment
Malicious or intentional ignition

vii)
viii)
ix)
x)
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Children at play
Gas installations
Oil installations
Rubbish burning

And the most likely fuel sources for accidental fires are:
Waste and rubbish
Packing and wrapping materials
Flammable liquids
Electrical insulation materials

Flammable means the
same as inflammable, i.e.
likely to catch fire and
their opposites are nonflammable and noninflammable. Because
"inflammable" has often
been confused with "nonflammable", the word
"inflammable" is hardly
used. We recommend
that you keep to current
usage, i.e. "flammable"
and "non-flammable".

Fires are sometimes caused by the 'magnifying glass' effect of bottles and
spherical flasks filled with liquid and standing in the direct rays of the sun.
Now try to do the following SAQ and check for the answer at the end of this
unit.
SAQ 1
Suppose there is a beaker containing a flammable solvent and it catches fire.
Keeping in mind the fire triangle, can you suggest a way this fire can be
extinguished ?

12.2.3 Classification of Fires
As explained in subsection 12.2.2 also. we can say that the four main sources of
fire risk in the science laboratory are:
i) flammable substances,
ii) compressed and liquefied gases,
iii) hazardous materials and reactions, and
iv) the availability of sources of ignition.
It is standard international practice to classify the main sources of fire
according to their nature. In many directions and instructions on fire fighting
equipment, a fire classification code is generally used to describe certain types
of fires. The classification is summarised in the table given below.
Table 12.1: Classification of fires.
Type or nature of fire

Class
of fire
A

Fires involving materials which contain carbon, e.g. wood, cloth, paper, rubber.
Fires involving flammable liquids, e.g, petrol, oil, alcohol and many other organic
solvents.

5

I

C

D
E

I

Fires involving flammable gases, e.g. methane, propane, hydrogen, ethyne
(acetylene) and butane.
Fires involving flammable metals, e.g. sodium, potassium, calcium, magnesium
and other combustible metals or their hydrides.

I Electricity and electrical appliances.

J

.-
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After getting familiar with the general causes and types of fires, you will study
in the next section about the precautions to be taken to prevent any type of fire.
Before proceeding to next section, try to answer the following SAQ.
SAQ 2

"The application of heat is needed in a large amount of scientific work and the
Bunsen burner is the cheapest and most efficient way of supplying heat to any
point in the science laboratory. For all its advantages, though, the Bunsen
burner is a fire risk".
Write down, in a few words only, any points you can think of that could justify
this statement.

12.3
Legal regulations
regarding fire are
discussed in Sec. 17.6
of Unit 17.

PRECAUTIONS FOR FIRE PREVENTION

In the event of fire or explosion occurring there should be a prearranged plan of
the necessary action to be taken. All personnel must be made aware of this and
fire drill should be carried out at least twice a year in order to familiarise staff
with these procedures. The essential procedures generally to be followed by
the laboratory staff are explained in the following subsections.

12.3.1

Fire Alarms

Most modern fire alarm systems are electric and can be activated from several
points throughout a building. These points usually consist of glass-covered
switches which should be painted red and sited no more than 30 metres apart.
Some sophisticated systems integrate alarm buttons with a smoke detector
system, and it is usual for a complete ban on smoking to be enforced in a
building protected by a smoke detector system. The fire brigade should be
called in case there is a need. The person-in-charge should be trained to assess
the severity in case of an outbreak of fire and act accordingly.

12.3.2

Fire Escapes

When a fire breaks out in a building, it is not unusual for people to panic.
Sometimes flames can spread rapidly, especially if fanned by blow of air from
open or broken windows and doors, and blinding and choking smoke can soon
envelop clear spaces. In such circumstances it is essential that escape routes
are well known, clearly indicated and free from obstruction. Suitable escape
routes are not susceptible to blockage or failure in emergencies. Similarly
alarm points and assembly areas must be well indicated and accessible.

12.3.2

Fire Barriers

When a fire starts in a building it spreads quickly by:

a) Radiation - Intense heat radiates to neighbouring surfaces which are
s
then ignite or when
rapidly heated to ignition point. ~ a t e i i a l themselves
heated give off flammable gases and vapours.

b) Convection - Flames and hot gases rise by convection increasing the
effects of radiation and burning the surfaces they touch. Thus ceilings
quickly ignite and staircases and lift shafts often become quickest ways of
spreading a fire.

Fire Hazards

The spread of fire can be limited by cornpartmentalising the interior of a
building with fire barriers such as
fire doors
fire retardant walls
fire resistant floors
Fire doors are fitted with self -closing hinges and are always hung so as to
open outwards towards the fire exit. They act in two additional ways in fire
prevention
i) they restrict oxygen supply to the fire.
ii) they act as smoke barriers.
Fire doors should always be kept closed and should never be obstructed.
SAQ 3

Lifts should not be used as fire escapes. Why do you think so?

.............................................................................................
..............................................................................................
.............................................................................................
We know that inspite of precautions taken at the work place there may be a fire
outbreak. In such cases, the person-in-charge should know the use of fire
extinguishers. In the next section we will study different types of fire
extinguishers and their use.

12.4

EXTINGUISHING A FIRE

.

The techniques and equipment which you will learn about in this section relate
to the standard kinds of fire fighting equipment found in buildings open to the
public. This equipment is meant only to contain and extinguish small fires and
is a first-aid fire fighting measure only. .It does not in any way turn the user
into a fireman. If for some reason you were unable to contain or extinguish a
fire immediately, you would be well advised to evacuate the building and await
the arrival of the fire brigade who are better able to control fire.
It is difficult for you to judge when it is best to desert the fire. Obviously if
you've exhausted your extinguisher and 'the fire is still raging, it would be time
to go. If you are using a fire hose, the decision is harder to make. Just
remember that lives can easily be lost in an effort to rescue an over-zealous but
unwise amateur fireman! Let us give a look at the different types of fire
extinguishers in the next subsection.

Most people who die in
accidental fires, die not
from burning but from
asphyxiation or
poisoning from the
fumes and smoke emitted
by fire.

1
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12.4.1

Fire extinguishers

You would recall the classification of fires dealt in subsection 12.2.3. Table
12.2 summaries the type of extinguisher used for different classes of fire.
Table 12.2: Summary of fire extinguishers for different types of fire.
Extinguisher
Water

coz
Foam
Vapourising liquids:
CC14 (carbon tetrachloride)
BCF (bromochlorodifluoro
methane-halon)

Halon is a halogenated
hydrocarbon used as an
extinguishing medium.

Dry powder

Dry sand

1
Based on this unit, two
activities are included in
Exercise 1 1 of Block 5
dealing with the practical
component of this
course.

Fire blanket

This table as you can see only shows which type of fire extinguisher is to be
used for what class of fire. However the laboratory staff should be trained to
make use of fire extinguishers for different situations. Let us study this in the
next subsection. Before that try to answer the following SAQ.
SAQ 4

Using the list given in (a) below, state the name of appropriate fire
extinguishers for each of the fires mentioned in (b).
(a) sand, carbon dioxide, fire blanket and water
(b) i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
12.4.2

fire involving flammable liquids and organic solvents
fire because of burning clothing
fire involving carbonaceous materials
fire because of flammable and combustible metals

..................

..................
..................
..................

Use of Fire Extinguishers

We know that one type of fire extinguisher cannot serve the purpose on all
kinds of fire. In this subsection you will study about the use of different types
of fire extinguishers, fire buckets and fire blankets. How would you use a foam
extinguisher, for instance? Would you just point it at a fire and force a jet of
the extinguishing agent? Would you do the same with a water extinguisher or a
carbon dioxide extinguisher?

There's no simple answer to any of these questions, but there is a technique to
be learnt for each type of extinguisher. In the same way that you would use
certain kinds of fire extinguisher for certain kinds of fire, you would use an
appropriate technique for each kind of fire extinguisher. To do otherwise
would be wasting valuable resources, probably at a time when these resources
are most needed. The difference between knowing what fire extinguisher to
use and how to use it, and not knowing this information could be the difference
between life and death for someone. However, remember that fire
extinguishers are usually suitable only for small fires.
Use the following procedure for fire fighting.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Always take a position between the fire and the exit so your escape route
cannot be cut off. Fire extinguishers should always be placed close to
doors and other exits for this reason.
Do not continue to fight a fire if it is dangerous to do so or if there is a
possibility that your escape route may be cut off by fire or smoke. A
potentially fatal asphyxiating concentration of carbon dioxide can build
up quickly if C 0 2 extinguishers are operated in an enclosed space.
If you have to withdraw, close doors or windows behind you, wherever
possible.

The recommended procedures for operating the different types of fire
extinguishers are given below.
(a)

Water extinguishers

Direct the jet at the base of the flame and keep it moving across the fire.
Attack a fire which is spreading vertically at its lowest point and follow the fire
upwards. Concentrate the jet on any hot spots once the main fire is
extinguished.
(b)

Carbon dioxide, dry powder and vapourising liquid extinguishers

Fires produced by spilled liquids should be extinguished by directing the jet or
discharge horn towards the near edge of the fire and with a rapid sweeping
motion drive the fire towards the far edge until all the flames are extinguished
(Fig. 12.2). Other types of fire may be extinguished by directing the jet directly
at the burning material. The current should be switched off first if the fire is
close to electrical equipment. The controlled discharge type of extinguisher
may be turned off once the fire is out, but the fire should not be left unattended
as re-ignition may occur. Vapourising liquid extinguishers should not be used
in a confined space if there is a danger that the fumes may be inhaled.

I

Fig.12.2: Use of carbon dioxide and vapourising liquid extinguishers.
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Glass fibre is less than a
quarter of a micrometer in
diameter, that is woven into
a cloth and impregnated
with various resins.
Asbestos is a type of fibrous
silicate mineral, mainly
calcium magnesium silicate.
It is used as a heat insulating
material and for fire proof
fabrics.

A fire blanket may be used in conjunction with a carbon dioxide extinguisher,
for example, for flammable liquids and other fires. The fire is first smothered
with the blanket and the carbon dioxide extinguisher is used to ensure that all
the flames are extinguished. Burning clothing should be extinguished by
rolling the victim in the fire blanket on the floor. Fire blankets are more
usually made of glass fibre than of asbestos. You will study more about fire
blankets shortly. You will learn to use a carbon dioxide fire extinguisher in
Exercise 11 of Block 5 of this course.
(c)

Foam extinguishers

If the burning liquid is in a container the jet should be directed at the inside
edge of the vessel or at a vertical surface in order to break the jet and allow the
foam to build up and spread across the surface of the liquid (Fig. 12.3). If this
is not possible, the correct procedure is to stand well back (perhaps as far as 6
or 7 m) and to direct the jet with a gentle sweeping movement to allow the
foam to drop down and form a layer on the surface of the liquid (Fig. 12.4). Do
not aim the jet directly into the liquid as this will drive the foam under the
surface where it will be ineffective in extinguishing the fire and may spread the
fire by splashing the liquid on the surroundings.

Fig. 12.3: Use of foam extinguisher-I.

(d)

Fig.12.4: Use of foam extinguisher-11.

Fire Buckets

All labs should be equipped with a fire bucket. The buckets are not used only
for carrying water to a fire. This is one of their uses. The other way a fire
bucket is used is by keeping it filled with sand and a scoop. You will find that
sand can extinguish fire quickly and effectively. It is particularly useful for
dealing with liquid spillage or with reactive chemicals such as alkali metals.
Other advantages of sand are that it is easy to use and it is easy to clear up.
If you use sand as an extinguisher or absorber, use it liberally. Speed is
important when controlling fire or dangerous spillage, but you must be careful
not to throw a large quantity of sand onto the hazard in your haste. This could
cause splashing which would make the hazard worse. Of course, sprinkling too
little sand onto the hazard is equally useless. Quick, liberal pouring is the best
method and you should aim to cover the whole area of the flames or spillage,
working from the outer edge inwards. Sand buckets should be three-quarters
full, and covered with a loose cardboard disc with a hole in the centre. This
sand should not be used for sand baths.
(e)

Fire Blankets

We have already discussed the use of fire blankets, but it is worth noting that
fire blankets are now made of glass fibre instead of asbestos, and that they are

I

b

I

usually installed in conjunction with another type of extinguisher. The
important points when using a fire blanket are to ensure that the blanket is:
1) spread out as much as possible.
2) laid as flat as possible on the burning surface.
Remember the following in case of using fire blanket for extinguishing fire on
someone's clothes:
You must hold the blanket with the tapes wide apart.
The bottom edge must trail on the ground.
You must hold the blanket so that it protects your fingers from the flames,
e.g. in clenched fists so that it hangs over your knuckles and forearms.
You must wrap your arms around the casualty and pull him to the ground
to avoid flames reaching the face and hair.
SAQ 5

Tick (4)mark the correct answerls. When using a foam fire extinguisher, do
YOU

i) direct the jet at the base of the flame ?
ii) direct the jet at a surface adjacent to the flame to break the jet and allow
the foam to settle on the burning surface ?
iii) project foam so that it falls on to the surface from a distance ?
iv) hold the extinguisher upside down ?

12.5

SUMMARY

Let us recall briefly what all we have learnt about fire hazards in this unit. Fire
accident can happen due .to a number of reasons, like, flammable liquids, faulty
electrical and gas installations, etc. Three factors, fuel, ignition and oxygen are
essential for fire to take place. Therefore, it is advisable to control at least one
of these to prevent fire hazard.
The fires are classified into five main categories depending upon their nature.
The laboratory incharge should be aware of all precautioning procedures like
fire alarms, fire escapes, fire barriers etc, in case of an outbreak of fire. The
staff should be trained in using different types of fire extinguishing devices
like, fire extinguishers, blankets, buckets, etc. The laboratory staff should be
able to judge the class of fire and act accordingly. This will help in preventing
any casualty in the work place.

12.6 TERMINAL QUESTIONS
1.

Imagine that the fire alarm has sounded, smoke is coming through the far
end of the lab, and you are waiting for the last few people to come out of
the lab. This gives you about ten seconds in which to perform one last
task before leaving the lab door. Would you
i) pack as many of your notes and belongings as possible into a brief
case and carry them out?
ii) find any fire extinguishers you can and take them with you?
iii) close all windows?
iv) put your lab coat on ?
Choose the correct answer and explain.

Fire Hazards

Knuckle: The joint
connecting a finger to the
rest of the hand.
Forearms: The part of the
arm between elbow and
wrist.
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2.

3.
4.

5.

12.7

Wedging the door open is common practice in hot, stuffy weather, or
when some particularly distasteful smell dominates the atmosphere. If
the lab door is a fire door, do you think that wedging it open is
justifiable? Briefly, write down reasons to support your judgement.
Bearing in mind the fire triangle, briefly state the principle behind the use
of sand as an extinguisher and state for what type of fire can sand be used
for.
Write down at least two examples for each of the following type of fire
risk.
i)
carbonaceous materials
iii) hazardous materials
ii) flammable liquids
iv) sources of ignition
What are the three general principles for fire-fighting'?

ANSWERS

Self-assessment Questions
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

The fire can be extinguished by putting a cover on the beaker and cutting
off the supply of oxygen.
The burner is a fire risk because of
i) its naked flame and proximity to fuel sources.
ii) difficulty in seeing whether the burner is on or off because of its
invisible flame.
iii) the gas from the burner may leak and get ignited by a source of
ignition.
Lifts are not to be used as fire escapes because a fire may cause electrical
failure and jam the lift. Also the lift shaft is likely to fill with smoke and
fumes.
i) carbon dioxide
iii) water
ii) fire blanket
iv) sand
ii) and iii). Remember that the principle behind the foam extinguisher is
to blanket the flames with a layer of foam. Method i) would not achieve
this but would probably spread the fire. Method (iv) does not apply to
modern extinguishers at all.

Terminal Questions

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

iii), Closing windows cuts off the oxygen supply in the same way as fire
doors and thus helps to reduce the spread of the fire.
It is definitely a bad idea. This action defeats the main objects of a fire
which are:
i) to present a flame barrier to any fire,
ii) to limit the oxygen supply to a fire by stopping air flow, and
iii) to contain fumes and smoke.
Application of sand deprives a fire of oxygen (or its supporting medium )
and prevents combustion. Sand is suitable for all types of small fires
particularly those involving alkali metals.
i) wood, paper, timber
iii) sodium, potassium
ii) petrol, benzene, alcohol
iv) excessive heat, sparks
Always
position
yourself
between
the
fire
and an exit.
i)
ii) Do not continue to fight a fire if it is dangerous to do so or your
escape route is likely to be cut off by fire or smoke.
iii) Where possible, close all doors and windows if you have to
withdraw.
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INTRODUCTION

You read about the fire hazards, general precautions and remedial measures in
case of an outbreak of fire in the previous unit. In this unit you will learn
about two other common hazards. These are the hazards because of radiation
and chemical substances i.e., substances hazardous to health. The radiation
hazard is generally common in a physics laboratory; however, it is equally
important for a biology or chemistry technician who has to handle radioactive
isotopes, used as tracers. On the other hand a chemical hazard is more likely in
a chemistry or a biology laboratory; yet it cannot be ignored in a physics
laboratory. Therefore proper attention should be given by all the staff working
in a laboratory to these hazards. In the next unit you will study about the
hazards in a biology laboratory.
Objectives

After studying this unit, you should be able to:
categorise different radiations into ionising and nonionising types,
explain the effects of radiations and the precautions to be taken in their use,
list the different classes of hazardous substances,
explain handling aspects of hazardous chemical substances like, labels,
packagings and use of fume cupboard,
explain the proper and safe storage of different types of chemicals,
explain safe methods of transport of bulk chemicals from store, and
explain the significance of personal hygeine in the prevention of chemical
hazards.

13.2

RADIATION HAZARDS

We are sure that you would have studied about electromagnetic radiation
during your studies at the school. You would recall that in electromagnetic

Fig.13.1: Representation
of an electromagnetic
radiation.
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radiation, the electric and magnetic components oscillate in mutually
perpendicular directions as well as to that of the direction of propagation, Fig.
13.1. It is characterised by parameters like
wave length (A) which is the distance between two crests or troughs and
frequency (v) which is the number of waves per second.
The energy of radiation is given by the formula:

E = h v = h -C

h

; h is Planck's constant and c is velocity of light.

The wavelength of a radiation can be as small as less than a picometre (10-I2m)
or as high as a kilometer (km) or even more. As we see from the formula, the
energy of radiation will decrease with increase in its wavelength. The
hazardous nature of the radiation is manifested on its interaction with matter.
On the basis of interaction with matter, radiations may be divided into two
broad groups - ionising and nonionising. The nonionising radiations cannot
change the nature of atom, but can be highly hazardous. They include
ultraviolet and infrared radiations, ultrasonics, light (e.g. from lasers) and
microwaves. The ionising radiation changes the atomic structure of a
substance and can be classified into three major types - alpha ( a ), beta (13) and
gamma (y). The International Ionising Radiation symbol is used to indicate the
presence of intermittent or continuous ionising radiation, Fig. 13.2 . It is
usually black, on a yellow background.
Fig.13.2: Symbol for
ionising radiation.

It should be noted that some
apparatus not normally
associated with ionising
radiation can in fact produce
it, e.g. high voltage rectifiers
and electron microscopes.

The energy of the radiations absorbed when these ionising rays pass through
living organisms can cause immense damage. The radiations affect human
beings in a number of ways. They can cause cancer, genetic mutations, skin
reddening etc. Cells which divide, such as those which produce the red blood
corpuscles, are particularly susceptible. Effects on reproductive cells are
cumulative and genetic damage may result. You must therefore exercise great
care when using, storing or disposing of such materials.

13.2.1

Ionising Radiations

The three types of ionising radiations mentioned above penetrate matter to
different extent. Table 13.1 summarises the nature, ionising power and
penetration of the three ionising radiations.
Table 13.1: Radiation summary.
Rays

Nature

Relative
ionising
power

Typical
Penetration

Alpha

A stream of positively
charged (a ) particles, nuclei
of helium atoms

Most
ionising

A few cm of air, a piece of
card or foil.

A stream of negatively
charged ( P ) particles,
electrons

Not as
ionising

A stream of very high
energy photons , high energy
electromagenetic radiation

Least
ionising

(a 1

Beta

(P >

Gamma

(Y )

I Can penetrate aluminium
sheet. Stopped by a thin
layer of lead.
Penetrates all substances to
some extent. 10 mrn of
lead halves intensity.

Precautionary Measures Against Ionising Radiations

Radiation and Chemical
Hazards

The following guidelines are suggested for experiments using low activity
radioactive materials:
(1)

Avoid skin contact by:
(a) wearing protective gloves (disposable polythene gloves over a
rubber pair are convenient) and a lab coat.
(b) transferring chemicals in a fume cupboard or in a manipulator
glove box (Fig. 13.3) with a spatula or forceps.
(c) using safety bulbs (Fig. 13.4) when pipetting radioactive
substances. Do not lick any labels.
Confine any work with radioactive materials to one area of the laboratory
such as a fume cupboard and always set up warning signs.
Glassware to be used for radioactive materials should be kept solely for
this purpose and stored separately to guard against accidental
contamination.
All bottles containing radioactive material should be labelled with the
recognised symbol.
The person getting the radioactive material issued should put his
signature along with full name and also the date and issuing time in the
register.
Check the quantities of radioactive substances at the end of any work and
account for all the material which has been used.
Return all sources and radioactive materials to a securely locked and
suitably shielded cupboard in the stores. This cupboard should be
properly labelled and used solely for storing radioactive materials. A
special notebook should be kept for logging these radioactive sources in
and out of storage. It should also indicate the type and serial number of
the source.
Always wash your hands thoroughly using disposable towels after
working with radioactive materials and then monitor with a Geiger
counter to ensure that no radioactivity remains on the skin.
Use plenty of water if disposing of permitted quantities (up to 100 g) of
uranium or thorium salts.
~

-

The radioactive materials used in industry are frequently more than a million
times stronger than the demonstration materials in schools and colleges.
Extensive lead or steel shielding is required and specialised equipment and
techniques are needed to work with such materials. The laboratories have to
obtain permission and guidelines from Atomic Energy Regulatory Board,
Mumbai for handling radioactive materials. This aspect has been emphasized
in Sec. 17.8 of Unit 17.
SAQ 1
Explain the method of maintaining log book entry for radioactive substances.

..............................................................................................

.............................................................................................
.............................................................................................
.............................................................................................

Fig.13.3: An isolation or
manipulator glove box.

Fig.13.4: A pipette filler.

Geiger counter is a
special device used for
measuring radioactivity.
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13.2.2

Nonionising Radiations

As stated earlier the radiation hazards are not limited to ionising radiations
from radioactive materials. There are a number of other radiation sources in
the laboratories which are potentially hazardous. Let us learn about these in
brief.

Ultraviolet Radiations

Fluoresce: Emitting
visible light when
irradiated with X-rays or
UV rays.

The ultraviolet (UV) light has higher energy than visible light. Hydrogen
lamps, deuterium lamps and other sources of ultra-violet are used for a variety
of purposes in physical, chemical and biological laboratories. These
applications include spectroscopy. the sterilisation of instruments, the initiation
of chemical reactions and the detection of purines and other substances which
fluoresce when irradiated with UV light in chromatography and other
separation techniques. Ultraviolet sources may be recognised by their intense
pale blue illumination, for example mercury vapour lamps and high voltage
sparks and arc emitted at the time of welding.

Precautions
Exposure to UV light can
cause serious damage to the
skin and to the outer layers of
the eyes. The symptoms after
slight exposure are the same
as those of severe sunburn,
but with increasing exposure,
intense pain, irritatioll and
watering of the eyes take
place. One may start feeling as
if one has sand in one's eyes
and can even lead to
temporary loss of vision.
Conjunctivitis frequently
occurs some time aRer
exposure and may last for.
several days.
Acronym: A shortened
form of a group of words

Focus: The point at which
converging rays of light
meet

The following precautions should be taken while using UV lamps:

1)

2)
3)

4)

5)

TJV lamps must always be properly shielded.
Wear approved goggles when working with or close to the source.
As a minimum precaution, view through pyrex glass as this material
absorbs UV light and is thus largely opaque to radiation of this
wavelength.
Protect your skin with thick cloth or by suitable barrier cream if
necessary.
Ensure good ventilation to guard against the dangers of inhaling ozone,
which can be produced by the effect of UV on the oxygen in the air.

Lasers
Laser light is an extremely intense form of electromagentic radiation and its
name is acronym for light amplification by stimulated emission of
radiation. Lasers are used widely in industry and research laboratories. Their
dangers stem from the enormous concentration of the energy of the laser into a
very small area. These extremely short, concentrated pulses of light can cause
severe eye damage. Both the cornea and the retina may be affected and
permanent blind spots can be produced at the points where the lens of the eye
brings the rays to a focus, thereby destroying the tissues at the back of the eye.
This focussing effect of the lens of the eye increases the intensity of the laser
light by a factor of about a million (1 0 6), so low energy laser light can also be
dangerous. In practice. the maximum safety value is set at one-tenth of this
figure. Additional dangers in the use of the laser stem from the very high
voltages required to operate its source.

Precautions
The following must always be observed while dealing with lasers.

1)

Never look along a laser beam or expose any part of your skin to it.

Beware of reflected laser radiation. (Any surface which reflects light
will also reflect a laser.)
Block out any reflected laser light with opaque matt grey screens.
Always wear the correct type of goggles for the particular laser being
used. A helium-neon laser, for example, gives a red beam, and some
lasers generate radiation in the ultraviolet and infra-red regions of the
spectrum as well as producing visible light.
Never operate lasers in the dark. The room should always be brightly lit
to avoid enlargement of the pupil of the eye.
Warning notices should be set up and the working area should be fenced
off.
The laser source should be fixed rigidly to a bench so that the direction
of the beam is not altered by accidental movement.
Never align a laser while it is switched on. This alignment should be
carried out optically before turning on the source.
Keep laser instruments in a securely locked store room when they are not
in use.
Based on your knowledge on ultraviolet radiation and lasers, you can try to
answer the following SAQs in the given spaces.
SAQ 2
a)

Which of the following are sources of ultraviolet radiation ?
i)
the sun
ii) tungsten filament lamp
iii) quartz-halogen lamp
iv) mercury vapour lamp
v) hydrogen lamp
vi) sparks from a cutting wheel
vii) high voltage arcs or ;parks

b)

Which part of the body would be most harmed by exposure to UV
radiation?

SAQ 3
A laser beam is dangerous because
i)
it is very hot,
ii) it is of high energy, or
iii) it concentrates a lot of energy into a small area.

Other visible light hazards
Ordinary, visible light can present a hazard under certain conditions. You can
burn paper by focussing the sun's rays using a small magnifLing lens. The
same effect can occur with the eye's lens on the back of the eyeball (the
retina), and this usually happens when we are viewing an eclipse. The result
can be total blindness or at least partial blindness. Similar dangers can occur
when using daylight to illuminate a microscope slide.
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Never look at the sun
directly or indirectly
through a pinhole, lens,
filter or any other optical
instrument.

The source of the danger is the sudden and intense illumination of a human eye
by the sun. The accidents occur because it is difficult to ensure that a filter is
going to absorb sufficient light to make it safe to view a sudden appearance of
the sun, such as an eclipse, directly. The absorbent powers of a filter won't be
discovered until it is too late, and the time-honoured method of using smoked
glass is much unreliable. You can imagine how much worse the damage
would be to the human eye if an eclipse was viewed through any optical
instrument, e.g. binoculars, reflecting devices on microscopes, etc.
The only safe way to view an eclipse is to look at an image of the sun projected
onto a screen. This means that a laboratory or classroom would have to be
turned into a projection room, i.e. blacked out with a screen and an optical
system need only be a 1 cm hole in a blind to a lmit the required light and a
plain mirror to direct the light onto the scrc en, Fig. 13.5.

Fig.13.5: Safe way to view an eclipse.

Microwaves

The microwave region of the electromagnetic spectrum is increasingly used for
a variety of purposes for example, for rapid heating. The particular microwave
ovens have been known to leak dangerous amounts of microwave energy when
the doors are not properly shut.

b

The hazards of microwaves depend on the power of the source. For pstance,
the low energy microwave transmitters used in educational labs do n t present
a danger, whereas microwave ovens do. The danger zone is in the immediate
vicinity of the microwave source and the hazard is primarily due to the
invisible nature and ability of the body, particularly the eyes, to absorb
microwaves without any sensation. This easy absorption of radiation by body
and the high thermal effects of microwaves can cause severe damage to
internal organs, and anyone who has a metal plate, steel implant, heart
pacemaker or other such aids can suffer severe injury from microwave
radiation.
The hazards from this source in the lab can be kept at a low level by ensuring
that microwave devices which operate at significant power levels are
manufactured to the country's standard specifications and are maintained
according to the manufacturer's recommendations.
We hope that after reading about radiation hazards you would have understood
the dangers and precautions to be taken while working with radioactive
materials. You should try to implement the good practices in lab to prevent

any type of casualties. The next section of this unit deals with another type of
common hazard i.e. the chemical hazard, where you will study the
classification, storing and handling of different types of hazardous substances.
Before proceeding try to answer the following SAQs. You have to tick ( J )
mark the right answer.
SAQ 4
Tick mark ( J ) the right answer in the following:
a)

The main danger of microwaves is due to
i) their general heating effect
ii) the fact that they are invisible
iii) the fact that there is insufficient research into their real dangers

b)

What part of the body is most suscep-tibleto absorbing this kind of
energy?
i) the hands
ii) hair
iii) the eyes

c)

The area of greatest danger of microwave is
i) in the immediate vicinity of the source
ii) up to 20 m from the source

13.3 CHEMICAL HAZARDS
Chemicals are present in all laboratories. It is good to consider all chemicals
toxic and flammable unless one has definite information regarding its nature.
Our body also contains number of chemicals but these are very delicately
controlled in terms of their nature, amount and action. Every chemical
whether required in the body or not becomes harmful at a certain concentration
in the body. Ideally speaking no chemical can be considered totally safe or
hazard free. The nature and extent of hazard varies and more so the long time
effects of many chemicals are not known. One is advised to exercise caution
in handling all chemicals and minimise exposure to them.
In a laboratory, human contact with chemicals can take place in three possible
ways. These are:
direct contact from spills or by improper handling
inhalation of the vapours, fumes or dust
ingestion i.e. the oral route
Besides these, sometimes we can get affected indirectly also. For example, in
case of an explosion one may get physically hurt - may be a fracture. On the
other hand highly flammable liquids may catch fire and cause severe bums.

Storage and handling of chemical substances are two important duties of a
laboratory worker. Both of these require appropriate safety measures to avoid
any accident. In this section, you will learn about particularly the storage and
handling aspects of hazard control. You will learn about the safe storage and
handling of toxins or poisons as well as other hazardous substances.
Remember that in the lab where you work, there is a legal requirement for
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minimising or eliminating the risks of working with such substances. You will
read about such requirement in Sec. 17.8 of Unit- 17 of the next block. Also
hazardous materials supplied to your workplace must be labelled in accordance
with Indian Motor Vehicles Rules 1988. Bureau of Indian Standards
(previously known as Indian Standards Institution) also recommends
classification and labelling of hazardous substances in line with these rules; the
system is an adaptation of internationally followed procedure. Let us learn
about the same in the following subsection.
13.3.1 Classification of Hazardous Chemicals

The classification of chemical hazards as recommended by the UN Committee
of Experts on the Transport of Dangerous goods has been widely adopted for
the conveyance of hazardous chemicals for all modes of transport. Hazard
types are segregated into nine basic classes represented numerically from 1 to
9. Many of these classes are further separated into divisions and subdivisions
Hazard Identification

Each United Nations hazard class (with the exception of class 9) has a
distinctive diamond shaped label bearing a pictogram for quick hazard
recognition. Fig. 13.6 gives a colour chart for all the classes and subclasses.
Each label has a characteristic background colour. These colours convey the
nature of different chemical substances as given below.
Colour

Nature

Orange
Red
Blue
Yellow
White
White or Yellow and White
Black and White

Explosive
Flammable
Water reactive
Oxidiser
Toxic or Infectious
Radioactive
Corrosive

All the classes are discussed briefly in the following paragraphs.
Class-1

Explosives

These include the commercial explosives, preparations and substances used as
blasting agents, ammunition, fireworks etc. Some examples are, gun powder,
chlorate mixtures, nitrate mixtures, nitrocompounds, fulminates, ammunitions,
fire works, detonators, gels, etc.
Class-2
Critical temperature is the
temperature above which
a substance cannot exist as
a liquid.

Gases

A substance which has a critical temperature below 50°C, has a vapour
pressure of more than 3 bars absolute (highly volatile) is classified as a gas.
Different types of gases and their hazards have been explained with examples
in Sec. 11.3 of Unit 11. Gases are divided into 3 subclasses on the basis of their
hazardous nature.
Flammable gases e.g. acetylene, liquefied petroleum gas (LPG)
i)
ii) Toxic gases e.g. chlorine, sulphur dioxide
iii) Nonflammable nontoxic gases e.g. carbon dioxide, nitrogen, etc.

Class3

Flammable Liquids

As mentioned in Sec. 12.2.2 of Unit 12, the word flanlmable has the same
meaning as inflammable. Flammable liquids are those liquids or mixtures of
liquids or liquids containing solids in suspensions or solutions which give off
flammable vapour at temperature of not more than 60.5"C. Examples of
flammable liquids are petrol, alcohol, petroleum, naphtha, hexane, benzene,
toluene etc.
Class-4

Flammable Solids

Flammable solids are substances which are flammable or liable to spontaneous
combustion or emit flammable gases on contact with water. ~ x a m ~ i are:
es
camphor, cinema films, hay and straw, phosphorus, triethyl aluminium, sodium
sulphide, alkali metals, alkali amalgams, uncoated aluminium powder, etc.
i

Class-5

Oxidising Substances

It includes oxidising substances and the organic peroxides. Oxidising
substances are by themselves not combustible but by feeding oxygen to other
substances cause or contribute to their combustion. Organic peroxides (having
0-0-bond) undergo thermal decomposition leading to explosion and/or rapid
burning. A few of the examples are potassium permanganate, potassium
dichromate, hydrogen peroxide, peracetic acid, acetyl peroxide etc.
Classd

Poisonous and Infectious Substances

These are the substances liable to cause death or serious injuries to health, if
swallowed or inhaled or allowed to come in contact with skin. Infectious
substances are those contaminated with disease inducing micro-organisms. The
examples of poisonous substances are, pesticides, tetraethyllead and many
drugs etc. The contaminated hospital wastes, strains of pathogens etc. are
considered infectious substances.
Class-7

Radioactive Substances

These substances have been discussed in detail in the Sec. 13.2 of this unit.
Radium, uranium, thorium, etc. are few of the examples.
Class-8

Corrosive Substances

These substances cause severe damage by chemical action when in contact
with living tissue or in case of leakage, destroyldamage other materials.
Mineral acids like hydrochloric acid and sulphuric acid, sodium hydroxide
belong to this class.
Class-9

Miscellaneous Dangerous Substances

This was introduced in the United Kingdom to identify other hazardous
substances and consists of a black exclamation mark on a white background.
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Flammable substances are
substances which
catch fire on exposure to
air without application
of energy, or
readily catch fire after
brief contact with a
source of ignition, or
evolve highly flammable
gases in contact with
water or damp air.
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~ i ~ . 1 3 . Chart
6:
showing UN Hazard class symbols on transportation of hazardous goods.

Besides the above recognised classes for hazardous chemicals, there is another
very important class of colnpounds which you should be aware of. 'These are
called carcinogens. These are the substances which cause cancer. There are a
number of substances which are known to induce cancer many months or years
after the initial exposure. Some substances which are known or suspected
carcinogens are aniline, chloroform, benzyl chloride, chromates of lead and
zinc, hydrazine etc. Ninhydrin - the reagent used in biological and biochemical
tests for the presence of amino acids and proteins, is also thought to be a
possible carcinogen, but this has yet to be confirmed. Similarly some stains
like fuchsin used in biology lab also belong to this category and extreme care
should be exercised in their use. The examples given here are very few,
however more and more substances are being shown to be carcinogenic and
the fact that even quite common substances may have some carcinogenic
activity emphasizes the necessity of consulting reference literature before
starting work with materials when you are ignorant of their potential hazards.
Before proceeding further you can try to answer the following question based
on the nature of hazardous substances.

SAQ 5
What precaution should you take while using the following chemicals?
(Answer the question on the basis of the class of hazardous chemicals to which
they belong)
i)

Alkali metals

.............................................................................................
.............................................................................................
ii)

Hydrogen peroxide

.............................................................................................
.............................................................................................
iii)

Sodium hydroxide

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................
13.3.2

Handling of Chemicals

Laboratory technicians who work in laboratories, need to be aware of the
potential danger of the substances they handle. In the case of those working in
chemical industry, specific provisions are made in Factories Act ( I 948)
regarding health and safety of workers. In Sec. 17.4 of Unit 17, this aspect has
been dealt with. Although your contact with reagects will be at a much lower
level, as compared to those in industry, it is still necessary to pay due attention
to the hazards of handling common laboratory chemicals. Before you
undertake any practical work involving chemicals always be sure about safety
aspects.

Labels and Packagings
In order to mipimise the hazards associated with using a particular substance it
is necessary to know what the precise dangers are. The label on the container
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provides a guide and indicates, for example, whether thc substance is
flammable, toxic or corrosive. Suppliers of materials to your lab are required
by law to conform to the regulations. The regulations cover a wide range of
substances including paints and solvents.
So far as packaging is concerned, packages need to meet three basic
requirements:
i)
ii)
iii)

All parts of a package must be designed to prevent leakage of the
contents when handlled normally.
Packaging materials must not be damaged if they come into contact with
their contents.
Packages that are intended to be opened and closed repeatedly must be
designed so that they do not become worn out after repeated closure.

Labelling is another important aspect in handling of chemical susbtances. A
label must show:

i)

ii)
iii)

iv)

the name of the substance. Chemicals must have their IUPAC
(International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry) name as well as
their trivial name.
an indication of the general nature of the risk. The corresponding
warning symbol must be displayed if the substance is explosive,
oxidising, flammable, toxic, harmful, corrosive or irritant.
a risk phrase which underlines and explains the general nature of the
risk, and a safety phrase which gives advice about precautions to be
taken.
the name and address of tlie manufacturer.

To illustrate, a typical label is given in Fig. 13.7.

Fig.13.7: A typical label of a reagent bottle.

1
I

1
I

I

This information may be sufficient if only small amounts of the material are
being used occasionally. However, before carrying out extensive work or
purifying a material, reference should be made to published sources to obtain
full details of the substance's physical and chemical properties, of its particular
hazards. and of the disposal procedure or first aid treatment to adopt in the
event of spillage or an accident. The hazards associated with a few of common
chemicals are listed at the end of the unit as Annexure. 'Table I summarises
hazardous properties of some chemicals encountered in the laboratory and
Table I1 summarises the chemicals which give violent reaction when mixed
with some other substances i.e. the incompatible chemical substances.
The Fume Cupboard
If a reaction uses or produces harmful gases, dusts or vapours, it poses a risk of
inhalation. Such reactions should be carried out not on an open bench but in a
fume cupboard. You would have read briefly about the designing part of
fume cupboard in Unit 1 of this coarse. You may be knowing that many
laboratory operations need to be carried out in fume cupboard, e.g. working
with nitrating mixtures, benzoyl chloride etc. A demonstration activity in
Block 5 (Exercise 12, Activity 2) will enable you to understand the
importance and use of a fume cupboard. A typical laboratory fume cupboard is
shown in Fig.13.8.

'

Fig.13.8: A typical laboratory fume cupboard.
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A fume cupboard is constructed to allow the normal laboratory services of gas,

water and electricity to be utilised. In addition, an air extraction system i.e. an
exhaust fan, with a minimum statutory air flow, ensures that dangerous
vapours are vented to the atmosphere.
Access to the fume cupboard is via sliding panels of safety glass. It is
important to note the maximum height to which these panels can be safely
raised before the air flow into the fume cupboard drops below the required
rate.
SAQ 6

It used to be a common practice in some laboratories to store dangerous
chemicals in fume cupboards. This practice is now frowned on. Why do you
think this is so?

13.3.3 Storage of Chemicals
You have read about the stores as important structures of all the labs in Unit 2.
Storage of chemicals whether in small amount or in bulk is another important
aspect of laboratory management. In this subsection we are going to discuss a
few important types of hazardous substances taking into account their storage.
Poisons
It is essential that all dangerous substances, such as cyanides, are always kept
under strict control. Steps to ensure such control are as follows:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

All substances of high toxicity must be kept in a locked cupboard or
store and logged in and out as required.
The key should be accessible only to responsible workers in the
laboratory and the contents of the poison store should be checked
weekly.
Only the quantities required for specific experimental purposes should be
issued and then stored in clearly labelled containers.
No work involving poisons should be carried out without knowing the
action to be taken in case of accident and, the required antidotes should
always be handy. It is usual to issue antidotes and first aid instruction
when such substances are issued.

Explosives
As defined earlier, explosives release a large amount of gas and energy in a
very short time. These are of four basic types:

Mixed gases - Usually the mixture is of a gas with air or hydrogen. Any'
flammable liquid as a vapour or aerosol will similarly create an explosive
mixture although some of these mixtures may, in the strictest sense, be
considered to burn very quickly, e.g. a petrollair mixture. It would take only
the smallest spark, such as the static spark of a nylon lab coat, to ignite this
kind of mixture and anyone who witnesses that kind of accident probably

'
I

wouldn't be interested in the scientific differences between an explosion and a
rapid burn - the devastation in the laboratory would be the same!
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Flammable dust - When mixed with air, this can cause two explosions. The
first generates more dust which then causes a second, more violent explosion.
Ordinary dusts may also cause severe explosion when mixed with air, and this
is one of the commonest causes of explosion in industrial environments, e.g.
flour, wood dust, lycopodium powder. they can cause lung problems too!
Oxidiser/Reducer mixture - Mixture of strong oxidising and reducing agents
invariably produce highly explosive results, e.g. gunpowder.
Unstable compounds - Such as picrates, sodamide, potassium metal, azides,
acetylides, etc. The list of potentially explosive substances of an explosive
mixture may be present as an impurity and is therefore "an unknown", e.g.
Leclanche cells utilising manganese dioxide which can contain carbon dust as
an impurity.
Flammable Liquids
Bulk supplies of all flammable liquids should be kept in a solvent store well
away from main buildings. The store should be securely locked and fire
warning notices should be prominently displayed on the door. Electric
switches for power and lights in and around such stores should be "spark
free" to prevent the ignition of spilled solvent, vapour. For the same reason,
safety lights in which the hot surface of the electric light bulb is contained
within a glass cover should also be fitted. This isolation of large drums and
Winchester bottles of flammable solvents, etc. considerably reduces the extent
and likelihood of fires.
Bottles of liquids must not be placed in direct sunlight. As mentioned in the
previous unit the liquid contained within the curved glass can act as a lens to
focus the sunlight. Considerable temperature increases can be obtained which
may result in a fire. A steel bottle store is suitable for keeping small amounts
of flammable liquids that are used in schools and other small labs. These
containers should be properly labelled to indicate a fire hazard and should not
be located near radiators or any naked flames. The ideal storage for bottles of
flammable liquids is in a thick wooden box with a retaining sill inside a metal
container.
There is a considerable amount of legislation controlling the storage of
flammable materials, gas cylinders and other hazardous materials (vide Sec.
17.8 of Unit 17).
You must not store explosive materials such as sodamide (NaNH2) and
potassium metal in bulk. Your best option is to buy this kind of material in
amounts which can be used in a year, because after this time it may become
explosive. Another example of a substance becoming explosive if stored too
long is ether. Periodic testing for its oxidising properties using potassium
iodide and hydrochloric acid (giving iodine) indicates the condition of the
ether. If the test proves positive, the ether must not be allowed to evaporate to
dryness.

Substances which might be
unstable can be kept stable
by storage in the correct
environment, e.g.
store sodium in kerosene;
store white phosphorus
under water; store silver
residues in an acid condition
using hydrochloric acid; etc.
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Compatibility of substances is another headache for you if you have to work
out storage of substances. The basic requirement of fire prevention, i.e.
separation of fuel from ignition sources (flammable substances from unstable
substances), must be observed.
SAQ 7

Comment on the statement that only a few of the chemicals handled in a
general science lab are harmful in one way or another.

SAQ 8

What is the maximum amount of highly flammable liquid that you should store
in a preparation room and what is the condition on which it is kept in this way?
i)
ii)
iii)

500cm3
5 dm3
50 dm3

Condition:

.............................................................................................
13.3.4 Transport of Bulk Chemicals
Ideally only sufficient concentrated acids, flammable solvents and other
hazardous chemicals should be kept in the laboratory for immediate
requirements. Larger amounts, e.g. 500 cm3. 1 litre and 2 litre (Winchester)
bottles, carboys and metal drums, should always be kept in a separate store.
Acid resistant trays or troughs are required for the storage of concentrated
sulphuric, nitric and other acids. They are also useful for storing all liquids as
the tray will contain any bottle which breaks and thus prevent harmful liquids
so&ing into shelves and spilling over onto other containers or onto the floor.
Never carry Winchesters by the neck as the bottle can easily slip out of your
hand and smash on the floor; and don't carry these bottles in the arms or in the
hands. A proper carrier must always be used for transporting Winchesters from
the store or from one lab to another.

Fig.13.9: A carboy siphon.

Carboys of concentrated acids and other liquids should be vented otherwise,
the increase in pressure as the contents heat up on being brought from a cold
store into a warm room is sufficient to burst the carboy. Whenever possible,
carboys should be left in the bulk store and liquids transferred as required
using a carboy siphon, Fig. 13.9.

How many Winchesters do you think it is safe to carry in one arm:
i)
one
ii) two, or
iii) none?

'

And would you hold them
ivy by the neck, or
v)
at the base?
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13.3.5 Transfer from Large Containers

As with all dangerous operations, it will pay you to think what the worst
possible accident may be that could result from your actions, and what would
you do in this event. Thus when you decant from a large container you must
expect:
(a) Drips and spillage - Is there a fire hazard? If so, what extinguishers are
available? Is there a risk of corrosion? What is the receptacle standing
on, and is it stable? Are there neutralising agents? What mopping up
facilities are there? Is there a sand bucket? etc.
(b) Splashes and fumes - Similar points to (a) must be considered by you
and you must also ask: Should this operation be conducted in a
ventilated area? Do I need protective clothing? Is there someone nearby
to give first-aid if there is a bad accident? etc. If a non-conducting fluid
is being decanted fiom a glass or plastic container, consideration must be
given to earthing containers and funnels. Sufficient static electricity
could be built up to spark off a fire or explosion.
SAQ 10

If you had to tranfer benzene from a Winchester into a conical flask, would
you:
do it near a window;
i)
ii) do it anywhere;
iii) do it in a fume cupboard; or
iv) wear any protective clothing?
(Tick (J)mark the correct answer(s))
13.4

HYGIENE

We all would agree that chemical hazards can be prevented to a certain extent
by maintaining a good hygiene. Hygiene in this context can be discussed in
the following three categories.
Personal safety

You would recall that there are mainly three routes through which the harmful
substances can enter the human body. These are, direct contact followed by
penetration, ingestion and inhalation. By keeping chemicals off the skin,
through use of protective equipment, regular washing, etc. you will avoid skin
sensitisation, defatting, dermatitis (an industrial disease) and the danger of
transferring contaminants to other parts of the body such as the digestive
system. A common source of skin contact is through putting coats, cases or
bare arms on laboratory benches. Before leaving the laboratory you must
always wash your hands after removing your laboratory coat. Here we would
like to mention that sharing lab coats is known for transmission of disease and

Defatting: Removing fat.
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Vermins : Any kind of
unpleasant, biting insect e.g.
flea, louse that lives on the
body of man and animals.
Mutagens : A substance that
produces mutations (sudden
change in genes)

vermins. So we don't recommend sharing lab coats, even with your best
friend. Neither should you wear your lab coat while going home.

Personal sensitivity
There are other dangers from substances which are not so common. e.g.
mutagens , but one aspect we have not mentioned involves you. The eyes,lungs and skin of different people can vary greatly in their sensitivity to
chemicals. Also certain substances e.g., detergents, epoxy resins, disinfectants,
dyes, nickel and chromium salts, are more likely than others to cause
dermatitis and skin trouble. Most of these disorders can be overcome by
simple hygiene, e.g. the use of gloves, etc. The situation is complicated by the
fact that people may suddenly become sensitised and react to veiy minute
amounts. A common example is a bee keeper who is used to stings may
suddenly have to give up bee keeping because he has been sensitised which
means that he has become allergic to bee sting and the next sting might kill
him.

Lab hygiene
The need for continuous attention to hygiene in any type of laboratory cannot
be overemphasised. Any spillage of chemicals, battery acid, blood, plasma,
serum, etc. must be cleaned up at once from the bench, floor or other
contaminated equipment. Traces of chemicals or other harmful materials can
easily be transferred from the fingers to the lips or eyes where considerable
damage may result.

13.5 SUMMARY
Let us summarise the important points that we have understood about the
radiation and chemical hazards in this unit. The radiations, causing severe
hazards like cancers, mutations, some skin problems are divided into ionising
and nonionising types. The examples of nonionising radiations are ultraviolet,
lasers etc. which are responsible for eye and skin damages mainly, a, P and y
radiations are the main in ionising type. These radiations damage cells
depending upon their penetration power. Use of goggles and gloves and proper
storage are few of the precautionary measures to be taken to avoid any
radiation hazard.
Another hazard very common mostly in chemical laboratories is in the storing
and handling of chemicals which are toxic and explosive in nature. The
hazardous chemicals are generally poisonous, explosive and flammable type.
There are regulations which classify these chemicals into different categories.
The precautions should be strictly followed while storing and handling them.
The transport of these materials is also to be done carefully. A laboratory staff
should be well aware of use of fume cupboards and other safety devices to
prevent any hazard due to dangerous chemicals.

13.6 TERMINAL QUESTIONS
1.

Which of the following gives the best protection against UV radiation?
Explain.
i) air
ii) glass

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

iii) fabric
iv) metal
Would you say that low power lasers such as those used in schools and
colleges
i) are harmless because they are low power instruments, or
, ii)
could damage the eye?
Poisons must be kept locked and should be logged in and out of storage,
and you should always lock the laboratory and laboratory room doors if
they are to be left unattended at any time as additional security. If you
were issuing a particularly nasty poison, such as phenol, fiom the poison
cupboard to someone else working in the lab, would you consider issuing
anything else with the chemical?
If you had to transfer a Winchester of a strong liquid oxidising agent from
a cold store to a warm preparation room, would you take any extra
precautions in its handling?
What is the minimum information you would include on the label of a
beaker containing a preparation from, say, a laboratory experiment?
For what reasons on purely safety grounds are smoking, eating and
drinking normally banned in laboratories?

13.7

ANSWERS

Self-assessment Questions

1. You must have a special log book for this which records :
date and time of withdrawal
type and serial number of source
name of user and signatke
date and time of replacement
name and signature of person accepting returns
2. a) i) The sun is a UV source (but we are protected from the worst effects
of the harmhl wavelengths by the earth's atmosphere).
ii) and iii) are not UV sources.
iv) This is a UV source (and can be harmful).
v) As iv.
vi) This is not a UV source.
vii) UV is usually emitted from high voltage arcing or sparking. (The
danger will depend on the power of the source, e.g. the spark of a
motor car's spark plug is insignificant as a UV hazard, whereas
the high voltage continuous arcs and sparks used in emission
spectroscopy or arc welding can present a considerable hazard.)
b) The eyes and the skin.
3. iii)
4. a) i) however ii) and iii) are also applicable..
b) iii)
c) i)
5 . i) Alkali metals - belong to class 4 which on contact with water are
liable to spontaneous combustion. They should be kept away from
water (should be kept in kerosene)
ii) Without proper knowledge, hydrogen peroxide should not be mixed
with other chemicals - for example copper, iron metal or their salts otherwise, it may result in combustion.
iii) Gloves or spatula should be used to avoid any skin contact while
taking out of the bottle.
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6.

7.
I

8.

9.

10.

A fume cupboard is not designed for long-term storage of hazardous
chemicals. There are other ways of keeping these reagents safely so that
they do not pose a danger to those using the laboratory. In addition, the
"clutter" provided by containers of harmful reagents is itself a danger to
safe use of the fume cupboard. Also in the toxic environment of the fume
cupboard, reagent labels become unreadable and inclined to disintegrate,
which only adds to the danger, as it is then impossible to identify the
contents of these containers.
Nearly all are harmful given appropriate circumstances. The problem is to
decide which substances are the most dangerous that should be kept
locked and logged.
iii) ; so long as it is kept in a fire resistant cupboard or bin with retention
sills which is suitably located.
Hopefully you will have seen this as one of few "tricky" questions. The
answer is (iii) since you must only carry Winchester in appropriate
carrying cases held by a carrying handle; (iv) and (v) don't apply. We
hope that you weren't caught out!
iii) and iv), gloves, a lab coat and goggles would be required.

Terminal Questions

*

1. i) air is no protection at all.
ii) Eliminates the harmful elements of UV radiation. Note, however the
disadvantage of goggles or masks in that they give you the feeling of
being protected. They would not protect your forearm from receiving
bad UV bums. Obviously the best answer is to enclose the source partly
or wholly in glass. Enclosure also eliminates hazards associated with
reflected UV radiation.
iii) and iv) may be suitable if the UV source doesn't need to be seen, but
note the danger of using any loosely woven fabric which would allow
radiation to pass unhindered between strands.
2. ii) It is true if the axis of the beam is viewed directly. It is important that
you remember that laser light is reflected in the same way as visible
light, so injury can be caused when the axis of a laser beam is not
necessarily the same axis as the laser instrument.
3. i) A special hazard warning, preferably in writing with a p o p e i label on
I
the container showing details of the chemical.
ii) An antidote preparation where it is not readily available in tht
laboratory. In the case of phenol, we would issue some glycerol and
swabs as a first-aid measure in the event of skin contact.
4. Apart from the points that we've already discussed you would need to make
an outlet in the bulk liquid container which is being transferred from a cold
to a warm environment (to allow for expansion).
5. i) The standard warning sign as appropriate
ii) The name of the substance
iii) The name of the member of staff andlor student responsible
iv) The latest date for keeping the preparation
6. Smoking presents a serious fire risk, especially near where flammable
liquids are kept. Tobacco smoke can also interfere with a number of
sensitive chemical and physical processes being carried out in the
laboratory. The consuinption of food and drink in a laboratory can lead to
accidental contamination from chemicals present in that environment.
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ANNEXURE
Table I: Hazardous properties of some common chemicals.

I Name of compound I Boiling I Hazardous properties
Benzene

[point
I 80°C

I
I

I

Extremely flammable. Vapour very- poisonous
with
.
the danger of cumulative effects. Poisons by skin
absorption. Causes kidney and liver damage and can
destroy bone [narrow and thus cause severe anaemia
and other blood disorders. Carcinogens are often
present as impurities in benzene. Use of benzene as a
solvent should be banned.
Toxic gas. Irritating to the eyes, skin and respiratory
system. Can cause conjunctivitis and severe lung
damage.

Chlorine

Formalin [an
aqueous solution
containing approx.
40% of methanal
(formaldehyde) and
-1 1-14% of
methanol]

Flammable. Poisonous by inhalation and by
swallowing. Causes burns and severely irritates the
eyes, skin and respiratory system . Can cause
ulceration and cracking of the skin.

Highly flammable. Forms explosive mixtures with
air. Vapour irritates eyes and can produce cataracts.
Inhalation may cause dizziness and coma.

Propanone (acetone)

Tetrachloromethane
1

I

I

Methanol

I

I

I
I

I

Poisonous vapour. Inhalation causes headache,
mental confusion, depression, fatigue, nausea,
vomiting and coma. Repeated contact with the liquid
can produce dermatitis. Taken by mouth, can
darnage the liver, kidneys. heart and nervous system.
Small doses [nay be fatal. Can induce cancer.
Highly flammable. Poisonous by inhalation,
swallowing and skin absorption. Inhalation causes
dizziness, nausea, cramps, headache and vomiting. If
swallowed. liquid can damage the central nervous
system and cause blindness (some methanol and
unpleasant smelling substances such as pyridine are
added to ethanol in methylated spirit to denature the
alcohol and make it unfit for drinking. Can also
injure kidneys , liver and heart. Unconsciousness
might develop some hours after taking methanol and
death may follow.

Note : Some hazards may develop in a material on standing or when the substance is treated
with a particular chemical. Ethoxyethane (ether), for example, slowly forms explosive
peroxides on standing in the presence of light and air. These peroxides have a higher boiling
point than ether and therefore form a dangerous residue during distillation. The presence of
peroxides may be detected by the liberation of iodine when a sample of the ether is added to
aqueous potassium iodide solution. Peroxides may be destroyed by shaking ether with iron (11)
sulphate solution. The distilled material is then stored in dark glass bottles containing a small
coil of clean copper wire. The bottles should be almost filled with the liquid as this limits the
amount of air and oxygen in contact with ether.
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Table I1 : List of some incompatible chemical substances.
~ i o l e n t r e a c t i o nwhen mixed with:

I water, acids, carbon dioxide, tetrachloromethane and other

I
/

potassium or sodium

chlorinated hydrocarbons.

Aluminium (especially
in powdered form)

chlorates, nitrates.

I

Ammonia
Ammonium nitrate

I Chlorates

chlorine, bromine or iodine; calcium hypochlorite; mercury.

I
/

metal powders, sulphur, chlorates, powdered organic
compounds.
-

I metal powders, sulphur, ammonium salts, finely divided

1

organic compounds or other co~nbustiblematerials, sulphuric
acid, picrates.

I

Chlorine

ammonia, ethyne (acetylene), hydrogen, finely divided
metals.

Chromic acid

ethanoic (acetic) acid, glycerol, napthalene, alcohol and other
flammable liquids.

Copper

ethyne (acetylene), hydrogen peroxide.

Ethanoic (acetic) acid

chromic acid, nitric acid, glycol and other hydroxy
compounds, manganates, peroxides and perchloric acid.

Ethyne (acetylene)

chlorine, bromine and iodine; copper, silver or mercury.

Hydrocarbons

chlorine, bromine and iodine; copper, silver or mercury.

Hydrogen peroxide

copper, chromium, iron and many other metals or their salts;
any flammable liquid or combustible material.

Hydrogen sulphide

hming nitric acid.

Iodine

ammonia (gaseous or aqueous solution), ethyne.

Mercury

ethyne, ammonia.

I Nitric (V) acid (conc.) I ethanoic acid, alcohols, propanone (acetone), phenylamine
(aniline), hydrogen sulphide, flammable liquids or solids,
chromic acid.
Oxygen

grease, oil, hydrogen and any other highly flammable
materials.

Potassium manganate
(permanganate)

glycol, glycerol, sulphuric acid, benzaldehyde

Propanone (acetone)

mixtures of concentrated nitric and sulphuric acid.

Sodium nitrate
(nitrate)

ammonium nitrate.

Sulphuric acid

chlorates, perchlorates, permanganates; water (dilute the acid
by adding acid to water and not by reverse method).

1
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1 4 . INTRODUCTION
In any science lab you work with chemicals, gases, electrical equipments,
glassware, instruments etc. In case you are working in a biology laboratory
handling the plants, animals, dissections, microorganism and, disposal of used
materials are essential exercises. The hazards caused by handling chemicals,
gases, electrical equipments, instruments and glassware are common for
physics, chemistry and biology labs. The additional hazards encountered in the
biology laboratories are diseases like infections and allergies.
In the earlier units we have discussed the hazards due to chemicals, gas and
electricity. In this unit we are going to discuss the major hazards caused by
handling and working with biological inaterials (plant and animal tissues, live
and dead animals, and microbes) and instruments used in handling these. It is
possible that the hazards you encounter in your particular laboratory are not
covered in this unit. In such a case you can discuss the problem with your lab
incharge. However, we have highlighted the important problems in this unit. In
the next block we will discuss the laws and legislations related to various
aspects of laboratory work.
Objectives

After studying this unit you should be able to:
state the principal hazards of biology lab work,
describe the ways to minimize these dangers,
explain the necessity of using fresh needle, disinfectant and gloves while
studying the blood samples,
appreciate the need for care in handling, storage and disposal of sharps, i.e.
pointed objects such as scalpel, blades, razors, needles, pins etc.,
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.

outline the dangers associated with mishandling of microorganisms and
need to seal cultures if they are to be handled by inexperienced people, and
list the methods employed for sterilizing apparatus used for
microbiological experiments.

14.2 HAZARDS IN THE LABORATORY
Laboratories in the biology department of schools, colleges and universities
and other higher level organisation such as hospitals, veterinary
establishments, pharmaceutical companies, departments of forensic sciences
etc. are all concerned with the examination of living or dead organisms and
animal, human and plant tissues or specimens taken from these sources. The
same is true of many laboratories that monitor the output of food production
factories, or that cany out environmental monitoring.
The particular hazards of biology lab are infections and other diseases.
Alongwith these, common hazards of chemistry laboratories are also present.
Infections and allergies can be caused by the inhalation and ingesfionof
substances in the form of fumes, fine spray or aerosol produced during
pouring, stirring. centrifugation, etc, or as a dust from dried material. Infected
matter can also penetrate into the body through cuts, scratches and other
breaks in the surface of the skin. Other dangers in biology labs come from
keeping of experimental animals and the possibility of stings, bites and
scratches.
You can see in the list given below some of the causes of most common
dangers which you would meet in biology lab work:
Sharps, i.e. needles, scalpels, razors, glass, lancets, microtome blades,
hypodermic needles, pins and awls.
2. Microorganisms, cultures.
3. Lab animals and their carcasses, bedding, litter.
4. blectrical equipment such as aquaria, water baths, incubators, ovens.
5. Heaters such as autoclaves, ovens, Bunsen burners.
6. Solvents for chromatography, histology.
7 . Hazardous solutions during pipetting and handling.
8. Carcinogens such as stains, e.g. fuchsine, solvents, peslicides,
preservatives, crude oil.
9. Toxicants or toxic substances, e.g. fixatives, preservatives, pesticides.
10. Radioactive tracers.
,
1 1. Intense light sources like ultraviolet rays.
12. Spores, pollen, plants, preservatives that cause allergies and
hypersensitivity.
1.

In this unit we want to concentrate on the first three i t e h of the list as these
relate directly to the fundamental dangers of the biology lab, namely disease
and infection. You will study about other items in the other units of this course
or in other course of this programme.

14.3 LAB ANIMALS
In this section, we shall deal with thiee important aspects concerning lab
animals. You are advised to be familiar with regulations concerning
experiments on animals which are discussed in sec. 17.9 of Unit 1 7.

14.3.1

Supply of Animals

Lab animals must be obtained from accredited dealers and by accredited
dealers, we mean suppliers in the business of supplying animals for lab use,
and not from pet shops. The animals should be sold as "pathogen-free". Wild
animals, mammals and birds, are even more likely to introduce disease and you
must never allow them into the lab. They generally play host to a multitude of
fleas, ticks, mites, skin fungi and pathogenic gut bacteria. Apart from the harm
they might do to lab presonnel they can pass on disease to other lab animals.

14.3.2 Handling
The desire for survival is same whether in animals or human beings. You may
be aware of the ability of even tiny animals to scratch and bite. So we won't
say any more on the matter apart from reminding you of the severity with
which even the smallest cuts and scratches should be treated in the biology lab.
You should always take normal hygiene precautions when handling animals
and their cages, litter or bedding. Cages should be regularly sterilized and
bedding changed. Wearing rubber gloves and washing hands afterwards, are
the exercises you should not forget. You must also keep up-to-date with your
anti-tetanus injections. It is important that you should consult your doctor
about the time interval between two consecutive injection.

14.3.3 Disposal
Opaque bags are the recommended for disposing off carcasses. You should
also put freshly dissected animals and tissues into opaque plastic bags, seal
them and dispose them off by burying. Animal bedding etc., is disposed off in
normal refuse. However, if you have to dispose off any of these from an
infected or diseased animal, you should incinerate the bags.
The dangers of working in labs with animals will be minimised if the
following precautions are taken:

1. Wash all dissection instruments in disinfectant after use.
Never eat seeds or parts of plants provided for study as they may have
been treated with toxic fungicides. Never store foodstuffs in the same
refrigerator where dissected specimens, serum, microbiological cultures or
other biological materials are stored. (You should never bring food or
drink into the lab anyway).
3. Do not let wild birds or mammals into the laboratory as they can carry and
transmit diseases fatal to man. Examples of such diseases include
psittacosis from wild birds. Monkeys and other primates may be carriers
of hookworm, rabies and B-virus infection; and lab rats are a frequent
source of salmonella poisoning. Most wild mammals are infected with
fleas and other pests and can carry flukes, tapeworms and other parasites.
4. Wash the area where the dissection was performed with disinfectant.
Autoclave all bacteriological and fungal cultures before disposal.
5 . . Always wash your hands before leaving the lab or after handling
experimental animals or materials of biological origin.
2.
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SAQ 1
What is the major risk in handling the lab animals? Suggest two preventive
measures.

14.4 SHARPS
Cuts due to careless handling of sharps such as sectioning razors, microtome
blades. etc. are probably the most common cause of injury in the biology lab.
The only real remedy is to reduce the likelihood of such injuries through
appropriate'and adequate training of the work. If, for example, you cut your
finger during dissection, you must regard the injury as serious because of the
risk of introducing micro-organisms into the body from a contaminated
instrument. Contamination is reduced by washing and sterilizing instruments
after use.
Sharps are best stored in manufacturer's packaging if appropriate, although the
use of plastic trays and partitioned drawers is useful. Sharps are dangerous all
the time as their working surface can make contact with people or equipment before, during and after use. Safe disposal is as important as safe storage and
we recommend that you use the "post-box" method. This consists of a stout
labelled box (not too big) which has a small opening or slot in the top. After
use, the scalpel blade, lancet, needle or whatever, is simply posted through the
slot, and when there are sufficient old sharps in the box, plaster of Paris is
poured into the box. You can then throw the box away in the dustbin. This
method can also be used for broken glassware.

SAQ 2
i)

Complete the following sentence using the appropriate clause from the
options given below. "It is essential to take great care when handling
sharps because ...
1) they are easily damaged.
2) small (and large) wounds are easily inflicted and infected by idle
sharps."
3) most sharps become blunt very easily."

ii) Which of the following do you think is a good way of disposing of old
needles or razor blades.
I ) post them through a slot in a stout wooden or metal box.
2) throw them in the wastepaper bin.
3) keep them in a drawer until sufficient have accumulated to make a trip
to the dustbin worthwhile.

14.5 BLOOD SAMPLING
In blood sampling, the skin is deliberately punctured in order to take a blood
sample for analysis. If this is done carelessly, it is easy for microorganisms
either to enter the blood stream of the donor froin the lancet used, or from the
donor's blood to enter the environment and contaminate it. The most common
serious diseases transmitted are viral hepatitis and AIDS. Both of these
diseases can be transmitted through small cuts. Therefore, you should always
use fresh and sterilized needle to prick the finger tip for the blood sample.
Disposal of the needle should be done in the same way as for the sharps.
Rubber gloves should be used while taking and handling the blood samples.
SAQ 3

Why should one be careful while studying blood sample?

.............................................................................................

14.6 MICROORGANISMS
Great care must be taken in microbiological experiments, particularly with
pathogenic (disease producing) organisms. Many microorganisms which are
normally harmless, such as E coli in the intestines, can produce disease in a
different habitat. E coli, for example, can cause septicaemia if it finds its way
into the bloodstream. The most common sources of microorganisms are
cultures, lab animals (including their bedding and litter), dissection material
and soil. Routes of entry into the body are as follows:
Inhalation

- through the nose and mouth into the respiratory system, also

Ingestion
Penetration

- through the nose and mouth into the digestive system

through the eyes via tear ducts to the nose

-

through skin injuries

You will in this section study about the precautionary measures that need to be
undertaken while conducting the lab work using microbes.
14.6.1

Handling

You can reduce direct contact with microorganisms by careful handling and by
wearing protective clothing such as rubber gloves, mask, lab coat, etc. Even if
you entirely eliminate the likelihood of direct contact, you could still be at risk
because of airborne organisms from the formation of aerosol droplets and
dispersal of fungal spores. If these hazards do exist, work should be carried on
in a sterile cabinet with a filtered exhaust, such as a transfer chamber i.e., a
laminar flow (Fig. 14.1). In LT-2 course you will study about general structure
and functioning of a leminar flow.
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Fig.] 4.1: A transfer chamber.

Non-pathogenic and approved cultures can be transferred in the open
laboratory so long as you use correct aseptic techniques. It is important in this
technique to ensure that the work bench is cleaned by spirit. It is always better
if the work bench has water proof cover that can be removed and washed if
spillage occurs. Spirit lamps should be used for heating the surrounding air as
heating the air has germicidal effect. The wire or loop used for inoculation is
sterilized and cooled before it touches the culture, otherwise sizzling occurs
with aerosol droplets thrown into the air. You must take care that before
lighting the flame the spirit used for wiping the working table should
completely dry, as spirit is highly inflammable. (You should not wear gloves
while working near a burner or a spirit lamp. When pipetting, you can avoid
splashing by releasing the contents of the pipette under or onto the surface of
the receiver - don't release it from a height. Keep a discard jar or tray with a
disinfectant in it, on the work bench so that you can put used pipettes, loops,
swabs etc. in it. You will be far safer if you regard all microorganisms as
pathogenic because even harmless ones may be contaminated by dangerous
forms.
There are other aspects of handling microorganisms which should receive your
attention. For instance, you could easily become contaminated from culture
plates, therefore you should seal petri dishes with clear tape before allowing
them to be examined by you or inexperienced students. If you wish to kill the
microorganisms in the petri dish before they are examined (and it is possible to
use killed cells for microscopic examination), you can insert a filter paper
soaked in 40% methanal into the inverted dish. To avoid poisonous methanal
fumes, carry out this operation in fume cupboard, and leave the dish for twelve
hours.
As with other biological techniques, you should always take care to sterilize
the equipment after you've used it to cut down the chances of infection. You
will also ensure that infection is contained if you have a bottle of disinfectant
on hand to deal with any upsets. A 10% hypochlorite solution or methylated
spiritcan be used.
A similar situation can be while working with plant materials. You can
encounter pollens or other plant parts and products that can cause allergies,
cuts and burises. As in case of microorganisms you can'reduce the risk by
wearing gloves, masks and lab coat while working with such materials. If you
are handling some known allergins, it is advisable to work on a fume cupboard
with filtered exhaust. If such cupboard is not available in your'lab, work in
open area with proper aeration and exhaust.
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SAQ 4
What action would you take before allowing microorganisms in a petri dish to
be examined by inexperienced people?

14.6.2

Sterilization of Apparatus for Microbiology Experiments

Col~tainersof dangerous biological materials and the doors leading to
laboratories or rooms in which work with pathogenic micro-organisms is
carried out should be labelled with the biohazard warning symbol. The
following methods are employed to sterilize different types of apparatus for
microbiological experiments. You will study about autoclave, hot air oven and
how to operate these instruments in LT-2 course.
G1~rsswar.e(kg. petri dishes, pipettes, flasks, test-tubes and syringes) Stopper the. washed and dried flasks and tubes loosely and wrap pipettes and
syringes in brown paper or metal foil before sterilizing in a hot air oven at
120°C for few hours.
Inoct~latingloops, mouths o f culture tubes, slides, cover slips and forceps
points - Dip in disinfectant, wash and pass through a flame before use.
Conl(rminatedfloors and benches. --Wash with 3% 'Lysol' solution or other
suitable disinfectant solution.
.Culture medicr, ruhher wcrshers and bottle caps. Heat for 30 minutes under
pressure in an autoclave or pressure cooker.

14.6.3 Disposal
You must always sterilize cultures and contaminated instruments and
glassware before disposing them of or before washing-up. Usually, you can do
this by autoclaving or soaking overnight (at'least twelve hours) in a suitable
disinfectant. The culture material is sterilized mainly by autoclaving.
SAQ 5
Here are four waste items from microbiology and biology labs and three
disposal methods. Can you match a method to the waste?
Waste
Method
(a)
Disinfect
and
throw in glass waste bin.
Micro-organism culture
(1)
(2)
Dead mouse
(b) Autoclave
(3)
Contaminated litter
(c) Seal in opaque bag and throw away
(4)
Chipped, contaminated
or incinerate
pipette.
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14.7 SUMMARY
In this unit you have studied the following:
The major hazards encountered in the biological lab work are diseases like
infections and allergies which are caused by handling live animals.
dissections, plant and animal tissues, microbes etc.
The infections are caused by ingestion, inhalation and penetration through
cuts, scratches of the substances in the form of fumes, fine spray or aerosol
produced during the work with biological materials.
While studying the blood samples, every time a fresh needle, gloves and
disinfectant should be used for pricking the finger tip for the blood.
Precautionary measures include proper cleaning with disinfectants before
and after the work, usage of masks, lab coats and rubber gloves during the
work, safe disposal, incineration and sterilization methods etc.
Sharp objects used in biology lab work like razors, pins, scalpal, needles
etc. can cause injury. So these should be handled properly and, after use
should be properly covered and disposed of in covered boxes.
Working with microbes requires special care, such as a different working
area, use of disinfectants, proper handling of cultures and sterilization of
the instruments. The cells should be killed before the disposal of cultures.

14.8 TERMINAL OUESTIONS
1.

2.
3.

4.

What are the two factors you should consider while purchasing the
animals for biology labs?
What four steps would you take to minimize infection after performing
a dissection?
List the advantages and disadvantages in using wild animals, birds or
mammals for lab work.
List the precautionary measures by which you can avoid direct contact
with micro-organisms?

14.9 ANSWERS
Self-assessment Questions

1. The major risk in handling the lab animals is exposure to infected material.
The two ways by which the risk of infection can be avoided are:
i) taking hygiene precautions and using disinfectant while handling the
animals,
ii) choosing right way of disposal of animals/tissues - either in opaque
bags or incineration.
i)
(2). Although (1) and (3) are true, (2) is the real danger.
2.
ii) - (1). From (2) and (3), you have the risk of hurting your feet and
fingers.
3. It is very important to be careful while studying blood samples because the
serious diseases like viral hepatitis and AIDS can be transmitted through
blood via small cuts in your hand.
4. Seal the petri dish with clear adhesive tape. Label the petridish on the
outer side of its base with the details of the date of inoculation and the
name and straid of microorganism culture. After use the petri dish should
be kept upside down i.e., in inverted position so that the spores fall in the
lid of the vetridate and not svread out.
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Terminal Questions

I.

2.

3.

4.

Lab animals should be - (i) Purchased from accredited dealers, i.e.
suppliers in the business of supplying animals for lab use. (ii) The animal
should be pathogen free.
(i) Wash all instruments, sterilize them and put them away.
(ii) Ensure that any carcass or disposable material is disposed of
correctly.
(iii) Wash the area where the dissection was performed with disinfectant.
(iv) Wash your hands thoroughly.
Advantages -None. The criteria of cost can not be an argument because
diseases imported with these animals can be fatal.
Disadvantages - You, your colleagues and animal population of your lab
are at the risk of getting infected with diseases like rabies or salmonella
poisoning.
The direct contact with micro-organism can be avoided by wearing
protective clothing such as rubber-gloves, a lab coat and a mask.

:
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15.1

I

INTRODUCTION

In this unit, we introduce you to the hndarnentals of personal safety code in a
laboratory. If you do not have safe laboratory practice, your life and those of
your lab inmates could be in danger. A good personal safety code could lessen
the occurrence or the consequences of accidents. Besides the personal safety
code, we shall discuss the procedure for checking in, shutting down and lifting.
Objectives

After studying this unit, you should be able to:
list the obligations of the teachers and the Head of the institution towards
safe working conditions in a laboratory,
state the need for wearing the appropriate protective clothing in a
laboratory,
recognize the necessity for personal code of behaviour in a laboratory,
explain the hazards of storing and consuming food or drink and smoking
in a laboratory,
state the methods of disposal of waste materials in a laboratory,
discuss the check-in and shut-down sequences in a laboratory, and
explain the method of lifting objects in a laboratory.

15.2

OBLIGATIONS OF THE TEACHERS AND THE
HEAD OF THE INSTITUTION TOWARDS
MAINTAINING LABORATORY SAFETY

Safety in laboratory work is the collective responsibility of the Head of the
Institution, teachers, lab staff like you and the students. It must be realised that
in case any serious accident takes place in a laboratory, the Head of the
institution and the teachers will have the responsibility at the first instance to

About some of the safety
measures suggested by
Bureau of Indian Standards,
we have explained in Sec.
17.3 of Unit 17.

Laboratory Safety

explain the causes. The legal aspects of laboratory accidents are discussed in
Sec. 17.10 of Unit 17. We have given below some measures to be taken by the
Head of the institution and teachers in ensuring safe working conditions in a
laboratory.
i)

Safety aspects must be taken into account while planning the laboratory
buildings, the purchase of equipment, chemicals, etc. Bureau of Indian
Standards, Delhi, (earlier known as Indian Standards Institution) has
prescribed safety norms through many of its publications like the
following:
National Building Code of India (includes safety codes for
construction of buildings, fire, electricity, water supply, drainage, gas
supply etc.)
Codes of safety for chemical, microbiological and radiochemical
laboratories
Code of safety for electrical equipment and mains operated electronic
equipment

ii)

iii)

Immunisation : Protection
against specific disease.

iv)
v)
vi)

vii)

The guidelines given in these codes and, the regulations mentioned in Unit
17 must be followed. The main aspects of these codes and regulations
should be made known to the teachers and the laboratory staff through
institution level training programme.
Lab building should be maintained in safe condition. Once in a year at
least, condition of the building, furniture, fire safety units, electrical
connections and appliances, water pipes etc. may be checked. Any repairs
must be attended to.
At the time of purchase of gas cylinders (chlorine gas, oxygen gas) etc.,
the safety instruction sheets must be obtained from the dealer and
preserved for use.
The lab staff are to be provided with protective clothing.
All laboratory workers must be immunised against tetanus. Additional
immunisation may be done if their work exposes to special risks of
infection.
Appropriate training must be given to lab staff in
handling equipment, chemicals, biological specimens etc.,
using gas cylinders and fire fighting equipment,
moving load,
waste disposal, and
administering first aid.
t h e lab staff must be instructed to prepare a list of phone numbers and
addresses of the following for use during emergency:
nearby doctors, hospitals and ambulance services
police
Fire Service Authority (Fire Service may also offer help for rescue
operations during building collapse, explosion, drowning, gas leakage
etc.)
electricity supply agency
gas supply agency
water supply agencies
fire fighting equipment dealers

t

This list should be promineiltly exhibited in the laboratory. An activity is
included on this aspect in Exercise 16 (Block 5) of the practical
component of the course.
viii)The lab staff must be instructed to keep records of accidents (as discussed
in Sec. 16.2 of Unit 16). The records of accidents may be examined once
in a year to plan protective measures.

15.3

Personal Safety

CODE OF BEHAVIOUR FOR THE LABORATORY
STAFF

Let us discuss the need for a code of behaviour in Science lab of an educational
institution.

15.3.1 Need for Code of Behaviour
A laboratory is a potentially dangerous working environment. Cuts from
broken glass, chemical or thermal burns and poisoning are three examples of
lab accidents that could occur. In order to avoid such lab accidents, you must
follow a set of rules commonly known as personal code of behaviour. When
you work as an assistant or technician in an educational lab, you have to
consider the educational element of your conduct. The students around you
learn from what all they see from the teachers and the laboratory staff like you;
you also have a responsibility of building in students a positive attitude to safe
working practice and an awareness of potential dangers. You may also
appreciate that such an educational element is not necessarily associated with
the code of behavioiir of laboratory staff working in industry. Hence, the lab
staff in educational institutions should practise personal safety code both for
avoiding the accidents and for the educational value that it offers to the
students learning in the lab.

15.3.2 Code of Practice in a Laboratory
The following is a set of rules you should follow while working in a
laboratory:
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

Always wear the required protective clothing.
Make sure you know the positions of the main valves or switches for
controlling supplies of water, gas and electricity to the laboratory.
Make sure that you know the locations of telephones, fire alarms, firstaid kit, fire extinguishers, and other safety equipment and that you know
how to use them.
Never eat, drink or smoke in a laboratory. Also don't store food or drink
in a laboratory. Eating, drinking or storing food in a laboratory may
result in contamination by chemicals or bacteria. Smoking is prohibited
in laboratory due to following reasons :
It may cause a fire accident, especially while flammable solvents
i)
are stored.
Minute particles in smoke may interfere with or spoil purity,
ii)
chemical processes and electronic parts.
iii)
Hot zone of a lighted cigarette may help in the formation of
poisonous substances in presence of some chemicals.
Don't look into the mouth of a tdst tube or flask while you are heating it
or adding reagents. Never point test tubes at other persons.

Accidents do not happen on
their own. Accidents occur
due to negligence at some
level.

No smoking sign

Sniff: Finding the smell
In Sec. 14.3 of Unit 14 of this
course, you would have read
in detail about how to handle
hazardous chemicals.
Some of the aspects regarding
fume cupboard are given in
Exercise 12 of Block 5 of the
practical component of this
course.

In research laboratory, there
play be need for protecting
me face during certain
operations. You may know
that a mask is a protective
covering for the face or head.
While working with
hazardous materials, dust
masks and respirators may
a k a be used. A dust mask
may be used when
transfeming large quantities of
powders or grinding
chemicals by hand. A
respirator is an apparatus for
giving artificial breathing; it
may be used when working
with highly toxic materials.

Before using flammable solvents, check that all bunsen burners are put
out and that there are no naked flames. Remember to warn everyone
near the fire risk area.
Inform other lab staff and teachers regarding any breakage, faulty
equipment and any other defects immediately.
Wipe off any spilled chemicals immediately, especially corrosive acid or
alkali and mercury.
Do not run or play about in laboratories.
Make sure you know the nature of the substances you handle. Do not
handle materials or operate apparatus that you do not fully understand.
Keep in cupboards the apparatus that is not immediately used. Do not
allow organic solvents to accumulate in the laboratory.
Do not sniff materials that may be toxic and never taste chemicals or eat
seeds or parts of plants provided for biological studies.
AlwayS use a fume cupboard for transferring highly toxic substances or
for carrying out experiments that may produce harmful gases. Operations
considered hazardous should be carried out only in rooms set aside for
the purpose and ensure that you can get assistance, if required.
Always label containers correctly with the full name and concentration of
the contents.
Never try to stop or slow down a centrifuge with your hands. The speed
at the outer edge may be greater than 150 kilometer per hour (or 90
kilometer per hour at least).
While diluting strong acids, add the acid in small amounts at a time with
stirring, to water. Do not add water to acid.
Always use safety bulbs when pipetting.
Do not charge batteries close to naked flames.
Always wash your hands before leaving the laboratory.
Passage between benches must be kept clear to permit evacuation during
emergency. The exits and the access to switches must be kept clear.
Storage of materials behind and above benches must be avoided.
Do not allow undergraduate students work in labs without supervisory
staff.
Always exercise care when opening and closing doors of the laboratory.
Ensure that your footwear is adequate for the lab work. Open toed shoes
or sandals offer no protection against injury.
Long hair, ties and loose jewellery could be a problem during laboratory
work due to possibilities of entanglement in a moving mechanical
equipment or trailing over contaminated surface on the work bench.
Make sure you know the emergency procedures and emergency exit
routes of your laboratory.
Ensure that the doorways and emergency exits are not obstructed with
trolleys, furniture etc.

15.3.3 Personal Protective Devices
We shall now discuss the details of protective devices required for safety in a
laboratory. The aim of protective devices is to minimise the risk of personal
injury and damage through contact with hazardous substances. Lab coat is
often used as a protective device. Sometimes gloves, aprons, goggles (safety
spectacles) and safety shoes are also used as additional devices.

-

Lab coats
The lab coat should fit well and should be buttoned up correctly at all times.
Cotton lab coats are more suitable than those made from nylon as the former
could absorb more liquid and offer more protection against spilled chemicals.
An added advantage is that the cotton coats do not generate sparks by static
electricity that might ignite highly flammable organic solvents. Nylon also
melts when heated and can stick to the flesh. It also dissolves in some organic
solvents.
Safety spectacles
Safety spectacles need to be used where there is the slightest risk of splashes of
chemicals or fragments of dust, glass, etc. getting into the eyes.
Gloves
Gloves should be worn when transferring toxic, radioactive and carcinogenic
compounds, irritants and corrosive liquids. The practice of wearing rubber
gloves continuously for laboratory work is not recommended, as the hands
become very moist and sweaty. Skin infection may result. Rubber gloves also
make it difficult to grip wet glass and, serious accidents may result from
dropped bottles or glassware.
Aprons
Additional protection, such as a rubber apron is recommended for work with
appreciable amounts of chromic acid, hydrofluoric acid and other highly
corrosive liquids.
- -

-

SAQ 1
Specify the danger that could occur to a laboratory worker due to the
following:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Looking into the mouth of a test tube during addition of chemicals.
Wearing loose jewellery.
Wearing open-toed shoes.
Storing unused furniture in the laboratory passage.

SAQ 2
State the possible hazards caused by smoking in a lab.
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15.4

DISPOSAL OF WASTE MATERIALS

In a school or college science laboratory, chemical wastes, broken glassware,
unserviceable nonconsumable items, obsolete instruments, used biological
specimens and radioactive materials need to be disposed of from time to time.
Many of them could be health hazards or could cause inconvenience for
free movement especially during times of emergency. Of these, the method
of disposal of used biological specimens has been discussed in Unit 14.
Radioactive materials, if any. are to be disposal of as per the directives of
Atomic Energy Regulatory Board, Milmbai, We shall not discuss their disposal
in this unit. In this section, we shall explain the terms,
unserviceablejtems,
obsolete instruments, and
chemical wastes.
We shall also state the methods of disposal of all these three categories of
waste materials.
Unserviceable nonconsumable items

The nonconsumabk items that are broken or are in nonfunctional status come
under this category.
Examples:
broken burette stands or furniture, rusted metal trays or bunsen burners
etc.
ii) nonfunctional instruments like galvanometers, ammeters, refrigerators, air
conditioners, deionisers, ovens etc.
i)

Obsolete instruments

Old model instruments which are functional but not used due to purchase of
latest model belong to this category.
Examples :
Old model pHmeters, colorimeters, computers etc
Chemical wastes

The chemical wastes may occur in the following cases:

*
*

breakage of the container caused by accidental fall
partial decomposition because of
improper storage
atmospheric action due to its moisture, carbon dioxide or oxygen
content.

15.4.1 Disposal of Unserviceable and Obsolete Items
Every institution may have evolved its own procedure for the same. Generally
the following procedure is used for the disposal of unserviceable and obsolete
items:

i

The Head of the Institution forms a Survey Committee for the disposal of
unserviceable and obsolete items in a particular science department. The
following may be the members of the Committee:
Head of the Department (Convenor of the Committee)
Administrative OfficerIFinance Officer of the Institution
One person having expert knowledge regarding the value of the articles
to be disposed of.
ii) The Survey Committee inspects the laboratory and prepares a list of
unserviceable and obsolete items indicating the original cost price and
reserve price. The reserve price is the minimum price at which the
concerned item is to be sold. The Committee has to use its judgement in
fixing the reserve price. For obsolete items which are functional, the
reserve price may be fixed depending on its worth. In case of
nonfunctional items, reserve price can be fixed on the basis of its scrap
value. In extreme case, the Committee may recoinmend writing off the
items, if the concerned item is of no commercial value and the reserve
price is taken as zero.
iii) The Committee prepares a report and forwards it to the Head of the
Institution.
iv) The Head of the Institution gives direction for the disposal of the material
through open sale or auction.
The steps are taken for open sale or auction.
Necessary entries are made in the stock register.

These steps are illustrated in Exercise 14, Block 5 of the practical
component of this course.
15.4.2 Disposal of Chemical Wastes
We shall deal with some commonly occurring chemical wastes. If you need to
know more details covering the disposal of a wide range of chemicals, you are
advised to get for your library the book, Hazards in Chemical Laboratory,
edited by L. Bretherick (4th edition published by Royal Society of Chemistry,
London in 1986).
While dealing with chemical waste, you should keep in mind the safety of
yourself and other inmates of the laboratory. Consider that a toxic waste is
thrown carelessly into the dust bin. Will it not be harmful to the sweeper who
cleans the dust bin? Also flammable, volatile and water-immiscible liquid
wastes can cause accumulation of flammable vapours in the drainage. In order
to dispose of chemical waste safely,
you must be aware of the contents of the chemical waste, and its nature,
(viz, harmful, toxic, flammable or corrosive - usually the reagent bottle
label indicates the nature of the chemical contained in it; you would have
read about it in Unit 13 of Block 3),
you must use adequate protective devices as mentioned in Subsec 15.3.3,
shut off all possible source of ignition while dealing with flammable
waste, and
use the appropriate method as mentioned below.
We shall discuss various methods of
1)

first removing the bulk of the chemical waste and , then

Personal Safety

Scrap value: It is the price that
depends on the usable
constitutents of an item. The
scrap value may be similar to
the value fixed by a waste
materials dealer.
Sale: A price is fixed for each
item keeping in view the
reserve price.
Open auction: Price is decided
through auction keeping
reserve price as minimum.
The article is sold to the
person offering the highest
price.
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11)

treating the site of spillage for removing its traces.

We shall limit our discussion to the disposal of chemical wastes occurring in
small quantities.

I Removing the bulk of the chemical waste from the spillage site
8

Following are some of the methods used:

a)
Mopping : Washing the floor
using a bundle of yam or
sponge or cloth fastened to
the end of a stick.

For water soluble/miscible solid and liquid wastes
The familiar method of mopping the waste with plenty of water and
running the same into the drainage could be done for misciblelsoluble
waste substances which are
harmless in high dilution or
nonreactive with water.
Although some of these could be harmful in high concentration, their
effect gets minimised due to usage of plenty of water. Examples:
Acetone, methanol, ethanol, acetic acid, ammonia (solution), hydrogen
peroxide, potassium hydroxide, sodium hydroxide, oxalic acid and water
soluble salts of arsenic, cadmium, lead and nickel.

b)

For highly volatile liquid wastes
Highly volatile liquid waste could be disposed of by effective ventillation
until the liquid completely evaporates. Example: Diethyl ether.

c)
Shovelling : Lifting and
moving loose materials
using a shovel; shovel is a
tool with a broad scoop or
blade and long handle.

Spillage of'moderately volatile liquids could be absorbed on sand,
shovelled into bucket(s) and transported to a safe open area for
evaporation. Examples: Ethyl acetate, carbon disulphide, benzene and
carbon tetrachloride.

d)
A liquid immiscible in water
normally forms a separate
layer with water. A typical
example is a mixture of oil
and water. But in presence
of suitable agents like soap
or detergent, two immiscible
liquids form a milk like
homogeneous mixture
known as emulsion.
Emulsification is the
process of dispersing water
immiscible liquid in water
using a suitable agent such
as soap or detergent.

For moderately volatile liquid wastes

For water immiscible/insoluble liquid/solid wastes which can be
emulsified
The spillage of water irnrnisciblelinsoluble liquidslsolids could be
scrubbed with brush in presence of soap or detergent solution. The
emulsion is to be run into the drainage with plenty of water. Examples:
Benzene, toluene, cyclohexane, nitrobenzene, m-dinitrobenzene, cresols,
chlorobenzene and chloroform.

e)

For chemically reactive wastes
The chemical property of the waste could be used in its removal in a
number of ways as given below:
i)

ii)

Some water-reactive waste could be disposed of by transferring it
into a dry bucket, transporting to a safe area and adding a large
volume of water. After completion of the reaction, the suspension
could be poured into the drainage. (Example: Calcium oxide).
A few solid wastes, which are highly reactive with water, could
be removed by mixing with dry sand, shovelled into dry

I

iii)

iv)

v)

vi)
vii)

viii)

f)

bucket(s), transported to a safe open area and treated with large
quantity of water added in small quantities at a time. After the
reaction is complete, the mixture is decanted into the drainage.
(Examples: Anhydrous aluminium chloride and phthalic
anhydride).
Where the product of reaction with water is highly corrosive, then
(ii) is to be carried out in an enamel or polythene container.
(Examples: Phosphorus pentachloride and phosphorus pentoxide).
The site of spillage is to be covered with sodium carbonate
liberally and then mopped cautiously with a large quantity of
water. (Examples: Perchloric acid, sulphuric acid, hydrochloric
acid, nitric acid, phosphoric acid, acetyl chloride, benzoyl
chloride, chromium trioxide, chromyl chloride, tin (IV) chloride
and bromine).
The spillage is mixed with sand and shovelled into a suitable
glass or enamel vessel for treatment with an excess of dilute
hydrochloric acid (one volume of the acid and two volumes of
water) allowed to stand for 24 hours and then run into drains with
a large volume of water. (Example: Aniline).
Small quantities of spillage can be washed off using sodium
thiosulphate or sodium metabisulphite solution. (Example: Iodine
in small quantities).
The waste may be mixed with dry sodium carbonate, shovelled
into a dry bucket and transported to a safe open space. The
mixture may be added a little at a time to a large excess of dry
propan-2-01, allowed to stand for 24 hours and run into the
drainage diluting greatly with running water. (Example: Sodium
metal).
The spillage is to be treated with excess of sodium hypochlorite
solution, mopped up into a bucket, allowed to stand for 24 hours,
diluted greatly with water and then run into the drainage.
(Example: Potassium cyanide).

For all other wastes
i)

Burial
The spillage could be buried using any of the following methods:
The spillage could be mixed with sand and buried deep.
Examples: Iodine in large quantities, insoluble arsenic salts,
picric acid and phenol.
The spillage could be swept with 1:l mixture of saw dust and
zinc dust and buried at an isolated site. Example : Mercury.

ii) Mixing with sand and disposal as waste
Some water-insoluble inorganic waste can be mixed with excess of
sand and disposed of as normal garbage. (Examples: Insoluble
cadmium salts, lead salts and nickel salts)

Personal Safety
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I1 Treatment of the spillage site after removal of the bulk of the waste

In order to remove the final traces of the spillage, any one of the following
methods may be used depending on the nature of the spillage:
a) The spilled area is to be ventilated to dispel the vapours in case of easily
volatile wastes. (Examples: Ethyl acetate, carbon disulphide and carbon
tetrachloride).
b) The spillage site is to be washed with water in case of water
solublelmiscible wastes. (Example : Anhydrous aluminium chloride).
c) The site of spillage is to be washed thoroughly with water and
soapldetergent in case of water immisciblelinsoluble wastes. (Examples:
Acetic anhydride and toluene).
Some of these methods are illustrated in Exercise 15 of Block 5 of the
practical component of this course.

As mentioned earlier, these methods can be used to deal with chemical wastes
i n school and college laboratories. In these cases, the quantities of wastes are
not large. While dealing with industrial chemical wastes, specialised methods
are to be used. In Sec. 17.8 of Unit 17, you will study legal aspects of dealing
with hazardous industrial wastes. We illustrate with an example the
consequences of unplanned dumping of industrial chemical wastes that
affected small children of an elementary school.
Case Study: Disposal of Toxic Chemicals in Love Canal

Swamp: A piece of wet land

Rectal bleeding: Loss of blood
ti-om the poltion of the large
intestine which ends at the anus.
Miscarriage: Abortion

In 1940, Hooker Chemicals, a chemical manufacturing company, operating at
Niagara Falls, New York,purchased an abandoned canal called Love canal
for disposing of its waste.s. Approxiniately 19,000 tonnes o f chemical waste
was packed into 55 gallon steel drums and dumped in the canal. In 1953, the
conipany covered one of its dump.site.s by dirt and, sold it to the Board of
Education of Niagara Falls. An elenzentaiy school and playground were made
on this site. In 1973, due to heavy rains, the area turned into muddy .swamp. It
was contan7inated with poi,sonous chemicals which floated about in the
playgrounds and even entered the basenlent of nearby houses. Soon, children
and adults o f nearby area suffered illness such as severe headache, skin sores,
rectal bleeding, liver malfinctions and epilepsy. Later nziscarriages and birth
defects were also reported. The investigations showed that the chemicals in the
swamp were due to leakage in the drums that were buried by the Hooker
con7pany decades earlier.

The above example illustrates how dumpsites of hazardous wastes become
permanently unfit for living purposes.
SAQ 3

Why is it necessary to devise proper methods for the disposal of chemical,
biological and radioactive wastes?
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SAQ 4
What is the important precaution to be taken while disposing of combustible
waste?

The procedures for opening and closing a laboratory are to be carefully
followed. Let us first note down some instructions for checking in a,
laboratory.
Check-in Sequences

'Check-in' means opening
and entering the lab for
starting the day's work.

At the time of opening the lab, the following need to be kept in mind:

ii)
iii)

vii)
viii)
ix)

Enslire that the door locks have not been tampered. If any tampering is
detected, inform the higher authorities.
Wear lab coat and other protective clothing as per requirement.
Arrange for proper ventillation and lighting; proper ventillation helps in
minimising asphyxia and inhalation hazards.
Ensure that the animals in a biological laboratory have suficient food
and water.
Wipe the top of the benches with a damp cloth.
Classify the waste and make arrangement for its disposal as per Sec.
15.4. Personally supervise the cleaning of the garbage by the cleaners;
otherwise they could mess up wastes of different kinds.
Clieck the working condition ofany instrument left overnight.
Check for the availability of water, electricity and gas supply for the
day's work.
Plan for day's activity as per the experiments to be carried out on that
day.

Let us now go through some of the features of shut-down.
Shut -down Sequences
In some respects, the time when the lab is being shut down is potentially one of
the most dangerous periods of the day. For example, at the end of a day's
work, people are less alert due to tiredness and thinking about getting home;
short cuts are taken to avoid working late. There are fewer people available to
help during awkward tasks, such as moving gas cylinders, or in case of
accidents; lighting may be poor during winter months, and so on. During your
daily shut-down sequence, therefore, you should be making a special effort to
observe the main points of your personal safety code. The following are some
of the actions to be performed during shut-down:
i)

Turn off equipment, bunsen burners, taps, etc.

Tampering : Damaging the
lock with the idea of
opening the door illegally.
Asphyxia or suffocation is a
condition in which
breathing is affected. The
lungs do not get sufficient
supply of oxygen for
breathing. If this condition
continues for more than 2 to
3 minutes, brain damage
followed by death could
I-esult. Asphyxia arises
generally due to oxygen
deficiency.
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Replace reagent bottles in the shelves and put away apparatus, chemicals
and other materials. Radioactive sources and poisons must be locked
away. Remember that the cleaners may not be aware of the hazards
presented by such materials.
iii) Place any other materials in suitable containers, label them and put them
away safely.
iv) In a biological laboratory check aquaria, animal cages and make certain
the doors are secure. Ensure that the animals have sufficient food and
witter. Check that thermostats, incubators and other equipment in
continuous operation have been switched off.
lea; up any spilled chemicals, etc. and wipe the top of the benches with
v)
a damp cloth.
vi) Remove lab coat, safety spectacles and other protective clothing and
leave them in the laboratory or in your locker. Disposable gloves should
be discarded and placed in a suitable container.
vii) The hands should always be washed when leaving the laboratory or after
handling dangerous substances or material which carries a risk of
infection.
viii) Any apparatus left overnight must be clearly indicated by a notice of the
appropriate type signed by a responsible person. Instructions should be
left concerning action in case of emergency.
ix) Affix paper seals over the locks of the laboratory doors. The paper seals
should contain the signature of responsible staff member.

SAQ 5
Why is that special efforts are required to be observed during lab shut-down
time?

15.6 SHIFTING LOAD
Muscle strain : Injury caused to
the muscle through forcible
stretch beyond its proper length.

When a load has to be shifted, you have to take a number of simple steps to
prevent back and other muscle strain:
If the load is to be manually handled, an assessment of risks should be
made.
The load should be split down into manageable sizes.
Each part should be within the lifting capability of the lab worker.

Manual handling :
Transporting or supporting of
a load by hand or bodily
force.

Generally in Science lab situations, objects are moved through lifting process
or using a trolley. Remember that the majority of back injuries are caused by
incorrect lifting. Back injuries are the most common cause of injury at work
and, range from severe accident to mild discomfort. To avoid back injuries, the
back should always be kept straight and the feet apart when lifting.

The following procedure should be adopted:
1. Feet apart. Put one foot forward and to the side of the load. Always keep
the feet about a hip breadth apart when lifting as this provides a larger
base and will improve your balance.
2. Bend the knees to lower the body vertically to reach the object. Always
keep the back straight.
3. Grip the load securely using the whole of your palms and not just the tips
of your fingers. This reduces the chances of droppifig the object.
4.
Keep arms close to your body and, as straight as possible, so that you can
use your whole body to carry the load.
5. Keep your chin in. This will lock your vertebrae and prevent injury to the
neck.
6 . Straighten your legs without jerking and let the strong muscles of the leg
do the lifting.

Personal Safety

The correct position for lifting objects is shown in Fig. 15.1.

Fig.15.1: Cerrcct Lifting procedure.

Moving loads on a trolley

Loads on a trolley, are normally moved through pulling or pushing process.
During the pulling process, the whole strain is to be taken by the back muscles
(Fig.15.2). Care should be taken to move the trolley with a steady speed that it
does not run on and injure the feet. During pushing process, an optimum height
of push (about mid-chest height) helps in minimising the strain. The push load
is taken by the back bone (Fig.15.3). Pushing at too high a level puts excess
strain on stomach muscles and can cause strain of shoulder muscles and hernia.
Also pushing at too low a level is ineffective.

I~ig.15.2:Pulling load.

Fig.15.3: Pmhing load.

Hernia: A protrusion (or
projection) of any part of
the internal organs
- through
the structures enclosing
them.

15.7

SUMMARY

In this mit, we have discussed safety aspects in a detailed way. We explained
the need for a personal code of behaviour and then gave a list of instructions
which could serve as code of practice in a laboratory. We stated a few
protective devices. We described in an elaborate manner the ways of disposing
of waste materials. We discussed the check-in and shut-down sequences.
Finally we described the procedure to be used in lifting objects.

15.8 TERMINAL QUESTIONS
1 . State two main reasons as to why the behaviour of a laboratory technician
be exemplary.

2. Why is a cotton lab coat preferable to a nylon coat?

..............................................................................................

3. Do you think that you are less likely to be poisoned or harmed if you just
store food or drink in the lab as compared to actually consuming it?

4. What are the main causes for the occurrence of chemical waste?

5.

Summarize the proper procedure for lifting.

.
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15.9 ANSWERS
Self-assessment Questions

c

1. i) Due to vigorous chemical reaction, there may be emission of vapours or
even spurting which could cause blisters in the face and even be
harmful to the eyes.
ii) Loose jewellery could get entangled in a moving mechanical equipment
or trail over contaminated surface.
iii) Open-toed shoes offer no protection against injury or spillage of
chemicals.
iv) Unused furniture stored in the passage causes difficulty during
emergency evacuation.

2. Burning tobacco can react with certain substances to form highly toxic
compounds. It could be a serious fire risk when flammable solvents are
being used. The tobacco smoke can interfere with purification and, other
chemical and physical processes.
t

3. Improper disposal of waste materials could cause serious environmental
problems.
4. All sources of ignition should be shut off.

5. At the end of a day's work, people are less alert due to tiredness and
thinking about --getting home; short cuts are taken to avoid working late.
There are fewer people available to help during odd tasks such as moving
gas cylinders, etc. So special efforts are required to observe personal safety
code during shut-down sequences.
Terminal Questions

1. A laboratory technician has health and safety obligations to colleagues, to
students and to self. Further the students may think that the procedure used
by a laboratory technician is the correct one.

2. Cotton can absorb more than nylon thus giving greater protection. Nylon
can produce static sparks while cotton does not. Nylon, when heated, melts
and sticks to flesh.
3. There is a risk by direct contamination of the food or drink by keeping it in
the laboratory.
4. The chemical wastes could occur due to breakage of a reagent bottle or
spillage or partial chemical decomposition due to long storage or
atmospheric action.

Laboratory Safety

5. i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

v)
vi)
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Feet apart (one foot forward).
Bend knees.
Grip completely (as close to your body as possible).
Keep arms in and straight.
Chin in.
Straighten the legs (keeping your back as straight as possible).

UNIT 16 ACCIDENTS AND FIRST AID
Structure
Introduction
Objectives

Accident Reporting
The Need for Reporting Accidents
Accident Reporting Procedure

First Aid Box
What is First Aid ?
Placement of First Aid Box
Contents of First Aid Box

General Features of First Aid Procedure
Scope of First Aid
Sequence of Actions

First Aid Procedure for Electric Shock
First Aid Procedure for Unconscious Casualties
First Aid Procedures for Chemical Accidents
Controlling Bleeding
First Aid Treatment for Shock
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16.1 INTRODUCTION
In this unit, we shall discuss the need and the method for reporting an accident.
We shall explain the choice of locating the first aid box and state its contents.
We shall describe the general features of first aid procedure and then discuss
the methods of administering first aid for specific situations like electric shock,
unconsciousness, chemical accidents, bleeding, bums, fractures and eye
injuries. This unit could serve as a guide for offering first aid to those involved
in laboratory accidents. It is worth mentioning that specialised courses are run
by The St.John Ambulance Association which lead to recognised first aid
qualifications. It is emphasized that for any serious injury, proper medical
assistance should be sought at the earliest.
Objectives

After studying this unit, you should be able to:
explain the need for reporting lab accidents,
state the accident reporting procedure,
list the contents of a first aid box,
describe the general features of first aid procedure, and
explain the first aid procedure for specific situations like electric shock,
unconsciousness, chemical accidents, bleeding, shock, burns, fractures and
eye injuries.
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16.2 ACCIDENT REPORTING
To start with, let us explain two closely related words, accident and incident.

Near misses of accidents:
Accidents prevented just
before occurrence.

Accident is an unexpected or unplanned event. It may cause
i) harm to someone and lor
ii) damage to equipment or premises.
Accidents are the result of unsafe systems of work. The 'near misses of
accidents' also need to be recognised, although systems of work would never
be changed until an accident occurred.
The word 'incident' includes a wide range of happenings-anything from an
indiyidual fainting to natural disasters like floods, earth quake etc. and to
man-made disasters like fire, industrial disasters etc. You may note that
incidents include accidents also.

16.2.1 The Need for Reporting Accidents
All accidents (no matter how trivial) and, dangerous near misses should be
recorded. The recording of accidents ensures that all injuries are treated. The
record keeping of accidents helps in knowing about unsafe working practices
and long term trends in accidents. It helps in tightening safety aspects in a lab.
Further if there is a subsequent enquiry, considerable problems may arise for
those concerned unless the accident was recorded or reported. Hence, it is
advisable to treat both minor and major accidents as serious and record all of
them systematically.

16.2.2 Accident Reporting Procedure
It is better to use incident book and accident report forms for the purposes of
keeping records of accidents. The incident book is to be maintained by the lab
in-charge. It should contain details of all accidents and "near misses" as given
below:

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Date, time and location of incident
Name of casualty
Nature of injuries sustained or suspected
Description of first aid treatment given
Name of person who administered first aid treatment
Names of witnesses (if any)

There is no need to record any other information in this book and details are to
be provided by the person attending on the accident victim or by any of the lab
staff. The book is a valuable source of information to the alert lab in-charge.

Accident report forms
Accident report forms are to be used in case of serious accidents. A properly
completed accident report form should contain the following information:

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

The date, time and location of the accident
The name, address and age of the casualty
A description of the accident
The names of any witnesses
Details of any injuries suffered or suspected

(6) A description of the first aid treatment given
(7) The name of the person who gave the first aid treatment
(8) A description of any further action taken, e.g. removal to hospital
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This form is also a useful record containing details concerning the accident
which might be hard to recall at a later date. These forms are to be completed
and maintained by the lab in-charge. A copy of this report has to be sent to the
Head of the institution for information, so that the Head could initiate measures
to improve safe working conditions in the lab. An activity on the preparation
of accident report is included in Exercise 16, Block 5 of the practical
component of this course.

.SAQ 1
What are the main features of an accident?

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................
.............................................................................................

16.3 FIRST AID BOX
Before we discuss the location and contents of first aid box, we shall explain
the term, first aid.
16.3.1 What is First Aid?
First-aid is the immediate and temporary care given to the victim of an
accident or sudden illness. Its purpose is to
(1) help preserve life,
(2) prevent the victim's condition from becoming worse, and
(3) promote the victim's recovery.
Any lab is a potentially dangerous workplace, but serious injuries are rare. It is
advisable to know how to provide first aid depending on the nature of the
injury. Remember that first aid is a skill which can be learnt only by proper
training and practice. St. John Ambulance Association which has Headquarters
in New Delhi and has around 650 branches all over the country is offering first
aid programmes at different levels and offers certificates to those who
complete the particular programme successfully. It is advisable to remember
that first aid is limited to the assistance rendered at the time of emergency with
such material as may be available. The direct responsibility of the person
giving first aid ends as soon as the victim is handed over to a doctor; but helshe
should give a complete report to the doctor.
16.3.2 Placement of First Aid Box
All first aid equipment should be placed close to the sites where accidents are
likely to occur. The location of first aid boxes should be such that they can be
easily identified and reached during times of need.

The originator of first aid
was Esmarch (1 823-1908) of
Germany. He was an expert
in hospital management and
military surgery. The term
'first aid' was used officially
in England for the first time
in 1879 by the St. John
Ambulance Association.
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An ideal first aid system would have two kinds of first aid box to meet two
kinds of need. The first type of first aid box would be to meet emergencies and
would be placed in the lab. It would never be locked so that it is accessible at
all times. Theft could become a problem but this can be overcome by:
(1 ) educating users, and
(2) keeping stocks to the basic minimum requirements.
A more elaborate first aid box, as a second line facility, could have contents
above the minimum requirements and hence the box could always be locked
and a responsible person put in charge of it. This could be used in times of
need as secondary support.

16.3.3 Contents of First Aid Box
The minimum contents of a first aid box are given in Table 16.1. In addition,
the first aid box should carry on it the name of the person responsible for its
contents, and be marked with a red cross on a green background. The phone
numbers of the near-by doctors and hospitals, the replacement date of its
contents etc. may also be typed and pasted to it.
Table 16.1 : Contents of First Aid Box
Item
Quantity
5
Individually wrapped sterile adhesive dressings (assorted)
Cotton roll
1
Half ounce packets of sterilised cotton roll
3
3
Sterile cotton pads in sealed packets
Half ounce packets of gauze, plain white
3
Swab sticks
6
Triangular bandages
2
2 each
Bandage rolls of 1",2" and 2%" width
Individually wrapped sterile unmedicated wound dressings of sizes:
2
Medium (10 cm x 8 cm)
2
Large (1 3 cm x 9 cm)
2
Extra large (28 cm x 17.5 cm)
Glucose
200 grams
Burn01 tube
I
Dettol bottle
1
Spirit bottle (100 ml)
1
1
Stainless steel spoon (padded) or Tongue depresser
6
Safety pins (assorted, rust proof)
1
Cardboard (8" to 12" length and 6" to 8" width)
6
Old news paper sheets (rolled using a rubber band)
Scissors (5inch, blunt pointed)
1
Pen torch
1

An activity based on first aid box is included in Exercise 16, Block 5 of the
practical component of this course.
---

-

SAQ 2
Why is it necessary to have two types of first aid box, one unlocked and the
other locked?

.............................................................................................

16.4 GENERAL FEATURES OF FIRST AID PROCEDURE
The order of priorities in administering first aid is decided by the principal
,objective - to save life. Equally important, you must not do anything which
endangers the lives of others. It will not help the victim if you are killed while
attempting to rescue the person from an electrical fault or from a room filled
with smoke or poisonous fumes. It is essential to keep calm and to assess the
situation rapidly. Time is important and, in serious accidents, the first two or
three minutes can make the difference between life and death.

16.4.1 Scope of First Aid
You must know that the scope of first aid actions spreads over the following
three aspects:

*

Diagnosis:
Diagnosis of the casualty involves considering the history, symptoms and
signs.
History is the information as to how the accident or illness occurred.
This may be obtained either from the casualty (if conscious) or from
witnesses.
Symptoms are the sensations of the casualty such as shivering, feeling
of cold, fainting, vomitting, thirst and pain.
Signs are any variations from normal condition of the body such as
bleeding, swelling, deformity and congestion.
In a casualty, symptoms and signs are quite helpful in diagnosis.

*

Treatment:
First aid treatment is a set of actions taken to preserve life of the casualty,
prevent the conditions from becoming worse and promote hislher
recovery.

*

Disposal:
Disposal is the arrangement made for the removal of the casualty to
hislher home or suitable shelter or to hospital. A tactful message should be
sent to the casualty's home or relatives indicating the main details of
accident and the casualty's destination.

16.4.2 Sequence of Actions
The precise sequence of actions in emergency situations is governed by the
circumstances. The following order is of general application:
(1)

(2)

Quickly remove the victim from the hazard (provided it is safe to do so).
Ensure that the patient's breathing is maintained. If the victim isn't
breathing, begin artificial respiration immediately. If the heart beat is
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found to be absent, begin resuscitation (Sec. 16.6). For both these
processes, the services of a trained person are quite helpful.
(3) Control serious bleeding to prevent heavy blood loss.
(4) Treat for shock.
(5) Treat bums and deal with localized injuries (such as cuts or foreign
bodies in the eye).
(6) Reassure the casualty and help lessen the anxiety.
(7) Do not allow people to crowd around as fresh air is essential. Get them to
telephone for an ambulance, summon the fire brigade, or other services
which may be required. They can also help to care for the victim until
doctor arrives; or they can help to deal with the cause of the injury, i.e.
with the spilled chemicals, broken glassware, etc. or fire (provided it is
only a small one).
(8) Where necessary, your last action with any casualty is either
a) to hand himlher over to a doctor or
b) to transfer h i d e r to a hospital.
Some of the terms used in this procedure are discussed in a detailed way later
in this unit. In all serious accidents, witnesses should be obtained, if possible,
before searching for personal belongings of the victim.
SAQ 3

Usually there is a crowding of on-lookers in a place of accident and, lab
accident is no exception. How can the members of the crowd be used to deal
with the after-effects of the accident?

16.5 FIRST AID PROCEDURE FOR ELECTRIC SHOCK
Based On Secs.16.5 - ''.lo Of
this unit, two activities are
included in Exercise 16,
Block 5 of the practical
c o m ~ o n e n of
t this course.

Although the procedure described in Subsec. 16.4.2 is usually followed, there
are occasions when other matters have to be considered and therefore the
procedure altered. Electric shock is one such occasion.
You would have read in Unit 11 of Block 3 that the main injuries which may
be expected in an electrical accident are burns, asphyxia and shock. Cuts,
fractures or other injuries may result from falls due to electric shock. The
sequence of actions to be taken is:
(1) Do not touch the casualty until you are certain that the power has been
turned off or that the casualty is no longer in contact with the electric
current or else you may be electrocuted as well. No attempt at rescue must
be made if the victim is in contact with a high voltage electric current such
as that coming from overhead electric power cables. With a mains supply
voltage (220-240 V), the victim can be pulled or pushed clear using for
example, a wooden chair, thick dry cloth, rubber or other insulating
material. The person administering first aid should
stand on a dry insulating surface such as a wooden chair when
attempting this and,
ensure that the hands are not wet.

(2) If the victim is not breathing, the artificial respiration must be applied
immediately. For administering artificial respiration and heart massaging,
the help of a properly trained person may be taken.
(3) If the victim is unconscious but breathing, place him in the recovery
position (as described in Sec. 16.6).
(4) Treat burns and other injuries. Note that burns from electrical accidents
may be much deeper and larger than their surface area indicates.
(5) Treat for shock (as described in Sec.16.9).
(6) In cases of serious injury, send for an ambulance or doctor.
(7) Don't move the victim, if you suspect any fracture.
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Before beginning to administer first aid to an electric shock victim, what is the
first action to be performed?

16.6 FIRST AID PROCEDURE FOR UNCONSCIOUS
CASUALTIES
Let us now discuss the first aid procedure for unconscious casualties. The
common causes of unconsciousness in a laboratory accident are fainting,
shock, asphyxia, poisoning and injuries to the head. Other causes include heart
attack, epilepsy (fits) and diabetics. Unconsciousness or insensibility is due to
interruption of the action of the brain through some interference with the
functions of the nervous system.
The general procedure to be adopted for the first aid treatment of an
unconscious casualty is:
Remove the casualty from any contaminated atmosphere. Open windows
and doors. Provide enough fresh air by dispersing the crowd.
Turn head to one side
to let the secretions come out and,
to prevent tongue falling back and causing choking to the victim.
Loosen clothing about the neck, chest and waist.
Remove false teeth and, clear the mouth of blood, mucus etc. with a cloth
to ensure that the airway is clear.
If breathing fails or stops, apply artificial respiration immediately. If
heart beat stops or pulse is not normal, apply heart massaging.
Control any severe bleeding.
Dress wounds and attend to fractures and other injuries.
Cover the victim with a blanket and arrange for transfer to hospital in the
recovery position (discussed in Sec. 16.6).
Keep a written record of the casualty's responses and pulse rate at
regular intervals.
Keep the casualty still if helshe regains consciousness. Reassure
hirnlher and moisten hislher lips with water but do not give any drink.
Do not leave an unconscious casualty unattended.
Always ensure to inform the doctor about the unconscious state of the
casualty.

Fainting: A condition of
temporary loss of
consciousness.
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Let us now see how to administer first aid to those who become unconscious
due to fits or diabetics.
Fits
Fits of various kinds may be accompanied by unconsciousness, and are usually
characterized by the casualty being unaware of hislher reactions. You should
remember the following points in relation to fits.
(1) Clear movable objects away from the vicinity of the casualty; e.g. stools,
chairs, bottles, etc.
Pull
the patient away only if helshe is in potential danger from stairs,
(2)
cables, fires, etc.
Never
try to open the casualty's mouth.
(3)
(4) After the fits, allow the casualty to rest.
( 5 ) Never leave the casualty unattended.
(6) Take a padded spoon and put the handle in between teeth to prevent
tongue-biting during fits.
(7) Transfer the casualty to safe and shady place till the help is received.
Diabetes
A diabetic patient may lapse into diabetic coma or unconsciousness, but .
usually the affected person is aware of the symptoms before this occurs. You
can assist at any stage by giving the casualty some sugar or sweets. Don't
worry about creating an excess of sugar in the diabetic's bloodstream; an
excess of sugar is far less dangerous than lack of it.
Sometimes it may be necessary to revive breathing and blood circulation to a
person who has become unconscious due to a laboratory accident.
Resuscitation may be helphl in such situations.
Resuscitation - An Explanation

A human being cannot live
for more than 3 minutes
without oxygen. In case,
breathing is stopped,
immediate remedial measures

A living person needs the support of "ABC" mentioned below:
Airway - clear airway
Breathing - normal breathing
Circulation - proper blood circulation
You are aware that respiration or breathing is the method by which
oxygen passes from the air into our blood, and
waste carbon dioxide is removed via our lungs.
Circulation is the method by which
blood transports oxygen and nutrients to various parts of the body, and
wastes are carried from the tissues.
The heart is the pump which makes circulation possible. In case of persons
becoming unconscious, "ABC" aspects are to be taken care of by a process
known as resuscitation.

30

Resuscitation is the process of
i) clearing the airway,
ii) restarting breathing and
iii) restoring blood circulation.

I
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Checking Breathing and Pulse
Before attempting to resuscitate a casualty, it is essential that you check hisher
breathing rate and pulse. You can cause problems if you attempt to resuscitate
someone who is still breathing. Also, there is little point in spending a lot of
time trying to restore a casualty's breathing if you don't continually check that
the victim's heart is beating.
(1) Breathing : Breathing, particularly for an unconscious person, can
sometimes be very shallow. Hence, it is difficult to discover whether
someone is breathing or not simply by observing the rise and fall of their
chest. Either of the following methods is suitable:
(a) Wet your lips and place them near to the casualty's mouth or nose.
When the casualty breathes out, your lips will cool.
(b) Hold a cold piece of glass mirror, or a highly polished surface close to
the casualty's mouth or nose. When the casualty breathes out, a small
amount of condensation should form on the polished surface. This
method is least satisfactory.

!

rr

(2) Pulse : For an unskilled person, the wrist is not the best place to feel the
pulse. A weak pulse is difficult to detect and in these cases, it is easy to
detect your pulse in your fingers, mistaking it for the casualty's. A
suitable method is to turn the casualty's head and feel the cqsualty's pulse
below the comer of hislher jaw. Four separate checks lasting 15 seconds
each will give you the best indication.
Opening the Airway

w

If a casualty has stopped breathing, first of all we should clear the airway of
the victim, so that helshe could inhale fresh air. The procedure is as follows:
(1)
(2)

Remove obvious obstructions covering the casualty's head and face.
Loosen the clothing at the neck and waist.
Clear the mouth of any blood, vomit and loose or false teeth. You may do
so using your forefinger and the middle finger after wrapping a piece of
cloth on these two fingers (Fig. 16.1). You may use the handle of a
padded spoon.

Fig.16.1: Cleaning the mouth of the victim.

The average rate of the pulse
in a healthy adult is 72 beats
~ e minute.
r

I
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(3)

Place one hand over the jaw and the other hand on the forehead. Lift the
neck and push the forehead backwards so that the chin is up (Fig. 16.2).
The mouth should remain open.

Fig.16.2: Adjustment of the chin and head.

This extensi In of the head and neck lifts the tongue forward clear of the airway
(Fig.16.3 (a' and (b)). If the tongue does not fall forward, pull it forward with
finger. In scme cases, it is sufficient to restm the casualty's breathing.

Fig.16.3: (a) In the unconscious casualty lying on hisher back, the tongue may fall
backwards and block the air passage.
(b) If the neck is lifted and forehead is pushed backwards so that the chin
is up, the tongue moves forward thus opening the air passage.

If breathing starts, place him (or her) in the recovery position (Fig. 16.4).

Fig.16.4: Recovery position

Mouth-to-Mouth Artificial Respiration
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If a casualty does not start breathing by the above process, artificial respiration
must be started immediately to get a supply of air into the lungs. The most
important single factor is the speed with which the inflations can be given.
Delay cantbe fatal. The mouth-to-mouth is the most effective and can be used
almost in all circumstances, with a few exceptions such as cyanide poisoning.
The procedure is as follows:
(1) Pinch and compress the nose to close it.
(2) Take deep breath (Fig.16.5a).
(3) Place your mouth around victim's mouth, make an airtight seal and
quickly breal he into victim's mouth; if required, a thin cloth may be
placed over the patient's mouth (Fig. 16.5b).
(4) Watch the victim's chest movement for its rise and fall.
(5) Repeat and continue at your natural breathing rate until normal breathing
is restorea.

1

Fig. 16.5 : Artificial respiration (a) Tdking a deep breath pinching the nose of the victim
(b) breathing out into casualty's mouth.
I

,
I
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Heart Massage for Restoring Circulation
In cases of breathing failure, you should check that the casualty's heart is still
beating. This is especially important with victims of electric shock or
poisoning where heart failure is a particular hazard. 'This check can be carried
out by feeling the pulse at the wrist or neck or by applying an ear to the
victim's chest. Other symptoms are widely dilated pupils and a grey colour of
the skin.

The pupil of the eye in a
living person has the shape of
a black dot at the centre of the
eye. when the person is dead,
the i'upils dilate i.e., grow
larger in size.
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The heart massage is done as follows:
(1)

Sternum is indicated in
Fig. 16.6a.

(2)

Closed fist: A hand with
the fingers closed tightly
into the palm.

(3)
(4)

(5)

(6)
(7)

If a heart beat cannot be detected, place the casualty on hislher back on
the floor (hard surface).
Strike the upper left chest forcibly in the middle of the sternum or breast
bone region with a closed fist. This may result in resumption of normal
heart beat, for instance, in electric shock cases.
If the heart still does not beat, cardiac massage is to be given by using the
procedure given below.
The position for massaging is 1-2" (or two finger width) above the
bottom end of sternum (Fig. 16.6a).
Place the heel of one hand on this point and the other hand on the top of
it. Interlock the fihgers to keep away from the victim's rib. Only the heel
of your hand should make contact with the chest so that excess pressure
may not be applied.
Keep your elbows straight and lean forward.
Then start pushing with the force of both your hands one above the other
(Fig. 16.6b). Apply steady smooth pressure to depress victim's sternum
1%"to 2".

sternum

-

Fig. 16.6 : Heart Massaging: (a) Finding the position for massage placing a hand at a
distance of two fingers (1-2") above the bottom end of sternum.
(b) Applying the pressure on the chest - note the leaning position of the
person providing first-aid and his straight elbow on the victim's chest. His
fingers are interlocked and pressure is applied through the heels of the hands.

Then relax pressure maintaining the position of the hands.
Give 15 such chest compressions and then two quick lung inflations by
mouth-to-mouth breathing.
(10) Continue this process four times in a minute - namely - 60 chest compressions (15 at a time for four times)
- 8 lung inflations (2 at a time for four times)
(8)
(9)

The steps (9) and (10) are valid if there is a single person doing resuscitation.
If there are two persons doing resuscitation, one may give chest massage and
the other may give mouth-to-mouth breathing such that for five compressions
there is one mouth-to-mouth breathing. The process of resuscitation in both the

above cases, has to be continued till the heart beat resumes or until medical
help arrives or the casualty reaches hospital.
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SAQ 5
What are the purposes of resuscitation?

16.7 FIRST AID PROCEDURES FOR CHEMICAL
ACCIDENTS
There are three general procedures to be followed for chemical accidents and
all are based on the principle of diluting the hazardous chemicals as quickly as
possible. The procedures relate to the three routes of entry into the body for
poisons as mentioned in Unit 13 of Block 3.
These are:

-

(1) through the digestive system ingestion;
(2) through the lungs - inhalation; and
(3) through the skin - corrosion, irritation, penetration.

Let us deal with each of these ones separately.

Ingestion
The standard treatment for this type of poisoning is as follows:
(1) Tell the casualty to spit out as much of the material as possible and then
wash the mouth thoroughly a number of times with water. Do not let the
victim swallow.
(2) If the substance has been swallowed, give large drinks of water or milk to'
dilute the chemical in the stomach.
(3) Do not induce vomiting as this may result in further damage to the delicate
tissues of the upper food passages, if the substance is corrosive.
(4) Transport the casualty to hospital. Wherever possible, the following
information should accompany the casualty:
(a) the identity of the poison,
(b) the approximate amount and concentration of the chemical consumed,
and
(c) brief details of the treatment already given.
Experiments with cyanides and other highly toxic substances should never be
carried out without having sufficient amounts of the specific antidote
immediately available (amyl nitrite), and a specially trained first-aider.
Safe laboratory practice, e.g. never pipetting by mouth, never eating in the lab,
always washing after working with chemicals, etc. should minimise ingestion
accidents.

Antidote: Any substance
that gives relief from the
effect of a harmhl
material.
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Inhalation
This route of toxic substances into the body is the most dangerous. It requires
the most immediate response. Most poisonous gases, such as ci~lorine,
hydrogen sulphide, ammonia and hydrogen cyanide, are detecta:)le by their
odour or by their irritating effect on the nose, throat, etc. Do nest ignore these
initial warning signs as the nose quickly becomes insensitive to slnell. For
but
example, hydrogen sulphide is almost as toxic as hydrogen cyan~~lc;
because of the paralysing effect of the gas, it seems to be odourlt.,~when
highly concentrated.
Remember also that poisoning by inhalation does not just happen svith gases it can happen with vapours and dusts, e.g. phosphorus pentachlori IC. Other
substances, like dust and spores, e.g. some of those encountered ic 1c: biology
lab. may produce severe allergic reactions which require the same L.;~tn~ent
as
gas hazards.
a

Table 11.2 of Unit 1 1 gives the health hazard data and the emergent.
treatments for some of the compressed gases. Generally the standal.ti jrocedure
in gas based accidents is as follows:

(I)

Amyl nitrite capsules have a
shelf -life of two years and
can explode if not kept cool.

(2)
(3)

Cyanide salts are usually
forbidden in schools.

(4)

Remove the casualty from the danger area, provided this can bc , one
without danger to you.
Loosen the casualty's clothing and administer oxygen if this is a\ ilable.
If breathing is stopped, apply artificial respiration through a propc. 1y
trained person. Do not use the mouth-to-mouth method if the gas
responsible is hydrogen cyanide. A capsule of amyl nitrite should t ~ i :
broken and held under the nose of a victim who has inhaled hydrogen
cyanide. Again immediate medical attention must be obtained.
Transport the casualty to hospital if the situation needs it. Give details of
the gas responsible and of the treatment given.

Procedures for Treatment of Chemical Burns
Accidental splashing of chemicals onto the skin can produce burns as a result
of the corrosive nature of the substance involved. It can also cause skin
disorders such as dermatitis. Examples of chemicals which could cause burns
are as follows: phenol, bromine, strong acids (especially concentrated
sulphuric acid, nitric acid), strong bases (sodium hydroxide (caustic soda) and
potassium hydroxide) etc. The standard first-aid treatment for chemical burns
is the same as that for dealing with splashes of poisons or other potentially
hazardous chemicals on the skin.
The procedure is as follows:
Drench the affected area with large amounts of running water. Continue
for at least five minutes or until you are satisfied that the chemical does
not remain in contact with the skin. Chemicals known to be insoluble in
water can be removed with soap under a running tap. In cases where the
water supply is limited, it is best to wipe as much as possible of the acid
or other corrosive liquid from the skin quickly with clean cloth before
using the little water which is available to wash the affected area.
(2) Carefully remove all contaminated clothing.
(1)

(3)

(4)

The effects of burns from acids, alkalies, bromine, phenol or sodium are
considerably reduced and the accompanying pain is lessened by applying
an antidote (Table 16.2) to remove or neutralize the substances.
If the casualty is seriously injured or if the burn was caused by splashes
of hydrogen fluoride or other extremely dangerous substances, arrange
immediate transportation to the nearest doctor.
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Immediate and plentiful dilution, is the most desirable action for many "skin
contact" accidents with chemicals - particularly for concentrated sulphuric or
nitric acids. In fact, water alone, is increasingly recommended for all types of
burns. Don't underestimate the penetration effects; phenol can kill through
penetration.
Table 16.2 : Antidotes for Some Chemical Reagents
Chemical
Acids like HN03, H2SO4,HCI
Alkalies, e.g. NaOH, KOH etc.
Bromine
Phenol
Sodium

Antidote
Wash with 10% sodium bicarbonate solution (which leaves
no residue on clothes), then apply vaseline or a soothing
cream.
Wash with la4 acetic acid, then apply vaseline or a
soothing cream.
Wash with 2 M ammonia, keep the affected part dipped in
sodium bisulphite solution.
Apply ethanol or glycerol on a cotton wool pad.
Apply ethanol on a cotton wool pad.

"2 h4" stands for 2 molar
solution.

Acute and Chronic Effects
The effects of accidents due to chemicals are severe and immediate on the
human body. These effects are called acute effects and can be traced without
difficulty. Frequently, poor lab practice or an unsafe system of work will lead
to gradual poisoning. At first, effects may go unnoticed; or the effects may be
attributed to the wrong cause. It may be hard to trace the real cause of these
chronic or long term effects. In some cases, final results could be much worse
than the immediate results. For instance, consider the effects of ingested
alcohol:
Acute effect - drunkenness and vomiting
Chronic effect - addiction, liver damage, etc.
Safe lab practice will also minimize chronic effects. An example of good
practice is ventilating the lab in the morning; this will minimize immediate
poisoning or asphyxia (acute effect) and longer term poisoning (chronic effect)
due to inhalation hazards.
SAQ 6

Are these four steps for dealing with a gas-affected casualty in the correct
order? If not, put them in the best order by indicating the respective numbers
within brackets:
(1) Apply artificial respiration if breathing has stopped.
(2) Loosen the casualty's clothing and give oxygen if available.
(3) Remove the casualty from the danger area if possible.
(4) Transport the casualty to hospital, if the situation so requires.

Acute effect - Severe and
immediate effect.
Chronic effect - The effect
which remains for a long
time.
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SAQ 7
What is the purpose of applying an antidote to a chemical burn?

16.8 CONTROLLING BLEEDING
In this section, we will discuss methods of dealing with three types of
bleeding:
(1) Severe bleeding
(2) Moderate and mild bleeding
(3) Internal bleeding
The first of these, severe bleeding must be attended to urgently. Although it is
the third step in the general procedure for first aid, you must exercise some
judgement here. Where a large artery is cut, stopping bleeding would be the
first life - saving measure you would take. The second type of bleeding would
usually be dealt with in the latter stages of the general procedure under
localized injuries. The third type of bleeding cannot directly be dealt with by
the first aider. While treating a patient, you should ask him or her when helshe
last had an anti-tetanus injection. All technicians especially those working
with soil or animals should have anti-tetanus injections every five years.
Severe Bleeding
In case of severe bleeding, use the following steps:
(1)

Control bleeding by the following means:
(a) Apply direct pressure on the wound for 5-15 minutes with a clean
pad of cloth. If this is not available, use fingers or bare hands. Press
the sides of large wounds gently but firmly together. If it is not
possible to apply pressure directly on the wound, apply indirect
pressure at an appropriate point on any artery between the heart and
the wound. This treatment prevents blood from reaching the wound
and is the method which must be applied immediately in any
accident in which an artery has been severed. Indirect pressure may
also be applied around the wound using a ring bandage for example.
The technique may be used if pieces of glass or metal are in the
flesh.
(b) Wherever possible, lay the victim down with the head lower than the
rest of the body and - provided an underlying fracture is not
suspected - raise the injured part and support it. This has the effect
of increasing the blood supply to the brain. If the injured part is
raised above the heart, the pressure effect of having flow uphill will
also reduce blood loss from the wound.
Carefully remove any foreign bodies which can easily be picked out of
the wound.
Apply a dressing directly over the wound and press it down firmly. Cover
it with a pad of soft material and bind it with a firm bandage to
- -

Dressing is a covering
applied to wound or an
injured part.
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(2)

(3)

(4)
(5)

keep the dressing and pad in position.
Immobilize the injured part using a sling or, in the case of a lower limb,
by padding and tying it to the other leg.
Send for an ambulance and carefully transport the casualty to hospital.

Wounds are cuts in the skin which cause bleeding and can be either external or
internal. Both categories are potentially dangerous as, in addition to the loss of
blood, they may allow germs to enter which could cause infection.
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Sling: A sling is used to
afford support and rest to an
upper limb such as arm,
wrist, chest etc. Arm sling
(Fig. 16.7), for example, is a
wide piece of cloth looped
from the neck under an
injured arm for support.

A wound should be cleaned first and covered with a protective dressing. The
main purpose of dressing is to:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

prevent infection,
control bleeding,
absorb any discharge, and
reduce further injury.

The main types of first aid dressing for surface wounds are sterile adhesive
pads such as 'Band-Aid', and the prepared standard gauze dressings covered
with a pad of cotton wool which are supplied sealed in paper or plastic covers
to keep them sterile.
'Bandaging' is a skill which is only obtained by practice, and it is outside the
scope of this course to turn you into a bandaging expert. However, it is
necessary for you to know the essentials about the use of first aid dressings.
Slight Bleeding

Frequently, the bleeding stops of its own accord or is easily controlled by local
pressure. The procedure for first aid treatment is as follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Reassure the casualty and keep him/her still.
Wash the wound in running water. Dry the skin with swabs of cotton
wool, using each swab only once and wiping away from the wound.
Apply a dressing with a pad if required and bandage firmly. Frequently
an adhesive dressing is more convenient.
Provided a broken bone is not suspected, raise the injured part and
support it in this position with a sling or by resting it on something of a
convenient height such as a table or laboratory stool. You can support the
area with a pad of old newspaper or plain wood or cardboard.

Internal Bleeding

I

There is little that you can do for most internal bleeding other than treating for
shock and calling for a doctor immediately. If the patient's condition becomes
worse without any external injury, one possible cause is internal bleeding.
Internal bleeding should always be suspected after a violent blow has been
sustained and shock symptoms become apparent.
However, one common type of internal bleeding that you can treat is a nose
bleed. For nose bleed,
(1)

,
I
I

(2)

the casualty must be made to sit upright with hisher head slightly
forward,
hisher nose pinched just below the hard part for 10 minutes,

Fig.16.7: Casualty with an
arm sling.
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(3)
(4)
(5)

tell the casualty to breathe through mouth,
do not attempt to plug the nose, and
seek the medical help immediately.

This procedure should be followed in all cases, though persistent bleeding
from the nose should receive professional medical attention.
SAQ 8

List four steps you would take in giving first aid treatment for a severe
bleeding.

16.9 FIRST AID TREATMENT FOR SHOCK
Some degree of shock is produced in most accidents. Shock is associated with
changes in the system of blood circulation varying from temporary weakness
to complete failure. Shock may arise due to
loss of blood caused by injury or
fall in blood pressure without loss of blood.
Shock may be present even in cases where the victim simply suffers from
severe and sudden fear, but no physical injury. In some laboratory accidents,
such as explosions or burns from splashes of concentrated sulphuric acid, the
effects of shock may be more serious than the injuries themselves. Shock
varies enormously in its severity and can be fatal. Sometimes the effects are
delayed and shock may not be apparent until some time after the accident.
The chief symptoms of shock are as follows:
Profuse sweating
Paleness, cold skin and rapid breathing
An increased pulse rate or a weak pulse
Trembling. faintness, blurred vision, giddiness
A feeling of sickness and vomiting
Anxiety
If the victim is seriously injured, it is advisable to get himher to the hospital at
once. Do not waste time, as an immediate blood transfusion may be required if
hislher life is to be saved.
In other cases, the following treatment should be given:
(1)

Lie or sit the victim down, if necessary, and deal with the injury or cause
of shock. Protect the casualty against cold by wrapping himher in a
blanket, but do not use hot water bottles or electric fires as this draws
blood from the vital organs to the skin.

I

I

(2)

Loosen ties, belts or other tight clothing at the neck, chest and waist.

(3)

Raise the casualty's legs, if possible, to bring more blood back into the
brain. If the casualty is sitting down, e.g., after fainting, it may be more
convenient to get hirnlher to lower hislher head between the knees.

(4)

Keep the casualty still and reassure himlher.

(5)

Do not move the casualty unnecessarily.

(6)

If the casualty complains of thirst, moisten hislher lips with water.
Remember, a seriously injured person may require an anaesthetic
immediately on arrival at hospital; so, do not give h i d h e r anything to
drink until you are satisfied that any injury is only trivial, e.g. faintness
or dizziness. Do not allow the victim to drink alcohol and never give tea,
coffee or any other liquid to a person who is unconscious or is suspected
of having internal injuries. If the patient has anything in hidher digestive
system such as tea, either the anaesthetic, if administered later at the
hospital, may be refused or it could cause vomiting. In either case, it
makes a smooth surgical operation quite difficult.
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SAQ 9

"The best thing for shock is a warm cup of sweet tea" is a piece of advice
frequently offered by the enthusiastic onlooker. If you had time to give a
reply, what points would you raise?

16.10 FIRST AID TREATMENT OF LOCALIZED
INJURIES
So far, we have seen main life-saving functions of first aid. Let us discuss the
task of controlling some other injuries so that they do not pose a major threat to
the casualty while professional medical aid is sought.

16.10.1 Burns
There are two types of burns which we are to discuss:
I

1) Chemical
2) Thermal
Chemical burns have already been discussed in Sec. 16.7; so we shall discuss

i thermal burns, i.e. bums due to high temperature. Two common thermal burn
I

injuries are given below:

I

i

i) Dry burns from flames or from picking up hot glassware or metals.
ii) Scalds from steam, boiling water or other hot liquids.

Scald: A bum caused by
hot liquids or gases.
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Tissue damage results from direct contact with the source of heat. There is also
considerable danger from shock which is directly related to the extent of the
injury.
The aims of the first aid treatment of thermal burns are to reduce the local
effects of heat, to relieve pain, to prevent infection of the affected area, to
replace fluid loss and thereby reduce shock, and to remove a severely injured
casualty to hospital as quickly as possible.
The procedure is as follows:
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)

Cool the injury as rapidly as possible and reduce pain by immersing the
affected part in cold water or holding it under a running tap.
Remove rings, bracelets, boots or anything else of a pressing nature
before swelling occurs. Don't pull away clothing that has been burnt on
to the skin.
Cover the wound with a dry, sterile dressing.
Give small cold drinks at frequent intervals to a badly burnt conscious
casualty to counteract the effect of fluid loss; it must be made sure that
operation is not necessary.
Reassure the casualty.
Badly burnt or scalded casualties must be taken to hospital as quickly as
possible. Any injury in which more than 10% of the body surface is
burnt is regarded as very severe and immediate hospital treatment is
vital. For example, the surface area of your head or back represents
about 1 1% of the total surface area of your body.

Do not prick any blisters which form, and do not touch the affected area as this
can increase the risk of infection. For very minor burns, apply 'Burno17. If
severe burns are there, do not apply lotions or ointment.

16.10.2 Fractures
It is not our intention to introduce you to many types of fractures that can occur
or all the ways a first aider might deal with them. The essential thing is that
you know that complications can arise from moving a casualty with a fracture
without first taking steps to immobilize the fractured part.
Any broken or cracked bone is referred to as a fracture. The general symptoms
of a fracture are as follows:

Bruise: Bleeding beneath the
surface of the unbroken skin.

Tenderness when gentle pressure is applied to the affected area and
localized pain which increases if the injured part is moved. Some fractures
such as those of the wrist or of fingers produce little pain and the casualty
may feel that helshe has only bruised or strained the affected area.
Swelling occurs as a result of blood loss into the surrounding tissues and
may mask other symptoms.
Deformity or unnatural movement; wherever possible the injured and
uninjured parts should be compared.
Shock.
The recommended action in any accident in which a fracture is suspected is to
keep the casualty still and not to move himlher unless it is necessary to

separate himlher from some other hazard which could endanger hislher life.
Remember that any movement can cause further injury and the part should be
immobilized by means of a body bandage or by the use of splint and bandages.

r
1

The best general treatment is to
1)
2)
3)
4)

1

,

!

'

I

cover the casualty with a blanket
keep the casualty warm
send for an ambulance
Treat for shock and do not give any drinks.

Accidents and First Aid
splint: A thin? rigid strip of
wood, metal etc. used to keep
a broken bone in place. It can
be improvised by flat wood or
news papers.

16.10.3 Eye Injuries
The eyes are a particularly vulnerable part of your body. Safety glasses,
goggles or a face shield are a 'must' for any experiment where there is any
danger of splashes of chemicals, broken glass or particles of metal entering the
eye. Eye injuries are common occurrences, particularly where power tools are
concerned. However, the use of safety goggles will prevent nearly all
accidents of this kind. Injuries are usually caused by

1) entry of a foreign body, or
2) chemical splashes.
In either case, initial first aid treatment is through the use of tap water.
Splashes of chemicals or of corrosive liquids in the eye must be treated
immediately as any delay may result in permanent damage to the sight. Strong
alkalies are particularly dangerous. The aim of first aid treatment is to dilute
and eliminate the chemical as quickly as possible and then to get the casualty
to hospital for urgent treatment.
The first aid procedure is as follows:
1) Hold the eye open or get the casualty to blink repeatedly while washing the
eye with clear, fresh tap water for several minutes.
2) Place a clean dressing over the eye.
3) Arrange immediate transport to hospital. All eye injuries caused by the
action of chemicals require urgent medical treatment. In some cases, the
effects of the injury may not develop for some time.
Foreign bodies, such as a piece of grit or an eyelash, may be removed from the
eye using the corner of a clean handkerchief. All eye injuries resulting from
solid objects should receive urgent skilled medical attention.

SAQ 10
Can you write down the four steps you would take on discovering a suspected
fracture?

Grit: Hard particles of sand
or stone.
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16.1 1 SUMMARY
Accidents in laboratories, by and large, occur due to unsafe work practice. The
accidents may result in harm to some one and/or damage to equipment and
premises. In this unit, we have listed a series of guidelines for offering first aid
treatment for specific situations like electric shock, unconsciousness, chemical
accidents, bleeding, burns, fractures and eye injuries. Due care must be shown
while using these procedures. Wherever necessary, the victim should be
provided with skilled medical attention at the earliest.

1

:

16.12 TERMINAL QUESTIONS
1.

Differentiate between incident book and accident report form.

..............................................................................................

..............................................................................................

2.

If an electric shock victim is in contact with high voltage electric current
such as that coming from overhead electric power cable, what is the
method to be used in separating the victim from the hazard?

3.

Assume that you have given the required first aid to an unconscious
casualty. You are waiting for proper medical assistance. In this
situation, what would you record in writing?

4.

State the first aid procedure to be followed in dealing with a casualty who
has swallowed some poisonous material while pipetting.

I

1
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5.

Name any five sources of vapour, gas or dust which could cause
poisoning by inhalation.

6.

State the liquidslcream that you would apply to a casualty with (i) acid
bum and (ii) alkali bum.

7.

Suggest three methods of checking whether the casualty's heart beats.

8.

What are the main purposes of first aid dressing?

..............................................................................................
..............................................................................................

9.

What is the first step in the first aid treatment of shock?

..............................................................................................
..............................................................................................
..............................................................................................
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10. The five aims of first aid treatment for thermal burns are
to reduce the local effect of heat
i)
ii) to relieve pain
iii) to prevent infection of the bum
iv) to replace lost fluid
v) to reduce shock
What are the five steps to be taken to achieve these aims?

16.13 ANSWERS
Self-assessment Questions
An accident is an unexpected or unplanned event that causes harm or hurt
to someone andlor damage to equipment or premises. Accident occurs
due to unsafe systems of work.
One of the first aid boxes containing minimum content is to be kept in
unlocked condition in order to cater for emergency usage. It must be
within easy reach. The other first aid box with contents above the
minimum requirements should be kept locked and, a responsible person
put in charge of it. The second box serves as a support in times of need.
The members of the crowd can be used to contact ambulance, fire
service, doctor etc. A person can be asked to take care of the accident
victim until doctor arrives. They can also be used to clear up the spilled
chemicals, or broken glassware or extinguish the fire (if it is only a small
one) etc.
The power supply has to be tumed off or it should be made certain that
the casualty is no longer in contact with the power supply.
Resuscitation helps to clear the airway, restore respiration and restart
circulation.
(3) (2) (1) (4).
The antidote helps in lessening the pain of the injury by removing or
neutralising the substance. Also, it helps in reducing the effects of bums.
(a) Control bleeding.
(b) Remove foreign bodies, unless they are deeply embedded.
(c) Apply a dressing directly over the wound.
(d) Immobilize the injured part of the body.

9.

If the victim has to undergo an operation using an anaesthetic, tea or any
fluid in the digestive system would result in the refusal of the anaesthetic
or vomitting. In either case, the chances of the patient undergoing a
smooth operation are considerably diminished by fluids. If a casualty is
thirsty, only hisiher lips need to be moistened ~yithwater.
10. (a) Do not move the casualty unless absolutely necessary.
(b) Immobilize the fractured part by use of a body bandage or splint.
(c) Treat for shock.
(d) Call for professional medical aid, and remzmber - don't give any
drinks.

Terminal Questions
Incident book contains details of all accidents and 'near misses'. The
book is a valuable source of information to the alert lab in-charge who
also maintains it. The entries in the incident book are to be made by the
person attending on the accident victim or by any of the lab staff.
Accident report forms are to be used in case of serious accidents. These
forms are to be prepared and maintained by the lab in-charge and a copy
of each filled-in form may have to be sent to the Head of the institution
who could initiate measures to improve safe working conditions in the
lab.
The victim can be pulled or pushed, using a wooden chair, thick dry
cloth, rubber or other insulating material. The person administering first
aid should stand on a dry insulating surface such as a wooden chair.
The casualty's responses and pulse rate are to be recorded at regular
intervals.
a) Tell the casualty to spit out as much as of poison as possible and to
wash the mouth with water repeatedly.
b) Give large drinks of water or milk to dilute the poison.
c) Don't induce vomitting as this may cause further damage.
Chlorine, hydrogen sughide. ammonia, hydrogen cyanide and
phosphorus pentachloride could cause poisoning by inhalation.
(i) Wash with water and then with 10% sodium bicarbonate solution
and, finally apply vaseline.
(ii) Wash with water and then with 1 % acetic acid and, finally apply
vaseline.
The heart beat can be checked by feeling the pulse at the wrist or neck or
by applying an ear to the victim's chest.
(i) Prevention of infection
(ii) controlling bleeding
(iii) absorbing any discharge
(iii) reducing further injury.
Where possible, ensure that the casualty is lying down (with the legs
raised) or s~ttingdown (with the head lowered between the knees), and
protected from the cold by using a blanket wrapped underneath; but do
not use hot water bottles or electric fires as this draws blood from the
vital organs to the skin.
i) Reduce the local effects of heat by immers~ngthe affected part in
water. Use gently running water, or a full bucket or bowl. Speed is
essential.
ii) Relieve pain by removing anything that might cause swelling by
pressing, but do not pull away clothing that has been burnt on to the
skin.
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iii) Cover the injury with a dry, sterile dressing.
iv) Counteract the effect of fluid loss by giving small cold drinks if 'the
casualty is conscious, and if operation is not necessary.
v) Reassure the casualty.
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7 . 1 INTRODUCTION
In this unit, we shall explain the regulations which are directly or indirectly
concerned with laboratory work. These regulations have legal validity. As
compared to laboratories in educational institutions, laws about laboratories in
industrial l~nitsare more prominent. Factories Act, for example, covers almost
all aspects of industrial units. The reason may be that accidents and health
hazards are more possible and serious in industrial situations rather than in
educational institutions. Still much of legislation regarding design of buildings,
electricity, fire and storage of hazardous materials etc. are applicable to both
types of situations. The educational institutions should also take particular care
to follow Excise Rules (applicable to purchase of alcohol) and regulations
regarding experiments on animals. While we explain regulatory aspects
regarding health, safety etc. in laboratory situations, we shall indicate their
applications to both the types of laboratories. The contents of this unit could be
much useful to all those working in science departments of schools and
colleges. You may bring the information contained in this unit to the attention
of these staff. You may try to understand the significance of the laws and
regulations. It is not necessary to go into all the laws in a detailed way.
We shall not discuss the significance of The Sale of Goods Act in purchasing
chemicals, instruments etc. The provisions of this Act have been discussed in
Unit 5 of this course.
Objectives

After studying thisunit, you should be able to
explain the need for safety and health regulations using an example,
describe the use of National Building Code,
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list the aspects concerning health, safety and welfare of workers as
mentioned in Factories Act,
state the main provisions of Electricity Rules,
discuss the Fire Safety Regulations for educational institutions,
explain the significance of Excise Rules with reference to alcohol
purchase and storage,
list the regulations regarding handling of hazardous substances,
state the main regulatory aspects regarding experiments on animals, and
discuss the legal liability for laboratory accidents in educational
institutions.

17.2 NEED FOR SAFETY AND HEALTH REGULATIONS
Accidents in work place are caused by negligence at some level. Legal control
is required when individuals and organisations fail to realise their duties
towards maintenance of safe working conditions. The need for safety
regulations can be understood, if we go through some case studies of accidents.

Case Study 1: Fire in a Medical Research Institution
On April 27, 1993 there was a majorJire in one of the research departments of
an institution in Delhi. The institution offers health services and medical
education. The fire spread to many parts o f the building. Fire destroyed
sensitive equipment, chemicals, books and journals. The research scholars lost
their valuable data collected through years of research work. Adequate fire
prevention and warning systems cozrld have helped in avoiding this accident.

Case Study.2: Gas Leakage in an Educational Institution
Panic: Fear developed
suddenly and often spreading
quickly. Imagine a building
under fire and smoke and,
having only one exit. A
feeling of fear grips
everybody. People compete
with each other in finding
their way. Panic may lead to
stampede (persons being run
over by others) and
suffocation (lack of proper air
supply leading to breathing
difficulty).

On September 25, 1995, there was leakage of chlorine gas from a gas cylinder
in a research laboratory in Chemistry Department o f a higher level
educational institution ut Delhi. This caused widespread panic within the
campus area. You may know that chlorine gas is of irritant type. It may cause
cough, watering.from eyes and nose, and affect lungs. T ~ v oof the research
scholars fainted and had to he hospitalised The work in the department was
disturbed. The leaking cylinder was later to be removed to a far offplace,
evacuated and cleaned. This wus done with the help of Delhi Fire Service and
experts from a Delhi based industrial unit. The whole operation continued for
two days and, permission had to be takenfrom Central Pollution Control
Board for removing and evacuating the cylinder. Generally the educational
institutions do not have a procedure of checking the condition of gas cylinders
periodically. Further the teachers or laboratory staff are not trained to deal
with such hazards.

Case Study 3: Bhopal Gas Tragedy
On December 3, 1984, a large quantity o f a poisonous gas, methyl isocyanate
(MIC), got discharged into the atmosphere at Bhopal. The gas leakage took
place from a plant set up by an American Company, Union Carbide
corporation (UCC). The damage cuused by the gas leakage was enormous.
wore than 3000 persons died. Over 1.7 lukh persons were injured and around
12000 persons were hospitalised. The control systems provided in the plant to
avoid gas leakage did not operate resulting in the tragedy. There was a.fault in
the plant design itsew Underqualijiedpeople were running the plant at the
time of the disaster. There was no attentionfor safety and maintenance. The

villagers nearby were affected. They had no information about such a
possibility. The management of the plant had no concern for the public since it
had not drawn any emergency disaster plan to minimise loss and sujfering. The
nearby hospital authorities and the medical experts did not know about the
symptoms of exposure to MIC. It took quite some time for the local
administration andpolice to know about the cause of the misery and to work
out the relief measures. Even the payment of conqpensation to the victims
constituted a long legal struggle. The Government of India had to take upon
itselfthe responsibility ofpleading the compensation cases of victims after
formulating a separate Act, Bhopal Gas Leak Disaster (Processing of Claims)
Act, 1985. After four years of legal proceedings, Supreme Court directed UCC
to pay 470 million U.S.dollars (equivalent to Rs. 750 crore at that time) as
compensation to gas victims.

Laws and Regulations

Emergency disaster plan:
Relief measures to be
undertaken immediately
after an accident takes
place.
Victims : Those who suffer
loss of health, life or
property due to an accident
(or crime).

Case Study 4: Chernobyl Accident
On April 25-26, 1986 an accident occurred at Chernobyl nuclear power plant
near Kiev in the then Soviet Union. There was a decision to test safety system.
During such a safety check, the accident tookplace. The accident occurred due
to failure in the support system. As a result of the accident, 31 people died and
thousands of nearby public were to be given medical treatment. It is
unfortunate that efforts in safety check led to a trugic accident.
All the above case studies stress the need for formulation and enforcement of
safety and health regulations in both educational and industrial organisations.

Nuclear power plant: A
plant where electricity is
generated using radioactive
substances.
The Chernobyl type of
radiation based accident
could take place in any
laboratory or plant where
radioactive substances are
used.

SAQ 1
Why are safety regulations needed at work places?

17.3 CONSTRUCTION STANDARDS SET BY BUREAU OF
INDIAN STANDARDS
At the construction stage itself, the design of the laboratory buildings should be
made in accordance with safety norms. You may be aware that at the time of
construction of buildings, the building plan has to be approved by the local
bodies like municipalities, corporations etc. Till recent times, the regulations
followed in our country for building plan approval varied from place to place.
The Planning Commission decided to evolve uniform building regulations for
the entire country. The Planning Commission requested Bureau of Indian
Standards (BIS) - earlier known as Indian Standards Institution (ISI) - at Delhi
to prepare the uniform building code. You may know that Bureau of Indian
Standards decides the standards for quality of materials and products. The
building code prepared by BIS is known as National Building Code of India.
The first version of National Building Code was prepared by BIS in 1970.
Later it was revised and amendments were made.

Amendment: Revisions,
changes and improvements
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17.3.1 National Building Code of India
The National Building Code.covers all aspects concerning construction:
Building requirements
Fire protection
Quality of materials used
Electrical installations
Lighting
Air-conditioning
Water supply
Drainage and sanitation
Gas supply etc.
The National Building Code can serve as a practical guide for many of the
aspects mentioned in Units l , 2 , 11 and 12 of this course.
17.3.2 Laboratory Safety Codes
BIS has prepared the following three codes (in the form of small books)
regarding laboratory safety:
i) Code of safety in microbiological laboratories
ii) Code of safety in chemical laboratories
iii) Code of safety in radiochemical laboratories
In the above codes, specific attention is given to laboratory design. For
instance, the main features of laboratory rooms, fume, cupboards, water lines,
sinks and drains, laboratory furniture, stores, first aid kit etc. are discussed in
detail in the BIS publication on chemical laboratories. Similarly the publication
on microbiological laboratories discusses laboratory design, areas of restricted
access, biological safety cabins, work-bench, animal house etc.
SAQ 2
What is the main function of BIS?

-

-

-

-

17.4 REGULATIONS CONCERNING SAFETY AND
HEALTH OF WORKERS IN INDUSTRIAL
LABORATORIES

Anemia: A disease involving
due
the red
to which the affected persons
cannot perform their optimum
bioloeical functions.

The workers in industry engaged in using or producing chemicals, coal, high
temperature, intense light, radiation, biological agents etc. could become ill
due to the working environment. The illness or disease which the workers get
due to work environment is known as occu~ationaldisease. Occu~ational
diseases cause specific physical or mental health problems to workers in a
particular profession. For instance, for those working in radiation laboratories,
the occupational diseases are cancer, anemia etc. In a work place with heavy
noise, hearing related problems may arise. Those using benzene may get blood

cancer. Bromine and carbon disulphide may cause mental illness. Hydrogen
sulphide could damage vision, the sense of smell, or nervous system. Although
such occupational diseases are not commonly found among the lab staff of
educational institutions, attention must be paid to the possibility of such
diseases.
The Government of India formulated Factories Act in 1948 to safeguard the
service conditions of the workers in factories. This is applicable to the workers
in industrial laboratories also. Subsequently many amendments were added to
this Act. It is worth mentioning about the amendment brought to Factories Act
in 1987. This is one of a series of regulations brought by the Ciovernment of
India subsequent to Bhopal gas tragedy. 'This amendment contains special
provisions on hazardous industrial activities.
Some provisions of the Factories Act and its amendments are gi-/en below.
These provisions relate mainly to the health, safety and welfare of the workers
in industry.
The premises of the factory must be kept clean.
Effective arrangements shall be made to treat and dispose of the industrial
wastes in a safe manner.
Provision should be made for adequate lighting and ventilation and,
reasonable temperature. The conditions should be comfortable for work.
Wherever dust and fumes are likely to arise, effective measures shodld be
taken to prevent its inhalation.
The dailgerous part of machinery must be fenced.
No person shall be made to lift. carry or move any load so heavy as likely
to cause h i d h e r injury.
In case there is risk of injury to eyes, goggles shall be provided for the
protection of the workers.
Sufficient fire prevention methods must be undertaken. There should be
safe means of escape for all persons in the event of a fire. There should be
necessary equipment and facilities for extinguishing fire.
Every factory must have first aid boxes with contents. There should be
atleast one first aid box for every one hundred and fifty workers in the
organisation. Each first aid box shall be in the charge of a responsible
person who holds a certificate for first aid treatment. That person shall be
always readily available during the working hours.
In casc any accident takes place in a factory causing death or a serious
injury, the matter must be reported to the office dealing with labour
matters.
The State Governments have powers to decide the location of industrial
units.
The industry should provide information regarding the nature of hazardous
processes to the workers, the local authority (Municipality, District
Administration etc.) and the general public living nearby.
The industry dealing with hazardous materials should draw emergency
disaster plan.
Safety committees consisting of workers and management are required to
review from time to time the safety measures in the factory.
The lists of
* industry involving hazardous processes,
* permissible levels of certain chemical substances in work envircnrnent
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and
* occupational diseases
are identified and included along with the Act.
The industry management should maintain the medical records of the
workers.
In case any worker gets any of the occupational diseases, the same has to
be reported to the government authorities.
Penalties are specified for violating the provisions of the Act.

SAQ 3
What was the main aim of 1987 amendment to Factories Act?

SAQ 4
State the provisions in Factories Act in relation to occupational diseases.

17.5 REGULATIONS REGARDING ELECTRICITY
Earthing: Connecting the
equipment to the earth (or
ground) to ensure at all times
an immediate discharge of
energy without danger.

Electrical apparatus: Includes
all machines, fittings and
appliances which work using
electricity.

Installation: Refers to an
electrical unit used for the
purpose of generating,
transforming, transmitting,
distributing or using electrical
energy.

You are aware that electricity is the most common and convenient source of
power. You know that carelessness in handling or maintenance of electrical
equipment could result in shock, burns, fire and even death. The first Indian
legislation regarding electricity was brought in 1910 and is known as
Electricity Act (1 910). Further amendments have been added to this Act. The
rules stipulating regulations regarding supply of electricity, use and safety
requirements were formulated in 1956. Many of these regulations are
incorporated into National Building Code and in the safety codes for electrical
instruments published by BIS.
Some of the provisions of Indian Electricity Rules (1 956) are given below:
Regulations are specified on the quality, location, protection, maintenance
and mode of earthing of electric supply lines and apparatus.
Care must be taken even at the building planning stage, to take permission
from the local electric supply authority (such as Delhi Vidyut Board,
Maharashtra State Electricity Board, Tamil Nadu State Electricity Board
etc. )
Addition of any installation above the authorised load should be done only
with due permission from the local electric supply authority.
Periodic inspection of installations is laid down as a condition.
Only persons with required training must be permitted to attend to
electrical repair work.
Where the installation exceeds 650 V, a danger notice with a sign of skull

and bones should be affixed on every electrical apparatus. The notice
should be in Hindi or English and the local language of the district.
Conditions are specified for the availability of fire extinguishers (suitable
for dealing with fires caused by electric sparks), first aid box (filled with
necessary contents), resuscitation treatment, and trained persons to
usetadminister the same. These can be of use during any emergency.
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These regulations apply to both educational and industrial establishments.
SAQ 5

There is an electrical repair work in the laboratory of an educational institution.
Ramesh, the only electrician is on leave. Kareem, one of the laboratory
assistants, knows attending to electrical repair work. Kareem, apart from
discharging his regular laboratory duties, used to watch the repair work
conducted by Ramesh. Kareem also used to help Ramesh in his work. In the
absence of Ramesh, can Kareem be asked to attend to electrical repair work?
State the legal provision in this case. What are your suggestions for such
situations?

17.6 REGULATIONS REGARDING FIRE
Fire accidents in educational institutions are much less as compared to those in
residential, commercial or industrial areas. This is a general observation as
illustrated by Table 17.1. The data in this table are obtained from the Annual
Reports for 1995-96 and 1996-97 of Delhi Fire Service.

The number of requests sent
to Fire Office for attending
,to fire accidents known as
'fire calls' are referred to in
Table 17.1.

Table 17.1: Number of Fire Calls from Different Groups of Users of Buildings.
Type of Users

Number of Fire Calls
1995-96
1996-97

Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Educational

2606
1006
767
70

268 1
927
653
56

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Still care needs to be taken to prevent fire in educational units. The loss that
could occur due to fire accident in an educational institution is enormous in
terms of human lives, property and academic wealth (in the form of
instruments, research data, books etc.). The case study 1 is an example. Thc
State Governments are given the responsibility to formulate and execute
regulations regarding fire prevention and fire fighting. In Delhi, for instance,
Delhi Fire Prevention and Fire Safety Rules (1987) are operative.
As mentioned earlier, National Building Code of India stipulates guidelines to
minimise danger to life from fire, smoke or panic before buildings are
evacuated. The code prescribes safety regulations for buildings depending on

Commercial area: Business
areas, shopping centres,
market areas etc.

Laboratory Safety

Laboratories are also
subjected to fire safety
conditions which are
prescribed for educational
buildings.

the type of their use. For educational buildings, there are two sets of
guidelines:
i) one for buildings below 15 metres in height
ii) another for buildings above 15 metres in height
Two of the fire safety recommendations for educational buildings below 15
metres in height arc as follows:
Educational buildings above two storeys having an area of inore than 1000
metre' per floor should have a manually operated electrical fire alarm.
Each floor should have at least two separate exits.
Some of the fire safety recommendations for educational buildings of height
more than 15 metres are given below:
Fire fighting equipment shall be provided on all the floors.
Apart from manually operated fire alarm, it is advisable to fix automatic
system also.
There should be at least two separate exits in each floor.
Notices shall be prepared and displayed prominently mentioning the
procedure to be followed for evacuation during fire.
Fire drills (training) shall be conducted for all the inmates of the buildings.
Further, even at the construction stage, there is a need to get 'no objection
certificate' from the local fire office to fulfil fire safety conditions. The
guidelines prescribed in National Building Code for air-conditioning. gas
supply, water supply, installation of lifts etc are of utmost inlportance in
preventing fire. Particular care must be given to electrical installations since
considerable number of fire accidents occur due to electric short-circuits. The
data published by Delhi Fire Service in its Annual Reports indicate that
electrical short-circuits account for 70% and 69% of fire accidents in Delhi in
1995- 1996 and 1996-97, respectively. For laboratories which are part of an
industry, Factories Act prescribes guidelines for fire prevention.

SAQ 6
Why should we prevent electrical short-circuits?

Denatured spirit: To
discourage the use of alcohols
for drinking purposes,
chemicals such as pyridine
(for foul smell), methanol (a
poisonous chemical) etc. are
added. Denatured spirit is
used for industrial purposes.
Rectified spirit: Contains 95%
alcohol and 5% water.
Absolute alcohol: 100% ethyl
alcohol.
56

17.7 REGULATIONS REGARDING ALCOHOL
PURCHASE AND STORAGE
As YOU know, ethyl alcohol is one of the laboratory chemicals which can be
misused. To control its purchase, storage and use, the state governments have
passed regulations through their Excise Department. The Excise Department is
authorised to issue license to industry, educational institutions and nursing
homes for purchase and use of denatured spirit, rectified spirit and absolute
alcohol. The sale, use or storage of alcohol without valid license is an offence.
In Delhi, for instance, the license for alcohol is issued under Delhi Liquor
Permit and Pass Rules, 1976. The laboratory staff must take adequate care to

follow the provisions of the Excise Department rules of the State Government
in matters relating to purchase and storage of alcohols.
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17.8 REGULATIONS REGARDING HAZARDOUS
SUBSTANCES
A hazardous substance has the potential to harm. It may cause harm to human
beings, other living creatures, plants, microorganisms, property or
environment. It has been stressed repeatedly that adequate care has to be
exercised in handling the hazards. Any lapse could cause harm even to those
who are away from the location where the hazards are handled. The case
studies discussed in Sec. 17.2 illustrate this fact. The Central Government has
been periodically bringing legislation relating to handling of hazardous
substances. Some of these Acts are mentioned in Table 17.2. It is worth
mentioning that at the global level, concern for environment became more
prominent as a result of UN Conference on Human Environment held at
Stockholm, Sweden on June 14, 1972. In Indian context, Bhopal gas tragedy
speeded up environment related regulations.
Table 17.2: Some Central Government Regulations Relating to Handling of Hazardous
Substances.
Details
S.No.
Name of the Regulation
1. Factories Act (1948) and 1987
Discussed in Sec. 17.4.
amendment
Act was formulated to control and
2. Atomic Energy Act (1962)
monitor use and disposal of radioactive materials.
Regulations are specified to ensure
3. Radiation Protection Rules
health and safety of workers using radioactive
(197 1)
materials. Research laboratories working with
radioactive materials have to obtain licence from
Atomic Energy Regulatory Board, Mumbai.
4. Water (Prevention and Control
Act was formulated to prevent and control water
of Pollution) Act (1 974)
pollution. As water pollution monitoring agencies,
Central Pollution Control Board and State Pollution
Control Boards were created. These Boards have
powers to close down polluting industrial units.
Act was formulated to prevent and control air
5. Air (Prevention and Control
pollution. The Central and State Pollution Control
of Pollution) Act (198 I)
Boards were required to take steps in this direction too.
6. Environmental (Protection)
Subsequent to Bhopal gas tragedy, this
Act was introduced to protect and improve the
Act (1986)
environment and to prevent hazards.
Regulations are specified for handling
7. Hazardous Wastes (Management
Case Study mentioned in
and disposal of hazardous waste.
and Handling) Rules (1989)
Sec. 15.4 of Unit 15 illustrates
Regulations are specified concerning the
8. Manufacture, Storage and Import
the need for regulations
hazardous chemicals used in chemical
of Hazardous Chemicals Rules
regarding disposal of
and petrochemical industry. These
(1 989)
hazardous chemical waste.
regulations cover chemicals which are
flammable, explosive, toxic or reactive.
Regulations are specified for manufacture,
9. Hazardous Microorganisms Rules
use, import, export and storage of hazardous
(1 989)
microorganisms. The Government has also
prescribed some conditions for doing research
work using hazardous microorganisms.
Act facilitates payment of compensation to any
10. Public Liability Insurance Act
member of the public affected by an accident
(1989)
occurring in the premises of an industry handling
hazardous processes. The compensation is to be
paid out of the insurance policy taken by the
management of the concerned industry.
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The regulations mentioned in Table 17.2 have direct application to industry.
Yet these are significant to educational institutions also. Institutions using gas
cylinders, hazardous chemicals, radioactive materials and microorganisms
must observe proper safety norms to avoid incidents such as mentioned in Case
Studies 2, 3 or 4 in Sec. 17.2. Even at the time of purchasing materials of the
above nature from the firms, detailed instructions regarding safety norms and
accident handling procedures should also be obtained. The condition of the gas
cylinders should be checked from time to time. The teachers and the lab staff
should be made aware of the methods of handling situations arising out of gas
leakage accidents. The teaching staff who conduct research in fields related to
hazardous materials must be familiar with the safety regulations or codes
prepared by Bureau of Indian Standards and by the concerned ministry. The
institution may prepare a simplified safety code using the concerned
regulations. The safety code so prepared may be displayed in the laboratory in
a prominent way for the benefit of lab staff.

SAQ 7
What are the main functions of Central and State Pollution Control Boards?

17.9 REGULATIONS REGARDING EXPERIMENTS ON
ANIMALS
You may be aware that experiments on animals are performed in the
laboratories of educational and research institutions. You should know some of
the aspects of Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act in relation to experiments
on animals. The Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act was formulated by the
Central Government in 1960 to prevent unnecessary pain or suffering being
caused to animals. Rules were also made under this Act later to specify the
regulations. Two sets of rules, one made in October 1968 and another in
December 1998, are related to experiments on animals. The rules brought in
December 1998 are related to Case Study 5 discussed below:

Case Study 5: Suffering of Animals subjected to Experimentation

Groan: Sound due to pain

Humane : Merciful

You may be aware that many health related research experiments are first
tried on animals. Once aparticular health problem is solved for the animals,
then the results are applied to human system after suitable modijication. This
case study relates to a complaint filed during February 1999 by a few residents
living near a research institution in a ci[y in our country. The institution
carries out health related research work using animals. The dogs subjected to
experimentation were groaning throughout day and night. The residents were
disturbed by the groan of dogs. The fact remains that the experiments on
animals were not preformed under humane conditions. It seems that the
experimental animals were not looked after properly. Their condition was
pathetic. The intervention by the government was requested to ensure conduct
of experiments on animals under humane conditions.

For controlling and regulating experiments on animals as cited in Case Study
5, the Central Government had formulated in 1998, Breeding of and
Experiments on Animals (Control and Supervision) Rules. These rules
apply to all organisations performing experiments on animals. The
educational institutions above higher secondary level and research
institutions are also covered by these rules. Some of the provisions of these are
rules are given below:
Institutions which perform experiments on animals shall get registered
with the Committee for the Purpose of Control and Supervision of
Experiments on Animals (CPCSEA). This Committee works under the
Union Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment.
An Institutional Animal Ethics Committee (IAEC) is to be formed at the
educational or research institution. IAEC will have as its members experts
from within the institution and outside. It is the responsibility of IAEC to
monitor experiments on animals at the institution level.
It is necessary to get permission of IAEC before acquiring animals or
performing experiments on animals.
The animals should be stocked in a hygienic manner.
There should be trained animal attendants.
Animals should be looked after properly both before and after the
experiments.
Whenever operation is involved, anaesthetic shall be administered by a
trained person.
If it will be much painful for the animals to live after the experiment, they
shall be destroyed mercifully while still under the influence of anaesthetic.
Only in schools, colleges and recognised training institutions, experiments
shall be performed for the purpose of attaining skill.
Without proper justification, no experiment shall be repeated, the result of
which is already known conclusively.
Animals should be acquired only from a registered breeder.
IAEC should send statement to CPCSEA regarding animal-stock etc. in
the specified form.
If the rules are not followed by the institution, animal experimentation
may be stopped by CPCSEA.
SAQ 8
State the role of Institutional Animal Ethics Committee.

17.10 LEGAL LIABILITY FOR LABORATORY
ACCIDENTS IN EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
As mentioned in some of the earlier sections, law is not directly available to
decide legal liability for laboratory accidents in educational institutions.
Fortunately such accidents are very few - not sufficient to gain legal attention.
In the event of any accident, the teachers, the laboratory staff concerned and
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Registered breeder: Breeder
means a person or
institution breeding animals
for the purpose of transfer to
the authorised institutions
for performing experiments.
The breeder must be
registered with CPCSEA.
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The fact that the compensation
claims are to be settled by the
employer or organisation can
be understood from the
following example.
Normally, the co.mpensation
claims for motor vehicle
accidents are settled using the
Law of Torts. The motor
vehicle company or corporation
has to pay the compensation to
the victim of any motor vehicle
accident, while the driver may
get punishment for negligence
in driving.

the Head of the institution should establish that all reasonable steps have been
taken and necessary care has been exercised to avoid committing an offence. If
a student is guilty of causing the accident due to carelessness and, is of age
where helshe could be responsible for the acts performed, helshe is deprived of
compensation for the injuries.
If it is established that the responsibility for the accident lies with the
institution or its employees, then the compensation claim, if any, may have to
be settled by the management of the institution. This flows out of the 'Law of
Torts'. 'Tort' means an injury or damage for which monetary compensation
could be claimed through civil court action. The settlement of compensation
of Torts' is generally according to the principle that the
claims as per ' ~ a w
employer (institution) should take the financial responsibility for the faults
committed by its employees (teachers or the laboratory staff). Hence the
institution may be required to settle compensation claims for laboratory
accidents. But the teachers or the laboratory staff may face court action or
department action for negligence in duty.
It is recommended that the teachers, laboratory staff and the students are
insured under Personal Accident Policy offered by General Insurance
Companies. Schemes are available for insurance covering death, permanent
disability and temporary disability of teachers, lab staff and students. A few of
the educational institutions in Delhi are already utilising this scheme. In case of
accidents, the insurance company would provide compensation.
SAQ 9

State the name of the insurance policy that covers risks associated with
laboratory accidents. State the types of risks covered by this policy.

17.11 SUMMARY
-

In this unit, we have outlined the utility of National Building Code. We have
explained the main features of Factories Act. Some of the provisions of
Electricity Act and Rules which are relevant to laboratories are stated. The fire
and alcohol regulations applicable to educational institutions are explained.
Regulations regarding the handling of hazardous substances and
experimentation on animals are indicated. A brief note is made about the legal
liability of accidents in laboratories.

17.12 TERMINAL QUESTIONS
1. What precautions should be followed in procuring gas cylinders
containing hazardous gases like ammonia or chlorine?

.............................................................................................
.............................................................................................
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2. What does 'BIS' stand for? What was its earlier name?

3. There is a BIS publication on code of safety in chemical laboratories. State
its main use.

4.

What is the aim of Public Liability Insurance Act?

5.

Name some measures mentioned in Electricity Rules (1956) which would
be useful in times of emergency arising out of accidents due to electricity.

6. What is the role of State Excise Department?

Laboratory Safety

7.

A research laboratory wants to do experiments on dogs for testing the
efficiency of a new drug using radioactive method. What are the main
precautions to be followed in d'oing this experiment?

17.13 ANSWERS
Self-assessment Questions
1.

Accidents occur due to human error. There must be some negligence in
duty at some level. Legal control is required when individuals and
organisations fail to realise their duties towards maintenance of safe
working conditions.

2.

BTS has the responsibility to decide the standards for the quality of
materials and products.

3. Lack of emergency handling procedure leads to enormous loss of human
lives and resources. The 1987 amendment was introduced to protect the
public from hazardous industrial activities.
4.

The list of occupational diseases is enclosed as part of the Act. The
industry management should maintain medical records of the workers. In
case any worker gets any of the occupational diseases, the same has to be
reported to the government authorities.
According to Indian Electricity Rules (19561, only persons with required
training must be permitted to carry out electrical repair work. Hence,
Kareem, who has not undergone regular training, should not be allowed to
carry out the repair work. The following suggestions may be useful in
dealing with such situations:
i) The institution may appoint more than one electrician.
ii) Among the lab assistants appointed for Physics laboratory, more than
one may have obtained training in electrical works.
iii) The addresses of trained electricians in the nearby locality may be
kept in the institution whose services may be used on payment basis
for any emergency.
iv) Interested laboratory staff like Kareem may be deputed for regular
training course in electrical repair work. They will be of use in daily
work and also during emergency.

6. Considerable numb& of fire accidents occur due to electrical shortcircuits. To avoid such accidents, electrical installations need constant
maintenance.

7.

The Central and State Pollution Control Boards were initially established
to monitor water pollution. Later these Boards were authorised to take
steps to prevent air pollution also. These Boards have powers to close
down polluting industrial units.

8. Institutional Animal Ethics Committee is to be formed at an educational or
research institution undertaking experiments on animals. The permission
to carry out experiments on animals will be granted by IAEC. It is the
responsibility of IAEC to monitor animal experimentation at the institution
level. IAEC should send statement regarding animal stock etc. to the
Committee for the Purpose of Control and Supervision of Experiments on
Animals.
9. Personal Accident Policy; it is offered by General Tnsurailce Companies.
Schemes are available for insurance covering death, permanent disability
and temporary disability.
Terminal Questions
1. The firms supplying the gas cylinders should be required to provide safety
norms and accident handling procedures. The condition of the gas cylinders
should be checked from time to time. The teachers and the lab staff should
be made aware of the methods of handling situations arising out of gas
leakage accidents.

2. 'BIS' stands for Bureau of Indian Standards. Its previous name was Indian
Standards Institution.

3. The code of safety in chemical laboratories indicates main features of
laboratory rooms, fume cupboards, water lines, sinks and drains, laboratory
furniture, stores, first aid kit etc.
4. The Public 1,iability Insurance Act facilitates payment of compensation to
any member of the public affected by an accident occurring in the premises
of an industry handling hazardous materials. The compensation is to be
paid out of the insurance policy taken by the management of the concerned
industry.

5. Conditions are specified for the availability of the following:
Fire extinguishers (suitable for fires due to electrical sparks), first aid box,
resuscitation treatment and trained persons to useladminister the above.

6. The State Excise Department has to control purchase, storage and use of
alcohols. They are authorised to issue alcohol license to industry,
educational institutions and nursing homes.

7. The institution to which the research laboratory is attached should follow
the provisions of (i) Radiation Protection Rules and (ii) Breeding of and,
Experiments on Animals (Control and Supervision) Rules. The institution
should constitute Institutional Animal Ethics Committee and monitor
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animal experimentation. The animals must be acquired from registered
breeders only. IAEC should send statement regarding animal-stock etc. to
the Committee for the Purpose of Control and Supervision of Experiments
on Animals, which operates under the Union Ministry of Social Justice and
Empowerment. The institution should apply to Atomic Energy Regulatory
Board (AERB) for license to carry out radioactive research work. The use
and disposal of radioactive materials must be done as per the provisions of
Radiation Protection Rules and guidelines of AERB.

.

EXERCISE 1

STUDY OF DESIGN AND
FEATURES OF A
LABORATORY

INTRODUCTION

1 .

Recall Unit 1 of this course where you were introduced to the essential features
of a good laboratory. Since no two labs are alike, it is important to know the
design and organisation of the lab one is using. In this exercise you will visit a
lab, observe its features carefully and critically, and make a report.
Objectives

After doing this exercise you should be able to:
C

describe the design and features of the lab you have visited,
critically examine any lab with regard to its essential features and design
and give suggestions for necessary changes and improvements.
Useful Instructions

It is important that you study Unit 1 of LT-1 course a night before you plan to
do this exercise. Also keep Block 1 handy in case you may need to refer to the
unit again.

1.2

REQUIREMENTS

Workbook cum Lab. manual
Block 1 (LT-1 course)
Pencil
Pen
Eraser
Scale
Coloured pens

1.3

PROCEDURE

Visit any lab (physics, chemistry or biology) of your study centre or any other
you can get access to and note its features. To guide you through we have
listed below the main features along with some hints so that you can examine it
in a systematic way and do not miss out something essential. If we have
forgotten something that you consider important, you should add to the list.
You are expected to observe the features, and make your comments and
suggestions keeping in view what you learnt in Unit 1 of LT-1 course.
1. Design and Construction
Note the design of the college building. Also observe the quality of
construction and the materials (bricks, tiles, stone, cement, mosaic or any
other) used for elevation, floors, walls and ceiling. Take a good look at the
interiors also. If y.ou find it interesting you may like to mdce inquiries
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about it from an architect or engineer. We think it is also important to
consider how old the building is.
Design and Construction

Observations

Design

Size

Material used

Floor

Wall

Ceiling

Try to make a rough drawing of the building.

Comments and
suggestions

2. Location and layout
Note the location of the lab with respect to the rest of the building. Is the
location satisfactory for efficient functioning? You can study the layout well
if you draw a two-dimensional figure to show the position of various rooms
in the lab (Ref. to Block 1, Unit 1, Fig. 1.X). Also draw the position of the
doors since it is important to see the relationship among various rooms.

Location and layout

Observations

Location
Level (Ground, 1" or 2nd)
Other structures (around)
Greenery

Draw a two-dimensional layout plan of the building.

Comments and
suggestions

Study of Design and
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3. Entry and exit points
You should see them from the point of view of access, convenience and
safety.
Observations

Comments and Suggestions

4.

Number of rooms, their size and allocation
Count the number of rooms including ancillaries (if any). Estimate their
size and note the allocation of the main lab, preparatory room, store, office
and other accommodation (if any). Inquire if there is provision for other
facilities such as photographic room, culture room, cold room and
instrument room.

1 No. of rooms

Allocation

Ancillaries, if any

I

I

I

5.

Outdoor facilities, if any
For biology lab there may be an animal house, green house, garden plots,
aquarium, a vivarium etc. Also find out how they are connected with the
main lab.
Observations

Comments and Suggestions

6.

Laboratory staff and students
Give an account of the permanent staff and students using the lab and for
what purposes. Here you may use the concept of Laboratory Investigation
Unit studied in Unit 1 (Section 1.3).

+

Staff and students

Observations

Comments and
suggestions

No. of teachers

No. of supporting staff

7.

Fixed/Flexible design
See how the benches and services are fixed (permanently fixedlmovable).
Are there any partition walls?
Observations

Comments and Suggestions

Study of Design and
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8. Provision for sewices-gas, water and electricity and drainage
Which of the services are given a d how are they provided (through
wallslfloorl movable service station)? Are there enough outlets? See the
plumbing network, condition of taps and drainage. Also check if there is
leakage at any point.

Details of sewices

No. of outlets

Condition of outlets
(properly maintained1
needs repair)

Gas

Water

Electricity

Drainage

Mains

Make a detailed diagram to show supply lines of electricity and water below:

9. Main lab in rehtion to other rooms

See the location of the main lab with respect to other rooms. Try to
roughly estimate its area. Is it conveniently placed? Now consider the
space and its organisation. Make a rough estimate of the number of
students that could be accommodated per batch.
Observations

No. of studentshench

Total students

Make a drawing and show adjacent rooms

Benching and its surface
What is the type of benching (perimeter, peninsular or island type, Ref. to
Fig. 1.3, Unit I)? Wheie- the sinks provided? Is the material used for
bench surfaces suitabk fir tHe purpose of the lab? Note if there are slabs also.
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Draw a figure to show the arrangement of benches.

11. Windows and Ventilators

Note the numbers, size and type of windows and ventilators. Are they
adequate to allow natural light and ventilation? Is there a provision for
forced ventilation also? Also examine them from the point of view of
security?

Windows and Ventilators

Type

Comments and
suggestions

No. of windows

No. of Ventilators

Forced Ventilation

12. Lighting, Heating and Cooling
Observe if the lab is well-lit with natural light. What are the arrangements
for PSAL (Permanent Supplementary Artificial Light)? Keeping in view
the changing weather conditions of the place, note if there are
arrangements to maintain a comfortable temperature in the lab.
Arrangement

Observations

Comments and
suggestions

Lighting

Heating

Cooling

13. Flooring
Observe what kind of material is used (concrete/mosaic/linoleum/glazed
or PVC tiles) for flooring? Is it suitable for this lab? Also note if it is
rough, smooth or slippery.
Observations

Comments and Suggestions
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14. Fume cupboards
Note its presence and location. Is the location appropriate? What kind of
fume cupboard has been provided?
Observations

Comments and Suggestions

15. Security and safety
Security and safety are paramount for a lab. Note the provisions made in
this regard.

Comments and Suggestions

16. Maintenance and House keeping
Examine the organisation of the lab. Is it appropriately organised for
efficient functioning? Give it a rating for cleanliness and organisation.
Also inquire who all are responsible for organisation and maintenance.
Observations

Comments and Suggestions

17. Provision for Disposal
This is very important. See the arrangements in this regard.
Observations

Comments and Suggestions

Now that you have made your observation consolidate your comments and
suggestions neatly as follows:

Study of Design and
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Discussion

EXERCISE 2 STUDY OF DESIGN AND
INFRASTRUCTURE OF A
PREPARATION ROOM OF A
LABORATORY
2.1

-

INTRODUCTION

This exercise is based on unit 2 of this course where you were introduced to
the essential features of a good preparation room that offers services to a
laboratory. In this exercise you will study the preparation room of that
particular laboratory the designs and infrastructure of which you studied in
Exercise 1 of this lab course. You will be expected to carefully study the
various important features of the preparation room and critically make a report.
Objectives
After doing this exercise you should be able to:
e
e

describe the features of the preparation room of the lab you have visited,
examine and evaluate a preparation room of the lab with regard to its
essential features and design, and
give suggestions for carrying' out necessary improvements.

Useful Instructions
It is important that you study unit 2 of LT-1 course a night before you plan to
do this exercise. Also keep Block 1 handy in case you may need to refer to the
unit.

2.2

-

REQUIREMENTS

Work book cum lab manual
Pen
Pencil
Eraser
Ruler
Colour pencils

2.3

PROCEDURE

Visit the preparation room of the lab (Physics/Chemistry/Zoology/I3otany),
you studied in Exercise 1and note its features. To make your study easy and to
guide you, we have listed below the main features along with some hints so
that you can pay attention to them in a systematic way and do not miss out
essential aspects. You can also consult, if you feel the need, the lab technician
associated with the lab for information and help. You are expected to observe
the various aspects and features and note them in the columns we have
provided. You are also expected to add your own comments, additional
information and suggestions whenever you feel the need, keeping in mind what

For Mode-1 Students
You have to perform this
exercise in your place of
work.
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you have learnt. In some cases the columns may prove inadequate for your
notes. In such cases use additional sheets and make appropriate columns.

1. Location and layout
Note the location of the preparation room with respect to the laboratory. Is
the location satisfactory for efficient functioning? Is it located between
two labs? How many labs does it service? Draw a floor plan of the
preparation room and the labs it provides service to. Draw the position of
the wet and dry bench, water tap etc. whatever you observe in the room
somewhat similar to the figure shown here (see Fig. 2.1).
Location and layout of preparation room of
lab

No. of labs the preparation room services to

Pl~parationroom and its general plan

Labomtory 1

Laborstory 2

Chemical storage
prepared solutions

Fume
cupboard

-

Under bench

-- Equipment

glassware storage
with surface area

storage

-

Drying
oven

1

/
Sinks and
wash-up area

1

I

Dirty glassware
awaiting treatment

.L

1

1
Practical request
assembly area

Fig. 2.1: The plan of a preparation room area along with the adjoining laboratories.

Floor plan of preparation room with its dimensions (length x breath) as
well as position of access, windows, wet bench, dry bench marked out

Study of Design and
Infrastructure of a
Preparation Room of a
Laboratory

2. Entry and exit points: Note the entry and exit points of the preparation
room and specify whether the access and entry is restricted and how. Also
comment on the convenience and safety of the entry and exit points.
Number of entry points of
preparation room as well as
how convenient they are

State whether entry restricted
or not

To and from movement of people
in preparation room

Remarks if any

3.

Infrastructure and Organisation: Give a broad list of the types of things
that are kept in the preparation room, their number and use. Also describe
how they are kept and how often they are used. All the things listed here
may not be in the preparation room that you have taken for your study. For
example a physics lab may not have chemicals and a chemistry lab may
not have stains. These headings are for your convenience. You can change
these headings if need be or leave them blank
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I

List
a. Chemicals
Alcohol (any 2)

Acid (any 2)

Bases (any 2)

StaindpH indicator (any 2)

b. Equipment (any 10)

c. Furniture
Dry bench
Wet Bench (may not be in
a physics lab)
Tables

Cupboards

Racks

Quantity

Their use

Their
Maintenance

Remarks

4.

Storage: Note the kind of storage and racks present in the preparation
room. Is there enough room for storage? Pay attention to underbench
storage also. Note the position of shelves (in the centre of room, along the
walls etc.).

Type of material
stored

Method of storage of material
whether in open or, closed
cupboards, racks, filing
cabinet etc.

Position of storage whether above, below,
in centre, along wall
etc.

Storage space adequatelinadequate

( I ) Chemicals

(2) Equipment

(3) Paper work

Remarks in any

5.

Study of Design and
Infrastructure of a
Preparation Room of a
Laboratory

Provision for services-gas, water and electricity and drainage
Observe the kinds of the services that are available in the preparation room
and how they are provided (through walls/floor/ movable service station).
Note the number of outlets of these services and whether they appear
adequate. Observe also the plumbing network and drainage as well as
condition of taps (if leaky).
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I Type of services

Location of mains

No. of outlets adequate or inadequate

Condition of outlets (properly
maintained1 needs repair)

Gas

Water

Electricity

Drainage

Remarks if any

6. Windows and Ventilation
Note the number and size of windows and provision for forced ventilation
in the form of exhaust fans or air-conditioners. Also note if the preparation
room is secure from thieves and vandals.
Type of ventilation - whether
only window orlas well as
exhaust fan, orlas well as air
conditioner

No. of windows o r exhaust
fans or air-conditioners and
whether ventilation adequate

Note if the windows and/or
exhaust fan andlor airconditioners affect security of the
preparation room

Remarks if any

7.

Lighting, Heating and Cooling

Observe and note (i) if the room is receiving sufficient natural light (ii).
Also observe if there are adequate arrangements for PASL (Permanent
Artificial Supplementary Light)? Keeping in view the changing weather
condition (in certain parts of the country), also note the kind of
arrangements that are provided in the preparation room to maintain
comfortable temperature.

a) Lighting
Type of lighting:

Illumination

Natural

Adequatefinadequate

Number of windows

Artificial

Adequatehadequate

Tubes and/or bulbs
I

No. of tubes

No. of bulbs

Others

b) Heating
(1) NeededMot needed in

Warmth

months

(2) Type of heating by blower and or/radiator
and or air-conditioner

Adequatehadequate

c) Cooling
(I) Neededlnot needed in
months

Coolness

(2) Type of cooling by air-conditionerldesert
cooler

Adequatefinadequate

Remarks if any

Study of Design and
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2

Report: On the basis of your total observation give a combined
summary of the various aspects of the preparation room in the
space below. (In case the given space is not adequate please use
additional loose sheets)

Study of Design and
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EXERCISE 3

3.1

STUDY OF DESIGN AND
ORGANISATION OF
LABORATORY STORE

INTRODUCTION

You have studied in Unit 3 of LT-1 course that storage is usually a necessity in
most scientific establishments. You know that sufficient and appropriate
storage space should be provided for storing particular items such as solvents,
chemicals, glassware and museum specimens.
You have studied in Unit 13 of LT-1 course that no chemical can be
considered totally safe. Storage and handling of chemical substances are two
important duties of a laboratory worker. Chemicals can be poisonous,
radioactive, explosives, corrosive substances or flammable substances.
Objectives
After performing this exercise you should be able to:
describe the design and organisation of a lab store,
suggest modifications in the store design,
classify the chemicals in the store as poisonous, explosive, flammable
substances, etc.
arrange the chemicals safely in store.
Useful ~nstruction
You should study ~ h3 and
t Unit 13 of LT- 1 course before doing this
exercise.

3.2 ACTIVITY 1 INVESTIGATION OF THE STORE
Investigate the store of any one of the laboratories in your study centre and
write a report in approximately 500 words.
Procedure
Observe the environmental and physical considerations of a store of any one of
the laboratories in your study centre. You have already studied about these
factors in Unit 3 of LT- 1.course.
You are instructed to observe and write a report under the following heads
compulsorily.
Two - dimensional diagram
Draw a diagram depicting shelving units, entry to the store, storage units for
immediate requirements, cupboards and racks.

Diagram

Shelving
Note the different forms of shelving i.e. wooden, metal, plastic-coated metal or
concrete and observe the strength of shelving.
Observations

Comments and Suggestions

Ventilation, Windows, Lighting
Observe ventilators and exhaust fans. Observe presence/absence of windows in
solvent store, properly lighted or dark.
Observations

Comments and Suggestions

Study of Design and
Organisation of
Laboratory Store
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Classification, Arrangement and Compatibility of Items

Note that chemicals are classified according to their compatibility. Two
incompatible chemicals kept together can cause serious hazards. You may do
any particular location of the store as per the advise of the counsellor.
Observations

Comments and Suggestions

Out of the following items given below, you observe and prepare a report for
any three.
Accessibility to the Store

Observe the arrangement of the store, access to the store (free of lab or through
the lab), whether design of the store meets the requirements of the
establishment.
Observations

Comments and Suggestions

Furniture

List the furniture i.e. number of tables, stools or chairs. Is the number
adequate?
Observations

Comments and Suggestions

Safety
Look for fire extinguisher outside the store, note the location of alcohol and the
place for transferring liquids.
Observations

Comments and Suggestions

Cleanliness
Take care to see that no chemical/solvent/stain is spilled on the floor,
dissecting trays are dry. Note general cleanliness of store.
Observations

Comments and Suggestions

Mode of handling items
Note availability of ladder to handle solvents/stains kept at a height.
Observations

Study of Design and
Organisation of
Laboratory Store
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Comments and Suggestions

Labels or Location Indicators
Observe location of stock register and store guide.
Observations

Comments and Suggestions

Appropriate storage procedure
Note whether there is proper storage procedure for storing animal foodstuffs,
glassware, delicate equipment, museum material, herbarium, radioactive
sources etc.
Observations

Comments and Suggestions

Disposal procedure
Find out whether proper disposal procedures are followed.for flammable
liquids, acids, and biological material as and when necessary.

Observations

Comments and Suggestions

Any other remarks you would like to make regarding the stores:

Study of Design and
Organisation of
Laboratory Store
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ACTIVITY 2 CLASSIFICATION OF CHEMICALS IN THE
STORE
Your Counsellor will give you names of any five chemicals. You fill up the
report in tabular form (Table 1) indicating the name of the chemical, location
of storage and list of substances which are incompatible with each chemical.
That is, the chemical indicated should not be stored along with the list of
substances indicated in each case. A list of incompatible chemicals is given in
annexure (Annexure 1).
Table 1: Now you can write a report under the following heads:
Name of the chemical

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Location of storage

List of substances that
should not be stored
with

Annexure 1
Partial list of incompatible chemicals (reactive hazards)
Substances in the left-hand column should be stored and handled so that they cannot possibly
contact corresponding substances in the right-hand column under uncontrolled conditions by
accident. Violent reactions may occur.
Acetic acid

Chromic acid, nitric acid, peroxides and permanganates.

Acetic anhydride

Hydroxyl-containing compounds, perchloric acid.

Acetone

Concentrated nitric and sulphuric acid, hydrogen peroxide.

Acetylene

CMorine, bromine, copper, silver, fluorine and mercury.

Alkali and alkaline earth
metals, such as sodium,
potassium lithium, magnesium,
calcium, powdered aluminium

Carbon dioxide, carbon tetrachloride and other chlorinated
hydrocarbons. (Also prohibit water, foam, and dry
chemical on fires).

Ammonia (anhyd.)

Mercury, chlorine, calcium hypochlorite, iodine, bromine
and hydrogen fluoride.

Ammonium nitrate

Acids, metal powders, flammable liquids, chlorates,
nitrites, sulphur, finely divided organics or combustibles.

Aniline

Nitric acid, hydrogen peroxide.

Bromine

Ammonia, acetylene, butadiene, butane and other
petroleum gases, Sodium carbide, turpentine, benzene and
finely divided metals.

Calcium oxide

Water

Carbon, activated

Calcium hypochlorite, other oxidants.

Chlorates

Ammonium salts, acids, metal powders, sulphur, finely
divided organics or combustibles

Chromic acid and chromium
trioxide

Acetic acid, naphthalene, camphor, glycerol, turpentine,
alcohol and flammable liquids

Chlorine

Ammonia, acetylene, butadiene, butane and other
petroleum gases, hydrogen, sodium carbide, turpentine,
benzene and finely divided metals.

Chlorine dioxide

Ammonia, methane, phosphine and hydrogen sulphide.

Copper

Acetylene, hydrogen peroxide.

Fluorine

Isolate from everything.

Hydrazine

Hydrogen peroxide, nitric acid, any other oxidant.

Hydrocarbons (benzene, butane,
propane, gasoline, turpentine,
etc.)

Fluorine, chlorine, bromine, chromic acid, peroxides.

Hydrocyanic acid

Nitric acid, alkalis.

Hydrofluoric acid,

Ammonia, aqueous or anhydrous.
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Hydrogen peroxide

Copper, chromium, iron, most metals or their salts, any
flammable liquids, combustible materials, aniline,
nitromethane.

Hydrogen sulphide

Fuming nitric acid, oxidising gases.

Iodine

Acetylene, ammonia (anhydrous or aqueous).

Mercury

Acetylene, fulminic acid*, ammonia.

Nitric acid (conc.)

Acetic acid, acetone, alcohol, aniline, chromic acid,
hydrocyanic acid, hydrogen sulphide, flammable liquids,
flammable gases and nitratable substances.

Nitroparaffins

Inorganic bases, mines

Oxalic acid

Silver, mercury.

Oxygen

Oils, grease, hydrogen, flammable liquids, solids or gases.

Perchloric acid

Acetic anhydride, bismuth and its alloys, alcohol, paper,
wood, greaie, oils.

Peroxides, orgalic

Acids (organic or mineral), avoid friction, store cold.

Phosphorus (white)

Air, oxygen.

Potassium chlorate

Acids (see also chlorates)

Potassium perchlorate

Acids (see also perchloric acid).

Potassium permanganate

Glycerol, ethylene glycol, benzaldehyde, sulphuric acid.

Silver

Acetylene, oxalic acid, tartaric acid, fulminic acid,
ammonium .compounds.

Sodium

See alkali metals (above).

Sodium nitrite

Ammonium nitrate and other ammonium salts.

Sodium peroxide

Any oxidisable substance, such as ethanol, methanol,
glacial acetic acid, acetic anhydride, benzaldehyde, carbon
disulphide, glycerol, ethylene glycol, ethyl acetate and
furfural.

Sulphuric acid

Chlorates, perchlorates, permanganates.

.

* Produced in nitric acid-ethanol mixtures.
One topic related to several of the hazardous possibilities above is the use of powerful oxidants
or mixtures (nitric acid, dichromate, or chromium trioxide with sulphuric acid) to clean
glassware from traces of reaction residues, especially tars of organic derivation. In most cases
this is not only potentially hazardous, particularly with large containers or residues, but
unnecessary. The specially formulated laboratory detergents which are available are just as
effective.
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EXERCISE 4

.

STUDY OF THE REGULAR
DUTIES OF LABORATORY
STAFF

You will recall from unit 3 of Block 1 of this course about the various duties
and activities of a lab staff that facilitate management of the laboratory in an
efficient manner. In this exercise you will study the same duties by actually
visiting any two laboratories of your study centre and interacting with the lab
technicians or senior laboratory supporting staff of those labs.
Objectives

After doing this exercise based on two different labs of
Zoology/Botany/Chemistryl Physics, you should be able to:
state the check in and check out procedure of any two labs,
compare the coordination between academic staff and the lab staff,
state the prior preparation work as well as wind-up procedure that the lab
staff of any two labs chosen by you will under taken for a particular
experiment: Zoology/Botany/Chemistry/Physics
compare the procedures followed by two different labs with regard to stock
replacement and repair of equipment,
state the duties performed at two different labs before the examination,
during vacation and at times of annual/biannual cleaning and white washing.
Useful Instruction

It is essential that you study unit 4 of LT-1 course, a night before you plan this
exercise. Also keep Block 1 handy in case you have to refer to the unit.

4.2

REQUIREMENTS

Work book cum lab manual
Pen
Pencil
Loose Sheets
Eraser
Ruler
Coloured pencils

4.3

PROCEDURE

Visit any two labs of your choice (Botany/Zoology/Physics/Chemistry)of your
study centre and consult the lab technician or senior laboratory supporting staff
and compare the various duties, and functions that they perform:
1. on a daily, weekly and monthly basis.
2. prior to practical examinations.
3. during vacations and
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4.
5.

during annual or biannual maintenance, and
during cleaning and white washing.

In order to give direction to your study as well as to make it easy and fruitful
we have listed the broad duties that a technician may be expected to perform,
along with some hints. This will help you to proceed in a systematic manner.
You may present your observations/suggestions and additional information in
the columns we have provided. In case these columns prove inadequate for
your observations and notes, please use the paper provided in your manual cum
work book from your notebooks.
1.

Check in and check out procedure

a. Location of Key
Enquire from the technicians as to who opens the laboratory. Do the lab staff
have to take the keys from the office or do they have personal keys. (Also note
how many keys are available for the lab and where they are located.)
Source of
Information

No. of keys

Keys - with office1 academic
staff in chargelself

Remarks if any

Lab Technician
1ab

Lab Technician
lab

b. Daily Duties Regarding Cleaning & Dusting

Enquire from the technicians as to who cleans the floors and dusts the
equipment and also supervises this cleaning. Dukng cleaning and dusting are
there any precautions to be followed?

floor done

Dusting of
Equipment
done by

Supervision of
cleaning and
dusting done
bv

1

taken

Remarks if
any
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c.

Daily Switching on and off of Lights and Equipment

Enquire who switches on the lights as well as equipment like distillation
plants, ovens etc. in the morning and who switches them off in the evening
before closing. In case of gas being used in the lab, find out if the main supply
is switched off daily before the lab is closed. Also enquire:
if the main switch of the gas supply is located in the lab itself or
elsewhere.
ii) if the technicians also know the location of mains for electricity and water
supply as well as of the fire extinguisher

i)

Technicians

Technician 1
of -lab

Technician 2
of -lab

Who daily
switches on
and off the
lights and
gadgets

Is gas daily
switched off
from the
mains

Location
of water
mains close or
far

Location
of gas
mains inside lab
or outside

Location of
electricity
mains - close
or far

Location of fire

- extingui-sher
and no. of
extingui-shers

Remarks
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2. Coordination between Lab Technician and Teaching Staff
Enquire from the technicians how they interact and coordinate with the
teaching staff with regard to the following information about the
experiments/demonstration to be conducted:
Type of activity (experiment/demonstration)
No. of students
Requirements for the experiment/demonstration
Chemicals/material needed
Advance procurement of materials needed
6 ) Preparations to be made by the lab staff
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

For this, you should also find out how many days (a weeM2 weeks/ a month)
before do the teaching staff inform the technician about the details of
experiment/demonstration to be conducted, and how this information is
recorded. If the information is recorded in a register/notebook then request
each technician to show you one such page and note down the manner in
which the information is recorded. Does it give broad details such as
concentrations and volumes of solutions required or minute details regarding
preparation of solutions as well? Also note if the recording is done by the
academic staff or do they just verbally .inform the technician who records the
instructions himselfherself by actually noting down the requirements.

/

Technicians

1

Technician I of

Advance time is given by
academic staff to lab staff
for preparation of
experiment1 demonstration
- dailv/weeklv/ monthlv

Type of information
given by academic
staff - Broad details
or minute details

Method of
communication
of information
(orauwritten message)
bv academic staff

Remarks if
any

3. Daily routine of preparation for experiments/demonstration
In order to become familiar with the preparation that a lab staff member makes
prior to an experiment/demonstration it is desirable that you discuss this with
the two lab technicians you have been consulting. For this we have listed
specific experiments for each discipline. You may gather the relevant
information (depending on the discipline to which the lab staff belongs).

ZOOLOGY AND/OR BOTANY EXPERIMENT - STAINING OF
PLANT AND/OR ANIMAL MATERIAL
1.

Procedure for Procurement of Biological Material

Find out the details for procuring botanical root and stem material andlor
zoological material (rat or other mammals) and procuring slides.
Procedure for
procuring Biological
material
Zoology
a) Animal - rat or any
one mammal

b) Slides

Botany
a)

Plant
i) Monocot-any
one root or stem

C

ii) Dicot-any one
root or stem

b) Slides

Material may be freshlor Storage method of
stored. If stored-duration the material - in
fridge, in fixative, in
for which the material
the animal house
can be kept

1

Remarks if
any
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2.

Prior preparation for fming and staining animal tissue and/or plant
tissues
Find out what procedure the lab technician follows for preparing fixative
(either plant andor animal), alcohol series and stain for animal (acetoorcein or aceto carmine) andor plant (safianin).

Enquire what calculation the technicians undertake to prepare the various
solutions and stains so that they are neither in excess nor too little. Also
whether the quantities are prepared on the basis of the requirement of each
student or is some other calculation used?
Also whether the technicians prepare all the solutions a day or two before the
experiment or on the same day. After the experiment do the technicians retain
any of the prepared chemicals or do they discard them? If the chemicals are not
discarded, how long can they be-keptwithout deterioration?
Name of reagents and
stains

a. Alcohol series

b. Name of one fixative -

(plant and/or animal)
Animal Fixative

Plant Fixative

and/or animal)
Animal stain

Plant stain

Procedure for preparation
and calculation as to how
much solution should be
prepared

If chemicals kept
or discarded after
experiment.

Shelf life

Remarks
if any

.

3.

Glassware used and method of cleaning it
Enquire and list any five types of glassware which the technicians keep
at hand for preparing the various chemicals and stains and list any five
types of glassware needed by the students for the experiments. How are
these glassware cleaned both before and after the experiments?

Glassware

Cleaning method of glassware before and
after preparation

Remarks

Name of 5 glassware items
used by Lab Technician in a:
i) Zoology lab

--

ii) Botany
-

-I
Name of 5 glassware items
used by student1 researcher:
i) Zoology Lab

ii) Botany Lab

-

--

4.

Wind-up and Disposal Procedure after the experiment and at the
end of the day
Find out from the two of the lab technicians, what cleaning procedures
they follow after the experiment and at the end of the day. Also,discuss
the following:
i) Disposal of Biological material
ii) Disposal of solutions (fixative, alcohols, stains, paraffin etc)

Study of the Regular
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I

Biological material
a.

Animal - rat and or/

b.

Plant -

Disposal Method

Slides and coverslips discarded by students
during practical

Animal - and or/

Plant -

Solutions

Disposal Method

Plant fixatbe and or/

Animal fixative

Alcohol

Plant Stain (Safranin) and or/

Animal stain (aceto-orcein or aceto
carmine)
Paraffin wax

5.

Cleaning and maintenance procedure
You can enquire from the technician about general cleaning and
maintenance of permanent slides of plants andlor animals, dissecting and
compound microscopes, weighing balances, models, charts and in case of
Zoology lab, about dissecting trays, stuffed animals, mounted specimens,
specimens in jars, and in case of Botany laboratory, about mounted
specimens, specimens in jars, and herbarium, etc.

I
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Cleaning and
maintenance of
microscope Dissection,
compound

-

Cleaning,
maintenance of
weighing balance

I

Cleaning and
maintenance of
slides

Dissection
microscove

Rough balance

Animal Slides

Compound
Microscope

Electronic balance

Plant slides

I Maintenance of I Cleaning and
models and
charts

maintenance of
stuffed animals,
mounted
specimens or
specimens in jars

CHEMISTRY EXPERIMENT - THE VOLUMETRIC
DETERMINATION OF A GIVEN ACETIC ACID SOLUTION
REQUIRED BY USING 100 ML. OF A STANDARD CAUSTIC SODA
SOLUTION.
1. Procedure for storage of apparatus and chemicals needed for the
experiment
I

,

I

Enquire from the lab technician how the various apparatu's and chemicals listed
below are used for experiment and how they are stored.

plant herbarium
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Name of apparatus and
Chemicals
Apparatus

Storage area - Room in
which stored

1) Burette

Storage in lablpreparation
room

2) Pipette

Storage in lablpreparation
room

3) Titration flask

Storage in lablpreparation
room

4) Funnel

Storage in lablpreparation
room

5) Glazed tile

Storage in lablpreparation
room

6) Burette stand

Storage in lablpreparation
room

7) Analytical balance

Storage in lablpreparation
room

8) Weights

Storage in lablpreparation
room

Storage method

Chemicalslreagents
1) Standard caustic soda
(NaOH) solution

Storage in lablpreparation
room

2) Acetic acid solution

Storage in lablpreparation
room

3) Phenolphthalein
(indicator)

Storage in lablpreparation
room

2.

Prior preparation for titration

Enquire from the lab technician about the reagents or solutions he himself
prepares and about those which are prepared by students. Also what method
the technician uses to prepare the solutions and what amount per student does
be prepare.

Name of
reagentslsolutions

Preparation of the reagent1
solution by student~lab
technician

Method of preparation of
reagents prepared by lab
technician

Study
Duties

-

Remarks if any

3.

Method of Calculation for amount of solution to be prepared

Find out from the lab technician how he calculates the amount of the solution
he has to prepare for all the students so that the solution prepared by the lab
technician is neither too much nor too little. Is the amount of solution prepared
on the basis of the requirements of each student or is some other calculation
made? Also enquire if the solutions are prepared a day or two before the
experiments or on the same day. After the experiment do the technicians retain
the unused solution or do they discard them. If the chemicals are not discarded,
how long can they be kept?

tht:Regular
'La,boratory
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4.

Glasswares used and their method of cleaning it

Enquire and list any five types of glassware which the technicians keep for
preparing various solutions and also list any five types of glassware needed by
the students for the experiment. How are these glassware cleaned both before
and after the experiment?
Glassware

a) Name of 5 glassware items
'used by student

b) Name of 5 glassware items
used by lab technician

Method of cleaning glassware
before and after experiment

Remarks if any

I1

5.

,

!

Wind-up and disposal procedure after the experiment and at the end
of the day

I
I

Find out from the lab technician what cleaning procedure he follows after the
experiment and at the end of the day.

d

3

Name of Material
a)

Method of disposal

Remarks if any

Chemicals

6 . General cleaning and maintenance of equipment procedure
Enquire from the lab technician how some of the important apparatus used in
the chemistry lab experiment are maintained and cleaned.

1

Cleaning and

I Methods of cleaning I

1 maintenance of

and maintenance of
gas-burner

balances

1

1)

Rough balance

2)

ELectronic
balance

I

I

Method of
maintenance and
repair of distillation
plant or deionizer

I

I

Method of
maintenance and
cleaning of oven

Study of the Regular
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3) Analytical
balance

PHYSICS ELECTRICITY EXPERIMENT - TO VERIFY OHM'S LAW
WITH THE HELP OF AMMETER AND A VOLTMETER.
1. Procedure for the storage of equipment used in the experiment.
Enquire how the main equipment used in the experiment are stored.
Name of equipment

Storage of equipment in
lab/ preparation room

Storage of equipment in
cupboardlopen area

Remarks
if any

1) A battery of two
storage cells

2) A voltmeter 0-5
volts

3) Ammeter (0-5
amps.) and capable
of measuring upto
1/10 amp
7

4) A rheostat (maxm
valve 20 ohms)

5) A tap key

6) A resistance coil of
2 ohms

2.

Prior preparation made by the lab technician for the experiment

Find out from the lab technician if he checks all the equipments that are listed
in the column below, before or at the end of the practical. Also what procedure
he uses to check if the equipment are in working order.
Name of instruments and
equipment

1)

If equipment and instrument
checked before or after experiment

Procedure for checking
equipment and instrument

A battery of two storage cells

2) Voltmeter

3) Ammeter

4) Rheostat

5) Tap key

6) Resistance coil of 2 Ohms

3.

Method of issue and return of instruments

Enquire from the lab technician about the procedure he has adopted for issuing
the equipment to the students as well as the procedure he follows to get the
equipment back from students.

Study of the Regular
Duties of Laboratory
Staff

5.

Cleaning and maintenance of the instruments

Enquire from the lab technician the cleaning procedure he follows for the
instruments used as well as of any 5 important equipment used in the physics
lab.
Name of Instruments &
Equipment

1)

Study of the Regular
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Method of cleaning and maintenance of equipment
and apparatus

A battery of two storage cells

2) Voltmeter

3) Ammeter
+

4)

Rheostat

5) Tap key

6) A resistance coil of 2 ohms

7)

8)

9)
10)

I

6 . Repair and Replacement of the Instruments

Enquire from the lab technician you are consulting about what action be
undertaken if the instrument goes out of order or is damaged by the student
while doing the experiment.
Are there extra instruments available in the lab so that the work may continue?
What is the ratio of the extra instruments with regard to students? Also enquire
from the lab technician as to how he gets the instrument repaired. Does he send
it to the workshop or to the company, from which the instrument has been
obtained? What procedure does he follow for the replacement of the damaged
instruments?

Availability of extra
instruments required in
case of damage. Ratio of
extra instruments
present. No. of
instruments:

Instrument

Procedure for repair and
replacement of parts of
instrument. Instruments
- repaired by self1
workshop

for replacement of
damaged
instruments

IV Stock replenishing and repair jobs
Find out from the two lab staff members what procedure is followed regarding
replenishing of stock on a dailylweekly as wel1,as on a six monthly basis. State
your findings below:
Replenish
Daily/
weekly

Lab Technicians

;stock
Repairs of equipment
6 monthly1
6 monthly1 Daily1
annually . weekly
annually

Remarks

1. Lab Technician of
lab

2. Lab Technician of
lab

V

Preparation Prior to Examinations

Enquire regarding the preparation work undertaken by the technicians prior to
exams and enter the findings below:

m a r a t i o n before exam
(1)

---------------------------------- Lab

?-

(2) ----------------------------------- Lab

VI AnnuaVBiannual cleaning and white-washing

Enquire from the two technicians about the duties they perform during
vacation. Note them down under the following headings.

1
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Time period AnnualIBiannual cleaning of
lab and how it is done

1) Time period of Annual/Biannual cleaning
of lab and how it is done

1)

2) White washing time

2) White washing time

3) Repairing furniture and painting time
period

3) Repairing furniture and painting time
period

Any Other Suggestions

I

Any Other Suggestions

Study of the Regular
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EXERCISE 5

5.1

STUDY OF PROCEDURE
REGARDING PURCHASE OF
LABORATORY RELATED
ITEMS

INTRODUCTION

In this exercise you will learn various steps and procedures adopted while
purchasing lab-related items. This exercise, will acquaint you with practices
of preparing comparative charts of quotations. Besides, you will learn how to
pass the bill for payment and how to invite quotations and place orders for the
supply of goods.
Objectives
After you have done this exercise, you should be able to:
Prepare a comparative chart of quotations
fill up the quotations form
process a bill for payment
fill up the order form for the supply of goods.
Useful Instructions
Students are advised to go through Unit 5 of Course on Good Laboratory
Practices before taking up this exercise on purchase procedures of lab-related
items.

5.2

REQUIREMENTS

1. Loose paper sheets
2. Three envelopes containing quotations of the items to be purchased for
your lab
3. Three envelopes containing bills of items supplied by the
firrns/agencies/manufactures
4. A register
5. Penlpencils and rubber
6. Quotation (format)
7. Order (format)

5.3

PROCEDURE

Activity 1:

Invitation of quotations.

A format for inviting a quotation is given below. You are required to
fill up the form for finding out the prices of the following items from
M/s Borosil India (Ltd.).
Beakers, 50 ml, 100 ml, 200 ml, 300 rnl.
(i)
'Measuring
cylinder; 10 ml, 50, 100 ml.
(ii)
(iii) Pipette 1 ml, 2 ml, 3 ml, 5 ml.
(iv) Conical flask 25 ml, 50 ml, 100 ml.

For Mode-1 Students:
All the activities given
in this exercise are to
be performed at the
work Centre. Your
resource persons will
act as the counsellor.
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INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY
Maidan Garhi, New Delhi- 110 068

Sub :,-IGNOU-INVITATION FOR QUO'TATION FOR SUPPLY O F
Dear Sirs,
Please quote your lowest rates for supply of following four items*:
SI.No.

1.

Remarks

You are requested to attach samples of the items wherever required. Please furnish the
following information also:
a)
b)
c)
d)

2.

Description of Items

'

Validity of the quotation.
Your Sales Tax Registration No.
Are you a manufacturer or a supplier?
Delivery period.

* The quotation in double sealed cover with superscription "Quotation for supply of
.........................

...................................,against Tender Enquiry
No.. .................................... ." should reach the
...........................................and shall be received upto 3.00 p.m. on
........................The same will be opened at 4.00 p.m. on the same day in the presence
of the tenderers whomsoever are present. Late tenders will not be considered.
3.

Specifications: stores offered sho~ildstrictly conform to our specifications. Deviations, if
any, should be clearly indicated by tenderers in their quotation. The tenderer should also
indicate the Make /Type, number of the stores offered and provide catalogues, technical
literature and samples, wherever necessary alongwith the quotations. Test certificates
wherever necessary should be forwarded alongwith supplies. Wherever options are called
for in respect of specifications, the tenderer should induct all such options. Wherever
specifically mentioned by us the tenderer could suggest changes to specifications with
appropriate response for the same.

Corrections, if any, must be attested. All amounts shall be indicated both in words as well
as in figures. Where there is a difference between amount quoted in words and figures,
the amount quoted in words shall prevail.
If the supplies are not made within the stipulated period and the time is not extended, the
sup~lierwill be liable to pay compensation equal to one percent or such small amount of
the total amohnt of contract as the Registrar may decide for every day that the quantity
remains incomplete, provided that the entire amount of compensation shall not exceed
10% of the total amount of the contract. In addition, the Registrar reserves the right to
cancel the order at the supplier's risk and cost.
The purchaser shall be under no obligation to accept the lowest or any tender and reserves
the right of acceptance of the whole or any part of the tender or portion of the quantity
offered and the tenderers shall supply the same at the rates quoted.

Yours faithhlly,

Deputy Registrar / Asstt. Registrar

The students have to make proper entries in the places marked against the
asterisks (*).
After performing this activity show the quotation form to your Lab Counsellor for
herlhis approval to find out whether the form has been filled up correctly.

5.4

ACTIVITY 2

PREPARATION OF
COMPARATIVE CHART

You are given three envelops containing quotations from three firms for two
items. You will prepare a comparative chart in the format given below and
show it to your counsellor for her/his approval.
Comparative Chart
, S.No.

Name of item(s)

5.5 ACTIVITY 3

Name of the firm

Price

PLACEMENT OF ORDER WITH THE
FIRM FOR THE SUPPLY OF GOODS

A format of an order form is given below. You are required to fill it for the
supply of the following equipments from MIS Elico, Hyderabad.
Items
1.

..
...
111.
11.

Quantity

pH meter
One
Colorimeters
Three
Spectrophotometers Two

Study of Procedures
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Laboratory related
Items
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Fill up the columns of the format given below using your imagination.
INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY
Maidan Garhi, New Delhi- 110 068

Sub:

Supply of goods.

Dear Sir,
With reference to your quotation No.

...........................Dated.. ..........................please supply the following articles on or
before ................................................
S.No.
1

Description/
Specification
2

QtY.

Rate

3

4

cost5

The above purchase is subject to the following terms and conditions:
TERMS AND CJINDITIONS
1.

The material may be supplied to the .................. ..., New Delhi by .................
All correspondence regarding the order should be addressed to the consignee.

2.

100°! payment will be made when the material/goods have been received by the
University and have been inspected by its inspection unit and accepted by it.
OR
90% payment will be made through Punjab National Bank, New Delhi, if €he
documents are received through a bank.

Balance payment of 10% will be made on receipt of materia~~oods
and their
inspection by the University Inspection Unit. This payment is subject to the
acceptance of goods by the inspection Unit.
The goods which are not according to specification and are thus not accepted shall be
lifted by the Supplier at his own cost.
If the supplies are not made within the stipulated period and the time is not extended
the supplier will be liable to pay compensation equal to one percent or such small
amount of the total amount of contract as the Registrar may decide for every day that
the quantity remains incomplete, provided that the entire amount of compensation
shall not exceed 10% of the total amount of contract. In addition, the Registrar
reserves the right to cancel the order at the supplier's risk and cost.
In case the supplier backs out of his contract, the earnest money if any, shall be
forfeited and such other action will be taken as deemed proper.
The supply shall be increasedl decreased within ... ... ..... .. ... .. day of the placement
of this supply order.
The bill in triplicate may be sent to the Registrar, Indira Gandhi National Open
University, New Delhi, for payment.
An extra amount as Sales Tax/ Excise Duty will be paid as applicable under
Government Rules if so quoted by the supplier/ contractor in the tender/ quotation
subject to the certificate in tbe bill of costs as follows.
Certified that the Sale Tax / Excise duty charges
in this bill is leviable under Government Rules.
Other material should be packed in a strong case so as to avoid any damage, theft or
pilferage in transit, in which case the responsibility shall be that of the supplier.
Other terms and conditions are as per terms and conditions specified in the notice
inviting tenders.
All disparities/ disputes arising out of the order are subject to the jurisdiction of courts
at Delhi.
Every packing case should contain a packing note mentioning details of the material
packed with complete reference to our order. Our address must be superscribed on
the side of the packages.
The claim for freight charges if admissible in terms of your quotation should be made
in your bill.
Prices are fixed and are not subject to any variation.
Yours faithfully,

Deputy Registrar1 Assistant Registrar
C.C.:

Finance & Accounts Dvn.
Indentor
PS to VC
MF
After filling up the order form, show it to your counsellor for his approval to
find out whether it has been duly filled up.

5.6

ACTIVITY 4

PROCESSING OF BILL FOR
PAYMENT

Your Counsellor will give you one bill. In that bill, you make relevant entries
of the following statement using your imagination.
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Passed for payment for Rs. -------------,
entered in StocMInventory register,
Page No.---------.
Signature
After performing this activity show it to your counsellor for herhis
approval.

EXERCISE 6

6.1

STUDY OF PROCEDURE FOR
PURCHASE OF ALCOHOL AND
ITS STOCK MAINTENANCE

INTRODUCTION

Alcohol is one of the most important chemicals used in the laboratories. In
Biology and Chemistry laboratories it is used almost every day. In this exercise
you will study how you can procure alcohol for lab activities. In India alcohol
is a control item. We cannot buy alcohol from the open market by simply
placing an order or inviting quotations which is done in the case of other
consurnable/non-consumable items. Permit for procuring alcohol can be
obtained from the Excise Department of the State Government. As lab
teehnicidassistant you will be responsible for getting the alcohol permit and
its renewal each year before 3 lStMarch. You will also maintain day-to-day
records of alcohol used and kept in stock. This indeed is a very important
activity as the Excise Inspector could come for a surprise check before giving a
fresh permit or renewal of permit.
Objectives

After doing this exercise you will be able to:
a
a

a

6.2

fill-up a F-22 form or write an application for obtaining the licenselpermit
for alcohol,
give justification for the amount of alcohol consumed in your
institutiodlab in a year's time,
state the steps involved in getting an alcohol permit for the institution,
state the procedure for permit renewal and maintain the record of alcohol
used in the relevant stock book.

PROCEDURE

In this activity you will study about the processes involved in the procurement
of alcohol.
6.2.1 First find out the requirement of alcohol for your lab in consultation
with the teacher or from records of previous years. Then fill-up F-22
form or simply write an application for obtaining a permit to the
Department of Excise of your State (Vikas Minar, I.P. Estate, New
Delhi for Delhi). In every district, there is an Excise Department. The
office address will vary from place to place. Points to be remembered
in filling up the form or writing an application are as follows:

Mention that alcohol will be used for an educational purpose.
Wait for one weeklmonth for an inspector from the Excise Department to
visit your lab. If shehe does not visit your lab in a given period then you
will have to remind the Excise Department by writing a letter. *'
iii) At the time of thevisit of the inspectors you should able to give proper
justification for the use of the amount of alcohol mentioned in the
application.
i)
ii)
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You may bear in mind
that prescribed fees ha
to be paid to the Excis
Inspector for getting
alcohol permit for the
institutions.

iv) After verification, a sanction letter comes from the Excise Department.

After one week of the visit of the Inspector a reminder must be sent to the
Excise Department, if a sanction letter does not reach your department.
After
you have deposited the fees in the Excise department you will get a
V)
permit or license for one year. Now you can collect the alcohol from the
address given in the permit.
vi) You must apply for the renewal of permit every year which expires on 3 lSt
March.
vii) You must keep records of alcohol utilized and stocks kept. If there is a
discrepancy in the stock, the inspector may take action and cancel the
permit.
Activity 1

Write a letter to the Excise Department of your location for obtaining alcohol
permitllicense. Find out the address of the Excise Department of your district
from your counsellor and use the same below.
The seal of the
institution is
essential for
authenticating the
letter.

"Through Proper Channel"
Kindly issue permit for procuring 100 litres alcohol for use in the Biology lab
in our institution. The alcohol will be used in the preservation of plant and
animal materials and for sterilization purposes in microbiology lab.
Yours faithfully,
(Signature)
Address :..............................

..............................
Forwarding comments of the Head of the Department of Biology with
signature

Forwarding comments of the Head of the Institution with signature and
seal.

....................................................................................
....................................................................................
....................................................................................
Note: You may make any modification in the above format.

Activity 2

Write a reminder to the Excise Department if the inspector doesn't send the
permit after one month of his visit to your lab when he verified your
needlrecords. The letter has to be sent through proper channel. You may refer
to your previous correspondence.

Study of Procedure for
Purchase of Alcohol
and its Stock
Maintenance

For Mode-I students
Your resource person
will perform the
functions of the
counsellor.

Activity 3
A supply of 100 litres of rectified spirit was received at the stores through
purchase as per permit on 15.5.2000. The stock carried over as per the previous
year record (1999-2000) was 25 litres. The issue details are as follows:

Dr. A

5.200 litres

18.5.2000

Mrs. B

6.300 litres

19.5.2000

Prof. C

7.500 litres

19.5.2000

' Dr.D

2.200 litres

20.5.2000

Mr. E

1.SO0 litres

20.5.2000

Mrs. F

4.300 litres

2 1S.2000

Prof. G

1.900 litres

2 1.5.2000

Mr. H

2.200 litres

22.5.2000

Mr. I

1.200 litres

23.5.2000

Mr. J

1.000 litres

24.5.2000
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Use t'he stock register page that follows and show the entries regarding.
Opening balance
Receipt of alcohol along with permit details (to be provided by the
counsellor)
Issue details on day-to-day basis
Stock after every transaction.

STOCK BOOK
ARTICLE

EXERCISE 7

7.1

STUDY OF PROCEDURE FOR
STOCK VERIFICATION AND
MAINTENANCE OF
APPARATUS

INTRODUCTION

Earlier in this course you have read about the requirements of laboratories.
You also know that these requirements can be for consumable and nonconsumable nature. Once such items are purchased and put into the stock of
the laboratory, it becomes important to monitor their availability, use and
maintenance. All the records related to the purchase, use and maintenance of
lab items should be entered into the register. You have already read about such
registers i.e., inventory registerlstock register in Unit 5 of this course.
In the previous exercises you have learnt how to make purchases for lab
requirements and make entries in the stock register. In the present exercises
you will perform activities regarding study of stock register and physical
verification of the articles present in the lab as recorded in the stock registers.
You will also be involved in preparing the list of missing or the excess items
and writing to the dealers about servicing and maintenance of the apparatus.

Objectives
After completing this exercise you should be able to
\

0

0

check the stock register,
verify the physical presence of articles present in the lab as per the stock
register,
prepare the list of the items that are found missing subsequent to stock
verification, and
communicate with the dealers about repair, servicing or maintenance of
the apparatuslinstruments.

Useful Instruction
You should go through Unit 5 of LT-1 course before doing this exercise. This
exercise is a mix of demonstration and hands on activities. Take the help of
your counsellor in case you do not understand any aspect of stock register and
stock verifications. Before actually doing this exercise go through the text of
this exercise thoroughly.

7.2

REQUIREMENTS

1. Stock register of a science laboratory
2. Loose paper sheets
3. Pen
4. Pencil
5. Rubber
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7.3

ACTIVITY 1 VERIFICATION OF STOCK REGISTER

A stock register is an important component of any official establishment in
which records related to purchase, use and maintenance of all the items is
documented. The first activity regarding stock register is a demonstration
activity. Your counsellor will discuss the various components of stock register
in your group.
Procedure
On opening the stock register, you will see that the first page contains a
certificate which certifies the total number of pages in that register. This page
is signed by two persons. Generally, one of these is a lab assistant/technical
assistant and the other is the Head of the Department or administration
incharge. After knowing the number of pages you must physically verify the
presence of the certified number of pages in the stock register. If any page of
this register is found missing bring it to the notice of your counsellor.
As you have read in Unit 5 of this course, few pages after the certificate page
of the register are the index pages (content pages) that indicate the name of the
articles and the number of sequence pages assigned to each article. You may
also recall that the names of the articles are given in alphabetical order. Now
match the list of articles on index page(s) with the respective sequence pages.
In case you find a sequence page missing, you can check it from the index and
find out the items about which the information is missing. You can see in the
pages annexed (Stock Register and Stock Book) to this exercise two examples
of the sequence pages of the stock registers. As stated earlier you may find
small variations in different registers, however, the main information is the
same in every register.

7.4 ACTIVITY 2 VERIFICATION OF STOCK ITEMS
Now you know that a stock register is the key for the verification of all the
items purchased from time to time. Let us now perform the second activity of
this exercise i.e., stock verification.
Procedure
Verify the physical presence of the items kept in the stock that are listed in the
register. For this choose any alphabet in the index and take at least two items
listed under that alphabet. You should select the items that are listed serialwise
and not randomly. Say for example under the letter 'A' you will find in
alphabetical order, the name of all the items beginning with the letter 'A' that
are present in the stock, e.g., alcohol, ammeter, analogue multimeter,
autoclave, etc. Likewise you will find the list of articles under alphabets B,C
....... and so on upto Z.
Now &om the index find out the sequence pages of the articles you have
chosen to verify. For example from the page 'A' of the index of stock register
you have selected "autoclave". From the index find out the sequence page
number(s) allotted to "autoclave". Open these sequence pages and read the
information given about "autoclave". Make a note of the article and its details
like brand (make), details of issues such as purchase date and number, net
quantity etc.

In this way you select two items, check the details of these items in the
sequence pages and prepare a list in the columns under report I. You should
not repeat the items, which other students of your group are dealing with. In
your group all the students should preferably select different items. Show the
list of the items, you have to verify, to your counsellor and take hislher
approval. Seldom it may also happen that sequence pages about any item are
completely missing. If so is the case inform your counsellor. You have to write
the makebrand and quantity mentioned in the last entry from the specified
pages of the stock register in the table given under Report I.
Report I
S. No.

Name of the item

Make

Quantity

1.

7.5

ACTIVITY 3 PREPARATION OF A LIST OF
MISSINGISURPLUSI NON
FUNCTIONAL ITEMS

After the second activity you will enter into Activity 3 i.e. verification of the
stock leading to preparation of a list of items that are missing, surplus, broken
or nonfunctional. As indicated in Activity 2 after going through the indexed list
of the items alphabetically in the stock register you must verify the physical
presence and status of these items in the laboratory. For example again take the
case of an 'autocalve'. Now visit the lablstore and see whether it is physically
present in the lab or not. If it is present, check whether the specifications and
information given about the autoclave in the stock register match with the
autoclave available in the lab. Also see in what condition it is. Ts it in working
condition, if not, can it be sent for servicing or repair? You must also verify the
quantity of the stock available and number of items used with the latest entries
in the issue and balance columns of the register.
After completing this exercise you should prepare a list of the items missing,
surplus broken or non-functional, if any, in alphabetical order. If the item is
non-functional, write whether it is repairable or non-repairable. 111 case of the
non-functional items one should contact the dealer for repair. Regular
maintenance of the apparatus is also an important activity for any science
laboratory. You will perform this as the next activity. The
apparatus/instrurnent(s) that has become non-functional, beyond repair or

Study of Procedure for
Stock Verification and
Maintenance of
Apparatus
For Mode-1 students:
All the four Activities
of this Exercise are to
be performed at the
individual level at the
work centre.
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obsolete needs to be disposed off. You will perfor& the activity related to the
disposal of such an instrument later in this course.
For this exercise select the same two items as taken for Report I. Check the
details of the status of these items from the lablstore and write the information
in the table given under Report 11. Show this report to your counsellor.
Report I1
S.No.

Name of the Item

Missing/Surplus

BrokenINon-functional:
I

RepairableINon-repairable

1.

2.

1

-

Regular maintenance of the lab items such a
s apparatus/instrurnent(s) is a
necessary exercise in any laboratory. Mainte:nance includes proper cleaning,
regular servicing, repairing and proper storing to keep the apparatus1
instrument(s) in proper working condition. I this activity you will learn to
contact the dealer for the servicing or repair of the apparatuslinstrument.
Servicing of the instruments can be done in the following two ways.

!

According to the service contract with the f i d a g e n c y from where you
have acquired the apparatuslinstrument. (Generally in such cases payment
for service contract for a specific time such as one year is made while
making the purchase or immediately after the warranty period is over. This
type of servicing is called preventive maintenance and the contract is
renewed annually. The apparatus1 instnunent(s) can be serviced regularly
without the annual contract also. But in such cases payment is to be made
every time the servicing is done.
11. As and when any apparatuslinstrument goes out of order and needs repair.
This type of servicing is known as repair maintenance.
I.

When the instrument is under service contract, the firm or the agency sends its
own people at required intervals for sewicingrepair of that instrument. A
record of the contract and the servicing of the instnunent(s) is maintained in
the lab. In this activity you will write a letter to the f i d a g e n c y about
servicing1repairlreplacement of the instrument you have purchased from that
dealer. The findagency will send an engineer to look into the type of problem
and rectify it. After the work is accomplished you should check that the
repairlservicing work is successfully accomplished i.e., the instrument is now

in perfect working condition. If payment is to be made for the servicinglrepair
work, you must sign the bills submitted by the dealer and give the same to your
superior responsible for processing and payment of the bill.
By now you know how to write an official letter. Given below is the format of
the letter you will use to write to the dealer for repair, service or replacement
of a laboratory equipment. Show your letter to your counsellor. The detail
information about the equipment should be clearly mentioned in the letter. The
name of the item, its detail and information about the dealerlmanufacturer will
be provided to you by your counsellor. All the students in your group should
write individual letters.
Date. ..............

..................................
Subject:

Dear Sir,

Thanking you,
Yours faithfully,
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Stock Register
Name of Articles

STOCK BOOK
ARTICLE
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EXERCISE 8 STUDY OF BASIC ASPECTS OF
ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE
8.1

INTRODUCTION
-

-

-

You have studied about the hazards of electricity in Unit 11 of Block 3. You
have learnt that most of the electrical accidents like shock, fire, etc. occur ofien
due to the neglect of fundamentals of electricity. 'The cause may be as simple
as an improper wiring, a wrong choice of the fuse or wire (over- or underrated), or a problem with the earthing of the equipment. You have learnt about
the theoretical basis of these functional aspects of electricity. You would have
appreciated that through proper electrical maintenancelsafe conduct, the
mishaps due to electrical equipment can be minimised.
In this exercise we intend to provide you with some practical experience in
electrical maintenance. You will do activities like, calculating the amount of
suggesting proper
current draw11 by given appliance/instrument~equipment,
procedures for wiring a plug, constructing a continuity testing device and using
it to check the earthing of an appliance.
This will enable you to observe general precautions in the laboratory and
undertake (if required) preliminary steps like, checking the wire 1 fuse 1
earthing of an appliance, if it is not working properly. It is like giving a first
aid till the doctor (electrician in the present case) comes. We do not intend to
make electricians out of you.
Objectives
After performing the activities under this exercise you should be able to:
calculate the current drawn by a given instnunent/equipment /appliance
and suggest a fuse rating and the kind of plug to be used for the appliance,
connect a plug to the wire of an appliance,
construct and test the continuity testing device, and
check the effectiveness of earthing in a given appliance using the
continuity testing device.
Useful Instruction
You are advised to give a reading to Unit 11 before taking up this exercise.

8.2 ACTIVITY 1

TO CALCULATE CURRENT DRAWN
BY THE GIVEN APPLIANCES AND
SUGGEST PROPER FUSE RATING
AND PLUG TYPE

In subsection 11.2.2 of Unit 11 of Block 3, you have learnt how to calculate
the current drawn by an appliance by using the formula, I=W/V. You are
going to use this formula here to calculate the current rating of the given
appliances.

EXERCISE 8 STUDY OF BASIC ASPECTS OF
ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE
8.1

INTRODUCTION

You have studied about the hazards of electricity in Unit 11 of Block 3. You
have learnt that most of the electrical accidents like shock, fire, etc. occur often
due to the neglect of fundamentals of electricity. The cause may be as simple
as an improper wiring, a wrong choice of the fuse or wire (over- or underrated), or a problem with the earthing of the equipment. You have learnt about
the theoretical basis of these functional aspects of electricity. You would have
appreciated that through proper electrical maintenancelsafe conduct, the
mishaps due to electrical equipment can be minimised.
In this exercise ure intend to provide you with some practical experience in
electrical maintenance. You will do activities like, calculating the amount of
current drawn by given appliance/instrument/equipment,suggesting proper
procedures for wiring a plug, constructing a continuity testing device and using
it to check the earthing of an appliance.

This will enable you to observe general precautions in the laboratory and
undertake (if required) preliminary steps like, checking the wire / fuse /
earthing of an appliance, if it is not working properly. It is like giving 2 first
aid till the doctor (electrician in the present case) comes. We do not intend to
make electricians out of you.
Objectives
After performing the activities under this exercise you should be able to:
calculate the current drawn by a given instrument/equipment /appliance
and suggest a fuse rating and the kind of plug to be used for the appliance,
connect a plug to the wire of an appliance,
construct and test the continuity testing device, and
check the effectiveness of earthing in a given appliance using the
continuity testing device.
Useful Instruction
You are advised to give a reading to Unit 1 1 before taking up this exercise.

8.2

--

ACTIVITY 1

p
p

TO CALCULATE CURRENT DRAWN
BY THE GIVEN APPLIANCES AND
SUGGEST PROPER FUSE RATING
AND PLUG TYPE

-

In subsection 11.2.2 of Unit 11 of Block 3, you hzve learnt how to calculate
the current drawn by an appliance by using the formula, I=W/V. You are
going to use this f o d a here to calculate the current rating of the given
appliances.

.

Study of Basic
Aspects of Electrical
Maintenance

8.2.1 Requirements
Any 4-5 electrical appliances in the lab.

8.2.2 Procedure
Take any appliance1 equipment in the laboratory e-g., the oven, electric
heater, sodium lamp, immersion rod, the vacuum pump, autoclave, heating
mantle, refrigerator, incubator, electrical balance or any other electrical'
equipment.
Locate the specification plate of the equipment. Normally it is fixed at the
back side or under the instrument or on the side panels.
Note down the wattage of the equipment and calculate the operating
current after noting down the mains voltage, use the formula I = W/V.
Suggest the fuse rating for the equipment on the basis of current
calculation.
Write down the type of plug (6/16 A) to be used for the same.
Repeat the procedure for atleast three more equipmentlappliances.
Show the table to your counsellor for evaluation.

8.2.3 Report
The details of operating current, suggested fuse rating and recommended plug
are given below.

Nor
~ a m of
e the
equipment

Wattage
(W)

Mains
voltage (V)

Operating
current (I)
I=W N

Suggested*
fuse rating

Type of plug
recommended
6Af16A

1.

2.

3.

I
4.

is 20% (115 time) larger than the calculated current .
Therefore, suggested fuse rating = calculated current x 615

* You would recall that suggested fuse rating

8.3 ACTIVITY 2

WIRING A PLUG TO AN APPLIANCE

In the previous activity, you worked out the operating current of different
electrical equipment/appliances and suggested proper fuse and plug ratings for
the same. In this activity you will take any one equipment, without a plug
attached to its cable and learn how to connect a suitable plug to it. You may be
knowing the procedure or might have connected plugs a number of times; yet
you are expected to do this activity because it is linked to the next activity.
Also, in the course of doing it, you might pick up some important tips.
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8.3.1 Requirements
Screw driver - 1
Wire stripper - 1
6/16 A Plug -1
Electrical appliance (any, without plug) - 1

8.3.2 Procedure
Unscrew the plug top with the help of a screw driver. Remove one of the
screws on the wire clamp and loosen the other.
Cut away about 50 mm of the outer sheath of the flex, taking care not to
damage the insulation on the three separate wires.
Fasten the sheath firmly under the clamp so that the terminal in the plug are
not under strain.
Cut the wires to reach about 10 mrn beyond the appropriate terminal. You
would recall fiom unit 11, subsection 11.2.1, that the green, red and black
wires are to be attached to the earth, live and neutral terminals,
respectively.
Use the wire strippers to remove sufficient insulation to expose enough
wire to make the connections taking care not to damage the wires.
Twist the strands of each wire in turn and fit them into the hole or loop
them clockwise around the terminal and tighten the screw.
Check that there are no stray 'whiskers' of bare wire which could cause
short circuits with in the plug and check that the wires are connected to the
correct terminals.
Check that the screws holding the wires in place are tight enough.
Refit the plug top with the help of a screw driver.
Draw a diagram showing the connections you have made. You may use
colour pencils to make it very clear and, show the plug to your counsellor.
8.3.3" Report

The plug has been connected as per instructions and submitted for scrutiny.
The drawing of the same is given below.

8.4

ACTIVITY 3 TO ASSEMBLE A CONTINUITY
TESTING DEVICE AND TO USE IT
FOR CHECKING THE
EFFECTIVENESS OF EARTHING IN
AN APPLIANCE

In subsection 11.2.4 of Unit 1 1, you read about earthing as an essential
requirement for all instruments which are not insulated. Since improper
earthing is a potential electric hazard in the laboratory, we must ensure that all
the appliances are properly earthed. To perform this simple but extremely
important act of electrical maintenance, you need a device and also know how
to use it. In this activity you are going to assemble and handle such a device.

8.4.1 Requirements
Cell holder - 1
Bulb holder - 1
Wire - 1
Bulb (2.0 V) - 1
Cells (1.5 V) - 2
Plug (6/ 16 A) - 1
Screw driver - 1
Crocodile clips - 4 pair
Wire stripper - 1

8.4.2 Procedure
There are two parts of this activity. Part A deals with the assembling of the
continuity testing device (CTD) and Part B deals with checking the
effectiveness of earthing. The procedures for these two are given under these
two heads.

A. Assembling the Device
Take three pieces of wires about half a meter long each.
Connect one of the terminals of the cell holders to one of the terminals of
the bulb holder using a wire.
Connect the second terminal of the bulb holder to second piece of wire.
The third piece of wire is attached to the second terminal of the cell holder.
Connect a crocodile clip each to the two unconnected ends of the wire.
Insert the cells in the cell holder in proper position, ensuring that the (+)
and (-) terminals of the cells are according to the (+) and (-) sign marked
on the holder.
Insert the bulb in the bulb holder.
Short the two unconnected terminals and check whether the bulb is
glowing or not - if it does not glow, there is a possibility that the bulb is not
fitted properly. You can consult your counsellor at this stage. If the bulb
glows, your device is ready. Draw a sketch of the device you have
assembled in the space provided in the subsection 8.4.3.

Study of Basic
Aspects of Electrical
Maintenance
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B. Checking the Continuity and Effectiveness of Earthing in an
EquipmentIAppliance

IF THERE IS SOME
KIND OF CONTINUITY
BETWEEN THE PLUG'S
EARTH AND LIVE PIN
IT INDICATES
DANGER. -

Take any appliance, say, a heater or an oven or any instrument used in the
lab and locate where the lead is entering the instrument. Open the plate
covering it with the help of a screw driver.
You will see three connections there which may be differently placed in
different appliances. Locate and identify E, L and N for earth, live and
neutral connections, respectively.- If you look closely these are normally
written near the connecting screws.
Clamp one of the ends of the continuity testing device on to the earth pin
of the plug and other one on the earth connection in the appliance. A
bright glowing bulb indicates the continuity.
Repeat the above with live(L) and neutral (N) pins also by connecting the
live pin of the plug to the live pin of appliance and the neutral to the
neutral.
To check the effectiveness of earthing, fit one end of the CTD to earth pin
on the plug and other to the chassis of the appliance. A bright glow
indicates good earth while a dim glow means the earthing is poor. The
bulb would not glow if there is no earth circuit.
Record your observations in the table given in the next subsection.

8.4.3 Report

-

1. The diagram of the assembled CTD is given below.

2. The status of continuity among the different constituents is shown in the
- following table.

-

S.
Name of plug pin connected
No.
to terminal I of CTD
1.
Earth

Neutral
Live
Earth
Earth

Terminal -11 of CTD
connected to
Earth pin of the appliance

Inference

Bulb glows /
does not glow

Neutral pin of the appliance
Live pin of the appliance
Chassis of the appliance
Live pin of the plug

I

I

I

EXERCISE 9

9.1

STUDY OF SUPPLY OF GAS,
ELECTRICITY AND WATER
IN A LABORATORY

INTRODUCTION

Gas, Electricity and water are integral parts of any science laboratory. You
would have realised from personal experience (if any) and in the course of
your study of Unit 11 that these services can also be potential hazards in the
laboratory. For example, water can get sprinkled on an electrical socket by a
leaking tap leading to a short circuit followed by, may be a fire. In case of an
eventuality, probably the first and foremost step would be cutting down the
supply of gas, electricity, or water to the lab. This necessarily means that one
must know the respective control points. In fact, this exercise is intended to
familiarise you regarding the source and the control points of all these essential
services.
Objectives
After completing this exercise you should be able to:
locate the source and control points of gas/electricity/water supply in the
lab you have visited,
describe the distribution of these services in the lab, and
state the measures to be taken in case of emergency situations concerning
their supply.
Useful Instructions
2.
3.

You may perform this exercise preferably in a chemistry lab.
This exercise can be performed in a group of 3-4 students.
You inay read Unit 1 and Unit 1 1 before taking up this exercise.

9.2

PROCEDURE

1.

,

A. For Gas Supply

-

Visit the LPG gas store room 1cracking plant along with your counsellor or
the lab incharge'and note the way supply of gas is regulated. It may not be
obvious; have discussion with the counsellor.
Note the provisions for ventilation. Why do we need ventilation?
Follow the supply line into the lab, note the colour of the pipeline.
In the lab, continue tracking the gas supply to different work-benches,
fume cupboard, preparation room etc. Do not fail to mark the control
pointsldistribution points.
Check the condition of rubber tubing, look for the cracks, if any.
Check the burner knobs for smoothness of operation.
Discuss with your counsellor the possible hazards associated with gas
supply and measures to be followed in case of an eventuality.

For Mode-1 students:
This exercise is an
individual level Activity
to be performed at the
Work Centre. The
student must imagine
himherself as a single
person team.
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B. For Electricity Supply
Locate the mains for electricity supply along with your counsellor or lab
incharge.
Follow the route of supply through wires to the lab keeping in mind the
control points etc. Do you see any specific colour for the pipes carrying
electrical wires?
Locate the switch boards. Check carefully the positioning of the switch
boards on the work benches. These should be far away from water taps to
prevent any short circuit due to sprinkling of water on the switch boards or
sockets.
Check all the switches for their proper functioning.
Check the condition of the sockets and cablelwire. See if there are any
cracks in the sockets and bare wires.

C. For Water Supply
Locate the main water supply pipe line and study its distribution to
different work benches, fume cupboard, water distillatiori plant and
washing sinks etc. carefully observing the control points. Note the colour
of water pipes, if any.
Check the connections between the water pipes. See if there is any leakage
in the joints.
Check for the working condition of the taps present in work bench sinks
and fume cupboard sinks etc.
Look for the provisions of a continuous water supply in the lab.

Draw schematic diagrams showing gas, electricity and water supply to the
lab you have visited.

9.3

REPORT

A schematic outline of the gas supply line in the laboratory is provided below
along with control points/valves.

A schematic diagram for layout of the electricity supply in the laboratory is
given below.

A layout for water supply in the laboratory is given below.

study o f supply of Gas,
Electricity and Water in
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The status of supply of essential services is as follows.
i) The pipelinelrubber tubing used for the gas supply was in
good condition (without a possibility of gas leakage).
ii) The place where the cylinders were kept was well ventilated.
iii) The control pointsfburner knobs were accessible and smooth
enough to put ordoff.
iv) The wiringlcable used for electricity supply was in good
condition and without any bare wire exposure.
v) The sockets and switch boards in the lab were in good condition.
vi) The ordoff points for electricity were in working condition.
vii) The taps in the sinks of work benches and of the fume cupboard
were in working order and away from switch boards.
viii) The supply of water was found to be continuous in the lab.
ix) There was no leakage found from the water pipe joints.
x) There was an emergency provision available in the lab to
prevent flooding, gas leakage and current tripping.

i)

If on opening the lab, it is observed that the lab is flooded with water the
following action is to be taken.

ii) If a student reports that the water tap in the laboratory is giving a shock,
the following action is to be taken.

iii) In case of LPG gas leakage, the following action is to be taken.

..........................................................................................

Note: If needed, discussion may be held with other members of the group or
with the counsellor in order to be sure of the,right actions to be taken.

EXERCISE 10

IDENTIFICATION OF
COMPRESSED GASES AND
STUDY OF THEIR
HANDLING AND STORAGE

10.1 INTRODUCTION

-

You would recall from your study of Unit 11 that LPG (liquefied petroleum
gas) and other compressed gases can pose a danger in the lab. The gas (LPG)
supply distribution has been covered in the previous exercise and the main
danger associated with it i.e. fire is dealt in the next exercise. In the context of
compressed gases you had learnt about the colour codes used to indicate the
content and nature of the gas in the cylinder. You would have realised that
these cylinders being heavy objects are potential mechanical hazards. The
hazards of gas cylinders are further increased by the toxic/ reactive properties
of their contents. You have learnt about the precautions to be observed in the
storage and handling of these gas cylinders. In this exercise you will be using
the gas cylinder colour codes to identify the contents of the gas cylinder and
study about their storage and handling in the lab.
Objectives
After doing this exercise you should be able to:
identify the contents of the gas cylinder by observing the colour code,
state the nature of the gas present in the cylinder,
explain the steps to be taken in case of gas cylinder leakage, and
assess the compressed gas storage and handling in the lab.
Useful Instruction
We advise you to go through subsections 11.2 and 11.3 of Unit 11 to do this
exercise.

10.2 REQUIREMENTS
Compressed gas cylinders of Nz/COz/ NH3/ C12/O2

10.3 PROCEDURE
Locate the gas cylinders available in the lab.
Note the colour of the cylinder (to a maximum of two and exclude the
LPG) and bands on it (if any) and record them in the column (i) and (ii) of
the table given under report.
Identify the gas and its nature and complete the information in the other
columns of the table.
Repeat the same procedure for all the cylinders.
Carefully observe the way, gas cylinders are stored and used in the
laboratory, and mark your observations in the report.
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10.4 REPORT
S.
No.

Colour of
the cylinder
(9

Colour of
bands
(if any)
(ii)

Gas present
in the
cylinder
(iii)

Nature of
the gas

Steps to be taken in case of a
leakage*

(iv)

6')

1.

2.

*

You may refer to section 1 1.3.3 of Unit 11 to fill this column.

The status of gas storage and handling in the lab is as follows:
i)
ii)
iii)

ivj
v)
vi)
vii)

The gas cylinders were stored in a well ventilatedlopen
space and protected from water.
YesiNo
Cylinders were clamped properly in a vertical position.
Yes/No
The valve protection cap was intact when the cylinder
was not in use.
Yes/No
There was a trap present attached to the gas cylinder through a
YesiNo
tube to prevent any back suction.
YesiNo
The safety sheets for different gases were available in the lab.
The emergency contact numbers of the gas supplier, fire
YesiNo
brigade, doctor, etc. were available in the lab.
Any suggestion that you would like to give keeping in view safety aspect:

EXERCISE 11 STUDY OF FIRE SAFETY
MEASURES IN A
LABORATORY

In Unit 12 you have shdied about the fire hazards, various causes of fires and
the precautions to be taken to avoid them. You also learnt about various types
of fire extinguishers available to stop fire and also how to use the extinguishers
effectively. As you are aware, the laboratories, especially the chemical
laboratories, pose a potential risk of fire due to the nature of work being done
and the chemicals being stored and used. Appropriate provisions for the
storage and handling methods go a long way towards minimising the hazards.
We have discussed these aspects in Unit 12 and Unit 13. Nevertheless, there is
always a probability of fire. A suitable training to the technical staff of the
laboratory is essential for effectively dealing with fire accidents. In this
exercise, you will be doing two activities related to the fire safety measures. In
the first activity you are going to survey the labs for their fire preparedness i.e.
how well the labs are equipped with fire fighting mechanisms in case of a
mishap. In the second activity you will learn about the use of a fire
extinguisher.
Objectives
After you have completed this exercise, you should be able to:
enlist all the fire extinguishers available in the labs and relate them to the
type of fire they can be used for,
locate the fire alarm in the lablinstitution, and
handleluse a carbon dioxide fire extinguisher.
Useful Instructions
*

You are advised to read Unit 12 again before you take up this exercise.
2. Ensure that there is a carbon dioxide fire extinguisher available in the lab.
3. Before starting this activity carefully read the instructions given on the
extinguisher.
1.

PREPAREDNESS
As said earlier in this activity you are going to survey the labs of the institution
where you are working at. Look for the fire safety measures adopted by it.
Prepare a critical report in the light of what you have studied in Unit 12. You
may
look for different types of fire extinguishers available in the lab.
make a list of all the types of fire extinguishers and the type of fire they
can be used for.
note the condition of fire extinguishers, their date of inspection or validity.
check for the positioning and accessibility of the extinguishers.
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conduct a survey to find out how many members of the staff are aware of
the placement of fire alarms and use of fire extinguishers.
look for alternative exit routes and emergency phone numbers in case of
an outbreak of fire.
record your observations in the table and respond to the statement given
under report.

11.2.1 Report
The following table gives details regarding fire extinguishers in the laboratory.
S.
No.

Type of fire
extinguisher
(0

Number of fire
extinguishers
available*
(i i)

Type of fire
suitable for
(iii)

Date of inspection1
validity of the fire
extinguisher#
(iv)

# Wherever found necessary, enter 'not applicable' in this column.

The followipg other observations were made regarding the status of fire
preparedness of the lab.
i)
ii)
iii)

iv)

Fire extinguishers were accessible for use.
'?'he use of fire extinguishers was known to lab staff.
Alternative exit routes to be used in case of an outbreak of
fire were present.
A list of emergency phone numbers was available in the lab.

11.3 ACTIVITY 2

Yes/No
Yes/No
YeslNo
YeslNo

TO LEARN THE USE OF A CARBON
DIOXIDE FIRE EXTINGUISHER

All chemical laboratories should be provided with carbon dioxide and 1 or dry
chemical fire extinguishers. Carbon dioxide fire extinguisher is most suitable
because labs contain a variety of chemicals and instruments 1 electronic
equipment. Carbon dioxide extinguisher requires skills for the effective use
and these skills can be acquired easily. This activity is designed as a
demonstration exercise where your counsellor would create a mock fire and
show how to extinguish it with the help of a carbon dioxide fire extinguisher.
You have to write the description of the demonstration in your own words.

11.3.1 Requirements
Carbon dioxide fire extinguisher
Flammable liquid like petrol, alcohol etc.
11.3.2 Procedure

*

A mock fire may be created by spilling a flammable liquid like alcohol,
petrol etc. and lighting it at a safe place away from the equipments and
working benches.
The extinguisher is removed from the wall. Taking a proper position, the
extinguisher is opened and the discharge is directed at the base of the fire
starting near the edge of the fire as explained in subsection 12.4.2 of Unit 12.
The flre is driven towards the far edge until all the flames are extinguished.
The extinguisher is closed and replaced on the wall.
11.3.3 Report
A brief description of the demonstration exercise is given below.

Study of Fire Safety
Measures in a
Laboratory

EXERCISE 12 CLASSIFYING AND
HANDLING OF HAZARDOUS
CHEMICALS
12.1 INTRODUCTION
-

You have studied about chemical hazards in Unit 13 of Block-3 and would
have learnt that many chemicals are hazardous. A good practice is to exercise
caution in handling all chemicals and minimize your exposure to them.
Further, you would have realised that the labels on the containers / bottles of
the chemicals carry a great deal of important information regarding the nature
of the chemicals, their important physical properties, potential risks and
corresponding warning symbols besides statutory instructions regarding safe
usage.
A familiarity with the use/interpretation of labels so as to identify the potential
hazard of a chemical and the precautions to be taken in handling and storage of
chemicals are very important for everybody working in the laboratory. Fume
cupboard is an important component of a chemical laboratory. A knowledge
about when and how to use a fume cupboard is also important for a laboratory
worker. This exercise has been designed keeping these objectives in mind. It
consists of two activities. The first activity is a familiarization activity. It
gives you a chance to look into the label of some common chemicals and
interpret the same to get information about the chemicals. The second activity
is a demonstration activity. In this activity, your counsellor would
demonstrate how fume cupboard is useful in handling of hazardous chemicals
and their reactions.
Objectives

After completing this exercise, you should be able to :
explain the significance of the labels of the bottles containing different
chemicals,
classify different chemicals into different hazard types they belong to,
draw the hazard symbol for the different hazard, and
describe a fume cupboard and its use in the laboratory.
Useful Instruction

You are advised to read subsection 13.3.2 of Unit 13 before you take up this
exercise.

12.2

ACTIVITY 1

,

TO CLASSIFY HAZARDOUS
CHEMICALS BASED ON THE
INFORMATION GIVEN ON THE
LABELS

12.2.1 Requirements

Bottles containing chemicals (generally used in a lab) = 20 in number.

.

12.2.2 Procedure

Classifying and
Handling of Hazardous
Chemicals

For this activity, your counsellor will provide you with around 20 bottles of
different chemicals. Take any two bottles at a time from the lot to your seat.

CARE : Don't hold
the bottles from their
neck. You may use a
tray for carrying
- them.

Read the labels of the bottles carefully and try to gather as much information
as you can for a given chemical. Record the same in the table given below.
An example has been given to guide you for the same. You will have to record
on the similar fashion for at least ten bottles of chemicals.

12.2.3 Report
S.

No.

Name of the
chemical

(0
1.

2.

Orthophosphoric
acid

Name of the
manufacturer
(ii)

Nature of the chemical

Hazard
class*

(iii)

@I,

Qualigens
Fine
Chemicals

Severe damage by
chemical action to tissue
or other material

Corrosive
Class - 8

Hazard symbol
(v)

.,

".
'..
' .,*,,,.. '

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

*

.

,
/,,'

For identifying class, refer to subsec. 13.3.1 of Unit 13 and see that a given chemical may
belong to more than one type of,hazard class.

Note : What do you observe? Do you realise that the common chemicals you
have been hadling casually at your laboratory (if any, with which you are
working) are quite hazardous and need special care in handling.

,.I.

..,'

,.,'

Any special
instruction
(vi)
Keep container
tightly enclosed
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You may preserve this table and display it at a convenient place in the
laboratory where you work. You may make this table more exhaustive.

12.3 ACTIVITY 2

TO LEARN THE HANDLING OF
HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS: USE OF
FUME CUPBOARD

You have read in Unit 13 and Unit 2 about the importance of fume cupboard
and its usage. There are many chemicals which are very corrosive causing
serious bums to skins and eyes and give away poisonous vapours when the
container is opened. Bromine, carbon tetrachloride and organic solvents are
some examples. Also, there could be a chemical reaction which results in the
production of corrosive fumes with violent reaction, foul smell etc. for
example, nitration, benzoylation and bromination reactions etc. For such
chemicals and chemical reactions, a fume cupboard is to be used. You know
how a fume cupboard looks like. Your counsellor will demonstrate some
chemical reaction showing the use and significance of fume cupboard.
12.3.1 Requirements
Apparatus and Chemicals - to be arranged by the counsellor depending upon
the experiment to be carried out in the fume cupboard.
Fume cupboard
12.3.2 Procedure
Observe carefully the demonstration of the reaction carried out by your
counsellor in the fume cupboard. Submit the report to your counsellor in the
format given below.
12.3.3 Report
A schematic diagram of the fume cupboard is given below. Positions for
supply of gas, water and electricity and, ventilation is indicated.

A brief description of the experiment is given below :

................................................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................

The fume cupboard is needed for the experiment for the following reasoncs):

Classifying and
~ndlingof Hazardous
Chemicals

EXERCISE 13

STUDY OF STERILIZATION
AND SAFE DISPOSAL
METHODS OF BIOLOGICAL
MATERIALS

In any laboratory dealing with biological experiments, hazards can occur
mainly due to chemicals and biological materials. In the previous exercise you
have done the activity of classifying hazardous chemicals and you also learnt
the skill of handling such chemicals. In this exercise you will carry out the
activities related to the disposal of biological materials after the experimental
work with such materials is over. Disposal activities are related to microorganisms and dead animals. Since these materials cause contamination and
infections very rapidly, more care is required in their disposal. Disposal of
plant materials is comparatively simpler. Put all the used plant materials in a
disposable bag, seal or tie the bag and put it in the waste collecting bins.
Objectives
After completing this exercise you will be able to: '
sterilize and dispose off microbial cultures,
dispose off the carcass of laboratory animals and the experimental animals
treated with radioactive materials.
Useful Instructions
It is advisable that you should go through Unit 14 of LT-1 before going for this
exercise. Handling the microbes and dead animals requires precautions. It is
important to wear gloves and aprons while doing the activities and wash the
hands with disinfectant before and after doing the activity.

13.2

ACTIVITY 1 DISPOSAL OF MICROBIAL
CULTURES

After the study is finished microbial cultures should not be left in the
laboratory or taken out of the laboratory alive because availability of the
medium can help many other types of microbes to grow in abundance, and
as you are aware many of the microbes are pathogenic. The nonpathogenic microbes also cause problems like infections if they grow in
abundance.

13.2.1 Requirements
Autoclave
Microbial cultures - liquidfsolid
Disinfectant
Spatula
Disposable bags

'

13.2.2 Procedure
Steps 1 to 3 and step 5 are demonstration steps and will be performed by your
counsellor. Observe these steps carefully.
1. The cotton plugslcaps of the test tubes, flasks and bottles containing
microbial cultures are 1oosened.so that during autoclaving adequate heat
can penetrate into the bottleltest tubelflask to kill the microbes.

2.

The cultures in glass flasks, bottles, tubes and petridishes at 15 psi are
autoclaved for 15 minutes at 120°C so that the microbes are killed. If a
pressure cooker is used for this purpose, it is to be heated for 30 minutes
after the pressure is formed.

3. After pressure in the autoclave is completely down, i.e. at zero, the lid of
the autoclave is opened. The glassware containers are allowed to cool
down for some time and then taken out carefully one by one from the
autoclave so that culture material is not spilled out.
4. After the counsellor has taken out the glassware from the autoclave, with
the help of a spatula empty the autoclaved culture material from the
flasks/bottles/test tubeslpetriplates in a disposable bag and seal the bag.

5 . This autoclaved culture material can be disposed off by two methods: i)
burying, ii) incineration. You will learn the process of burying while
,
performing Activity 3 of this exercise. Incineration means heating the
material at a very high temperature so that biological material is turned
into ash. The incineration is done to destroy the dead culture materials and
medium completely so that nutrients are not available for regrowth of
microbes. Keep the material to be incinerated in a heat-resistant container.
Put this container in the incinerator and switch it on. Do not open the
incinerator when the switch is on or until the temperature has come down
to zero after the incineration process is over. Your counsellor will
demonstrate the process of incineration for you.
6 . You can dispose the autoclaved material by any of these methods that is
available at your study centre. If you undertake the incineration process,
collect the ash in a paper bag, seal it and put this bag in the collecting bin.
For burying, put the autoclaved culture material in a disposable bag and
seal it and follow the steps given in Activity 3.
13.2.3 Report
1.

Explain in your own words the observed procedural steps of autoclaving
of culture materials.
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2. Why is autoclaving necessary before the disposal of culture material?

..........................................................................................

13.3 ACTIVITY 2

STERILIZATION OF GLASSWARE

Activity 1 and Activity 2 are related activities. Whenever you require the
glassware for doing an experiment you can follow the procedure given in
Activity 2 independent of Activity 1. However, Activity 2 has to be performed
along with Activity 1.
The glassware used for microbial studies need to be cleaned and sterilized
properly. If not done so, the glassware will get contaminated which can cause
health-problemsas well as contamination of experimental microbial cultures
that are used for the purpose of study.
13.3.1 Requirements
Glassware like flask, petri plates, test tubes, pippettes

isi infect ant
Cleaning brush
Liquid soap solution
Bucket
Enamel traylsteel tray
Aluminium foil/Brown paper
Oven
Cardboard boxes
13.3.2 Procedure

In any lab there can be
certain apparatus that are
delicate and cannot
withstand heat such as
plastics. Disinfect these
by cleaning and wiping
with spirit or any other
germicidal chemical used
in your study
centrelwork place. Dip
them in liquid soap
solution overnight, wash,
air dry and pack them in
boxeslpackets.

1. Soak the emptied glassware in disinfectant or liquid soap solution
overnight. If you use disinfectant, dip the glassware in soap solution
before washing, Rub clean the glassware with a brush and thoroughly
clean with water.

2. Air dry the washed glassware by keeping them open in the tray. Cover the
petriplates with the lids. Wrap the glassware with aluminium foil and then
keep in the oven for 16 to 18 hours at 160°C for dry sterilization. You
have already read in Unit 3 of LT-1 course about the functioning of a hot
air oven. After sterilization you can reuse the glassware for further work.
3.

Do not leave the sterilized glassware in the open. Pack them in& the
packets/boxes until you use them next. You should sterilize the newly
purchased glassware before using them by the method describe above.

13.3.3 Report
Now that you have performed this activity, answer the following questions:
1. How many glassware items did you sterilize?

.......................................................................................
2.

What disinfectant have you used for soaking the glassware?

........................................................................................................
3. For how long did you keep the washed glassware in a hot air oven?

......................................................................................................
4.

How did you pack the sterilized glassware?

-

13.4 ACTIVITY~~ DISPOSAL OP CARCASS
After the experiment with an animal is over, the dead animal, i.e. carcass
should not be left in the laboratory. The dead animals start decaying and
putrefying by invasion of microbes and this leads to contamination and foul
odour in the lab. The carcass may be of two types: (1) untreated animals (2)
radioactive-treated animals. You must take care to wear apron and gloves
while handling dead animals especially the ones treated with radioactive
material. As said earlier this activity is a demonstration activity.
13.4.1 Requirements
Experimental animals
Digging and scooping equipment
, Disposable bags
13.4.2 Procedure

I.

After the dissection experiment is over the dead animals are put in
disposable paper bags and the bag is sealed. Animal tissues and excreta
should also be put and sealed in disposable bags.

2. The packet containing the carcasses, tissues and excreta is taken to a place
which has been marked for burying of such biological materials.
A deep pit is dug at the marked place, the packet is put in this pit. The pit
is covered with litter and soil. If the pit is not dug deep and not covered
properly, scavenging and wild animals like hyenas, wolves, dogs etc. will
redig the pit, may eat the carcass and leave everything in the open. If the
wild animals eat the carcass treated with radioactive material they may fall
sick and transmit the radioactivity to other fellow life forms. To ensure
that the pit is not redug by such animals the pit should be dug deep
enough.
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4.

The size of the pit depends on the number and size of animals. For one
animal like a frog or a rat a pit of approximately 2' x 2' x 2' size should be
dug.

5.

A similar pit is dug to bury the microbial culture materials for their
disposal.

The following queries are related to this activity. Tick mark the option that
stands correct after your observation.
What kind of bag was used for disposing off the animal(s) and animal
materials(s)?
Jute bag/Paper bagpolythene bag/Cloth bag.
2. How was the bag sealed?
By folding1By tyingmy using tape/By using staples
3. How deep was the pit? '
1'/2'/4'/8'
4. What material was used for covering the pit?
Soil/Pebbles/Litter/All the three.
1.

,

EXERCISE 14 DISPOSAL OF UNSERVICEABLE
AND OBSOLETE ITEMS
14.1 INTRODUCTION
-

-

You may find this exercise as a practical illustration for the procedure
generally followed in the disposal of unserviceable and obsolete items in a
laboratory. It is possible that a similar procedure exists in your laboratory or
institution also. This is a mock exercise which involves role-playing by three
of you and the Counsellor.

As a member of a group, you will be involved in preparing a report (Part I)
on the disposal of any thrEe unserviceablelobsolete items in a laboratory.
,

At the individual level, you will carry out the entry in the stock register
pertaining to the disposal of any one of these items (Part 11).
Objectives
After you do this exercise, you should be able to
prepare a list of unserviceable and obsolete items to be disposed of, after
indicating the reserve price in each case, and
explain the steps used in the disposal of unserviceable and obsolete items.

Useful Instruction
You are required to study Subsec.15.4.1 of Unit 15 before doing this exercise.

14.2 REQUIREMENTS
Stock registersLnventory registers

14.3 PROCEDURE
1. Assume that your Counsellor is the Head of the Institution.
Your Counsellor will choose three of you and form a Survey Committee
as follows:

2.

one of you as Head of the Department
Another student as the Administrative Officer1
Finance Officer of the Institution
The third as the expert who has knowledge on
the cost of the laboratory articles
3.

I-

Convenor of the
Committee
Members of the
Committee

You and the other two members visit Chemistry or Physics or Botany or
Zoology laboratory and give recommendations regarding any three items to
be disposed of. The format for recording the recommendations of the
Committee is given below in Part I of Sec. 14.4.
4. The Convenor of the Committee shall submit the report to the Head of the
Institution (i.e., the Counsellor).

For Mode-l students:
This exercise is an
individual level Activity
to be performed at the
Work Centre. You must
imagine yourself as a
single person team. Part I
of the report may be
modified accordingly.
You will sign above the
entry, Convenor. For Part
11, you will make
relevant entry for any
one item disposed of.
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5. The Head of the Institution gives hisher approval (in the report itself)
suggesting the mode of disposal as
a) 'sale or open auction' or
b) 'to be written off '.
6 . You assume that steps have been taken for disposal.
7. Part I1 of the report is illustrative of the entry to be made in the stock
registerlinventory register regarding the disposal of the item. This entry
helps in arriving at the final stock balance. An extract of the page of the
stock register is given as a table in Part 11. Each of you make relevant
entry in this table for any one item disposed of.
--

-

p
p

-

p
p

14.4 REPORT
Part I The Survey Committee Recommendations
The Survey Committee, consisting of the following three members, surveyed
Chemistry1 Physics/Botany/Zoology laboratory for identifying unserviceable
and obsolete items.
S.No.

Name

3.

Designation

Position in
the Committee

Head of the
Department

Convenor

Administrative
Officer/
Finance Officer

Member

Expert

Member

The following is the list of items recommended for disposal.

Date

Signatures of the members
of the Committee

Signamre of the Convenor
of the Committee

Remarks of the Head of the Institution with signature and date.

Disposal of
Unserviceable and
Obsolete Items

Note: (a) and (b) : The entries for these columns may be taken from the
relevant stocWinventory registers.
(c) : Reserve price is the minimum price at which an item
may be sold. The committee has to use its judgement or
imagination in fixing reserve price.
For obsolete and functional items, reserve price may
be approximately fixed on the basis of its worth.
In the case of non-functional items, reserve price may
be fixed based on the scrap value. The scrap value is
the approximate price fixed depending on the usable
constituents of an item just as a dealer of waste
materials does.
e In extreme cases, the Committee may recommend
writing off the item, if it is of no commercial value
and, the reserve price is taken as zero.
The reason for disposal may be given as:
(4 :
'unserviceable' or
'obsolete' or
'nonfunctional and of no commercial value'
Part I1 Making Entry in the Extract of the Relevant Page of the Stock
Register

Name of the item:
Name of the stock register:
Page no.:
Date

Particulars

Receipt
Quantity Rate Amount

Quantity
issued

Stock
balance

Remarks
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Note: While filling up the details in Part 11, the guidelines given below may be
followed:
1) There should be two entries in the tabular column.
2) The first entry in each column is to be made on the basis of the last
entry in the stocWinventory register of the relevant item.

3) The second entry is made as follows:
The disposal method is indicated under the column,
'Particulars' as shown below:
"Disposal of .................... numbers through sale/open
auction as per approval of the Head of the Institution dt.

..........................

97

or
"Written off ........................ numbers as per approval of
the Head of the Institution dt. ......................
The columns under 'Receipt' are to be left blank.
The column under 'Quantity issued' is filled up as per number
of (or quantity of) the particular item disposed of or written
off.
The present stock balance is arrived at by subtracting the
number of (or quantity of) the particular item disposed of fiom
the stock balance shown in the previous entry.
In case of sale or open auction, make the following entry
(using your imagination to fill in the blanks) in the column .
marked as 'Remarks':
'9

..................
..............................................................) that was

"The amount of Rs. ................... (Rupees

collected towards sale/open auction was deposited to the office
of the institution on .........................(date).

EXERCISE 15

DISPOSAL OF CHEMICAL
WASTES

15.1 INTRODUCTION
In this activity, your Counsellor will perform some experiments illustrating the
principles behind some of the disposal procedures. These principles are given
below along with examples of wastes which could be disposed of using
particular methods.
1.

Dissolution and dilution
Water soluble1miscible chemical wastes which are harmless in high
dilution may be run into the drainage with plenty of water. It may be
noted that alkali wastes also come under this category of treatment.
Examples: Acetone, methanol, ethanol, dioxan, acetic acid, ethyl methyl
ketone, ammonia (solution), hydrogen peroxide, oxalic acid, dimethyl
sulphoxide, hydroquinone ,p-benzoquinone, ammonium sulphide,
potassium hydroxide and sodium hydroxide.

s

2. Evaporation
Highly volatile liquid wastes could be disposed of by effective
ventilation.
Example : Diethyl et-her.
Moderately volatile liquid wastes can be absorbed on sand and left for
evaporation in an open area.
Examples : Ethyl acetate, hexane, petroleum ether, amyl alcohol,
carbon disulphide and carbon tetrachloride.

3.

Emulsification
Water immiscible liquid wastes can be emulsified using soap or detergent
solution and then run into the drainage.
Examples: Benzene, toluene, cyclohexane, nitrobenzene, carbon
disulphide, cresols, chlorobenzene, and chloroform.

4.

Chemical reactivity
The substances which react violently or produce flame on contact
with water can be given suitable chemical treatment to convert them
into nonreactive form before running into the drainage.
Example : Sodium metal.
Those substances which generate heat on mixing with water are
treated carefully with large quantity of water in a safe area.
Example : Calcium oxide.
Acidic chemical wastes are first treated with large quantity of sodium
carbonate anddhen with a large quantity of water. The treatment with
sodium carbonate neutralises the acid since the former is a base.
Apart from acidic waste, bromine waste is also treated using this
method.
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Examples: Perchloric acid, sulphuric acid, hydrochloric acid, nitric
acid, phosphoric acid, acetyl chloride, benzoyl chloride, tin(1V)
chloride, bromine, chromium trioxide and chromyl chloride.
Some water immiscible and hazardous materials can be washed into
the drainage after changing them into soluble compounds.
Examples : Aniline and iodine.

After carehlly watching the demonstration experiments, you have to indicate
the linkages between
the principles mentioned above, and
s the chemical waste disposal methods discussed in Subsec. 15.4.2 of Unit 15
for five chemical wastes that will be specified by your Counsellor. Entries
for acetone have been provided as an example in the table given in Sec.
15.4.
Objectives
After observing the demonstration experiments, you should be able to:
l

o

e

For Mode-1 students:
The Resource Person
will perform the
demonstration
experiments.

state the need for understanding the characteristics of a chemical waste
before disposing the same in garbage or drainage, and
explain the principles behind the chemical waste disposal procedures of
the demonstration experiments performed by your Counsellor.

Useful Instruction
Before observing the demonstration experiments, you are advised to go
through Subsec. 15.4.2 of Unit 15 for these and other methods of chemical
waste disposal.

15.2 REQUIREMENTS
Chemicals
The following materials are common for the whole batch of students at the
Study Centre, since this is a demonstration exercise.
Acetone (or ethyl methyl ketone or glacial acetic acid or
methanol or dioxan)
Sodium hydroxide (or potassium hydroxide)
Diethyl ether
Ethyl acetate (or hexane or carbon disulphide or
petroleum ether or carbon tetrachloride)
Toluene (or benzene or nitrobenzene
or chlorobenzene or chloroform)
Soap or detergent solution
Sodium metal
Ethanol (or propan -2-01)
Concentrated sulphuric acid
Sodium carbonate
Calcium oxide (freshly heated and cooled lime stone is
preferable)
Aniline
2 M Hydrochloric acid
Sodium thiosulphate crystals

1 ml
1 pellet
1 ml
1 ml
1 ml
10 ml
5 small pieces
50 ml
2 ml
40 g
2g
5 ml
10 ml
5g

2 crystals

Iodine
Apparatus
Test tubes
Watch glasses
100 ml beakers
China dish

Disposal of Chemical
Wastes

10
2
5
1

15.3 PROCEDURE
Your Counsellor will be performing the following experiments. You are
advised to observe the disposal methods carefully.
Experiment 1 : Test for studying miscibility/solubility in water
a

Acetone and sodium hydroxide are tested individually for miscibility/solubility
in water.
Experiment 2 : Test for studying volatility
Diethyl ether and ethyl acetate are tested for volatility using watch glasses.
Experiment 3 : Test for studying the pr,ocess of emulsification
Miscibility of toluene is tested with
e
water and,
e
soap or detergent solution.
Experiment 4 : Test for studying suitable chemical treatment for changing
the chemical nature of a substance which is highly reactive
with water
The reactivity of sodium is tested with
e
water,
e
ethanol, and
e
ethanol containing anhydrous sodium carbonate.
Experiment 5 : Test for studying water treatment method for a substance
which is fairly reactive with water
, Reactivity of calcium oxide with water is tested.

Experiment 6 : Test for studying suitable chemical treatment for changing
the chemical nature of acidic substances
The difference in reactivity of sulphuric acid with water is tested in the absence
and, presence of sodium carbonate.
Experiment 7 : Test for studying suitable chemical treatment for changing
the chemical nature of organic bases which are immiscible
with water
Miscibility of aniline with water is tested in the absence and, presence of dilute
hydrochloric acid.

In case ethanol
contains considerable
water, flame also
could be seen during
the reaction between
sodium and ethanol.
It is preferable to use
2-propanol, if
available.
Anhydrous sodium
carbonate is helpful in
removing water partly
from ethanol and, in
facilitating a mild
reaction by separating
sodium pieces during
the reaction between
sodium and ethanol.
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Experiment 8 : Test for studying suitable chemical treatment for changing
the chemical nature of iodine
Reactivity of iodine is tested with
water and,
sodium thiosulphate solution.
@

15.4 REPORT
The linkages between the principles mentioned in Sec. 15.1 of this exercise,
and the chemical waste disposal methods discussed in Subsec. 15.4.2 of Unit
15 are given in the following table for five chemical wastes:

Dissolution and dilution

EXERCISE 16 ATTENDING TO
EMERGENCY SITUATIONS
16.1 INTRODUCTION

-A

,

By doing this exercise, you will learn how to deal with emergency situations
arising out of laboratory accidents. You are aware that a tense situation arises
once an accident takes place. Amidst anxiety and tension, it becomes difficult
to plan and execute remedial measures. No doubt that wiser action will be to
identify the causes for the possible accidents and to take preventive measures.
Besides, it is better to be prepared with a plan for follow up actions at least for
those accidents which are likely to occur. In order to face an emergency
situation properly, the following would be of great help:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Knowledge of first aid procedures
First aid box (properly maintained)
List of emergency contact phone numbers
Communication skill for contacting fire service/hospitals/doctors etc.

It is desirable for you to know the procedure for preparing accident report.
This exercise contains a number of activities requiring your participation at the
individual level for some and as a member of a group for others as shown
below:

*
*

,

At the individual level, you will be involved in the preparation of
list of contact phone numbers to be used during emergency time,
first aid box, and
a report for an imaginary accident.
As a member of a group, you will
prepare charts indicating first aid procedures, and
attend a session in which your Counsellor will arrange for
demonstration of some first aid procedures.

The contents of Exercises 11 (on gas related emergencies), 12 (on fire related
emergencies) and the present one could help you in getting adequate training
for handling lab related emergencies.
Objectives
After doing this exercise, you should be able to:
prepare a list of contact phone numbers required for handling laboratory
accidents,
state the contents of first aid box,
assemble an improvised first aid box,
design charts indicating the first aid actions to be taken during common
laboratory accidents, and
prepare report for an accident.
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Useful Instruction
In'the table given below, you can find references to the locations of materials
related to this exercise. You are advised to go through these materials to
understand the significance of this exercise.
No. of the Activity

For Mode-1
students: Activity 3
is an individual level
Activity to be
performed at the
Work Centre along
with Activities 1,2
and 5. You will
prepare Guidance
Charts for any two
items out of eight
mentioned in Activity
3 of Sec. 16.3.3. Only
Activity 4 is the Study
Centre Activity.

Reference to the Unit

1
2
3

Sec. 15.2 of Unit 15
Subsec. 16.3.3 of Unit 16
Secs. 16.5 to 16.10 of Unit 16

4

Secs. 16.5 to 16.10 of Unit 16

5

Sec. 16.2 of Unit 16

Mode of Performance
Individual level
Individual level
In groups each containing four
students
Demonstration for the whole
batch of students
Individual level

A first aid box containing materials as per Table I must be available in the
laboratory of the Study Centre.

Table I :Materials that must be available at the Study Centre as part of
first aid box
Item
Individually wrapped sterile adhesive dressings (assorted)
Cotton roll
Half ounce packets of sterilised cotton roll
Sterile cotton pads in sealed packets
Half ounce packets of gauze, plain white
Swab sticks
Triangular bandages
Bandage rolls of 1",2" and 2%" width
Individually wrapped sterile unmeditated wound
dressings of sizes:
Medium I0 cm x 8 cm
Large 1 3 c m x 9 c m
Extra large 28 cm x 17.5 cm
Glucose
Burn01 tube
Dettol bottle
Spirit bottle (I 00 ml)
Stainless steel spoon (padded) or Tongue depresser
Safety pins (assorted, rust-proof)
Cardboard (8" to 12" length and 6" to 8" width)
Old news paper sheets (rolled using a rubber band)
Scissors (5-inch, blunt pointed)
Pen torch

Quantity
5
1
3
3
3
6
2
2 each

2
2
2
200 grams
1
1
1
1
6
1
6
1
1

Attending to Emergency
Situations

You are advised to bring the materials as per Table 11.

Table I1 :Materials that must be brought by each student
Item
i)-

ii)

Quantity

For preparation of charts
Chart papers of various colours, if possible
Green coloured wrapper paper
For assembling improvised first aid box
Thoroughly washed and sun-dried thin cloth
(from old saree or lungi or muslin cloth)
Thoroughly washed thick cloth (Khadhi type)
Cotton roll (small size)
Half ounce packet of sterilised cotton wool
Safety pins (assorted, h st-proof)
Sticks (from fresh broom)
Burn01 tube
Dettol bottle
Stainless steel spoon
Old news paper sheets
Scissors (5", blunt pointed)
Cardboard box (available in shops dealing
with gift articles) or aluminium metal box
of size 12"xl2"x6"

3
1

1% metres
1 metre
1
.1

3
3

1
1
1
6
1

16.3 PROCEDURE
--

-

163.1 Activity 1: Preparation of a List of Emergency Contact Numbers

The list is to be prepared by each of you in a chart paper (preferably
colowed). You may use the following or any format as per your imagination;
take care to see that it attracts the attention of the onlooker.
Name@)
Head of the Institution:
Head of the Deptt.:
Doctors:
(PhysiciansISurgeons)
HospitalsDVursing homes/
Clinics etc.:

Ambulance servicedTrauma
services:
Fire service
(Fire service may be called
for rescue operations during
fire, building collapse,
explosion, drowning, gas
leakage etc.):

Address@)

Contaet Number(s)
(Telephone/pager/mobile)
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Fire fighting equipment
dealers:
Police:

$

L

Electricity supply agency:

AuthoriSed electricians for
electrical repair work:
Fuel gas supply agency:

Gas cylinder supply
agencies (in case ammonia,
carbon dioxide, oxygen etc.
gas cylinders are used in the
lab):
Water supply agencies:

16.3.2 Activity 2: Assembling First Aid Box
Your Counsellor will show you the contents of the first aid box available at the
Study Centre. You observe the contents.

Improvised items: To
prepare items using
locally available source
materials.

As part of this activity, you are also to assemble the contents of first aid box as
per Table 111. It is advisable to procure all the first aid materials from
medicallgeneral merchant shops. It is also useful to know how to prepare
improvised first aid materials such as bandage etc. This practice will help
you in offering first aid to a bleeding victim using locally available
materials. With this purpose, you will assemble a first aid box which
contains both
first aid materials (sterilised cotton wool, burn01 tube, safety pins, scissors
and dettol bottle) which are to be purchased form medicallgeneral
merchant shops and
improvised items (clean dressings, clean cotton pads, bandage rolls of
various sizes, padded spoon and swab sticks).
Preparation of Improvised Items

A) Using a thoroughly washed and sun-dried old and thin cloth of 1%
metres length (which may be cut from an old saree or lungi or muslin
cloth), prepare the following four items:

i) Individually wrapped clean dressings: You cut one piece each of
following sizes using the thin cloth:

Fold each of them such that the edges are inside and wrap them in
clean news papers.
ii) Clean cotton pads in separate packets: You are advised to cut one
piece each of clean cotton pads of thickness 112" and sizes 1"xl",
6"x4" and 6"x6". Cover each from top and below with thin cloth of
same size and wrap each with a portion of news paper sheet.
iii) Bandage rolls: Using thin cloth, cut one piece each of sizes 3'x1",
3'x2%" and 3'x3%" and 3'x5" and roll each of them separately.
iv) Padded spoon: A stainlesss steel spoon is to be covered with a clean
cotton pad of thickness 112" and size 1"xl" prepared in (ii) above.

B) Swab sticks: Wash three sticks taken ffom a fresh broom. Cut them into
6" size. Cover each of them with a bud of cotton.
C) Triangular bandages: Using a thoroughly washed piece of thick cloth
(such as khadi), you can prepare triangular bandages. You have to cut
diagonally a thick piece of cloth of size 38" x 38" into two pieces. Each
piece is a triangular bandage. When not is use, the bandage has to be kept
folded.
Using these materials and, others mentioned in Table I1 in Sec. 16.2 of this
exercise, assemble the first aid box as per Table 111. Keep these materials in a
cardboard box or metal box and paste a green paper on it. A red cross mark
may be made on it.

Attending to Emergency
Situations
The clean dressings, clean
cotton pads, and swab
sticks are useful to treat
cases of bleeding. The
bandage rolls are useful
in keeping the dressing
and cotton pad in
position. Bandages help
in controlling bleeding
and in preventing or
reducing swelling.
Recommended sizes of
roller bandages or
bandage rolls for various
parts of the body are as
follows:
Fingers
1"
Head and arms 2%"
Leg
3%"
Trunk
5"
The padded spoon is
useful for keeping the
mouth open during
resuscitation.
Triangular bandages are
used in cases of fracture
or severe bleeding. Old
news paper sheets could
also be used in these
cases to support the
affected area.

Table 111: The contents of the first aid box to be assembled by each
student
Item

Quantity

Individually wrapped clean dressings (of sizes):
lMxlV; 2Wx2V; 2Ux4V; 611x4" and 611x6W
Clean cotton pads in separate packets (of sizes):
1"xl"; 6"x4" and 6"x6"
Bandage rolls (of sizes):
3'xl"; 3'x2XW;3'x3%" and 3'x5"
Padded spoon
Swab sticks
Triangular bandages

1 Each

1 Each
1
6
2

Half ounce packet of sterilised cotton wool
Safety pins (assorted, rust-proof)
Old news paper sheets
Scissors (5 ",blunt pointed)
Burn01 tube
Dettol bottle

1
3
6
1
1
1

Source

1 Each

To be
prepared by
you using the
methods
given above.

1

To be
procured by
you from the
shop.

You may carry
back home, the
first aid box you
assem bled.
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16.3.3 Activity 3: Preparation of Guidaace Charts for First Aid
Your Counsellor will form groups of four students. Using the materials
from the sections of Unit 16 mentioned in each case below, each group has to
prepare in chart papers the set of guidelines for the first aid concerning the
following:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Chemical burns (Sec 16.7)
Slight bleeding (Sec 16.8)
Splashes on the eyes (Subsec 16.10.3)
Ingestion of chemicals (Sec 16.7)
Thermal burns (Subsec 16.10.1)
Shock (Sec 16.9)
Electric shock (Sec 16.5)
Fainting/unconscious casualties (for cases of breathing and heart beat
stoppage - write details of three steps for resuscitation given under the
headings, 'Opening the airway, mouth-to-mouth artificial respiration and
heart massage for restoring circulation' in Sec. 16.6).

Each of you have to prepare charts for two first aid procedures. One
example is given below. You may use coloured chart papers as also a format of
your choice.
First aid for chemical bums

1.

*
*

Wash the affected area with large amount of running water to
remove the chemical substance completely.
If water is in short supply, wipe the affected area using a clean cloth
before the wash.
* In case of splash of insoluble chemicals, use soap along with water.
2. Carefully remove all contaminated clothing.
: Wash with 10% sodium bicarbonate solution and
3. Splash of acids
then apply vaseline.
Splash of alkalies : Wash with 1% acetic acid and then apply vaseline.
Splash of bromine : Wash with 2 M ammonia and keep the affected part
dipped in sodium bisulphite solution.
Splash of phenol : Apply ethanol on a cotton wool pad.
or sodium
4. In case of severe injury, arrange immediate transportation to the nearest
doctor.

16.3.4 Activity 4: First Aid Procedures
Your Counsellor will explain the first aid procedures through a
demonstration session. Carefully observe ali the steps. Try to relate
the contents of the first aid box
the guidance charts, and
the first aid procedures shown through demonstration.

16.3.5 Activity 5: Preparation of Report for an Imaginary Accident
In case of serious accidents, accident report has to be sent to the Head of the
Institution who may use it for official purposes, police enquiry and taking
preventive measures.

Some of the categories of serious accidents are mentioned below:
Fracture
Amputation of a hand or foot
Loss of sight of an eye
Any injury which causes the casualty to be detained in hospital as inpatient for over 24 hours
Any injury resulting in the casualty's absence for more than three days
from attending to the work at the institution
Death

ii

Your Counsellor will give you the background details of an imaginary case of
an accident. Each of you prepare the report by filling the relevant entries
in the proforma given in Sec. 16.4 using
b

the details given by your Counsellor,
Unit 16 material, and
your imagination..

16.4 REPORT
You are required to submit the following to your Counsellor:
1.

The chart containing list of emergency contact phone numbers (prepared
by each of you)
2. The first aid box (prepared by each of you)
3. Guidance charts for first aid (prepared as a group activity along with a
sheet containing names of students involved in the activity)
4. A detailed accident report (prepared by each of you) in the proforrna that
follows.

Attending to Emergency
Situations
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Accident Report
1. Date, time and location of the accident:

2. A brief description of the accident :
(In case of chemical ingestionlinhalationl
splashes of chemicals, name of the reagent
and its approximate concentration may also
be given)

3. Details regarding first aid given:
SI.No.

Name, age and
address of
(each) victim

#

Nature of injury
suffered or
suspected#

Type of first
aid given#

Name of the
person who
administered
first aid

Any further action
taken (summoning
doctor, removal to
hospital etc.)#

I
I

1

Mention the identifiable name only for each class

4.

The name and address of eye witness :

5.

Action taken to control the damage :

Date:

*Signature of the lab staff and designation
(*Sign here)

To
(Write the address of the Head of the Institution)

,

EXERCISE 17

GROUP INTERACTION LAWS, REGULATIONS,
AND RELATED ISSUES

17.1 INTRODUCTION

*

This exercise is based on Unit 17 'Laws and Regulations' of this course. What
are we going to do in this exercise? - this might be the question arising in your
mind. If you have not already guessed from the above title, the central theme
of this exercise is - oral communication. While developing this course as a
holistic training package, the course-team was quite conscious not to miss out
on the component of communication skills. You had a fairly good grind
regarding the development of written skills through your earlier exercises.
Also, Unit 8 entitled 'Scientific Reporting' familiarized you with the
theoretical elements and the ways of communication by means of written
words. The main purpose of this exercise is to impress upon you the
importance, and the ways of developing and refining the oral communication
skills as this is the most commonly used form of communication.
We all use oral communication in one form or the other in our day to day life
but its forms of usage at home and at the place of work are different in many
ways. If you work in an academic institution, or a governmental laboratory,
then you must be familiar with group discussions, debates, panel discussions,
brainstorming sessions, seminars and symposia, and so on. These are some of
the formats of oral communication. For this exercise, we have chosen the
format of group discussion. This, we thought would be an ideal format
considering the time constraint. The other advantage of this format is that a
number of students can share a common platform at a given time, and the
audience can also gain by listening to them. Now your attention is drawn to the
main title of the exercise that reads 'Group Interaction.. .....' why interaction,
and not discussion? This is because we expect each and every individual in the
group to participate actively and share hislher viewpoints and experiences
through this exercise. Another point, whenever you come across the term
discussion in this exercise, read it in the sense of interaction.
Objectives

While undertaking this exercise and after its completion, you should be able to:
share with your peer group, the relevant information1 knowledge/opinions
with regard to the selected topic of discussion;
describe the necessary preparations required for organizing, and
participating in a group interaction session;
explain the advantages of such an interastion;
freely interact with your peer group, and others at your workplace about the
day to day work, as well as the problems faced, and if required suggest
possible corrective measures too; and
critically reflect on the topic discussed.
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17.2 HOW TO ORGANISE AN INTERACTION SESSION?
How should we begin? What are the norms? What is the time slot? Any
assessment criteria? These and many such questions may be coming to your
mind. The guidelines given below would help you find answer to all such
questions as well as guide you as to how to carry out this exercise.

How toform a group? -You could begin with by forming your group. An ideal
group has 3 to 5 (maximum number) participants. Once your group is formed,
convey the names of your group members to your counsellor.
Deciding on a topic ofdiscussion - Next identify the topic for interaction.
Eight themes are given in the following section. You may either choose
any one of these, or take any topic other than the ones mentioned here, and
decide on the focus of your topic. The guidelines provided for each of these
themes are merely suggestive. You are free to develop your own set of points
for discussion. After final agreement on the topic and its focus, it will be useful
to jot down the objectives. This would help you to focus your discussion
sharply.
The role ofeach individual in the team - With the mutual consent of the team.
each individual can choose hisher role in the group, one person can become a
convenor of the team and coordinate the activities of the team including the
preparation and circulation of a write-up (more details regarding this are given
below).
Another person from the group can become the chairperson whose task is to
facilitate a smooth, purposeful transaction of ideas, opinions and information
among the participants during the Interaction Session. The chairperson is also
expected to boost the morale of the team, bring in the inhibited participants;
and give equal opportunities for discussion to all the group members. W i l e
doing all these helshe also has to watch out that anything in the Interaction
Session may not hurt the sensitivities of any person.
Yet another person can be a recorder also known as-rapporteur,who can
keep a written record of the issues taken up, the suggestions that emerged, the
consensus, any strong or differing opinions of the panelists. Notes-taking itself
is a task requiring intense concentration. Therefore the recorder is usually
exempted from participating directly in the discussion.
Any one participant may volunteer to sum up the salient points of discussion.
This job could also be done either by the chairperson or the recorder, this you
can decide amongst yourselves.
Your counsellor would always be there, if you need any help.

Knowing the relevant details regarding the Interaction Session - Make sure to
enquire about all the details regarding the interaction session, viz., date, time,
duration and venue from your counsellor, well in advance. We feel that a time
slot of 1'/2 to 2 hours duration should be sufficient for one such group
interaction session. This means, you have to do all your home-work or any
preparation earlier. That time is not counted in the time slot mentioned above.

'
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Preparing for the Interaction Session - It is a necessary step for an endeavour
like this. It involves making an in-depth study and thinking deeply about the
chosen topic. In this process one explores the literature, and interacts with
people. This helps in clarifying many points, widening one's perspective and
developing an insight into the topic. We advise you to undergo this rigour.
Rest assured, not only would the quality of your presentation, but also the
quality of your participation in the interaction would be of high order!
Preparing and Circulating the Write-up - In order to have a fruitful interaction
it is essential that your team prepares a one-page write up - the precise topic,
its objectives, and the line of discussion to be taken up at the interaction
session. The write-up may be prepared by the convenor, or any person from the
team. It is always helpful that the person handling this job should interact, and
take the inputs of the team members, before finalising the write-up. This
* exercise would help the team as a whole to know the exact focus of the
discussion. It would be useful, if the write-up is circulated among the
participants at least one day in advance, so that they can concretise their
- thoughts and reactions to the issues mentioned therein. Some copies of the
write-up should also be kept handy for the desirous persons from the audience.
What to carry for the Interaction Session - Remember to bring along the
paper(s) on which you have noted down your points earlier for easy recall, and
other things such as transparencies, pictures and so on, that you intend to use in
the session. Some loose sheetslwriting pad and pedpencil should not be
forgotten.

-

.~lrrungernentsat the Interaction Session - After you have assembled at the venue
at the designated hour, take your seat. Make sure that the seating arrangement is
such that you are able to easily view or rather establish eye contact with your
other team members. Three such seating plans given in Fig. 17.1 would give you
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Fig. 17.1 : a) A seating arrangement for a small group. b) An arrangement for a larger
discussion group. c) Another arrangement for the discussion group along with
audience.

How to participate effectively in the session - Here are some points, a mix of
norms and tips, that would help you to make your interaction session a success

o00
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and an experience to remember. The foremost requirement is - a thorough
preparation, and clear thinking about the various facets of the proposed topic of
discussion. Once you have occupied your seat, bring yourself to the level of
your best concentration and alertness. Remember to be a patient listener to the
points raised, the arguments developed, the explanations made and the data
presented during the discussion. Participate unhesitatingly in the discussion
and express your viewpoints freely. Always seek the permission of the
chairperson before speaking. Try to be perceptive to the sensitivities of people
and take the utmost care not to hurt the feelings of any one. While you speak,
your tone should be moderate, firm and audible to all. Note down any points
coming to your mind while the discussion is on, and you can take them up
subsequently in the discussion, at the right moments.
Assessment Criteria for the Session - This is a mandatory exercise carrying
a weightage of ten marks (the break-up is given below). You would be
assessed by your counsellor. The assessment criteria given below would give
you an idea of the elements important for a session like this.
Items of assessment

(i)
(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

Weightage (out of 10)

Extent of prior-preparation
1 mark
(moderate/extensive)
Aspects of oral communication skills
4 marks
a) Language clarity
(simple and short sentences, familiar words, active verbs)
b) Style, tone and voice quality
Wiendly, clear, measured neutral tone)
c) Readiness to speak with facts and evidence for developing the
argument
d) Alertness in picking up the thread
(concentration and presence of mind, quick recall)
3 marks
How do you carry your self during the session?
a) Posture
b) Composure
c) Self-confidence
d) Extent of involvement
e) Capacity to handle differences of opinions
f) Ability to listen
2 marks
Academic content
a) Understanding the topic
b) Accurate knowledge of the relevant facts

Participation in the interaction session: is it compulsory? - As mentioned
earlier, you have to participate compulsorily in one of the interaction sessions.
If there are some more of such sessions, we suggest you to attend as many of
them as you can, for the purpose of enrichment.

17.3 SOME THEMES FOR DISCUSSION
Given below are eight themes, along with some discussion points. We suggest
you to go through all of them quickly and then either choose any one of them
or take up a new theme not mentioned here. These guidelines are just to give
you idea about some of the ways of developing a discussion.

f

17.3.1 Use of Live Animal Material for Experimentation
Under this topic a variety of issues can be taken up. Some of the issues that can
be raised are listed below (as Topic 1,2 and 3) alongwith the guidelines.

Topic 1 : Procuring and storing animal materials.
(i) You can begin by asking for a clarification or reaching a
common understanding regarding the oft-used
terminology, for instance, animal cages, breeder,
experiment, Institutional Animals' Use Ethics Committee,
and so on.
(ii) The process of acquiring live materials
Prior information required - number of students, the
kind of experiment, precise time of requirement, the
rightful source for procuring material.
(iii) Receiving and stocking the live materials
Preparation to be made in advance
Examining the actual storage conditions
Thinking and preparing for likely emergencies fiom
past experiences, for instance, coping with extreme
ambient temperature conditions
Adequate preparations for stocking live materials causing
minimum suffering to them - Animal house, animal cage
conforming to the standards, training of the attendant,
duration of storage, making arrangements for looking after
the animals during off-hours and on holidays.

Topic 2 : Conducting experiments on animals.
(i) The qualifications or experience of the person(s)
performing experiments on animals.
(ii) Comfortable conditions provided, and animals looked
after well before and after the experiment.
(iii) Use of anaesthetic to prevent suffering to the animal(s).
(iv) Relieving an animal from its suffering.
(v) Knowledge of the regulatory principles laid down for
conducting the experiments on animals.
(vi) Keeping records for any checks by the Institutional
Animals' Use Ethics Committee.

Topic 3 : Ethical issues concerning use of animals for experimentation
and educational purposes.
(i) Animals procured, handled and looked after according to
the regulatory principles laid down.
(ii) Minimising the use of live animal material; trying other
alternatives.
(iii) Optimum utilisation of a living being, but without causing
any kind of suffering to it.
(iv) Propertdecent disposal of the dead animals.
(v) Are the available regulatory procedures enough? What
more is required in them? What are the non-relevant
portions that could be deleted?

Group Interaction-Laws,
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(vi) The regulatory principles alone, are not enough. These
need a back-up of self-discipline and self-check.

17.3.2 Judicious use of PlantIAnimal Material for Lab. Purposes
Live or preserved biological material is an essential requirement in all bio-labs.
This material needs to be brought in regularly for immediate use or for
replenishment of the stocks. It is a common sight to see a large portion of the
material brought, later being dumped as waste. Can we think of making a
judicious use of the biological n~aterialbe it of plant origin or animal?
Making the right judgment of the amount of material required for use in
the lab.
Just enough, and no shortage
Minimal wastage
ii) Dealing with the 'left-overs'
Fixing for future use
Making Herbarium/Museum specimens based on need
Providing it to others who are looking for it.
Putting to various uses, e.g., flowers can be processed for making dry
arrangementslgreeting cards during free time.
Wastes could be buried in a pit for making organic manure, this could
reduce the daily garbage load; manure formed could be used in flower
potslgardens. All this not only adds to the aesthetics of a place, but is
also very satisfying.
i)

17.3.3 Bhopal Gas Tragedy - A Case Study
It is a case study concerning an industrial unit. The lessons learnt from this
incident are very relevant to many laboratories. The details of the case given
below are followed by the guidelines for interaction.
The Bhopal gas tragedy, which took place on the midnight of 2"d - 3'd
December, 1984, was the worst industrial accident that ever occurred in our
country. Over 40 tonnes of highly toxic Methyl isocyanate (MIC) and other
lethal gases including Hydrogen cyanide leaked from the Union Carbide's
chemical plant located in the northern end of Bhopal. This accident had a very
high casuality, and more than 8,000 people were killed in its immediate
aftermath, and over 500,000 people suffered multisystemic injuries. The
number of deaths has risen to 16,000* in the subsequent years.. and still there is
no end to the physical and mental suffering of the surviving victims of this
accident. About 10-15 persons are dying every month from exposure-related
diseases and their complications.

The Union Carbide Factory - It was set up in 1969, and in 1979 a unit for the
manufacture of MIC was set up by the company. The design of this unit was
based on Union Carbide's West Virginia Plant. It has come to light that lower
standards were employed in the selection of oonstruction materials, monitoring
devices and safety system.
How did the accident happen?
As pointed out earlier, this happened because of the leakage of MIC and other
toxic gases in the atmosphere. How? The story is like this. In this unit, the MIC
*From : 'A Report fiom Sambhavna Trust', Bhopal, 1998
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was stored in liquid form. A layer of nitrogen on top of the liquid level in the
tank provided a blanket cover. These tanks were installed in the ground with
about half the tank underground. There were two full tanks, and another halffilled with MIC at the time of accident. Had these remained at low temperature
without any foreign material getting in, nothing would have happened. But on
the night of this disaster, water that was used for washing the lines entered the
tank containing MIC, through the leaking valves. The refrigeration unit which
should have kept the MIC close to zero degrees centigrade had been
deliberately put off earlier by the company officials to save on the electricity
bills. The entrance of water into the MIC tanks at ambient temperature,
triggered off an exothermic reaction that resulted in the release of the lethal gas
mixture. The safety systems which in any case were not designed for such a
massive gas leakage, unfortunately was non-functioning at that time. The
scrubber designed to neutralise any escaping gases by spraying caustic soda
was also empty. And the flare tower meant to burn off any gases from the
scrubber was under repair. A water spray - another arrangement to dissolve the
escaping gases, was also ineffective on this fatehl day as it could not reach the
level of the gases released. There was, thus, no way to contain such huge
amounts of gases formed.
Medical Impacts qf the Disaster

Lungs were badly affected by exposure to this gas. Bronchial asthma, chronic
obstructive airways disease, recurrent chest infections, and fibrosis of lungs
were very widely reported. Besides lungs, brain, kidneys, muscles as well as
gastrointestinal, reproductive, immunological and other systems were also
affected. Damage was also caused to the eyes, and many survivors had
developed early-age cataracts.
Issues Related to Safety Management

b

,

I

I
I

I
I
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(i) Plant design - There was a major error in the plant design. There was no
need of storing such a hazardous substance in such huge amounts - this
has been felt by the experts evaluating the causes of this accident. It was
also felt that the safety devices along with such high storage amounts of
hazardous material were highly inadequate. A refrigeration unit that could
be put off or go out of order. a scrubber that could not perform its task, a
non-functional flare, and non-usable u7aterspray were highly inadequate
by any standards. Another failure of the designers was, that they could not
visualise the probable emergency scenario - and there was only one gate
for exit, and walls were high with barbed wire top. Once the gate was
affected by gas how could the victims escape, and how could help reach
them - all these aspects were not even thought of.
(ii) Standards of Maintenance - The standards of maintenance in the plant
were poor - this can be firmly stated on the basis of findings of several
inspection teams. Putting the pieces of information together it is also
apparent that maintenance was the item of least priority for its
management, as none of the safety devices was functional. The lesson that
could be learnt from this case is that the maintenance programme should
have recognized the major hazard potential and all maintenance jobs
should have been carried out in a planned, regular and phased manner.
(iii) System and Procedures of work - It is essential to prepare and follow a
well-thought out procedure of operations. A set procedure makes
concerned people responsible for their actions. If this was so in the Union
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Carbide factory the responsibility for the unusual moves like switching off
the refiigeration, and non-functioning flare could have been fixed.
(iv) Emergency preparedness - It is abundantly clear that there was no
preparedness of any kind on the part of the organization to meet out such
an eventuality. The company was being governed by a management
located several continents away, unaware of the ground realities of this
place. As a result the potential of disaster was either unknown or under
evaluated by them. It would have been logical for the management to
make a real assessment and to draw an emergency plan to help minimise
any loss and mitigate the suffering in case of emergency of this magnitude.
The arrangements for obtaining emergency help from agencies like fire
brigades, medical aid, rescue and relief arrangements should have been
some of the minimum precautions taken.
(v) A community unprepared - The affected community comprised people
living in nea~byvillages, which had no idea, whatsoever as to how to deal
with such a emergency. The unsuspecting people were sleeping when the
disaster occurred that lead to panic, helplessness and gross suffering.
Likewise local authorities, were caught unawares. Had the police and
administrators been aware of the ways of handling, they could have guided
people to cover their faces with wet towels and run in the right direction.
Similarly the hospitals and medical profession also did not know what was
happening, and how to cope up with the unending stream of victims.
(vi) Training of Employees - This accident also brought to light the poor
picture of the training of employees. A unit with a major hazard potential
should train all their employees right from managers, to the last grade
worker, about all the safety aspects on a regular basis. Each one should
have been fully aware of the hazards and know what to do in an
emergency. Operating manuals, instruction manuals and safety
instructions should have been made available to them.
(vii)Legal controls - The legislation covering 'safety at work in factories' is
the Factories, Act 1948. This act was amended in 1976, but did not have
adequate provisions to effectively check potential dangers like bulk
storage of dangerous material and lack of emergency preparedness. In
1987, the Factories Act was amended again and this amendment had
added the required provisions. After this accident, the government also
took a series of steps, that included a nation-wide exercise to identify all
the installations that could be hazardous. Absence of adequate legal
controls is one of the main reasons which made possible the existence of
installations like this with major hazard potential without required safety
arrangements. When it comes to the safety of the community then the
enforcement machinery comes into focus to ensure that legal controls are
operating. Thus all development work planned needs to be scrutinised
from the point of safety and health of the people.
Topic 1: The case study presented above has highlighted some aspects related
to this accident. If it interests you, you can choose this topic for your
interaction session. You can explore more about it and share your
findings about some new dimensions of this case.
Topic 2: After looking at the Bhopal case from various angles, you could
have an 'Experience sharing session' wherein you and your team
can share their experiences regarding any such case(s), any
exceptional situation(s) or exigency(ies).

,

You can share information about:
The case - what happened and how?
How it was h d l e d ?
Was the handling correct?
What kind of support was available?
What were the areas lacking in support?
What could be the measures for total safety in such situation(s)?
17.3.4 Preventive messmm for minimising acci

ia Laboratories

Topic 1 : Preventive measuses for ensuring safety in a chemical laboratory.

$
1

.

Identifying chemical hazards (Ref. Unit 13, See. 13.3)
Identifying fire hazards (Ref. Unit 12, Sec. 12.3)
Identifying intxmqmtible substances (Ref. Unit 13, Appendix)
Treatment of chemical wastes (Ref. Unit 15, See. 15.4)
Usage of protective clothing (Ref. Unit 15, Sub Sec. 15.3.3)
Observing safe labotatory practices (Ref. Unit 15, Sub Sec. 15.3.2
,
Sec. 13.3.2).
and ~ n i t ' 1 3 Sub
vii) Safe Hanof c h e m i c a l s l i n s ~ e n t s(Ref. Unit 15, Sec. 15.6)
viii) Hazardous chemicals rules
ix) Observance af fire safety rules
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)

Topic 2: Preventive measwres with respect to electricity supply and electrical
equipment in the l a h t o r y .
The questio&um-checklist
given below could be of immense
help for taking up the appropriate preventive measures.
i)
ii)

-

r

iii)
iv)
v)
vi)

How is electricity supplied to your laboratory?
(Broad iaka of an electric power statiorr, long distance
transmission of electricity, transfomw, mpply cable).
At what voltage electricity is supplied in your labomtory? Is this
voltage the same as the voltage at which electricity is
transmitted fiom electric power genedon station to the local
electric station in your town?
(Electricpowe~is transmitted between long distances at high
voltage to minimise transmission loss. In the laboratory it is
supplied at 220 V )
Are all the electrical accessories in conformity with the requisite
standards?
What is the purpose of a fuse in e l d d wiring? How does it
work?
What is the p\ppose of earthing in eleefrbl wiring? How does
it work?
In sorm of the electrical equipment a qmzate fuse is provided.
Why?
if yau cotma3 an eledricsl equipment to the

the socket)
viii) Are all dcstrical i
d
to regulaa inspection?
ix) Are all ekzctrkd gadgets haadledwith care and caution?
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x) Are all electrical installations - wiring, connection, and
maintenance of electric equipments carried out by skilled
electricians only?
xi) Are there any temporary electric connections in your lab. as a
quick-fix solution? Is it desirable? Why?
xii) Are you careful to switch off the mains whenever any repairs
(even of minor nature) are carried out?
xiii)Do you take care to keep electrical equipment free from dust,
dirt, splashes of liquids and moisture?
xiv) Are warning signs, indicator lights, markings made use of to
draw the attention of persons to the possible dangers?
xv) What are the dos and don'ts in case of fire caused due to
electricity?
(h'ever use water for extinguishing electric$re; switch o f t h e
mains; only use C 0 2typepre extinguishers)
xvi) What are the first-aid measures for a person suffering from
electrical shock?
(Restpre her/his respiration by iythemically pushing her/his
back to apply pressure on lungs).

17.3.5 Preventive Maintenance of Laboratory and Equipment
Topic : Role of lab. staff in preventive maintenance of laboratory and its
equipment,
i)

ii)

iii)

iv)
v)

Daily maintenance (Ref. Exercise-4)
Routine cleaning
Garbage disposal
Sorting out waste
Shut-down and check-in sequences
Running machines
Weekly or monthly maintenance
Sinks
Drainage
Distilled water plant
Annual maintenance
Gas source (Indane)
e
Fire extinguishers
Electricity connection points
e
Fire buckets
Devices for protection from chemical vapours
Water line
Table tops
Furniture-varnishing, repair etc.
Soliciting maintenance contract and keeping to the schedule
Checking instruments which are occasionally used. Costly
equipment should be kept functional.

17.3.6 Professional Requirements of Laboratory Staff for Better
Performance
Some points that could be taken up for discussion on this theme are listed
below. In addition, it would be very useful to have another look at the

4
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following references of this course: Unit 15, Sections 15.2 and 15.3; and
Exercise 4.
i)

Knowing your job well.
Prior knowledgeltraining is an asset.
For fresh recruits, efforts put in to know the various spheres and
requirements of the job would prove' both satisfying and rewarding in
the long run.
ii) Stringently following the code of behaviour laid down by the institution.
iii) Personal rules and self checks
a
Discipline
a
Cordial behaviour
Willingness to help anyone, and undertake extra work if need be
Guidance to new entrants in the lab.
"9
a
Empathy for staff as well as the users of lab.
iv) Preparation of duty chart for various activities in the lab.
Daily chores - opening/closing, cleaning, dusting
r
a
Maintenance - repairs, oiling, cleaning
a
Specific responsibilities - person(s) incharge
v) Calender of activities for one self helps in efficient working
Daily (specific requirements)
a
Monthly (special preparations required, tasks to attend to)
a
Annual (tasks to be undertaken on annual basis - preparation for
examination, procurement of specimenslmaterials; maintenance of
lab. - white washing, varnishing, annual cleaning)
vi) Organisation of lab. with efficient use of space, accessibility and safety
being the main considerations.
Arranging things according to usage (immediate use; less frequently
used; hazardous material; delicate material; materials requiring special
conditions, e.g., cold, protection from direct light and so on.)
a
Labelling indicating all the required details (name, concentration,
expiry date and so on.)
vii) Establishing a direct, regular and frank communication channel with the
users of lab.
a
Regular, contact for knowing about the requirements in advance B
items required, time when required, amount or quantity, source if any.
viii) Record keepingebit
a
Record of the whereabouts of the items in the lab. (immense help to
<
one self and others)
Breakage records
Instrument servicing records
a
Replenishment records
(Which items? When? From whom? A m o u n t / q ~ t i t y )
ix) Reference copy
Information about the methods of preparation, and calculations involved in
the preparation of solutions; details/preparations used often in the labs.
x) Procuring right amount of fresh material for work - not too less causing
shortage, nor too much leading to wastage.
xi) Keeping lab. in order
As often as possible in a day
Must, at the end of the day
Always keeping the emergency escape routes clear
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xii) Safety concerns
Awareness of potential dangers, and emergency procedures
Knowledge of the measures to be taken to avoid accidents.
Use of safety/protective devices while working, e.g., exhaust fans,
fume cupboards, lab. coats/aprons, gloves, goggles and so on.
Knowledge of, and following the operation rules of instruments and
other gadgets.
xiii)Professional development as an essential and continuous endeavour
Self-initiative is the best
.
Urge to learn to improve performance
Open-mindedness
Attending levant courses
Exploring and reading newer literature
Interacting with colleagues
Visiting other labs to know about their good points.
17.3.7 Fobw-up Action for Emergency Situations in Laboratories
Follow-up action for emergency
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)

Proper First-Aid training (Through St. John Ambulance, that has 600
centres all through India)
Maintenance of First-Aid facilities
Mock exercises or drills for various possible hazards - Gas leakagenab.
fire and dealing with fire accident victims to minimise injury/electric
shock/chemical splash
Importance of observing safety day or week
Emergency call address and mode of communication
Updating occasional verifications for change of phone numbers and
addresses

i)

Whyitisxmxsxy?
For moving up in the career ladder
Constant updating - Eibed of the time
Self c d k b c e
ii) Areas of Profissiooal Deveioprzlent
Academic

the laboratory situation
(Design, Arrmgement, lweasing eficiency, Cop'ng with work
pressures)
iii) How it could be done?
By Intersdionwithsgecialists
( T d h , Lawres, SGnirrars etc.)
C o m m o n ~ ~ g r e g u l a r ~ t i o n w i t h ~
(Exchangeof views, Development of critical t w g )

Tailor-

oou~ses

(Duration, &&aamd to cater to specific d,
W h Who &lop

Timing in the year
Duration
Can it be made mandatory?.
v) Incentives for Professional Development
Present situations
What more is required in this area?
Awards/Recognition
(Levels - Institution/State/National)

,;
I

I
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Group Interaction-Laws,
Regulations and Related
Issues

Course Name:
Course Code:
Credits:

Good Laboratory Practices
LT - 01
02 Credits

Exercise 1: Study of Design and Features of a Laboratory
Exercise 2: Study of Design and Infrastructure of a Preparation Room of a Laboratory
Exercise 3: Study of Design and Organisation of Laboratory Store
Exercise 4: Study of Regular Duties of Laboratory Staff
Exercise 5: Study of Procedure regarding Purchase of Laboratory related Items
Exercise 6: Study of Procedure for Purchase of Alcohol and its Stock Maintenance
Exercise 7: Study of Procedure for Stock Verification and Maintenance of Apparatus
Exercise 8: Study of Basic Aspects of Electrical Maintenance
Exercise 9: Study of Supply of Gas, Electricity and Water in a Laboratory
Exercise 10: Identification of Compressed Gases and Study of their Handling and
Storage
Exercise 11: Study of Fire Safety Measures in a Laboratory
Exercise 12: Classifying and Handling of Hazardous Chemicals
Exercise 13: Study of Sterilization and Safe Disposal Methods of Biological Materials
Exercise 14: Disposal of Unserviceable and Obsolete Items
Exercise 15: Disposal of Chemical Wastes
Exercise 16: Attending to Emergency Situations
Exercise 17: Group Interaction – Laws, Regulations and Related Issues

There are no specific requirements for this laboratory
course. It can be clubbed with any of the other
laboratory courses of the programme

